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stages in the Life History of Oafanus finmarchicus

(Gunnerus), Experimentally Reared by Mr. L. R.

Crawshay in the Plymouth Laboratory.

By

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University.

Temporary Naturalist in the PlymoiUh Laboratory.

With Plates 1 to 5 in the Text.

[The stages in the development of Calanus finmarchicus described and

figured by Miss Lebour in the present paper were taken from culture jars

given into my charge by Mr. L. R.. Crawshay, when he left the Laboratory

to undertake military duties in connection with the war. In one jar at

that time the first copepodid stage, from eggs laid in the jar, had just

been reached, and the technical details for the successful rearing of the

animals had been mastered. The experiments had been conducted with

great care, and all possible precautions had been taken to prevent con-

tamination. Subsequently the experiments were repeated up to a certain

point by myself and some additional stages obtained to complete the

series.

The cultures were made in 2-litre glass beakers, containing " outside
"

sea-water filtered through a Berkefeld filter. In order to secure an even

temperature the beakers stood in the circulating water of the Laboratory

tanks, and a pure culture of the diatom Nitzschia closterium was used as

food.—E. J. Allen.]

All the 5 copepodid stages (the 6th being the fully formed copepod)

and 5 out of the 6 nauplius stages were found. Unfortunately the 6th

nauplius stage was missed and could not be found in the material, but

it is described and well figured by Grobben (1903), and his figures and

description show that it is very hke the same stage of Pseudocalanus

and Paracalanus described by Oberg (1906). The latter author's descrip-

tions agree very closely with all the corresponding stages of Calanus

finmarchicus, the size in all cases being the chief difference. In the very
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2 MARIE V. LEBOUR.

young nauplius stage the feelers differ in being long and thin in Calanus

finmarchicus and short and hook-like in Pseudocalanus elongatus.

Nauplius Stage III is much the commonest stage and occurred all the

time the material was being examined. The animal probably stays some

time in this stage.

The number of bristles on the antennules of the nauplius is a sure

guide to the stage, as they are constant and very easily seen. They also

agree exactly in number with similar stages in Pseudocalanus and Para-

calanus.

The colouring was much the same throughout all the stages, although

not so marked in the early nauplius. The first nauplius stage has pigment

present only in the region of the alimentary canal, where a few orange and

red spots occur, and the tips of the appendages are a light orange. Later

on the colouring is more marked. In the first copepodid stages and after

the antennules are beautifully spotted with dark red, the bristles being

red, and the furcal bristles are red merging into orange ; the tips of the

antennae and mandibles are red, and the distal portions of all the appen-

dages as far as the maxillipeds and also the hind end of the body are

yellow. This colouring appears in all the copepodid stages with slight

variations.

Grobben's descriptions agree well with the present material. Those

stages which he figures are probably I, III, IV or V, and VI, also the first

copepodid stage.

THE NAUPLIUS.

Stage I (Plate 1, Fig. 1). Only one specimen. This is very like

Grobben's figure of the early naupKus, but he figures only 2 bristles on the

antennule where the present specimen has 3. It appears to be an earlier

stage than any of Oberg's. His Stage I of Pseudocalanus agrees with

Stage II of the present species. His Stages III-V agree with the corre-

sponding stages of Calanus as described in the present paper. Length of

body 0-21 mm., oval, slightly more pointed posteriorly than anteriorly,

faintly pink with orange tips to the appendages. Eye dark red. A. pair

of thin feelers at the hind end of the body.

Appendage I. Antennule (Plate 2, Fig. 1). The end segment divided

off, the other 2 merely indicated. A small bristle just behind the end

segment, the latter bearing 3 bristles.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 2, Fig. 6).

Coxopodite with a large thorn-like masticatory process.

Basipodite with 2 roundish prominences, the proximal portion with

2 small bristles.
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4 MARIE V. LEBOUR.

Endopodite with 2 long bristles at the end.

Exopodite with 6 segments, the 7th showing under the skin, 1st segment

short with no bristle, 2-5 with one bristle each, 6 with 2 bristles.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 2, Fig. 11).

Coxopodite with a small bristle.

Basipodite with a large blade and 2 small bristles.

Endop)odite with 2 segments indicated, 1st with 2 small bristles and a

third showing under the skin ; the end segment with 2 long bristles.

Exopodite with 4 imperfect segments, 1-3 with one bristle each, 4 with

one long and one short bristle.

Stage II (Plate 1, Fig. 2). Two specimens. Length of body 0-27 mm.,

oval, transparent, the same colouring as in I. Hind feelers longer than in

I, body bent shghtly dorso-ventrally.

Appendage I. Antennule (Plate 2, Fig. 2) with 3 segments, the 1st

with no bristle, the 2nd imperfectly divided into 3, each portion with a

small bristle ; the end segment with 3 long bristles and an accessory

bristle ; a group of minute spines dorsally.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 2, Fig. 7).

Coxopodite with a large thorn-like masticatory process and a small

bristle.

Basipodite with a masticatory process and 2 lobes each with a small

bristle.

Endopodite with a pair of small bristles and at the end 3 long bristles.

Exopodite with 7 segments, 1st short with no bristle, 2-6 with one

bristle each, 7 with 2 bristles.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 2, Fig. 12).

Coxopodite with a small bristle.

Basipodite with a large blade.

Endopodite with 2 segments indicated, 1st with 3 small bristles, 2 with

2 small bristles, and 3 long bristles at the end.

Exopodite with 4 segments indicated, 1-3 with one bristle each, 4 with

2 bristles.

Stage III (Plate 1, Fig. 3). Several specimens. Length of body

0-42 mm., the hind end well marked oiT from the front, body much
flexed dorso-ventrally, transparent, coloured rather more strongly than

in the first two stages. Hind end of body armed with 2 long feelers,

one dorsal and one ventral, a pair of lateral and a pair of posterior hooks.

Near the hooks are 3 rows of very short, sharp spines and the same sort

of spines surround the bases of the hooks. Besides the 3 pairs of appen-

dages there is a slight indication of a 4th (maxillule).
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O MARIE V. LEBOUR.

Appendage I. Antennule (Plate 2, Fig. 3). With 3 segments, no
bristle on the first segment, second imperfectly divided into 3, each with
a bristle, the end segment with 2 small bristles dorsally, one ventrally,

and 3 long bristles and an accessory bristle at the end. The group of

small hooks are present dorsally as in II.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 2, Fig. 8).

Coxopodite with 2 large masticatory processes and a small bristle.

Basipodite with 2 imperfectly divided segments, the proximal with a

long, straight masticatory process and 2 small bristles, the distal with

one small bristle.

Endopodite with 2 imperfectly divided segments, the proximal with 3

small bristles, one smaller than the others, the distal with 3 large and one
accessory bristle at the end.

Exopodite with 7 segments, the 1st with no bristle, 2 with one large

and one small bristle, 3-5 with one bristle each, 6-7 with 2 bristles each.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 3, Fig. 1).

Coxopodite with a large process and a small bristle.

Basipodite with a broad blade and 2 small bristles.

Endopodite with 2 imperfectly divided segments, the proximal with 2

pairs of bristles and a masticatory process, the distal with 2 pairs of small

bristles and 2 long end bristles.

Exopodite with 4 segments, 1st with 2 bristles, 2-3 with one bristle

each, 4 with 2 bristles.

The 4th appendage is very feebly represented by a faint prominence

behind the mandible.

Stage IV (Plate 1, Fig. 4). 2 specimens. Length of body 0-48 mm.
The same shape and colouring as III. Hind end of the body armed with

2 long feelers, 3 pairs of lateral hooks, one pair of end hooks, and 2 pairs

of ventral hooks. Small hooks as in III.

Appendage I. Antennule (Plate 2, Fig. 4). With 3 segments. No
bristle on the 1st segment, 2 incompletely divided into 3 each with a

bristle, terminal segment with 3 ventral bristles, 4 dorsal bristles, and

3 long bristles and an accessory bristle at the end. Small dorsal hooks

as in II and III.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 2, Fig. 9).

Coxopodite, basipodite and endopodite as in III.

Exopodite with 7 segments, 1st with no bristle, 2 with 3 bristles, 3-7

with one bristle each, 7 with 3 bristles.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 3, Fig. 2).

Coxopodite with a well-developed toothed process like the adult but

with fewer teeth.
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8 MARIE V. LEBOUR.

Basipodite with a large blade and 3 small bristles.

Endopodite with 2 lobes, the inner lobe with 4 bristles and a small

masticatory process, the outer lobe with 6 bristles.

Exopodite with 4 segments, the 1st with one large and one small

bristle, 2-3 with one bristle each, 3 with 2 bristles.

Appendage IV. Maxillule (Plate 3, Fig. 4) small with 2 lobes.

Endopodite with 4 small bristles.

Exopodite with 3 small bristles.

Stage V (Plate 1, Fig. 5). This specimen, the only one of its kind

found, was unfortunately dead and damaged. Length of body 0-51 mm.

Much like Stage IV. The hind part of the body divided into 2 segments

with indications of a third, and besides Appendage IV there are traces

of V and VI, which show as minute knobs. The armature of the hind

end was damaged, but 3 pairs of lateral hooks could be seen, so that

there are almost certainly 2 end feelers, a pair of end hooks and 2 pairs

of ventral hooks, corresponding to the same stage in Pseudocalanus.

Appendage I. Antennule (Plate 2, Fig. 5) with 3 segments, the Ist

with no bristle, 2 imperfectly divided into 3 each with a bristle, the

terminal segment with one proximal and 2 distal bristles on the ventral

border, 6 bristles and a group of small hooks on the dorsal border, and 3

long bristles and an accessory bristle at the end. A row of minute hooks

occur inside the tip of the terminal segment.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 2, Fig. 10).

Coxopodite and basipodite as in III and IV.

Endopodite as in IV, but with 4 bristles on the inner side and 5 end

bristles.

Exopodite as in IV.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 3, Fig. 3).

Coxopodite as in IV.

Basipodite with one strong and 4 small bristles.

Endopodite, the inner segment with 2 pairs of bristles and a masticatory

bristle, the outer segment with 2 pairs of bristles and 2 long end bristles.

Exopodite as in IV.

Appendage IV. Maxillule (Plate 3, Fig. 5). Not well seen, as it

was somewhat injured.

Basipodite with 2 small bristles.

Endopodite with 6 small bristles and 2 long end bristles.

Exopodite with 2 short bristles and 3 long end bristles.

Stage VI. Not seen. Grobben gives a good figure of this stage, which

is very like the description and figure of Pseudocalanus by Oberg. The
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rather long body is armed at the hind end with 4 pairs of lateral hooks,

2 feelers, 2 end hooks, and 2 pairs of ventral hooks. The maxillae and

maxillipeds are well developed and swimming feet I and II are present

as bilobed structures.

This is the last nauplius stage.

COPEPODID STAGES.

There are 5 copepodid stages before the animal is fully formed. These

were recognised by Gran (1902), who gives 6 stages, the last being the

mature Calanus. All the 5 stages occurred and were taken from ex-

perimental jars started on March 30th, 1915. Nauplii first appeared

between the 17th and 24th of April, and on May 19th Stage V was taken

from the jar, having taken certainly less than two months to grow from

the egg to this stage.

The species can be recognised from the first copepodid stage by the 2

long sensory bristles on the penultimate segments of the antennules. The

rostral processes are distinct even in the first stage, which, according to

Oberg, is not the case with Pseudocalanus, where they appear only in the

second stage.

Stage I (Plate 1, Fig. 6, and Plate 4, Fig. 1). Length of body 0-80 mm.
Three free thoracic segments and urosome of one segment with an anterior

constriction. In shape like the adult, but broader in comparison with its

length. Caudal furca like the adult, but with 3 long bristles and one short

bristle, besides a short inner bristle each side. The antennules are now

long like the adult, and usually held out almost at right angles to the

body. Colour pale yellow all round the edges of the body, antennules,

antennse, mandibles, part of maxillule, maxilliped, and caudal furca, the

tips of all these appendages changing from yellow to red as the extremities

are reached. Red pigment occurs all along the antennules, the 3 end

segments being almost completely red, and dark red blotches run from

the base to about the centre. Traces of red pigment are to be seen in the

anterior part of the body. Eye dark red. Rostral processes present.

There are 2 pairs of well-developed swimming feet and one rudimentary

pair. All the other appendages are well developed.

Appendage I. Antennule 10 jointed, long, red sensory bristles, one

on the antepenultimate and one on the penultimate segment.

Appendage II. Antenna (Plate 3, Fig. 6).

Coxopodite very small with one bristle.

Basipodite, the masticatory bristle has disappeared. 2 bristles present.
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Endopodite with 2 segments, 1st with 2 bristles, 2 with 4 lateral bristles

and 5 end bristles.

Exopodite with 7 segments, 7th as long as the 2nd, 1st with one bristle,

2 with 3, 4-6 with one each, 7 with 3 and one very small bristle.

The antenna is now very like the adult, except for the number of

bristles on the endopodite, the full number not yet being formed.

Appendage III. Mandible (Plate 3, Fig. 7).

Coxopodite with a conspicuous toothed process.

Basipodite with 4 very weak bristles.

Endojjodite with 4 bristles on the proximal portion, 6 bristles at the

end.

Exopodite with 5 segments, 1-4 with one bristle, 5 with 2 bristles.

Much like the adult mandible, but without the full number of bristles

on the endopodite.

Appendage IV. Maxillule (Plate 3, Fig. 8).

Coxopodite with a large lobe, the gnathobase, armed with 6 spiky eating

bristles.

Basipodite with 3 lobes, 2 lobes on its inner margin each with 2 short

bristles, and a large lobe on its outer margin, the epipodite, armed with

3 long and stout bristles with red tips. Between the epipodite and the

exopodite is a very small lobe with a small bristle.

Endopodite, the proximal lobe with 3 bristles, the end lobe divided into

4 portions, 1st with 2 bristles, 2 with 2, 3 with 3, and 4 with 2 bristles.

Exopodite with 7 bristles.

This has all the parts of the adult maxillule, but not the full number of

bristles on the basipodite, endopodite, and exopodite.

Appendage V. Maxilla (Plate 3, Fig. 9).

Coxopodite with 4 segments, 1st with 3 long and one short bristle, 2-4

with 2 long and one short bristle.

Basipodite with 2 long and one short bristle.

Endopodite with 3 segments, 1st with one long bristle, 2-3 with 2 long

and one short bristle each.

Now the same as the adult maxilla.

Appendage VI. Maxilliped (Plate 3, Fig. 10).

Coxopodite of 3 parts, 1st with one bristle, the other 2 with 2 short

bristles each.

Basipodite with 2 short and one very short bristle.

Endopodite with 2 segments, 1st with one bristle, 2nd with 4 bristles.

Appendage VII. 1st Swimming Foot.

Coxopodite and basipodite with no bristles.
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Etidopodite unsegmented, with 4 long bristles.

Exopodite unsegmented, with 4 thorns on the outer margin, a terminal

blade, and 3 bristles inside.

Appendage VIII. 2nd Swimming Foot. Like the first, but with one

more bristle on the inside of the endopodite. The exopodite has 4 thorns

outside and a terminal bristle, w4th 3 bristles inside.

Appendage IX. 3rd Swimming Foot with 2 lobes, each lobe with 2

hooks at the end.

Stage II (Plate 4, Figs. 2 and 6).

Length of body 1-20 mm., 4 free thoracic segments, urosome of 2

segments. Caudal furca like the adult, with 5 bristles and a small lateral

inner bristle. Colouring the same as I, but slightly lighter. 3 pairs of

swimming feet and the rudiments of a 4th pair.

Appendage I. Antennule with 12 segments, the last 7 the same as I.

Appendage II. Antenna the same as I.

Appendage III. Mandible the same as I.

Appendage IV. Maxillule the same as I, but with 7 bristles on the

epipodite.

Appendage V. Maxilla the same as I.

Appendage VI. Maxilliped (Plate 5, Fig. 1).

Endopodite with a 3rd segment, 1st segment with one broad and 2

small bristles, other segments as in I.

Appendage VII. 1st Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 2).

Endopodite with 2 segments, no bristle on 1st segment, 2 with 2 long

bristles on the outside, one terminal bristle, and 4 bristles inside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, a thorn on the outside of the first, 2 thorns

on the outside of the 2nd, a terminal blade, and 4 long bristles inside.

Appendage VIII. 2nd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 3).

Endopiodite with 2 segments, 1st with one bristle, 2nd with 4 bristles

inside, a terminal bristle, and 2 bristles outside.

Exoptodite with 2 segments, 1st with a thorn, 2nd with 3 thorns outside,

a terminal blade, and 4 bristles inside.

Appendage IX. 3rd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 4).

Endopodite unsegmented, one proximal and 3 distal bristles inside, a

terminal bristle, and one bristle outside.

Exopodite unsegmented, 3 thorns outside, a terminal blade, and 3

bristles inside.

Appendage X. 4th Swimming Foot with 2 lobes each with 2 hooks.
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Stage III (Plate 4, Figs. 3 and 7). Like Stage II in colouring. Body

more elongated. Length 1-20 mm., 5 free thoracic segments. Urosome

of 2 segments. All 5 swimming feet present, the 5th rudimentary.

Appendage I. Antennule with 16 segments, otherwise like II.

Appendage II. Antenna like I and II, but with 6 bristles on the inner

part of the endopodite.

Appendage III. Mandible hke I and II, but with 8 bristles at the

end of the exopodite.

Appendage IV. Maxillule.

Coxopodite with the gnathobase bearing 8 bristles.

Basipodite like I and II, but wdth 3 bristles on the proximal lobe.

Endopodite like I and II, but with 4 bristles on the first lobe and 10 on

the end lobe.

Appendage V. Maxilla like adult.

Appendage VI. Maxilliped (Plate 5, Fig. 5).

Endopodite of 4 segments, 1st with 3 bristles, 2 with one, 3 with one

and a small outer bristle, 4 with 4 bristles at the end.

Appendage VII. 1st Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 6).

Endopodite with 2 segments, distal segment with 4 bristles inside, 2

terminal bristles, and one bristle outside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, distal segment with 4 bristles inside, a

terminal blade, and 4 thorns outside.

Appendage VIII. 2nd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 7).

Endopodite with 2 segments, proximal segment with one bristle inside,

distal segment with 5 bristles inside, 2 terminal bristles, and 2 bristles

outside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, one bristle on the proximal segment inside

and a thorn outside, 5 bristles on the distal segment inside, a terminal

blade, and 3 thorns outside.

Appendage IX. 3rd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 8).

Endopodite with 2 segments, one bristle on the proximal segment inside,

distal segment with 3 bristles inside, 2 terminal bristles, and 2 bristles

outside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with one bristle inside

and a thorn outside, the distal segment with 4 bristles inside, a terminal

blade, and 2 thorns outside.

Appendage X. 4th Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 9).

Endopodite unsegmented, with 3 bristles.

Exopodite unsegmented, with 3 bristles inside, a terminal blade, and

3 thorns outside.
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Appendage XI. 5th Swimming Foot 2-lobed, each lobe with 2 hooks.

Stage IV (Plate 4, Figs. 4 and 8). Very hke III. Thorax with 5 free

segments each with a well-developed swimming foot. Urosome of 3

segments.

Appendage I. Antennule with 23 segments.

Appendage II. Antenna hke I, but with 7 bristles on the inner lobe

of the endopodite. Very like the adult.

Appendage III. Mandible like I-III.

Appendage IV. Maxillule like I-III, but the epipodite is larger with

9 bristles now like the adult, the 1st inner lobe of the basipodite has 3

bristles like the adult, endopodite with 5 bristles at the end.

Appendage V. Maxilla like the adult.

Appendage VI. Maxilliped (Plate 5, Fig. 10).

Endojpodite of 4 segments, 1st with 4 bristles, 2 with 2, 3 with 2 inside

and one outside, terminal segment with 4 bristles.

Appendage VII. 1st Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 11). The proxi-

mal joint of the basipodite with an inside bristle.

Etidopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with an inside

bristle, the distal segment with 3 inside bristles, 2 terminal bristles, and

one outside bristle.

Exopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with an inside bristle

and an outside thorn, the distal segment with 4 bristles inside, a terminal

blade, and 3 thorns outside.

Appendage VIII. 2nd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 12).

The proximal segment of the basipodite with an inside bristle, the distal

segment with an outside thorn.

Endopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with one bristle

inside, the distal segment with 5 bristles inside, 2 terminal bristles, and

2 bristles outside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with one bristle inside

and a thorn outside, the distal segment with 5 bristles inside, a terminal

blade, and 3 thorns outside.

Appendage IX. 3rd Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 13). The proximal

segment of the basipodite with a bristle inside, the distal segment with a

thorn outside.

Endopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with one bristle

inside, the distal segment with 4 bristles inside, 2 terminal bristles, and

2 bristles outside.
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Exopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with a bristle inside

and a thorn outside, the distal segment with 4 bristles inside, a terminal

blade, and 3 thorns outside.

Appendage X. 4th Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 14). The proximal

segment of the basipodite with an inside bristle, the distal segment with

a thorn outside.

Endopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with one bristle

inside, the distal segment with 3 bristles inside, 2 terminal bristles, and

2 bristles outside.

Exopodite with 2 segments, the proximal segment with an outside

thorn, the distal segment with 4 bristles inside, a terminal blade, and 3

thorns outside.

Appendage XI. 5th Swimming Foot (Plate 5, Fig. 15).

Endopodite unsegmented, with 6 bristles.

Exopodite unsegmented, with 3 bristles inside, a terminal blade, and 3

thorns outside.

Stage V (Plate 4, Figs. 5 and 9). Body much longer, the full number of

segments in the thorax and urosome. Antennules, antennae, mandibles,

maxillules, maxillae, and swimming feet I to IV like the adult. The

maxilliped has not yet the full number of bristles (Plate 5, Fig. 16). 1st

segment with 5 bristles, 2 with 3, 4 with 2 inside and one outside, terminal

segment mth 4 bristles. The swimming feet (Plate 5, Figs. 17-21) are

all like the adult with the exception of the last, which, although having

the full number of bristles, has only 2 segments to the endopodite and

exopodite.

Stage VI is the fully developed copepod.
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The Amphipod which was used in the following experiments was described

in 1913 {Joimi. M.B.A., Vol. IX, pp. 542-545) under the name of

Gammarus chevreuxi, and its life history was then worked out (see Sexton

and Matthews, I.e., pp. 546-556).

The usual colour of the eye in this species, as in the other species of the

genus Gammarus, is black, but several females and young with red eyes

were observed while the above work was in progress. Beyond recording
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the fact, however {I.e., pp. 543 and 552), no special attention was given to

the matter.

The descendants of two original pairs taken in June, 1912, were kept

under observation for moults, etc., in the Laboratory until August, 1913,

when the present writers undertook to investigate the variation in

eye-colour, with a view to determining first if it were a sex-limited

character, and secondly, if it conformed to the Mendelian law of

inheritance.

In the course of these investigations we have received constant assist-

ance and advice from the Director, Dr. E. J. Allen, f.r.s., at whose sug-

gestion they were first undertaken, and we wish here to acknowledge

our great indebtedness to him.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

Before entering into the detailed results of the experiments it will be

necessary to give a brief description of the habits of the species as well as

of the conditions under which the animals were kept in the Laboratory,

Gammarus chevreuxi is an ideal species for experimental work. It is very

hardy, quickly reaches maturity, and breeds all the year round. The

young are extruded from the marsupial pouch and another batch of eggs

laid generally within 24 hours of the time of hatching. During the

summer season a brood takes from 12 to 14 days to hatch, and the period

of sexual activity is reached at the age of 36 days ; in winter in natural

conditions a brood takes 30 days to hatch, and does not become sexually

mature for at least 3 months, low temperature, as would be expected,

retarding development. In the Laboratory, however, which is heated

in the winter, there is practically no difference in the seasons, and it

therefore becomes possible to obtain several generations in the year.

It may be well to state here that in this species of Gamnmrus the female

never lays eggs unless a male is present, and also that it is absolutely im-

possible for a male to fertilise two broods of eggs with one deposition of

sperm. The male generally takes the female a few days before the eggs

hatch, and carries it until the young are extruded from the pouch. The

female then moults, assisted by the male, as described in the paper re-

ferred to above {I.e., p. 550). The aperture of the oviduct is opened by

the removal of the old cuticle, and the male deposits the sperm in the

pouch around it, but unless the eggs are laid within a few hours they

cannot be laid at all. The cuticle hardens rapidly, and a plug of the

glutinous lubricatory matter which accompanies moulting and oviposition

closes the aperture and hardens to the consistency of the cuticle, effectually
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blocking the oviduct, until another moult takes place and the plug is

sloughed with the old cuticle.

Another point must be mentioned in regard to the suitability of this

species for laboratory work, and that is the ease with which it adapts

itself to artificial conditions. This is probably due to the fact that it

comes from brackish water ditches where it is habituated to great varia-

tions of temperature, salinity, pressure due to depth of water, etc. The

density, for example, varies to an extraordinary degree according to

the season, tides, excessive rainfall or drought, ranging from 1

to 1-028.

In the experimental work, it has been necessary to keep the water as

nearly as possible at the same salinity, as any sudden change of con-

ditions always affects the animals' growth and breeding. A mixture of

one part of sea-water to six parts of fresh water gives the same density

(r004) as that found in the ditches when the animals were taken, and

such water we have generally used.

The best results have been obtained by keeping the animals in finger-

bowls, generally one pair in a bowl. Each bowl contained about 200 c.cs.

of water, and was covered with a glass plate to check evaporation and

exclude dust. No aerating apparatus was used, the animals obtaining

sufficient air for their needs from the surface of the water exposed in the

bowls. In the same amount of water but with a smaller surface exposed

to the air they did not flourish at all, as was found later when using jam

jars and honey jars for the broods ; only a very small proportion of the

young reached maturity.

For food dry leaves of all kinds were used, after they had been allowed

to rot in water. It was found that the animals preferred the soft tissues

of the leaves of elm, hazel, and sycamore, rather than the harder leaves

of oak, beech, etc. A fine delicate Ulva from the ditches they ate freely,

but when the supply failed and the harder marine variety
(
Ulva latissima)

was given, they did not eat it until it macerated. They flourish better

and are much healthier with some of the mud from the ditches in the

bowls, but in all these experiments we were obliged to keep the water

clear, in order to watch the animals without disturbing them unnecessarily.

The young are so minute—about 1 mm. in length when hatched—that

they completely escape observation in the mud, clinging as they do to

any particles of dirt or weed.

The bowls were kept in ordinary diffused light, strong sunlight being

avoided.
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A word of explanation is necessary as to the terms employed in this

paper. The Black eye-colour is dominant to the Red, and therefore Red

is referred to as Recessive (R.)- Black divides into Pure (P.) and Impure,

but instead of the term " impure " the word Hybrid (H.) is used.

THE PIGMENTATION OF THE EYE.

The structure of the eye of Gammarus has been well described and

figured by Parker (" The Compound Eyes in Crustaceans," Bull. Mus.

Co))ip. Zool., Harvard, Vol. XXI, Plate I), the species investigated by him

being the Gammarus ornatus of Milne-Edwards {=Gammarus locusta,

Linn., Stebbing, Das Tierreich, V. 21, p. 476).

Sections of the eye of Gammarus cJievreuxi show precisely the same

internal structure. The eye in this species is reniform in the adult, oval

in the young animal, much raised and rounded. The superficial aspect

presents a reticulation of opaque white pigment, with the ommatidia

appearing as coloured spots, black or red, in the spaces of the

network.

The black pigment of the retinular cells of the ommatidia of the Black

eye appears to be produced by a combination of black and red, even in

the so-called "Pure Black" animals (Fig. 1), with a larger admixture of

the red in the " Hybrid Blacks " (Figs. 2 and 4).

The pigment of the Red eye is pure red, with no alloy of the black

(Figs. 3 and 5).

Sometimes the retinular cells are unpigmented and the white reticula-

tion shows up in a very striking way, giving the effect of chalk-white

eyes— the '' All-ivJdte" eye referred to in the paper (Figs. 8, 9,

and 10).

Occasionally again, some of the ommatidia are pigmented and some

not ; this variation is called the " Part-white " eye (Fig. 7).

The white opaque pigment is subject to great variation, sometimes

showing as faint thread-like lines, sometimes broken up and irregular,

sometimes present in excess, obscuring the ommatidia, and sometimes

it is entirely lacking, the " No-white " eye (Fig. 6). Animals are often

found with one or both eyes affected. The defect can be transmitted by

normal-eyed animals to both black and red eyed offspring.
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THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE RED EYES.

Two pairs of Gammarus clievreuxi were taken in June, 1912, those re-

ferred to in the previous paper as Pair I and Pair II. All four animals

were black-eyed.

All the broods from Pair II were black-eyed. This stock (which is re-

ferred to as the " Pure Black " stock) has been kept under observation

from June, 1912, till now, December, 1915, fresh black-eyed material

from the ditches being added from time to time. Not a single red-

eyed animal has appeared in it. The strain was tested by mating also,

to make absolutely certain of its purity before using it in the

experiments.

The first brood from Pair I were all black-eyed : 9 young ones coming

to maturity, 3 males and 6 females. The first pair to mate (Pair A)

were evidently the strongest, and had the largest broods, although owing

to unfavourable conditions only a few in each brood survived. The first

brood from this Pair A numbered 18 ; the young were counted on hatch-

ing, but not examined for eye-colour ; of these 1 male and 6 females came

to maturity, one of the females with red eyes. The second brood was 28

in number, 1 male and 5 females surviving, and again one female had red

eyes. For the third mating of the female A a different male was used

(male S), one which was freshly captured. The ensuing brood was ex-

truded on October 26, 1912, 44 in number, and as these were being

separated into finger-bowls for observation of moults 4 red-eyed ones

were found. Male A was then put back with the female A, for the

fourth mating ; the brood numbered 39, 3 with red eyes.

It will be seen that this female, mated with two different black-eyed

males, produced some red-eyed young in each brood. No red eyes

were observed in any of the other offspring of Pair I nor in their

progeny.

The four red-eyed young of the third brood died before reaching

maturity, and the remainder of the brood were kept separate, each in a

finger-bowl, until they were 66 days old. On December 31 they were put

together in a bell-jar, and some mated at once. The first female to mate

of this brood was separated from the others, and from her and her off-

spring all the red-eyed stock has descended.

By August 7, 1913, this female and its mate were dead, and only 20

young were found in the jar, 16 black-eyed and 4 red-eyed. The four

were removed, and the black-eyed left together for three months longer
;

when again examined on November 5 the numbers were 65 black-eyed

and 8 red, and with these work was commenced.
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The following scheme shows the origin of this red-eyed stock, clear

circles indicating the red-eyed, black circles the black-eyed animals :

—

Pair /\
Pair

if

Ii^ brood

I I I

2"J' brooc/.

9 ^ ^??

4 -^ drood

? -^ ^[Freshly
)

[captured/

4.0 «r K f «38#
(died) I

*

3.0
(died)

3e.{

Recessive Shock
P G

4.0 16.9

Hybrid Stock p. 22

8.0 49.9

* The male of Pair A mated with two of the other females of the same brood ; the

resulting young numbered 27, all black-eyed.

It cannot, of course, be stated as an absolute fact that red-eyed speci-

mens never occur in the ditches in natural conditions, but so far not a

single one has been found, although thousands of specimens brought in

at difEerent seasons of the year have been examined. The red strain has

only shown itself in the one female, female A and her progeny. It seemed

possible at first that the red-eyed strain could be accounted for on Men-

delian hues. If the original Pair I had been a Pure Black mated with a

Hybrid Black all the offspring would have been black-eyed, half the

number Pure Blacks and half Hybrid Blacks ; and if in their matings a

Hybrid should mate with a Hybrid the red-eye strain should have

appeared. But, as far as can be seen, only the female A had the red

strain ; both her mates, male A and male S, when mated with other

females (some from the same brood as female A and some from other

stocks) had only black-eyed offspring, and, moreover, in none of the

other members of the brood nor in their offspring has the red strain

appeared. It might have been that male A was a Hybrid Black and that

female A was the only Hybrid Black female in the brood, but it seems

pushing coincidence too far to suggest that male S captured some months

later and taken at random from a large dredging should be a Hybrid and
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the only Hybrid in it. None of the others captured then or at any other

time have shown the red strain.

One series of 5000 was counted, for example, and all were black-eyed.

Considering, however, that this way of examining the eyes was not a

sufficiently accurate test, it was decided to take two dredgings, a winter

one and a summer one, of as many animals as could be found at the time

in all the ditches as the result of a day's collecting. These were to be

counted, each one examined for eye-colour, each ovigerous female to be

separated until its brood hatched, and each brood to be counted and

examined. A number of adults were to be taken and mated with red-

eyed mates, and their young examined. And finally, the most im-

portant test of all, a number of mated pairs were to be kept and bred to

the Fo generation, to see if captivity and inbreeding would repeat the result

obtained with the Pair I of June, 1912.

The first dredging for this purpose was made on February 11, 1915.

373 animals, all black-eyed, were found, 198 of which were adult females
;

the greater part of the remaining 175 specimens were males, the rest were

immature. Of the females, 112 had eggs, the others, 86 in number, were

paired.

The 112 ovigerous females were separated, and their young counted

on extrusion. The broods in many cases were small, many of the animals

having apparently not long reached maturity ; e.g. the first broods to

hatch were in number as follows : 11, 3, 15, 4, 9, 11. In all, the number

of young extruded was 641, all of them black-eyed.

Forty-six adults were mated with Red mates ; all produced black-eyed

offspring, proving beyond doubt that they were Pure Black and not

Hybrid. The number of broods counted was 62, the number of young 853.

Twelve of the 86 black-eyed pairs brought in from the ditches were

taken to breed to the second generation of offspring. Of these Pairs II

to XII * were kept for two or three broods each, and then returned to the

rest of the dredging. The total number of young in the first generation

of offspring from these broods was 473, all black-eyed.

For the second generation, one brood from each of the Pairs II to XII

was taken, the first to mature in each case. This was done because the

red eyes appeared in the first brood of the first F^ pair of the original

stock (p. 22).

When these broods reached maturity some of the mated pairs were

separated and the others allowed to mate in the brood-bowl, the young

in all cases being removed as soon as possible and examined for eye-colour.

* Pair I produced no young, the female throwing off the eggs ; the male was then

paired with three other females, two Black from the dredging, and one Red from the old

stock ; all laid eggs, but no young were hatched, and the male died.
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215 young were counted, all black-eyed ; some of these have commenced

breeding.

This generation is very interesting from the fact that in it, as in the

same generation of the original stock, a deviation from the normal

occurred. In the case of the original stock the black pigment was absent,

and the result was a red eye with the superficial network of opaque white

pigment unaltered. In this second case the black pigment was present

in every instance, but in the broods of Pair V the white pigment was

affected in greater or less degree. The female of this pair had less white

than is usual in the eye—the reticulation was perfect, but the lines of

white were very thin and thread-like. The eyes of the young in the first

generation were the same, but in the young from the first pair of these

that mated there was considerable variation. One brood of 13 contained

2 young with " no-white " eyes on both sides (Fig. 6), 5 others with

the white reticulation very faintly marked, and 6 with eyes like the male

parent and female grandparent. This brood is being kept separate

to see if the defect follows the Mendelian lines of inheritance of

characters.

No individuals of the third generation from these pairs have been

hatched yet (Nov. 19, 1915), but 60 which have been examined from

the General Stock bowl all have normal black eyes.

The summer dredging was taken on July 6, 1915. 372 living animals

were examined, all black-eyed. A good many more were brought in, but

did not survive overnight, owing to the heat and overcrowding of the pots

and consequent fouling of the water.

Twenty-two adults were mated with Eed mates ; 31 broods were

counted, containing 348 young, all black-eyed.

Thirteen black-eyed pairs of those paired in the ditches were separated

from the others, and placed in finger-bowls to breed to the second genera-

tion. By November 19, 1915, there were 127 of the first generation and

one brood, 5 in number, of the second generation, all with black eyes and

all normal except the offspring of one pair. In this bowl, four of the first

generation were left, two females with normal eyes, and two from a

younger brood, one with normal eyes, and the other with a white patch

on each eye at the upper end caused by three or four of the ommatidia

being unpigmented, the " part-white " eye (cf. Fig. 7 for an example of

this in the Eecessives). This is the first occurrence recorded in the course

of the work of a variation appearing in the first generation from animals

brought in from the ditches.*

* Only one specimen has been recorded from freshly captured animals, a male, with

the left eye affected.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

The first question to be decided was whether the red eye-colour was

a sex-Hmited character or not—the only adult specimens previously

observed having been females.

In order to settle this point the 8 red-eyed young found on November 5

(p. 22) were placed in a bowl by themselves to come to maturity. It is

impossible to distinguish males from females until the animals reach

sexual maturity, which occurs when they are about half-grown, the males

being then easily distinguishable by the fine coiled hairs of the lower

antennae, and by the larger gnathopods. The 4 red-eyed young of August 7

were kept in the Laboratory, only two coming to maturity, both female.

The 8 red-eyed young of November 5 were kept in another room, not

heated, with a temperature ranging from 4°-10° C, and were in conse-

quence much slower in maturing ; but in three months' time both males

and females were seen—thus settling the question of the red eye-colour

being a sex-limited character. In February three pairs mated. These

were kept separate, each pair in a finger-bowl to itself, and the others,

which were females, with the two August 7 females, were paired with

males from the " Pure Black " stock. Males and females paired were also

taken from this stock, and thus we had Recessive mated with Recessive

(R.xR.), Pure Black mated with Recessive (P. xR.), and Pure Black

mated with Pure Black (P. xP.). We started daily observations and

records on this generation, calling it the Parent Generation, and counting

from it the Fj, F.3, etc.

Our aim now was to discover if the Mendelian laws of inheritance of

characters were applicable to the results of these crosses, and the ex-

periments to this end will be given in detail under the different divisions

—I Recessives and II Dominants.

I. THE RECESSIVES.

We commenced work in February, 1914, with the three pairs just

referred to, adding in May seven pairs taken from the 42 red-eyed animals

hatched since November 5, 1913, in the Hybrid Stock (see p. 22). Each

pair and its offspring have been kept separate, the broods on hatching

removed from the parents' finger-bowl and examined for eye-colour,

each brood being numbered and set aside to come to maturity. In every

case in which both parents were red-eyed all the offspring have been

red-eyed.

The red-eyed animals appear to be more delicate than the black-eyed,

shorter-lived, and less fertile. They are quite as large and as active, and
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in many cases observed, reached maturity before the black-eyed in the

same brood. Yet, if left to breed together with no admixture of the black-

eyed strain, they gradually diminish in numbers, throwing off the eggs

sometimes soon after deposition, or dying after having had only one or

two broods. Seven of the ten stocks have failed in this way.

The results of the Experiments with the Parent Generation are given

below in detail, and are typical of all the experiments with inbreeding

Recessives. They are as follows :

—

Exp. 1. Two broods, 10 and 12 respectively ; female died.

,, 2. Mated, but no eggs laid.

,, 3. One brood ; only 1 young hatched.

,, 4. One brood of 20 young.

,, 5. First brood, only 1 young hatched ; second brood, 3 young.

Thinking the small numbers might be due to some defect or

unhealthiness in this male, it was taken away and another

added. Third brood, only 1 young hatched. Male again

changed. Fourth brood, 14 young ; fifth brood, eggs thrown

off before hatching. Male again changed. Sixth brood, 17

young.

6. One brood, 19 young. A second brood was laid, but the female

died before the eggs were hatched.

,, 7. Mated, eggs laid, but thrown off before hatching, probably un-

fertilised.

8. Mated, eggs thrown off as in Exp. 7.

,, 9. One brood, 10 young. A second brood was laid, but the eggs

were thrown off before hatching.

,, 10. Mated, eggs thrown ofE as in Exps. 7 and 8.

11. Mated, eggs thrown off as in Exps. 7 and 8.

The total results for six months for the Parent Generation were : One

pair mated, no eggs laid ; seven broods not hatched ; eleven broods

hatched, the young numbering in all 108 ; average per brood 9*8. Only

about half of these survived to maturity.

In the next generation, the F^, a rather different system was

followed. In some cases records of separate pairs were kept, in other

cases the whole brood was left together in a finger-bowl, each female

removed after oviposition, kept separate until the eggs were hatched, and

then returned to the brood-bowl to mate again.

The total results in the twelve months from July, 1914, to July, 1915,

for the breeding of the F^ generation are : 2 pairs mated with no results

;

80 broods from the other pairs, 20 of these not hatched, 60 hatched,
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numbering 422 young (these are the Fg generation), average 7 per brood,

a smaller average than in the preceding generation.

In the F^ generation the same system was followed as in the Fj, the

ovigerous females being removed from the brood-bowl till they had ex-

truded their young, and then returned to it. But in one or two cases

where only males or only females were left of a brood, mates from a

different brood, but of the same family and the same generation, were

added. These records were kept separately. The females of the first

category laid 26 broods between September, 1914, and October, 1915,

and hatched 207 young. One pair mated twice with no results, and two

other pairs also mated with no results. In the second case, where male

and female came from different broods, only two broods, of 7 and 8

young respectively, were hatched, the male in each case dying soon after,

but these broods appear stronger than the others.

Several of this Fg generation are still breeding (Nov. 3, 1915),

but the numbers already obtained are sufficient for proof and

record.

Of the F^ generation 105 have survived (Nov. 19, 1915), many of them

not yet mature. In several broods all the individuals have very pale eyes,

with hardly any of the red pigment showing. The results for this genera-

tion are unsatisfactory, only a few young being hatched. Ten pairs have

mated so far, as follows :

—

From the first category (individuals of the same brood paired in their

brood-bowl) 2 pairs mated, no eggs laid ; 1 pair mated, eggs thrown of!
;

3 pairs with 18 young in 4 broods.

From the second category, which appears to yield a stronger stock (the

two Fg broods of the two F, pairs in which male and female came from

different parents), 4 survive of the first brood of 7, not yet mature ; the

second brood of 8 matured, and 6 matings have taken place : 4 young (all

dead now) ; eggs thrown off ; no eggs ; 9 young (all dead) ; 7 young

(1 left) ; and 5 young (3 left, mature females).

The total number for the F^ generation thus far is only 31. Some

individuals of one brood, the 9 young referred to above, came to maturity,

and 2 broods of i^^ were hatched, numbering 12 young. Of these 9 sur-

vived, and are now nearly ready to breed.

II. THE DOMINANTS.

The Dominants are divided into Pure Black and Hybrid Black, which

will be dealt with under separate divisions.

According^ to the Mendelian laws of inheritance of characters, the
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matings of the Dominants with other Dominants and with Recessives

should show the following results :

—

(a) P. X P. : mating of Pure Black with Pure Black should give all

black-eyed offspring, Pure Black, which should breed true through all

succeeding generations.

(6) P. X H. : matings of Pure Black with Hybrid Black should give all

black-eyed offspring, half Pure Black and half Hybrid Black.

(c) P. xR. : mating of Pure Black with Recessives should give all

black-eyed offspring, Hybrid Black, which when bred together should

show the red-eyed strain in the next generation.

(d) H. X H. : matings of Hybrid Black with Hybrid Black should give

three black-eyed offspring to one red-eyed, i.e. in the proportion of one

Pure Black and two Hybrid Black to one Recessive.

(e) H. xR. : matings of Hybrid Black vdih. Recessive should give off-

spring half of which would be Hybrid Black and half Recessive.

The Pure Blacks.

Only a short note is necessary under this heading.

The Pure Black stock (p. 22) has been kept and interbred for over three

years in a large j ar. Observations have been made on it at different seasons

of the year, all the animals being taken out and examined for eye-colour.

Different pairs also have been kept separate from time to time and their

progeny recorded to the third and fourth generations, but in all the cases

not a single red-eyed one has been found.

With other dredgings brought in at intervals since June, 1912, the same

results have been obtained. The last dredgings examined were those

described on p. 25.

With regard to the 194 young from the P. X P. matings mentioned on

p. 41, the record of the number of their offspring has not been kept, it

having been thought sufficient to examine the eye-colour of all the animals

in the different bowls from time to time to make sure that no red-eyed

one appears.

In the P. X H. matings which have been tried, the young were all black-

eyed. The difficulty with these has been in bringing a sufficient number

of any one brood to maturity in order to test them for P. and H. characters.

Only one case succeeded well enough to be recorded, the Brood 1 of

Experiment 118 referred to on p. 41. Twenty-two young were hatched,

and twenty-one reached maturity—seven males, thirteen females, and

one abnormal one. Each of these was mated with a red-eyed mate except
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in the two instances noted, when a proved Hybrid mate was used, with the

following results :

—

P.? 13 young. Black.

H.cJ 120 „ 67 Black and 53 Red.

? $ 4 mates, 2 P. and 2 R. 5 broods laid, none hatched.

P.c?
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second cross, all but one of the broods were hatched, the largest

number being 49.

Fi generation.

All the young of this generation were black-eyed, as was to be expected,

in accordance with the Mendelian law that the offspring of Dominant

mated with Recessive resemble the dominant parent in character. The

further development of the law% that though the offspring are dominant

in appearance, yet in constitution they are hybrid, could not be deter-

mined until the next generation, the Fg, appeared, the eye-colour alone

not being a sufficiently accurate guide in distinguishing Pure Blacks from

Hybrid Blacks.

In order to make sure of each individual F^ and to keep its history

clear, all the Fj broods were kept in separate bowls till mature, and then

as each pair mated it was removed and records kept of all the matings,

the young being counted and examined for eye-colour immediately after

extrusion from the pouch. All the F^ that reached maturity were tested

and all proved Hybrid Blacks.

The results for the eye-colour in the F^ generation are given below.

F2 generation.

The first idea was to take the Fg broods in order as they hatched to the

number of 1000 young, and to find if the proportions held good—three

black to one red. Seventy-four broods were taken in this way, the young

numbering 586, 437 of which were black-eyed and 149 red-eyed, the reds

therefore being very slightly in excess of the theoretical figure. These

broods appeared during the summer months, when the animals mature

more rapidly and have a much quicker succession of broods than in the

lower temperature. As the numbers in the broods were decreasing, the

adults dying off, and the whole of the stock looking unhealthy, it was

thought well to strengthen it before continuing the experiment. A
change of food was given, and plenty of mud from the ditches.

It was then decided to pick out the three largest and strongest of the

Fj broods, and to count all the Fg progeny produced by them. K, M,

and N broods, which had matured under the healthier conditions, were

chosen—K brood consisted of five males and nineteen females, M of

nine males and six females, and N of fifteen males and seven

females.

The first 72 broods from these three families (from Oct. 22, 1914,

to March 2, 1915) contained 1004 young, 753 black-eyed and 251 red-

eyed, in the exact proportion, as will be seen, of 3 to 1. K family was

represented by 43 broods, total number of young hatched 655, of which

487 were Black and 168 Red ; M family by 19 broods, 271 young, 204
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Black and 67 Ked ; and N family by 10 broods, 78 young, 62 Black and

16 Red.

By this time the animals were beginning to die out. N family was

finished by June 16, 1915 ; M family on that date had only 1 male and

4 females left (this male died on July 22) ; while K family still had 3

males and 16 females.

The next 65 broods (to May 24, 1915) brought the number of young

extruded to 2000=1505 Black and 495 Red : K family with 1228, 924

Black and 304 Red ; M family with 582, 438 Black and 144 Red ; and

N family with 190, 143 Black and 47 Red.

The number 3001 was reached on July 24, 1915, total number of Black

2270, and of Red 731 ; K family with 1540 Black and 490 Red

;

M family with 552 Black and 181 Red ; and N family with 178 Black

and 60 Red.

The figures therefore for the second and third thousand give to the

Blacks a shght excess over the theoretical figure. In the first thousand

(1004) the proportions, three Black to one Red, were exact ; in the 2000

they were very nearly right ; but in the 3000 the Black rather predomi-

nated, the fact that the Black is the hardier strain probably accounting

for this.

This same slight but steady increase can be seen on a small scale in the

detailed Brood-records of the Hybrid crosses H. x R. In the first broods

of each pair the proportions are nearly always exact, half Black and half

Red, but the total results for all the broods show a preponderance of

Black (see lists, p. 35) ; compare also for an example of a single brood

Exp. 85, p. 38.

In Exp. 85 Brood 1 numbered 24

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

25 =
23 =
28 =
20 =
32 =
17 =
21 =
14 =
26 =
34 =
42 =
26 =

12 Black,

13

12

14

9

20

8

13

8

15

15

25

12

12

12

11

14

11

12

9

8

6

11

19

17

14

Red.

Total 13 broods. .3-32 176 Black. 156 Red.

young.
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The records of the individual famihes are very interesting. In K
family, in which females preponderate, breeding commenced October 25,

1914, the first thousand was reached on April 20, 1915 : 63 broods

hatched out numbering in all 1007 young, of which 756 were Black and

251 were Red, exact proportions. In the second thousand there were 59

broods hatched containing 1003 young, 767 Black as against 236 Red,

the Black therefore in excess. 23 more broods were laid with 431 young,

336 Black and 95 Red. As will be seen, the proportion of Black is again

higher. The last male died on September 21, 1915, on which date the

records were perforce brought to a conclusion.

These figures prove conclusively that in the Fg generation the pro-

portions are 3 black-eyed to 1 red-eyed. The next step was the testing

the black-eyed Fo to get the proportion of Pure Black to Hybrid Black,

but the results of this work are not exact and naturally cannot be. It is

easy enough to separate the colours, black from red, immediately on

hatching, but impossible to determine the question of the constitution of

the black-eyed until they breed. Owing to various causes a high rate of

mortality has to be allowed for, and the results therefore can only be

given on the survivors.

The animals undergo many ecdyses, the young every few days, the

adults at longer intervals, the males again at much longer intervals than

the females. The moulting period is always critical even to the strong

ones. It is absolutely fatal to the weakly ones in a brood, the others

attacking them in their feeble condition and devouring them. With the

adults the mortality is higher among the females. The reason is that the

male carrying the female for some days prior to the extrusion of a brood,

and assisting it through the moult which immediately precedes the de-

position of a fresh brood, very frequently ends by eatiiig it directly after.

A great many females have been lost in this way in the course of the work.

But the principal cause of the high death rate is the development of

injurious bacteria in the bowds. At first it was thought that the bacteria

had been introduced with the rotting leaves given as food, and many
methods of sterilising the leaves were tried. After a while it was noticed

that all the broods set out on a certain date had perished, and on com-

paring this result with a similar one in Mr. Crawshay's experiments, he

discovered that the same sea-water had been used in all, and that this

water was infected, although taken as far out as the Eddystone for the

sake of avoiding shore contamination.

Several kinds of bacteria have been observed, some fatal within a day

or two, some after several weeks, and others which, except for retarding

development, do not injure the animal. One of this last-mentioned kind

turns the water a milky colour, and forms dense slimy masses all round
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the bowl, and over the food, and even cKngs to the amphipods themselves.

With a lens it is easy to see long streamers of this slime trailing behind

the little creatures as they swim.

Proportions of Pure Black to Hybrid Black in the F^ generation.

The experiments to find the proportions of Pure Black and Hybrid

Black were made with the surviving Fa progeny of the first Fj brood,

Brood A, that came to maturity. The following table shows the parentage

with the number of young hatched, 210 in all, 153 black-eyed and 57 red-

eyed.

P. <^ X E,. $ Parent generation.

(From Pure Black stock.)
]

(One of the 8 Reds, p. 26.)

First Brood—Brood A =22 young. Hybrid. F^ generation.

extruded 16.3.1914.

A.F^ pair.
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some inherent weakness ; in one or two cases broods of eggs were

laid but not hatched, in others the stronger mate ate the weaker

one.

Of the 80 that survived, 22 proved Pure Black, 8 males and 14 females,

and 58 proved Hybrid Black, 29 males and 29 females. Ten experiments

were made with P. males, 24 with P. females, 38 with H. males, and 56

with H. females.

The details of the experiments are as follows :

—

Table

showing the details of the experiments made with the black-eyed F^

progeny of one brood of the F^ generation of Hybrids, from September,

1914, to September, 1915, in order to find the proportion of Pure Black

to Hybrid Black. Theoretically it should be 1 P. : 2 H., but, as has been

already explained, the results recorded here cannot be considered exact

owing to the high mortality amongst the immature.

Experi-
ment

Number.
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Experi-

ment
Number.

Exp. 23a
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Experi-
ment

Number.

Exp. 43

„ 44

„ 45a

„ 456
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Exiieri- j,, , Number -p^^ „„i„,„. Number
ment ^^^^''-

of Young
^ye-coiom.

^j. Pure Black or Hybrid Black.

Number. S 9 hatched. Black. Red. Broods.

Exp. 70a — $1 — — — —
r No results : too young ?

„ 706 — ,J 135 All — 7 I P.

„ 71a — 2) 118 63 55 4 /H.

„ 1^0

„ 72a
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The total number of young hatched was 5494. Of this number 388

were the black-eyed offspring of P. 3^ x R. ? and 1175 of P. $ X R. ($.

The number of young from the other cross, H. x R., was 3931—1992

Black-eyed and 1939 Red-eyed—1134 Black and 1098 Red in the mating

H. c^ X R. ?, and 858 Black and 841 Red in the mating H. ? x R. <^. As

will be seen, the proportion is not quite exact, the Blacks being rather in

excess. It appears to vary a good deal with the individual, though

perhaps the number of offspring from a single pair is not sufficiently large

to eliminate mere chance variation. Some animals have a succession of

broods fairly evenly divided into Black and Red, while others have a

preponderance of one colour or the other, others, again, having first one

brood unevenly divided, the next restoring the balance, and so on. Ex-

amples of the first will be found in Exps. 87 and 57.

In Exp. 87 ((^ H., with the same mate for all the broods)—

•

Brood 1 numbered 27

2

„ 3

„ 4

„ 5

„ 6

„ 7

9

10

i27 =
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In Exp. 60-

Brood 1 numbered 11

„ 2 „ 28

„ 3 „ 47

„ 4 „ 31

7 Black and 4

12 „ 16

28 „ 19

16 „ 15

Red.

117 63 54

In Exp. 71-

Brood 1 numbered 12

,: 2 „ 24

„ 3 „ 41

„ 4 ,. 41

6 Black and 6

17 „ 7

22 19

18 „ 23

Red.

118 = 63 55

In Exp. 61 the Black are in excess.

Brood 1 numbered 8 = 4 Black and 4

„ 2 „ 21 = 12 „ 9

„ 3 „ 29 = 18 „ 11

„ 4 „ 15 = 11 „ 4

Red.

73 = 45 28

In Exp. 95 the Red preponderate (cf. Exp. 51).

Brood 1 numbered 15 = 7 Black and
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The H. ^ of Exp. 75 had two broods of 21—in one case 13 Black and

8 Red, in the other 13 Red and 8 Black.

The number of young in a brood varies with the individual, but the

numbers in the broods of a single pair do not vary much as a rule ; to take

an example, Exp. 99 had seven broods as follows : 11, 15, 13, 10, 11, 15, 11.

Exp. 35 is an interesting one, showing the varying proportions of Black

and Red with different mates. This female was mated with four males

with the following results : with male a, one brood of 13 young, 3 Black,

10 Red ; with male 6, one brood of 10, 8 Black, 2 Red ; with male c, two

broods of 28 and 27, with 12 Black and 16 Red, and 11 Black and 16 Red

respectively ; and with male d, two broods of 11 and 23, with 6 Black

and 5 Red, and 14 Black and 9 Red respectively.

Many of the Fg animals had died by the time these experiments were

finished, only a few remained to be mated together. Two matings of

P. X P. were made, the other P. animals being paired with H. mates.

P.xP.

P.xH.
P.xH.
P.xH.
P.xH.
H.xP.
H.xP.
H.F3XP.F2

H.xP.
H.F3XP.F2

H.xP.

Total

Exp. 83« 5 broods 133 Black-eyed young.

61 „
"

„

Eggs thrown off.

6 Black-eyed young.

48

836

84

1106

118

119

102

105a

1056

107

115

117

2

1 brood

1 „

2 broods

1 brood

1 „

3 broods

4 „

1 brood

3

43

85

113

In 21 broods 497 Black-eyed young.

The matings of H. x H. are as follows :

—

H. X H. Exp. 86 2 broods 60 young = 46 Black 14 Red.

(J died.

? died.

(J died.

(^ eaten.

<^ died.

(^ died.

(^ died.

(^ died.

^ eaten.

? died.

^ died.

(^ died.

$ eaten.

H.xH. „ 103 1 brood
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The proportions of Black to Red in these H. x H. experiments are about

right if Exp. 106a is not counted.

The H. male in this experiment had been previously mated with a Red

female, and had had one brood of 9 young, 1 Black and 8 Red—a pre-

ponderance of Red.

The H. female had also been previously mated with a Red male, and

had had 84 young in 3 broods, 32 Black to 52 Red, a preponderance of

Red. AVhen mated together the one brood of 52 was the result, 48 Black

to 4 Red—a preponderance of Black. (The Red male with which the H.

female mated was tried with another H. female which had already had

30 young, 16 Black and 14 Red—with the result, one brood of 18 young

hatched, 13 Black and 5 Red.)

A great many of the Fg animals from these experiments were mated

in order to see if the results would repeat those already obtained in the P.

Fj and F, generations. They were examined regularly, but only a few

records were kept, the fact that in all cases they bred true being con-

sidered sufficient evidence of accordance with the Mendelian law.

SEX.

All the broods were kept in separate bowls to come to maturity, in the

hope of finding the number of males and females hatched, and if the

number varied in the different crosses. Owing to unfavourable conditions,

bacteria, etc., it was found impossible to get good results. The broods,

therefore, are taken in which over fifty per cent of the young came to

maturity, and the numbers are given below, together with the broods in

which less than fifty per cent survived, and the number of broods which

failed entirely.

As a rule, all or nearly all the animals in the small broods survived,

probably because they were stronger, as they were certainly larger than

the others on hatching. Almost all the very large broods failed in spite of

repeated efforts to save them by separating them into several bowls so as

to avoid overcrowding, etc.

Of the broods that failed entirely 5 were in the P. x R. cross, 1 1 in the

R. X P., 29 in the H. x R., and 23 in the R. x H., 68 in all.
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Broods in which 50 % and over survived to maturity.

Black
and Red
Crosses.

6 9



9 „
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Another instance is that of Exp. 99 (p. 38), a Pure Black male from

Bfa mated with a Recessive female, both with normal eyes. All their

young, 86 in number, were also normal. In the F., generation the " no-

white " and the " part-white " strains appeared in the offspring of a pair

from Brood 7. This pair had three broods, the first brood of 6 died young.

Of the second brood, 21 in all, 13 Black and 8 Red, only 7 survived, 3

Black males, one with the left eye affected (in this case 2 or 3 of the omma-

tidia formed a little cluster apart from the ommateum). 4 Red survived,

two normal and two " part-white " as figured (Fig. 7). (In the first brood

from these Reds 3 out of the 4 young (F4) had normal eyes, the fourth

had eyes like the male figured.) The third brood numbered 30, 20 Black

and 10 Red, of these 6 survived, 4 Black and 2 Red, only one normal-eyed

amongst them, a Black. Two of the other Blacks were " no-white " on

both sides, and the remaining one was normal on the right side, but had a

small cluster of ommatidia apart on the left side. Of the two Reds, one

was " no-white " on the left side, the other had the white reticulation

partly lacking, i.e. partly " no-white."

Many cases have occurred in which the white pigment (instead of being

diminished or lacking) is present in excess. This appears to be always

accompanied by a diminution of the coloured pigment of the retinular

cells, the red, e.g., being hardly perceptible, even with a strong lens

showing only as a very pale pink tint, instead of the vivid blood-red of

the normal red eye. This variation has been noticed especially in the

later generations of the inbred Recessives, and it is possible that another

generation or two of inbreeding may produce the " all-white " eye.

Only a few " all-whites " have been recorded so far (Nov. 19, 1915).

Two, a male hatched April 2, 1915, and a female hatched April 14, have

appeared in the Pure Red Stock amongst the young from Brood 4, Exp. 5,

Recessives (p. 27) (descendants of the fourth brood of female A of the

original experiments, p. 22). The female came to maturity but died

without mating. The male (Fig. 8) was mated with female B (Figs. 9 and

10), referred to below (a Hybrid with degenerate " white " eyes), and

proved pure Red—the 5 young being normal-eyed, 2 Black and 3 Red.

It died in moulting, November 19, 1915, without mating again. Two
- other females from the same brood as the " all-white " female extruded

their young in the brood-bowl, 6 in number, all with very pale pink,

almost " white " eyes.

A curious instance of the "all-white" accompanied by degeneration

of the eye was noted in the forty-second brood of M family, F^ Hybrids

(p. 31). This brood was extruded on June 1, 1915, and numbered 12

young, 7 Black, 1 Red, and 4 " all-white " eyes. These four proved to be

1 male and 3 females. The male mated with one of the females, eggs were
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laid but thrown off, then the male died and was eaten. A Pure Black

male was put in, mated with one of the females, but ate it after mating.

By September 26 only the two females B and C were left. The " all-

white " male from the Pure Red Stock with unpigmented perfectly formed

eyes (Fig. 8) was put with them and mated at once with female B (Figs.

9 and 10), eggs were laid, and 5 young were extruded, on October 16, all

with normal eyes, 2 Black and 3 Red. This result proved beyond doubt

that female B was a true Hybrid and the male a true Recessive.

The second female, C, was left with the same male, but as no mating

had taken place by October 28, a Red male was added, mated, and the

eggs were laid on November 4.

The figures given of the eyes and eye-colours are all taken from living

animals, for the colours alter so rapidly after death, that notes made on

the colour in dead or preserved specimens are not of the shghtest value.

For instance, the white pigment disappears within an hour or two of

death, and the red also fades out completely, though much more gradually.

GENERAL NOTES.

Breeding different generations together.—Eight experiments were made

with males of the Fg generation and females of the F.2 : one with R. x H.;

two with H. X R. ; two with H. x H. ; and three with H. x P. In the first,

the male was rather small, mated three times, and carried the female for

7, 6, and 6 days respectively with no results ; female disappeared. In 2nd

Exp. the female was eaten ; 3rd Exp., one brood of 26 young was hatched,

11 Black and 15 Red, the male died; 4th Exp., one brood of 6 young;

5th Exp., eggs were laid, not hatched, male died ; 6th Exp., same male as

in the second experiment, one brood of 5 young, male died ; 7th Exp.,

female laid eggs but died before they hatched ; 8th Exp., four broods of

36, 17, 30, 30 ; male eaten. The results are not satisfactory, probably

because of the difference in size. The females were large, and the males

had only just reached maturity. When the animals are about the same

size there is nothing to distinguish their matings from those of animals

of the same generation.

Fertility.—A great variation in fertility has been noticed, not only in

individuals, but often in all the members of any one brood.

Some instances may be given in illustration from broods of the Fj

generation of the Recessives. As an example of infertility Brood 1 of

Exp. 9, p. ".lI , may be taken. Ten young were hatched, and most of

them reached maturity, but after six months' breeding they all perished

without leaving a single descendant. Brood after brood of eggs were

laid, but not a single young one was hatched.
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Another brood, Exp. 5, Brood 4, kept under the same conditions as the

one just mentioned and breeding during the same time had 132 young.

In the following four months, March to July, 1915, 91 young were

hatched.

The next brood of the same experiment, Exp. 5, Brood 5, shows a

curious variation. There were the same number of individuals as in the

last, the same conditions, etc. After six months' breeding only 2 young

were hatched from all the eggs laid, but in the following three months,

April to July, 1915, 90 young were hatched.

For instances of fertility and infertility in individuals some of the F2

animals may be taken. Sometimes an animal will mate several times with

no results ; the most striking case of this was the H. female of Exp. 39

(p. 36). Mated with a Black male, eggs were laid on September 12, 1914,

carried for six days and then thrown off ; eggs again on September 25

and again thrown off before hatching. The male was taken away, and

another Black male put in : eggs laid on October 9 and thrown off ; eggs

again on October 23 and again thrown off. Then the female was left for a

period without a male. On November 29 the male was put back, and eggs

were laid, a large number, thrown off some days later ; eggs laid on

December 14, a large number, thrown off ; eggs laid on January 3, 1915,

all there on January 12, but on the 14th they were all thrown off except

two, these were carried a day or two longer but not hatched. The male

was taken away, and a Red male put in, which died on January 26

without any mating taking place. Then two more Red males were added

—one disappeared on February 8. The female laid eggs, very few, these

were thrown oft' on February 11. The male was again changed. On
February 17 eggs were laid, and from these 4 young were hatched on

March 8. Eggs were laid on March 10 and 12 young hatched on April 3.

A fresh brood laid on April 3, hatched out on April 23, 19 young. The

male disappeared and another was put in. Eggs laid on June 1, very few

in number. On June 9 the male ate the female. The seven males used

in this experiment, 2 Black and 5 Red, were all healthy animals, which

had already fertilised the eggs of other females.

Numbers in Broods.—As a rule it is found that an exceptionally large

brood of young is followed by a very small brood, or by the omission of

one period of sexual activity, but in several cases the animals had a series

of large broods, the highest numbers recorded in two succeeding broods

being : In Exp. 11 (R. $ mated with H. ^), 42 in the brood and (mated

directly after with another H. .^, Exp. 20) 44 in the next ; in Exp. 51

(H. ? X R. c?), 40 and (mated then with H. ^, Exp. 106) 52, the largest

number in a brood yet recorded ; Exps. 60, 68, and 104 (H. (J x R. $)

had 47 and 31, 30 and 48, and 40 and 43 respectively, and Exps. 70 and
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71 (P. ? X R. ^, and H. $ x R. cJ) had 43 and 23, and 41 and 41 respectively,

all except Exp. 70 being Hybrid Black and Recessive matings.

Dijferent rate of developnent.—There is often a marked difference in

the rate of development of individuals in the same brood, and also of

broods from the same pair. For example, in Exp. 85 (p. 38) some members

of a brood hatched on January 6, 1915, were mature in March, the others

not till June. Many instances like this were noted.

In Exp. 99, Brood V took four months to reach maturity ; Brood VI,

seven months ; while Brood VII was mature in two months, and the

animals were then much larger than many of the broods hatched three

months earlier.

It was found that Bacteria greatly retarded growth ; in one case a

female took eight months to become mature, and was then only about

half the normal size.

SUMMARY.

1. Twenty-one thousand, five hundred and fourteen (21,514) amphipods

of the species Gammarus clievreuxi Sexton have been examined for eye-

colour, 21,302 referred to in this paper, and 212 in other experiments,

not included.

2. The normal eye-colour of this species is black, with a superficial

reticulation of opaque white pigment.

3. The pigmentation of the eye is very variable within limits. Eyes

have been observed either partially or entirely lacking in the coloured

pigment of the retinular cells, or with either a partial or entire lack, or

else an excess of the opaque white pigment.

4. The red strain appears to have arisen as a " sport " in the second

generation of offspring of the first animals captured. No red-eyed animals

have yet been found in natural conditions, although many thousands have

been brought in from time to time and examined. Those counted for the

purpose while the work for this paper was in progress numbered 8697, but

this figure does not include the many thousands previously observed.

Experiments have been made repeatedly with a view of getting the Red

strain again from the Pure Black, but with no success.

5. The Red eye-colour is not a sex-limited character ; about as many

males as females come to maturity. 4248 red-eyed animals have been

examined, 4175 referred to in the paper, and 73 in control experiments.

6. The inheritance of the coloured pigment of the eye follows the

Mendelian law— Black is dominant and Red recessive. The dominants

are divided into Pure Black and Impure or Hybrid Black.
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7. The Pure Dominants and the Recessives breed true through all

generations.

8. The crosses which have been made and the young hatched from them

are as follows :

—

Pure Black x Recessive.—3779 black-eyed young ; 3746 in paper, 33 in

control experiments.

Hybrid Black x Recessive.—4255 young, of which 2176 were black-eyed

and 2079 red-eyed. Those referred to in the paper numbered 4189,

2138 Black and 2051 Red, the others came from other experiments

in the F4 generation—not included.

Pure Black x Pure Black.—^All black-eyed young, 1715 in number.

Pure Black x Htjhrid Black.—All black-eyed young, 379 in number.

Hybrid Black x Hybrid 5Zac^.—4393 young, of which 3327 were black-

eyed and 1066 red-eyed. Those referred to in the paper numbered

4302, 3259 Black and 1043 Red—the other 91, being from the F4

experiments, not included here.

9. The absence or diminution of the white pigment seems peculiar to

some broods. The " no-white " eye appeared in the second generation of

offspring of Pure Black animals brought in from the ditches. The indi-

viduals affected in this way are more difficult to rear than the others, and,

so far, attempts to breed them have not been successful.

10. The absence of the coloured pigment and degeneration of the eye

occurred also in the F2 generation—in this case from Hybrid Black

animals.

11. The absence of the coloured pigment in perfectly formed eyes, the

" all-white " eye, occurred in the Recessives. A great diminution of the

red pigment has also been observed, particularly in the F4 generatio 1 of

the inbred Recessives.

12. The absence of the coloured pigment in part of the eye, the " jMif-

white " eye, was observed in the first generation of offspring of Pure

Blacks brought in from the ditches. It has been noted several times in

both black and red eyes of specimens bred in the Laboratory, but only

once in fresh-captured material. This case was a male, with one eye

affected.

13. About as many males as females survive to maturity.

14. The breeding together of animals from dift'erent generations gives

the same results as regards proportions of colours as the breeding together

in the same generation.

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI. NO. 1. MAliCH, 1916. ^
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Fig. 1.—Pure Black eye. Female from Brood 1 of Exp. 118 (p. 41). Extruded June 9.

Mated with Red male, first brood hatched Aug. 26 numbering 14 ; five more
broods, 19, 31, 24, 41, and 3(3 respectively, all black-eyed. Figured Oct. 29,

1915, a few hours before moulting, x 58.

Fig. 2.—Hybrid Black eye. Female from Brood 7 of Exp. 1056 (p. 41). Extruded April

29, figured Nov. 24, 1915. Mated with H. male, one brood of 13, 10 Black

and 3 Red. x 58.

Fig. 3.—Red eye. Large male from Recessive stock. Figured Nov. 5, 1915, two days

before moulting ; examined after moulting but no increase of ommatidia

seen, x 58.

Fig. 4.—Right eye of young Hybrid from H. x R. cross. Extruded Oct. 22, figured

Oct. 25, 1915 ; the white pigment was then much more solid in appearance

than when newly hatched, x 75.

Fig. 5.—Right eye of young Red from Recessive stock. Extruded Oct. 21, 1915, and

figured three hours after extrusion, x 75.

Fig. 6.
—

" No-white " eye. Young male from the second generation of Pure Blacks

(p. 25). Figured Nov. 23, 1915. x 58.

Fig. 7.
—

" Part-white " eye. Male. F^ generation from P. x R. cross (see p. 45). Ex-

truded June 15. Figured Nov. 2, 1915. x 58.

Fig. 8.
—

" All-white " eye. Male from inbred Recessive stock (see p. 45). Extruded

April 2, died in moulting and figured Nov. 19, 1915. x 58.

Fig. 9.
—

" All-white " degenerate eye, right side. Female B. F, generation from

P. X R. cross (see p. 46). Extruded June 1, figured Nov. 16, 1915. x 58.

Fig. 10.
—

" All-white " degenerate eye, left side, from Female B. Figured Nov. 16. x 58.
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Notes on the Life History of Anaphia petio/ata

(Kroyer).

By

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University,

Temporary Naturalist at the Plymouth Laboratory.

With Figures 1 to 3 in the Text.

In the earlv summer of 1915 it was noticed that many medusae brought

in with the tow-nettings contained larval Pycnogonids in the manubrium

and at the junction of manubrium and stomach. The medusse specially

noticed to contain them were Ohelia sp., Cosmetira pilosella, Turris

pileata, Stomotoca dinema and Phialidium hemisphericw^t. By far the

greater number were in Ohelia, although many were in Phialidium

hemispliericum and Cosmetira pilosella. They were extremely abundant

in June, after that became scarcer, and finally disappeared by October.

On examination they were seen to be larval stages of Anaphia petiolata^'

(Kroyer), a Pycnogonid common in Plymouth Sound. The older larvae

sometimes were seen to cast their skins, so that the species could be

easily recognised, althovigh the fourth pair of walking legs were not fully

developed. This is evidently the species described by Dogiel (1913) as

Anoplodactylus pygmcBus, the life history of which he traces from its first

entry into the Ohelia hydroid to the older stages when it is ready to leave

its host. The form he refers to as Anoplodactylus petiolatus occurring in

cysts in Coryne with Phoxichilidium femoratum must be some other

species, as his figures prove clearly that it differs from A. pygmceus, and

also the colour is totally different (a bright pink, while the present form

'is a pale yellow). Dogiel believes he has proved that Anoplodactylus

petiolatus and A. pygmceus are different species from the difference in

their life histories, and it is evident that he is dealing with two different

species, but his A. petiolatus cannot be the same as our form, which is

certainly identical with his A. pygmceus, and shows that Sars (1891) and

Norman (1894) were right in regarding A. pygmceus as the young form

of A. petiolatus (Kroyer).

* This is a synonym of Anoplodactylus petiolatus (Kniyer). See Norman, 1908, p. 202.
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Dogiel's account of the larval stages of A. pygmanis, together with the

present discovery of the older larvse in medusae, shows a most interesting

life history. According to him the very young larva hatches out of the

egg (which contains very little yolk), leaves the protection of the father,

and crawls on to the Obelia hydroid. In this early stage it has three

appendages, the first the chelae, the second and third with long thread-

like ends which are used for attachment to the father directly after

hatching. It immediately begins to burrow into one of the hydroid

polyps, and once settled down there undergoes a metamorphosis, the

second and third appendages atrophy, and three pair of walking legs

develop. After several moults older larvae appear, which are like the

adults, except for the incompleteness of the last pair of walking legs, and

these leave the hydroid and begin to live a free existence.

The stages found in the medusae correspond to the larval stages after

the second and third appendages have atrophied. The youngest stage

seen corresponds with Dogiel's Stage IV with the three pair of walking

legs indicated and the chelae well stretched out in front, which are used

for clinging firmly to the host. Dogiel has called attention to the fact

that many larvae do not succeed in entering the polyps, and have to

undergo their development on and not in the hydroid, and now we find

still another alternative for the larva. A large proportion of them,

instead of entering a polyp, must in some wa,j manage to enter a medusa.

How they do this it is not possible at present to say. Possibly they cling

to a medusa just as it is escaping from the colony, or perhaps they may

get into a gonotheca before the liberation of the medusae. One young

larva in just the same stage as the youngest from a medusa was found

amongst a colony of Obelia from Laminaria collected below the Laboratory.

The occurrence of the same larva in various medusae shows that it does

not strictly keep to one species or genus of hydroid, although Obelia

seems to be the favourite host.

The discovery that larval Pycnogonids are carried about by medusae

must have an important bearing on their means of dispersal, those

individuals which are in the medusae having much greater chances of life

than those in the crowded area where the hydroid colony is situated.

Pycnogonids swim feebly, and have not much in themselves to help in

their distribution (see Caiman, 1915, p. 6), but in the parasitic habits we

have an important means of dispersal. Already H. Merton (1906) has

found a species of nymphon (N. parasiticum) living parasitically on the

nudibranch Teihys leporina in the Mediterranean. H. Prell (1909) has

found nymphon on Lucernaria (in this case eating the tentacles), now we

find larval forms being carried about in medusae. It is interesting to

note that a young specimen of Endeis spino&us (Montagu) was twice found
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in the tow-nettings from outside the Breakwater, Plymouth, extended

flat on the top of the bell of an Obelia medusa, and clinging to it. So

beautifully was it balanced that the medusa could swim perfectly, although

weighted by the Pycnogonid.

If medusae and Pycnogonids are left together in a vessel, e.g. Anaphia

petiolata or Endeis spinosus, it is nearly always found that the Pycnogonids

are attracted towards the medusae and cling to them. The only movement

made by the young larvse when taken from the medusse is a strong waving

of the chelae, and if these come in contact with a medusa they cling tightly

to it.

Fig. 1.

—

TjiiTVSbl sta,ges oi Anaphin petiolatiis (Kroyer). ; GO. A. Youngest stage in 06e?ja

medusa ; B. Later stage ; C. Still later stage, the legs having been separated

with needles. I-VI. The appendages. Ventral view.

The larva at all stages is of a pale yellow colour, and has its legs so

folded that they pack into the smallest possible space. As many as four

were found in one medusa, but usually there is only one. It grows rapidly,

and the body elongates considerably together with a great lengthening

of the legs. In the youngest stage found (Fig. 1, A) the legs (IV-VI)

were short, roundish stumps, the ahmentary canal extending into them

and well into the chelae. The chelas were powerfully developed with

strong claws ; remains of the second and third larval appendages were

seen as small hair-like protuberances. These, however, are often very

difficult to see, and the drawing shows an exceptionally clear specimen.

These appendages, although dwindling, persist until the Jarva has grown

to nearly twice the size ; in this differing from Dogiel's observations, who

describes them as disappearing almost at once.
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As the legs elongate a short spine is apparent at the angle of folding,

but these soon disappear (Fig. 1, B). When considerably larger the

larva resembles the adult, although still packed up tight. If the legs be

unfolded the body is seen to be broad with the cephalic segment distinct,

proboscis fairly long, the claws of the legs showing through the skin, and

the last pair of legs and caudal segment appearing as a broad hind piece

(Fig. 1, C). Yellow eyes have now appeared. This is the last larval

Fig. 2. -Young Anaphia petiolatn (Kroyer) soon after emergence from the last larval skin.

Lettering as before. . 47.

stage, which shows the young Anaphia through the skin, and this form

can often be seen with the young Aviaphia emerging from it. This is in

all essentials like the adult, but much smaller, and with the last pair of

legs appearing as two stumps with a very short caudal segment in be-

tween them. When quite newly hatched it measures about 0"70 mm.
from the anterior end of the cephalic segment to the posterior end of the

caudal segment (Fig. 2). The cephalic segment is very short, in fact

the whole animal is exactly like the figures and descriptions of Anoplo-
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dactylus pygmceus (Hoek, 1881 ; Hodge, 1864). By comparing these

young forms with older undoubted specimens of Anaphia petiolata

(Kroyer), they correspond exactly with the exception of the length of

the cephaHc segment, which grows with the animal just as Canon Norman

suggests (1894). The growth, however, appears to take place after the

A

^ U ?u^

Fig. 3.—Diagram to show growth of cephalic segment. A. Length 0-70 mm., young

Anaphia pedolaki directly after emergence from the last larval skin ;

B. Length 0-90 mm., later stage ; C. Length 1-04 mm., later stage in which

all legs are developed ; D. Length 1-56 mm., nearly full grown.

moult in which the walking legs are complete, that is to say when the

body and legs are fully formed, for a series of measurements show that

there is very little difference in the length of the cephalic segment of the

young form after it has sloughed its last larval skin and the young form

with completely formed legs (see Fig. 3). The increase in length takes

place afterwards.
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Medusae as Hosts for Larval Trematodes.

By

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University.

Temporary Naturalist in the Plymouth Laboratory.

AVith Figure 1 in the Text.

The larval form (late cercaria stage) of Pharyngora haciUaris (Molin) has

been recorded by Nicoll (1910) from Plymouth as occurring free in the

coarse-meshed tow-nettings in August. The adult is a common parasite

of the mackerel, and the above is the only record of its larval stage.

Whilst examining tow-nettings at Plymouth in 1915 it was found

that certain medusae were at times abundantly infected with a trematode

which proved to be the larval form of Pharyngora haciUaris. As it also

occurred free, although almost certainly having originally come from

the medusae, it is obviously the form recorded by Nicoll, who expected

the host to be a crustacean and unsuccessfully examined copepods in

order to find it.

The medusae found to contain the trematode were Ohelia sp., Cosmetira

pilosella, and Turris pileata. Cosmetira piloseUa was the commonest host

in the early summer when Pharyngora was most abundant, but in the

later summer Obelia was found to contain it frequently, Cosmetira not

occurring at those times in the tow-nettings. Phialidium hemisphericum

was also a host in the later summer and autumn. Even in December it

still occurred, though very rarely. A ctenophore may also serve as host

for this trematode, as it is occasionally found clinging to the inside of the

stomach of Pleurohrachia pileus.

The parasite is generally to be found chnging to the manubrium or

stomach wall of its host, but sometimes it occurs underneath the umbrella

wall, so that it looks as if it were on the top, the wall being so transparent

;

on further examination, however, it is seen to be underneath. It seems

to be undoubtedly a case of parasitism as so many of the medusae were

infected, sometimes every specimen in a haul, and, with the exception of

an occasional ctenophore, none of the other animals in the same haul

contained them or had them clinging to them.
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From these observations it seems that there is no encysted stage in this

species, the period passed in the medusa serving the same purpose.

Probably this period is very short, the mackerel swallowing the host soon

after the entry of the parasite, and for this reason an encysted stage is

not necessary.

Nothing is at present known of the early stages in the life history of

Pharyngora, although it is to be inferred that a mollusk is the first host.

E V

ED

PCES

Fig 1.

—

Pharyngora bacillaris. x 120. ED, excretory duct ; EP, excretory pore ; EV,
excretory vesicle ; IC, intestinal caecum ; GilS, oesophagus ; OS, oral sucker ;

PH, pharynx ; PPH, prepharynx ; P(ES, pseudo-oesophagus ; VS, ventral

sucker.

The larval worm is very like the adult, but without reproductive

organs (see Fig. 1), and bears a close resemblance to Nicoll's figure (Plate

XXIX, Fig. 5). The body is covered with minute spines ; the curiously

shaped oval sucker is conspicuous ; ventral sucker, prepharynx, pharynx,

oesophagus, pseudo-obsophagus, and intestinal caeca all agree with the
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adult form. The body in this stage, however, is crowded with gland cells

along the sides reaching from the pharynx to well behind the ventral

sucker. The pigment spots anteriorly are very well developed. The

excretory vesicle is long and narrow, just as Nicoll describes it, its ducts

in the larval form showing particularly clearly. At the hind end is]|a

strong sphincter guarding the opening posteriorly ; in front of this the

main excretory branches are given of! which send one branch backwards

and a much convoluted branch forwards. The flame cells are particularly

well seen in the living larval forms. As Nicoll's description does not enter

into the details of the excretory system a figure of the larva is given,

showing the main points.
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Notes on the (Ecology of Cirratu/us {Audouinia)

tentaculatus (Montagu).

By

F. W. Flattely,

Unicersity College of Wales, Aherystiryth.

With Figures 1 to 7 in the Text.

Cirratulus tentaculatus is found inhabiting the wet, sandy, somewhat

foul mud of the Aberystwyth shore, chiefly in the Laminarian zone,

although it also occurs in rock pools higher up the shore in which there

is sufficient depth of sand containing the necessary organic matter.

The presence of the worm in its natural habitat is indicated by a group

of delicate, elongate, rosy or yellow coloured filaments of tentacular

appearance which protrude from the sand into the pools left by the

receding tide. These filaments nearly always display a certain amount

of movement, either waving gently from side to side or curling slightly

from the tips. The amount of motion and also the colour of the filaments

will depend on the degree of freshness of the water in the pool, and this,

of course, will, in its turn, be related to the state of the tide.

Specimens are not easy to collect owing to the marked propensity the

animal exhibits for lying with its body beneath stones or pieces of rock

embedded in the mud. In rock pools or crevices where there is but little

depth of sand and the animal lies with its body more or less parallel to the

surface collection is almost impossible. This response to stimuli of contact

and pressure, or, as M. Georges Bohn has it, this " thygmotactism," is very

marked, and, in the aquarium, when specimens are placed in a vessel con-

taining sand and a few stones, the animals will roam about till some por-

tion, at any rate, of their bodies is undergoing pressure from those stones.

Thus, in addition to the occurrence of sandy mud of rich organic content,

the worm would seem to require the presence of a certain amount of rock

or loose stones. Both these requirements are well met on the portion of

the Aberystwyth shore opposite the College. Here a large reef of rock runs

out to sea in such a manner as to form a barrier to the prevailing wind and

thus to aid in the deposition of organic matter, of which no doubt a certain

proportion is contributed by the Harbour sewer lying to southward,

decaying fragments of algae, etc.
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When withdrawn from the mud Cirratukis presents an exceedingly hmp
and bedraggled appearance. The body appears to possess, when in this

partially extended condition, absolutely no turgidity. This is in agree-

ment with the animal's marked thygmotactism, the necessary tension

being secured in the natural habitat by the pressure of stones.

^A detailed account of the external characters is no longer necessary,

owing to the recent appearance of Vol. 3 of Prof. Mcintosh's memoir on

British Marine Annelids, containing the Cirratulidse (1). It is sufficient to

say that the species tewtocwZa^ws is distinguished by the occurrence of lateral

filaments on segments anterior to the fifth chsetigerous segment behind

which the paired fascicles of filaments arise.

Considerable doubt seems to exist as to the analogy of the lateral fila-

ments with those of the paired tufts. Prof. Mcintosh quotes Claparede

as distinguishing (in C. chrysoderma) between tentacles and branchiee in

such forms by the fact that the former have only one blood-vessel, whilst

the latter have two. In Audouiniafiligera , on the contrary, every filament

is branchial in structure. De St. Joseph (2) distinguishes between Cirra-

tulus, in which the tentacles appear at the same time as the branchiae,

and Audouinia, in which the segments bearing the tentacles are preceded

by a variable number of segments with lateral branchiae, and remarks that

in neither case do the tentacular filaments and lateral branchiae differ

materially in external appearance. Cunningham and Ramage (3), on the

other hand, describe a groove along the so-called tentacles and find it to

contain only a single blood-vessel, whereas in the branchiae two blood-

vessels are present.

J. Bounhiol (4), in an ingenious paper on Respiration in Polychaetes,

denies any respiratory function to either kind of filaments ; he says if a

specimen of either Cirratulus cirratus or C. tentaculatus be placed in a glass

vessel the floor of which is covered with sand, the animal is soon seen to

make active use of the tentacular filaments to remove the sand grains,

draw them towards itself and more or less cover itself with them. These

filaments have been placed by anatomists in two categories, according to

whether they contain a simple vascular caecum or a complete vascular

circuit. The first are called tentacular filaments, the others gills. But the

animal uses both kinds indiscriminately as prehensile organs. It has also

been shown by experiment that the respiratory role of these so-called gills

is very feeble, and merely corresponds to an increase of the body surface.

" La definition anatomique des branchies de Cirratulidae n'est done pas

confirmee par I'experimentation physiologique. Ce sont de simples

organes prehensiles, tout comme les filaments prehensiles dont on avait

cru pouvoir les distinguer."

The experiments of M. Bounhiol on Cirratulus in his examination of the
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filaments as respiratory organs were faulty as they made no allowance for

the animal's natural habitat. The role played by the filaments is essen-

tially respiratory ; further, close observation has shown that the prehensile

function, so readily admitted by most authors, is non-existent. Careful

study of the animal's habits shows that there is absolutely no need for

such a function, whereas there is every need for that of respiration. What
leads the majority of observers to suppose a prehensile function is un-

doubtedly the perpetual curling motion of the filaments in the pools. A
difterentiation of function between the lateral filaments and those in the

paired fascicles is undoubtedly suggested by their behaviour when the

animal is withdrawn from the mud. The filaments in the clusters im-

mediately contract, their colour becoming quite yellow, while the remain-

ing lateral filaments are still more or less distended by the contained blood,

and are, of course, red in colour. These superficial differences, however,

do not necessarily prove any difterence in function, and this notwithstand-

ing the disparity in structure referred to by Bounhiol. [It has been sug-

gested that the fascicles of filaments are prostomial tentacles which have

shifted backwards, Meyer (12)]. The worm is essentially and in all except

perfectly abnormal conditions a burrower, and consequently permanently

subj ect to pressure. When all pressure is relaxed and the animal bathed on

all sides by water it is only natural that, with respiration taking place over

the whole body surface, numbers of filaments should be left idle, and it

would be particularly the filaments lying in front of the heart-body which

would be affected. In further response to the relieved pressure the animal

contracts and curls up, the anterior part of the body is forced beneath the

coils and the prostomium is protruded as far as possible, and the charac-

teristic actions of burrowing are performed, that is to say, the anterior

region is pumped turgid with fluid and waves of muscular contraction

pass along the body from behind forwards. At the same time the mucous

investment, with the sand adhering from the burrow, is gradually shed

and becomes caught in the gill filaments, and an inextricable tangle is the

result. Prof. Mcintosh notes that the animal appears to be less comfort-

able in pure sea water, and thinks the mud to be the most fitting medium,

since it keeps the filaments apart. Undoubtedly, mud is a more fitting

medium, but not, I think, for this latter reason. If a number of flat stones

be laid upon the bottom of the vessel, the worm, a few hours later, will be

found ensconced beneath them and numbers of filaments will stretch in

all directions, without any trace of entanglement, showing that what the

animal chiefly lacks is pressure.

The appearance of the gill filaments when the worm is in its natural

habitat is sufficiently familiar, but the manner in which they attained

that position, in view of their extreme delicacy, is rather remarkable. If
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the worm be withdrawn from the mud on the floor of the pool and left on

the surface, it will immediately coil up and commence to bvirrow again in

the manner alreadj'' noticed. Owing to the downward and forward move-

ment the gill filaments will tend to stream backwards, and, as the worm

progresses, being extremely elastic, their distal portions will remain at

the surface, the filaments stretching till the animal has found its proper

level. The portions of the filaments remaining in contact with the water

will thus be available for aeration of the contained blood.

The question now arises as to how the animal would react should the

filaments become buried beneath several inches of mud. as must often

happen.

In order to answer this question a specimen of Cirratulus was placed at

the bottom of a glass vessel 5 inches high by 2 J inches in diameter, covered

with mud to the height of two inches, and the remainder of the vessel

filled with water. Four hours later a number of filaments were projecting

at the surface. The following day, when about 20-30 filaments were pro-

jecting, another 2| inches of mud were added. Two hours later one fila-

ment had been protruded. This time, by a lucky chance, the anterior end

of the worm was in contact with the glass close to the top of the first layer

of mud, and its behaviour could thus be observed. The body of the worm
itself was practically stationary, some of the filaments of the anterior

fascicles were yellow and motionless, but numbers which were gorged with

blood showed remarkable activity, and were gradually yet speedily

forcing their way upward through sand and mud to the surface, exactly

as if they were so many individual worms. The extensility and muscular

activity of the filaments is therefore enormous, the length of some of them

from their junction with the body wall to the tips exceeding three inches.

The whole forms a remarkable adaptation to an underground habitat.

The majority of species of Polychsetes inhabiting the same environment

are either of small size and able to respire through the body wall generally,

or they are obliged to mount to the surface to avoid asphyxiation. Cirra-

tulus is able to live permanently surrounded by the sandy mud where it

finds its food supply (reference to which will be made later), and by re-

maining constantly underground is well protected from enemies. The
large numbers in which Cirratulus occurs is sufficient proof of its success.

We have seen that when the body of the worm is undergoing pressure

the filaments are stimulated to great activity by the pressure of blood in

their vessels, and on seeking an explanation of this phenomenon, we can-

not help being struck by the fact that in the Cirratulidse, the heart-body,

the function of which has aroused so much curiosity, reaches its greatest

development.

The structure and function of the heart-body, in this and in other
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groups where it occurs, has been discussed by L. J. Picton (5) and, several

years previously, by J. T. Cunningham (6). Although the former writer

is chiefly concerned with the composition of the granules contained in the

cells forming the body, and of their reaction to various stains, his object

being principally to examine its claims as an excretory or blood-controlling

organ, he nevertheless gives a certain amount of attention to its possible

mechanical function. He quotes the suggestion of Schaeppi (7) in the

case of Ophelia and of Steen in that of Terebellides Stroemii to the effect

that the organ has a valvular function. Schaeppi considers this is brought

about by the swelling of the organ at systole owing to the pressure of

blood in its meshes. The most telling evidence in favour of a mechanical

action is that afforded by Cirratulus chrysoderma. Picton says that in this

species, which is transparent, the heart-body at the point of its greatest

development almost entirely blocks, at systole, the himen of the heart, the

action of which as a blood-propelling organ must be considerably modified.

It seems certain from what has been noted of the habits of Cirratulus

that it depends to a great extent amid its somewhat foul surroundings, for

its supply of oxygen, on the long filaments. There is, therefore, every

necessity, in view of their delicate nature, for maintaining them turgid.

Otherwise, they would be extremely liable to breakage and laceration.

This difficulty would be met by the heart-body acting as a valve and pre-

venting the blood from being regurgitated. It is certainly remarkable

that in Arenicola, to which genus the above arguments apply with almost

equal force, the heart-body is also strongly developed. J. H. Ashworth (8)

also suggests a valvular function in this latter, and the fact that the organ

does not appear till after the pelagic larval and post-larval stages are

complete is not without significance. Some such arrangement would be a

small compensation for the drawbacks to which Arenicola, with its delicate

branched gills, must undoubtedly be exposed, through its sandy environ-

ment.

External processes with respiratory properties are a common feature in

Polychsetes, but that does not necessarily imply the same need for a heart-

body, with the function described, in all. According to Picton a heart-body

is found in the following groups : Spionidse, Cirratulidae, Terebellidae, Am-
pharetidse, Amphictenidse, Chlorhaemidse, Sternaspidae, and Hermellidae.

He omits the Arenicolidae, and states that in Magelona the organ is merely

larval and transitory. As regards the Spionidse, I am unable to find any

confirmation as to its occurrence in this group. Possibly owing to a re-

vision of the nomenclature the Cirratulidas have been included twice in

this list, under different headings.

M. Georges Bohn (9) shows how among Annelids adaptation to life in the

sand is pushed further in some groups than in others, and divides the Poly-
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chsetes, after excluding the Errantia, into three classes, according to the

degree in which they have become adapted to a subterranean existence.

In connection with this it is interesting to liote that it is only in his third

group, i.e. among those in which the burrowing habit is the rule, that the

heart-body is present, and that all possess delicate respiratory filaments.

Bounhiol, to whose paper reference has already been made, belittles the

value of these processes for respiration, but the point is that they are not

merely of value as gills pure and simple, but are often the seat of abundant

cilia which ensure the circulation of water round the body itself. Thus in

tubicolous forms serious damage to the processes is as dangerous as in Cir-

ratulidse or Arenicolidae. In the Sabellidse, which do not possess a heart-

body, aeration of the body in the tube is obtained by the perpetual pro-

trusion and retraction of the branchial crown, and here the branchiae or

tentacles are no longer soft and delicate, but are supported by an un-

doubted skeleton, whereas in the closely allied Hermellidee, e.g. Sabellaria,

where a heart-body is present, the " tentacles " and neuropodial processes

are again of the delicate type.

Groups possessing a Heart-body.

Fcunii ji

Cirratulidse.

Terebellidse.

Ampharetidse.

Amphictenidge.

Arenicolidee.

Chlorhaemidae.

Sternaspidse.

Hermellidge.

Habits.

Permanent burrowers ; with

exception of one boring

form.

Forms building tubes of

sand or mud.

Tubicolous.

Permanent burrowers.

Burrowers or inhabitants

of tubes in mud.

Burrowers.

Tubicolous.

Tyj)e of branchice.

Gills soft, delicate, and fila-

mentous, capable of great

elongation.

Gills, situated at anterior

end, branched in most

species, but all soft and

delicate.

Gills, situated at anterior

end, delicate and filiform,

capable of extension, e.g,

Pectinaria helgica.

Gills branched and delicate.

Gills delicate and filiform.

Gills delicate and thread-

hke.

Filaments at anterior end

are apparently not much
used for respiration, but

true branchial processes

are present on the sides

of the body. These are

delicate, unbranched and

covered with cilia.

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI. NO. 1. MARCH, 1916.
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The above table shows considerable similarity in the nature of the gills

and habitat among the species of those families which possess a heart-

body. The majority are burrowers, permanently subjected to pressure,

and even in the tubicolous forms, seeing that they must often become

sanded up (for instance, by wave shock when the tide is rising), the

possession of a heart-body cannot but be advantageous in preventing re-

gurgitation of the blood to the dorsal vessel, keeping the branchial pro-

cesses turgid, and generally counteracting the effects of varying pressure.

As a proof of this we note that the greatest development of the heart-body

occurs in just those groups where burrowing habit and branchial develop-

ment are carried to their greatest extent.

It is perhaps advisable to point out here that any mechanical function

which is suggested on behalf of the heart-body is only regarded as

secondary. There seems hardly any doubt that in the heart-body we are

dealing with a structure the original function of which was almost, if

not entirely, organic.

It may be urged that, according to this theory, one might reasonably

expect to find the development of a heart-body in those other groups of

M. Bohn's where the burrowing, free-swimming, and crawling habits are

combined, e.g. in the Aphroditidse, Phyllodocidae, Nephthydidae, Gly-

ceridffi, Eunicidse, Ariciidse. In these groups, however, apart from the

fact that, owing to their semi-active habits, the danger of asphyxiation is

considerably reduced, the branchial processes themselves are in most cases

effectively protected by the great development of the parapodia and

chsetae. This is excellently exemplified by the condition in Nephthys,

where the sickle-shaped gill is situated between the strongly developed

lobes of the parapodia and their lengthy chfetse.

As we pass to the consideration of forms with more and more pre-

dominantly burrowing habit we note the concurrent reduction in size of

the chsetse, for, useful as they undoubtedly are in swimming and crawling,

they can only be a hindrance to progress in and through sand. The bristles

acquire more and more the character of short hooks, enabling the animal

to grasp the side of its burrow, and, if the gills are to be retained, a new
method of protection must be adopted.

Method of Feeding.— I will now examine the speciahsed method of

feeding in Cirratulus in more detail. Unlike its congener in the same
habitat, Arenicola, Cirratulus does not live by passing sand through the

gut ; selection of the nutritive organic particles is made outside the body.

The excreta are green in colour, and the worm's diet would seem to consist

of algal spores, fragments of decaying alga?, diatoms, and ^-eneral organic

debris. In preparing the worm for sectionising no special precautions

were taken to ensure the emptying of the gut, and the razor did not suft'er.
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The best proof of the microscopic nature of the animal's food is the cihated

condition of the gut. It remains to be seen by what means the animal is

able to exercise selection.

On the ventral side of the peristomium a deep groove leads back to the

mouth and is continuous with the dorsal surface of the gut. On the walls

of the pharynx immediately behind the mouth opening are situated a pair

of flaps. These flaps are dorso-lateral in position and project each with

its free edge standing out ventrally towards the median line (see Figs. 1-7).

Fig. 1.— Transverse section

through the anterior portion
of the peristomium, showing
the ventral groove.

Fig. 2.—Transverse section behind
Fig. 1, showing the development
of the sensory flaps.

Fig. 3.—Section through tlic peristomium, somewhat anterior

to the line AB in Fig. 7.

The two free edges are closely apposed and thus practically separate a

groove above them from the remainder of the vestibule beneath. The

epithelium of this groove and of the surfaces of the flaps which face

inwards, including the free edges, is ciliated and rich in sensory elements,

and is most markedly distinguishable from the general epidermis and from

the lining of the vestibule, the floor of which projects forwards and seems

glandular. The ciliated epithehum of the gut has already been noticed.

The animal would thus seem to feed by a kind of suction ; the sensitive

edges of the flaps being closely apposed would effectively prohibit the

entrance of any but the smallest, food particles, and these latter would be

wafted backwards by the cilia of the gut epithelium.
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Fig. 4.—Transverse section through A-B in Fig. 7, showing the sensory lips and the

cihated epithehiim of the gut.

Figs. 5 and 6.—Sections showing the gradual disappearance of the vestibules and the

fusion of the sensory flaps with the sides of the pharynx.
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In view of such a method of feeding, the idea of a food-catching function

on the part of the filaments must be rejected. Moreover, as the mouth of

the worm in its burrow is situated some distance beneath the surface and

the filaments are waving in the water above, how is any such function

practicable ?

I am convinced that it is only under direst necessity that Cirratulus

quits its burrow, and then it is certainly not to swim about actively, as

M. Bounhiol suggests, but merely to crawl sluggishly on the surface of the

Fig. 7. -Diagrammatic median longitudinal .section through the anterior end
of Cirratulus.

mud. If by an accession of clean water the symptoms of asphyxia are

removed, the worm will immediately recommence burrowing.

Nor are the filaments used to collect sand particles. Sand particles

adhere to the mucus exuded by the body of the worm, and by so doing

probably prevent the walls of the burrow from caving in. They thus

allow the animal greater freedom of movement, but there is certainly

nothing that can be dignified by the name of a tube.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. F. S. Wright for his able execution

of the drawings for half-tone blocks for this paper.
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[The following Tables record the measurement and enumeration of a

number of characters in certain samples of Herrings taken in the neigh-

bourhood of Plymouth. The work was carried out as part of a general

scheme for studying the question of the existence of local races of herrings

around the British Coasts, which was organised by the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries. In consequence of the war there is no immediate

prospect of the figures being analysed and compared with similar figures

relating to fish obtained in other localities. It has therefore been thought
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advisable to place them on record as they stand, so that they may be

available for other workers at any time. The short explanatory state-

ment of the methods employed was prepared by Dr. Orton, who had

charge of most of the work, to accompany the figures when they were

sent to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, and was not written by

him with a view to publication. The drawings have been made by

Mrs. Sexton.—E. J. Allen.]

THE INVESTIGATIONS MADE.

In accordance with the general scheme of the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries two samples of herrings each of more than 500 specimens have

been examined. In the season of 1914-15 we were able to examine in

such numbers only the herrings spawning near Plymouth, i.e. in the

locahty of Bigbury Bay. In December, 1914, a sample of 550 herrings

of the shoal spawning in this area was examined in all the characters

recommended by the Board, and in January, 1915, a further sample

of 525 fish from the same locality was investigated similarly.

In early December, 1914, a small sample of herrings from Cawsand Bay

was examined for the purpose of practice and also for comparison with

fish from the spawning grounds.

Along with the investigations mentioned above are submitted particu-

lars of a sample of 84 herrings taken in the Channel and examined by

Mr. R. S. Clark in July, 1914.

THE CHARACTERS STUDIED.

The following is the scheme of the characters studied, as authorised by

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries :

—

All measurements* are to be made with the special apparatus supplied

by the Board. The fish should be placed upon the board in such a way
that the snout is pressed against the end board sufficiently hard to keep

the mouth shut and the body of the fish should be at right angles to the

end board. The measurements are to be in all cases the shortest distance

from the end board to each point specified. They are to be in the order

given below, and tabulated in this order on the forms supplied. A diagram

of the herring is appended (Fig. 1), showing the measurements to be taken.

The measurements required are as follows :

—

From the end board to

(1) Nearest point of bony orbit.

(2) Hinder edge of operculum.

* Measurements are all given in centimetres.
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(3) Anterior end of dorsal fin.

(4) Base of pelvic fins.

(5) Posterior end of dorsal fin.

(6) Anterior end of anal fin.

(7) Posterior edge of hindmost scale.*

(8) Distal end of mid-caudal ray.

(9) Distal end of longest ray in dorsal fluke of caudal fin, when fluke

is placed so that its dorsal margin lies parallel to line of measure-

ment (i.e. line on board upon which snout and mid-caudal ray

should lie).

These measurements made, the following are counted :

—

(10) Number of keeled scales on median ventral line in front of base of

pelvic fins. [This character was found unreliable and was

omitted.]

..U&1& %

Fig. 1.—Diagram of Herring, showing the measm-ements, etc., taken by Dr. Orton,

copied from the figure supplied by tlie Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

(11) Number of keeled scales between base of pelvies and anus.

(12) Number of rays in right pectoral fin.

(13) Number of rays in dorsal fin.

(14) Number of rays in anal fin.

Then take

(15) Weight of fish in apparatus supplied f to nearest 10 grms.
Then

Take scales J from neighbourhood of pectoral fins and preserve in

envelopes to be examined by Hjort's method.

Then open fish and take

(16) Sex and degree of maturity (Hjort's scale).

* See p. 83.

t Each fish was weighed singly to the nearest gram on an ordinary balance in onr
work.

, t The scales were forwarded to the Board for examination. The pyloric caeca of eao

fish were also preserved (see p. 86).
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State of sexual organs is classified in 7 stages (Publications de Circon-

stance, No. 53, p. 35).

Stage I. Virgin individuals. Very small sexual organs close

under vertebral column. $ wine-coloured torpedo-shaped

ovaries about 2-3 cm. long and 2-3 mm. thick. Eggs invisible

to naked eye. (^ whitish or greyish-brown knife-shaped testes

2-3 cm. long and 2-3 mm. broad.

Stage II. Maturing virgins or recovering spents. Ovaries some-

what longer than half the length of ventral cavity, about 1 cm.

diam. Eggs small but visible to naked eye. Milt whitish, some-

what bloodshot, same size as ovaries, but still thin and knife-

shaped.

Stage III. Sexual organs more swollen, occupying about half of

ventral cavity.

Stage IV. Ovaries and testes filling two-thirds of ventral cavity.

Eggs not transparent. Milt whitish, swollen.

Stage V. Sexual organs filling ventral cavity. Ovaries with

some large transparent eggs. Milt white, not yet running.

Stage VI. Roe and milt running (spawning).

Stage VII. Spents. Ovaries slack with residual eggs. Testes

baggy, bloodshot.

Doubtful cases are indicated by quoting two stages, e.g. St. I-II,

St. VII-II, etc.

Then attach label to fish and count

(17) Serial number of first vertebra having complete haemal arch.*

(18) Total number of vertebrae.

METHOD OF WORK.

The measurements and weighings of the fish were first made and the

counting of the scales and fin-rays accomplished in a second series of

operations, and finally the skeletons were prepared in a third stage.

It was found possible to take the weight and measurements of only

250 fish in the first sample and 300 fish in the second sample within

24 hours of the landing of the fish, but weights and measurements of

the whole samples of 550 and 525 respectively were completed within

less than 36 hours of the landing of the fish. The fish not examined

on the first day were kept in an ice chamber until required and remained

in good preservation. It may here be noted that both the larger samples

were obtained from steam-drifters, on which boats it appears that the

fish are subjected to rougher handling than on sailing drifters. Some fish

* The figures given in Tables II, III, and IV denote the number of vertebrae with

perfect and imperfect haemal arches. For details see pp. 80-82.
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were damaged with respect to one or more of the characters required, and

were rejected ; apart from these damaged fish there was no other selection

effected.

Both larger samples were samples from a large haul of fish and were

taken at random from the catch.

The method of work in detail was as follows :—

1st series of operations.

The fish were first weighed singly and a sample of the scales taken

from the region under the pectoral fin and put in a previously numbered

envelope. A light metal label attached to a small safety pin was then

stuck into the fish, which was passed on to be measured, the weight of the

fish in the meantime being called out to the recorder. The measurements

I to 9 were then taken—being called out and recorded successively. The

sex and condition of the gonad were next determined and recorded and

the fish finally labelled—-by pinning the label to the skull through the

orbit—and put into an ice-chest tray. Four persons were concerned in

this operation—one to weigh and take scales, one to record, one to hand

the fish on and assist mechanically with the measuring, and one to measure

and take condition of gonad and sex. It was found that weighing and

taking scales could be done on the whole rather more quickly than taking

measurements and sex. In this way from about 34 to 44 fish could be

examined in one hour's continuous work. The time within which a given

number of fish were examined was noted and is given in the account of

the examination of the different samples.

2nd series of operations : Counting.

In the large samples the counting of the keeled scales and fin rays

(Characters 11 to 14) began on the third day of the investigation and was

finished on the fourth. When four workers were available each counted

the same fin—or the scales—in all the fish, and handed each fish on to

his or her neighbour in turn. In the early stages of the work each worker

called out the count to be recorded, and later each worker kept a record

to check the count called out, but in the whole of the second sample,

each worker simply recorded his or her own work. When the Characters

II to 14 had been recorded the alimentary canal was taken out and

labelled with the number of the fish, and preserved for the future examina-

tion of the pyloric caeca.

3rd stage : Preparing skeletons.

It was found better to place the fish in cold water, to bring the water

to the boil, and allow to boil only two minutes than to boil for ten minutes.
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Not more than upwards to about 50 fish were boiled at a time, and a

shallow tray which just fits into the fish kettle was used for containing

the fish during boiling, one tray being used for boiling while the boiled

fish in another tray were being cleaned.

It was found that with one worker cleaning the fish roughly, another

worker could clean up to 30 skeletons in an hour after a little

practice. The skeletons of the whole sample in each case were prepared

in two working days by one worker cleaning them roughly and two

others cleaning them finally. All the skeletons have been kept with their

own label for future reference and comparison with others. It was found

important not to clean the skeletons too well in the region in front of the

anterior complete haemal arches, and to cut the vertebral artery at an

early stage in the cleaning operation. The prepared skeletons were kept

in shallow wooden trays.

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK AMONG THE WORKERS.
The work in the dift'erent stages was accomplished with the help of

workers who gave their services at different times. The responsibility

for the method and form of the work was undertaken by Dr. Orton, but

the assistance rendered by the team of helpers can best be shown in

tabular form as follows :

—

Weighing and taking scales . . . Mr. A. J. Smith.

Recording ...... Miss Clark, Mrs. Matthews,

Dr. Allen.

Measuring characters 1 to 9 and recording

sex and condition of gonad . . Dr. Orton.

Counting rays in pectoral fin . . , Mr. A. J. Smith, Dr. Orton.

Counting rays in dorsal fin . . . Dr. Allen, Mr. Crawshay,

Dr. Orton.

Counting rays in anal fin . . . Mrs. Orton, Mrs. Matthews,

Dr. Allen, Dr. Orton.

Counting keeled scales between pelvic and

anal fins . . .... Dr. Orton.

Preparing skeletons . . . . Dr. Orton, Mr. Smith.

Counting vertebrae .... Dr. Orton.

Checking counting of vertebrae . . Mrs. Orton, Mrs. Matthews,

Dr. Allen.

Mr. William Searle assisted in handling and labelling the fish and labelled

the gut with attached pyloric caeca for further examination.

It may be mentioned that a fair amount of practice in measuring,

weighing, recording, and counting was done by Dr. Orton, Mr. Smith, Miss

Clark, and Mrs. Orton before the large samples were investigated.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKING OF THE SEPARATE
SAMPLES.

Four samples of herrings have been investigated fully, two smal

samples and two large ones. For the sake of convenience they have been

numbered in chronological order.

Sample I. 84 herrings 9 miles S. of Looe, July 15, 1914.

II. 32 „ from Cawsand Bay, Dec. 9, 1914.

,, III. 550 ,, from 6 miles W. by S. of Start Point, Dec. 15,

1914.

„ IV. 525 ,, from about 8 miles W.S.W. to about 3 miles

S.S.W. of Start Point, Jan. 6, 1915.

Sample I.

Particulars of this sample are given on the recording sheets. Characters

13 and 14 are given as totals. This sample, being a batch of summer

herrings from the Plymouth district, should be specially interesting in

comparison with the winter spawning herring ; it was examined by

Mr. R. S. Clark, with the assistance of Mr. E. Ford and Mr. F. M. Gossen.

Satnple II.

This sample of 32 fish from a total catch of from 250 to 300 was taken

on December 9, 1914, from drift nets moored in Cawsand Bay. The fish

were in excellent condition and were weighed and measured during the

morning of December 9.

In this sample two additional characters to those recommended by the

Board were investigated, namely, (a) the position of the posterior border

of the maxilla in relation to the position of the eye, and (6) the number of

pyloric cseca. The former necessitated two additional measurements,

which were numbered " la " and " 16." la is the shortest distance

between a line tangent to the posterior border of the maxilla taken at

right angles to the long axis of the fish, and a line tangent to the tip of the

lower jaw at right angles to the long axis of the fish.

16 is the shortest distance between a tangent to the posterior border of

the orbit taken at right angles to the long axis of the fish, and a similar

tangent to the tip of the lower jaw.

To obtain the number of pyloric cseca the gut of each fish was taken out

and preserved with a label attached bearing the same serial number as

the fish.

The number of fin rays is given in each case as a total, but during the

examination of the fin rays it was observed that an attempt might be
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made to analyse the fin rays in the dorsal and anal fins. The analysis of

the vertebrae in this sample is the same as in the larger Samples III and

IV (see pp. 80 and 82).

Sample III.

This was a sample of 550 fish examined from a catch of 22 cran, i.e.

about 20,000 herrings. The fish were caught in herring drift nets b}^ the

steam-drifter Diadem, Lowestoft, near Bigbury Bay, with Start Point

bearing about E. by N. 6 miles. The sample was taken at random from

the catch, and consisted of fish of various sizes, but mostly in a condition

approaching ripeness. Fish which were damaged were not investigated
;

otherwise there was no selection.

In the circumstances under which the research was carried out it was

possible to examine only 250 fish in measurements, weight and condition

of gonad on the first day, that is within 12 hours of the landing of the

fish. The fish not examined the first day were kept in ice, and were

found to be in excellent preservation on the second day, when the re-

mainder of the sample, namely 300 fish, was examined for measurements,

weight and condition of gonad. The whole sample was examined within

35 hours of the landing of the fish, and a record of time was taken as the

examination of each lot of 50 fish was completed. These records are given

with those for Sample IV in tabular form on page 79.

Sample IV.

In this sample 525 fish out of a catch of 56 cran, i.e. about 50,500

herrings, were examined. The catch was taken by the steam-drifter

G.M.V. 1062, Lowestoft, in herring drift nets near Bigbury Bay, between

a region 8 miles W.S.W. of Start Point and a position about 3 miles

S.S.W. of Start Point. The fish were caught during the night of January

5-6, 1915, and landed about 10 a.m., January 6. Work was begun on

the sample during the same morning, and 300 fish examined for weight,

measurements and condition of gonad in the course of the day. The

completion of the examination of the whole sample was effected within

33| hours of the landing of the fish.

The fish were mostly in a condition almost ready for spawning, some

few being spent. In this sample there were a good many damaged fish,

and to obtain 525 fish from a sample of 600 it was necessary to reject

about 40 to 50 fish, most of which were too badly damaged about the

head to be measured. The damage to these specimens had undoubtedly

chiefly occurred in unmeshing them. No selection of specimens occurred

other than that of damaged ones.

The times at which successive batches were examined for weight,
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measurements and condition of gonad are shown with those for Sample III

in the following table :

—

Total fish

examined.
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counted separately from the fin-rays posterior to them ; thus the records

take the form of a+6, the sum of which gives the total number of rays

in the fin. A cursory examination of the records indicates that 2-|-17 is

the commonest form for the dorsal fin and 2+ 15 the commonest form for

the anal fin (Figs. 4 and 5).

In the case of Character 17, which is stated in the scheme to be the

Fig. 2.—Diagram of Tail-bones of Herring, from \\'illiamson. A is tlie last vertebra

counted in the present work. B is regarded by Williamson as the last vertebra.

Not?-Notochord ?

" serial number of first vertebra having complete hsemal arch," the

records have been made in the form of (a+ 6) where 6— the total number
of vertebrae with complete haemal arch—not, however, counting the

Fl*:. 3.—A'ertebra.', sliowing inconnilete but " well-develoiied " luenial arch.

terminal vertebra-like ossicle regarded by Williamson as the " last

vertebra " (see Fisheries, Scotland, Sci. Invest., 1914, I (April, 1914)

Fig. 7, B, p. 21). Williamson's figure is here reproduced as Fig. 2.

In this character (17), a=the number of vertebrae having an incomplete,

but " well-developed " arch, and an arch was considered " well developed
"

if the haemal processes were almost as large as those of the first complete

arch, and if these processes possessed even the smallest trace of an internal

cross-piece (see Figure 3). It should be mentioned that all inter-
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mediate stages are met with between a trace of an internal cross-piece

and a complete arch. It is not improbable that in the living animal these

arches are closed by a cartilaginous cross-piece. Cursory examination of

the records indicates that in a majority of skeletons the sum of the number

of vertebrae with complete haemal arch and the number with well-

developed (i.e. potentially complete ?) arches is 33 ; or it might be said

that the commonest number of vertebrae with potentialities for complete

haemal arches is 33 ; the greatest number of such vertebrae appears to

be 35.

EXPLANATION OF CHARACTERS 13, 14, AND 17 IN

SAMPLE IV.

In Number IV Sample it was thought that more information could be

obtained by analysing the dorsal and anal fin (Characters 13 and 14) in a

slightly different way from that adopted in Sample III.

Thus in Sample IV all the anterior fin-rays of the dorsal fin w^hich were

distinctly shorter than the longest fin-ray were counted separately from

the following and recorded in the general form of a+ &, where a is the

Fig. 4.— Dorsal Fin. In Sample III th

above -wonld be recorded as 2 + 17; ii

Sample IV as 3 + 16.

Fjg. .5.—Anal Fin. In Sample III the

above would be recorded as 2^-15;
in Sample IV as 3 + 14.

number of the smaller anterior rays and h the number of rays posterior

to these. In this way it is possible to reconstruct a fin to represent the

commonest form which by cursory examination of the records is seen to

be one having 3 -j- 16 rays. A drawing of the type of ray is shown in Fig. '

.

In the case of the anal fin (Character 14) the fin was analysed in the

following manner : all the anterior fin-rays which were not subdivided at

the tip or splayed out in any way were counted and recorded separately as
" « " from those in which the rays were splayed out—recorded as "6."

The commonest form of fin is seen from the records to be one recorded as

3+ 14. This type of fin is shown in Fig. 5.

Character 17 in Sample IV is also recorded in a manner slightly dift'erent

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI. NO. 1. MARCH, 1916. F
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from that in Sample III. In this sample (IV) it was decided to include

under " well-developed " open haemal arches those in which the haemal

processes w^ere relatively stout to those of the first closed arch, but which

processes did not necessarily possess the trace of a cross-piece on their

internal faces. This change of recording has resulted in only a slight

difference in the records, but in a few cases the number of vertebrae

Fk;. 6. - Pectoral Fin. 17 rays.

recorded in the " a " category is higher than in corresponding skeletons

in Sample III.

It should be mentioned that in some skeletons the haemal processes of

the vertebrae anterior to the first vertebra with complete arch were

missing, having been cleaned away ; in these cases the following mark f
is placed alongside the record.

EXPLANATION OF THE RECORDS OF CHARACTER 18

IN SAMPLES II, III, AND IV.

The number of vertebrae given in column 18 is the number of vertebrae

between the skull and the ossicle marked B in Fig. 2. It may be re-

iterated that the ossicle marked B in the figure is not included in the total

given. Remarks on abnormalities or noteworthy features of particular

skeletons are connected by an asterisk to explanations in the Appendix

to the Tables. It may be noted that in several skeletons two or more

vertebrae have apparently become fused together ; as, however, such

fused vertebrae show uniformly only two articulations, they have in each

case been counted as one vertebra, although it is most probable that

most of these abnormal vertebrae are equivalent to two or more normal

ones. Each case is discussed in the Appendix to the Tables.

EXPLANATION OF RECORDS OF CHARACTERS 1 TO 9,

11, 12, 15, AND 16 IN SAMPLES III AND IV.

Characters 11 and 12 call for little comment.

In counting the keeled scales between the pelvic fin and anus (11) the

adjacent scales were cleaned well away before beginning to count. In
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this way the insertions of the keeled scales could be made out and their

total number established with certainty. Practically no difficulty was

experienced in counting the rays in the pectoral fin (12). It was noticed,

however, that in fins with a large number of rays the increase in the

number appeared to be accounted for by additions of small rays near

the posterior border. No attempt was made to analyse this fin as in the

case of the dorsal and anal fins, but it is possible that useful information

might be obtained by attempting such an analysis.

The weight of the fish (15) was taken separately and to the nearest

gram.

In recording the condition of the gonad (16) it was found necessary to

use combinations of the numerals representing different stages, which

require explaining.

In the records occur such combinations as IV-VI and VI-IV. A record

such as IV-VI is put down to represent fish in which the gonad appeared

to be about ripe, although it did not fill the body cavity entirely. These

records, however, refer mostly to males, in which the approach to and

incidence of ripeness of the gonad are not easy to differentiate. In the

case of records such as VI-III or VI-IV, these indicate that the gonad is

definitely ripe, but has become reduced by spawning (or compression in

some cases) to the size in the stage indicated by the second numeral

;

thus VI-IV indicates gonad reduced to the size of half the volume of the

abdominal cavity. The numeral VII was reserved for fish which were

spent or practically spent. By distinguishing spawning fish in this way
it is possible to correlate to some extent the weight with the size of the

fish.

With regard to Characters 1 to 9 all measurements were taken with the

instrument supplied by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. An
attempt was made to measure Character 1 to the nearest -2 of a millimetre

in Samples III and IV.

Character 2 was measured to the nearest -5 mm. in Sample III and to

•2 mm. in Sample IV.

Characters 3 to 9 were measured to the nearest -5 mm. in both

Samples III and IV.

DEFINITION OF CHARACTER 7.

Characters 1 to 9 are those recommended by the Board except No. 7.

Character 7 is defined in the Scheme as " from the end-board, etc. ... to

the posterior edge of the hindmost scale." In preliminary investigations,

however, it was found that posterior scales were either rubbed loose or

missing in about one-third of the specimens examined. It was therefore
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decided to use some other fixed point of more constant position. The

point chosen is in all probability the one shown in the figure of the

Herring supplied by the Board. It is the point from which the perpendicu-

lar 7 arises, and marks the origin of the median caudal rays from the

muscular part of the tail. The muscular part of the tail is covered by an

epidermis of metallic appearance, and is in nearly all cases sharply marked

of! from what may be regarded as the tail fin proper where this kind of

epidermis is absent. The caudal fin-rays are slightly embedded in the

fleshy part of the tail. Thus the point chosen for measurement may be

stated shortly to be the origin of the mid-caudal rays from thefleshy jjart of

the tail.

The origin of these rays is, however, a concave line, as indeed is shown

in the Board's figure, and the point actually measured is the line at right

angles to the long axis of the fish which forms a tangent to the posterior

border of the fleshy part of the tail. This line is apparently the same as

the perpendicular No. 7 shown in the Board's figure.

There were only a few fish in which this point was at all difficult to

determine and these were among Sample IV. It is of course well known

that the posterior scales extend over the mid-caudal fin-rays.

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS.

Before the large samples were examined a batch of 33 fish w^as examined

twice, in order to obtain some determination of the error in measuring

under the conditions in which the samples would be examined. The fish

measured were not in good condition, so that it is probable that the errors

observed in this case would be the maximum error, especially as more

practice in measuring was obtained afterwards. In this experiment the

averac^e difference in the two sets of readings was less than 1 mm. in all

measurements except 4 and 6, in which the average difference was 1-3

mm. and 1-1 mm. respectively. These 33 fish were examined in 47 and

45 minutes respectively, i.e. about the rate of 44 per hour, about the

maximum rate for the large samples. After this experiment assistance

was obtained in making measurements for Characters 3, 4, 5, and 6, and

there can be no doubt that the accuracy of the measurements was thereby

increased. In all measurements therefore it may be confidently stated

that they are correct on the average to one milhmetre, and in the case of

1 the average error is probably not more than -5 mm. It is believed that

only isolated errors of measurement occur of as much as 3 mm., but

errors would increase in frequency towards zero.

It is, however, possible that occasional errors of observation may occur

of as much as 5 mm. where the -5 cm. line on the scale has been read as a
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whole cm. division line, for one or two cases of this kind were actually

observed in time to prevent this error. It is probably very difficult to

exclude completely occasional lapses of this nature in examining large

numbers of fish at the high rate of speed required.

It is unfortunate in some respects that the experimental sample men-

tioned above was not a fresh sample exactly comparable with a research

sample, and it would probably be better in future work to re-examine a

batch of the research sample in order to determine the error of measure-

ment.

An experiment was carried out to determine how accurately the instru-

ment would measure. A number of slips of paper (30) were ruled with lines

parallel to one end, which was placed against and was parallel with the

" end-board " of the instrument. The points measured on the ruled lines

were similar to those measured on herrings, so that in measuring them it

was necessary to move the instrument about in approximately the same

way as when measuring the research herrings. The slips of paper repre-

sented in fact paper herrings. These 30 slips were measured twice at a

rate greater than the maximum rate at which the research samples of

herrings were examined. Characters 1 and 2 were read to -2 mm., and

Characters 3 to 9 to the nearest -5 mm., just as in the research sample.

The average difference between the first and second measurements of

Characters 1 and 2 was less than -1 mm., and in only 4 cases was the

difference as much as -3 mm. The average difference between all the

measurements of Characters 1 and 2 and the actual distance—as measured

by a 15-cm. ivory rule divided to fifths of a millimetre—^was also less than

•1 mm., and in only 5 cases were there differences of -3 mm.
The average difference between first and second measurements of

Characters 3 to 9 was less than -1 mm., and in only one case was the

difference more than -5 mm. The difference was exactly -5 mm. in 30

cases, and in 159 pairs of measurements the results were exactly the same.

In all the measurements of Characters 3 to 9 the average difference from

the actual distance measured was about -13 mm.
In a large number of measurements, however, it is considered that the

instrument may be taken as reading accurately on the average, since the

plus and minus variations would tend to balance each other, although

ranging between plus and minus the maximum error mentioned above.

The average algebraical error of all the measurements taken in the

paper-herring sample mentioned above was less than -|--03 mm. in

Characters 1 and 2, and +-04 mm. in Characters 3 to 9.
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REMARKS ON ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS TO THOSE
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD.

In Sample II two additional characters to those recommended by the

Board were examined, namely, the relation of the posterior border of the

maxilla to the orbit, and the number of pyloric caeca. In the large sample

it was found impracticable to examine the former character in addition

to the Board's characters, owing to the exigencies of time, but the pyloric

caeca of all the fish in Samples III and IV have been preserved with their

proper number, and can be examined and recorded at leisure.

The examination of these characters is considered of equal importance

to those recommended by the Board, since they are characters in which

Clwpea harengus differs from allied species.
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<c CO o cc o lO '^ "."S 'O cr m o ci o o o w c^ o t^ c:: i^ m m ^ CD t-~ cc 5D ic >c cc cc lo "^ >o !£' CO w CO ici CO
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MCOMCOrOfOCOCOCOeOf'5COCOCOIOCOCOCOirOeOCCCOCOfOCOCOCCMCOCOC<ICOMICC<5C<5COeOCO
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i-H M ^ O CO M -H eO (N M M C'l -^ M --H f-H t—
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APPENDIX TO TABLES.

f This sign in all cases indicates that no lateral processes are present in the

vertebrpe immediately preceding the 1st vertebra with complete haemal arch

or the most anterior incomplete arch denoted in the records. The processes

in these cases have been cleaned away.

* This sign on the measurements (Column? 1 to 9) indicates that the charac-

ter is slightly abnormal in some way or that the part measured is slightly

damaged. In columns 17 and 18 the asterisks refer to the following :

—

Sample III.

Fish No.

3 * 12th vertebra with complete haemal arch has two p.iirs of ha3mal arches,

but only one extra neural process on the right, which is attached to

the 11th neural arch. The vertebra itself is slightly longer than

adjacent ones, but has been counted as and appears to be only one.

The left haemal process of the 15th vertebra with complete haemal

arch is attached to the 14th haemal arch and its fellow is free. The

haemal processes of the next vertebra, the 16th, are also free.

9 * Right portion of 11 and 12 haemal arches fused with left division of 11th

haemal spine. r2th, left portion of haemal arch free.

34 * 19th vertebra is very long and carries two pairs of neural and haemal

arches, the extra arches arising from the middle. It is recorded as

one, but is apparently made up of two fused.

98 * 9th and 10th vertebrae (with complete haemal arch) have each two pairs

of neural spines, the 10th has also two pairs of haemal spines, the

abnormal pair having one limb (the left) arising from the middle of

the centrum, but the other arising near the origin of the right member
of the 11th haemal arch. These vertebrae are each recorded as one;

they are of normal size, and neither appears to be composed

of two vertebrae fused, as is undoubtedly the case in other

skeletons.

125 * 2nd vertebra with well-developed ventrolateral processes (paired).

139 * 6th haemal arch with extra spine arising from junction of processes.

157 * Processes missing almost entirely one side and entirely on other side.

161 * Anterior group of vertebrae lost.

241 * 1st haemal arch has a supernumerary haemal process in the middle of

the vertebra on the left side.

243 * 1st haemal arch broken, but still attached to vertebra.

267 * Incomplete arch, although nearly complete. The vertebra preceding

had a complete haemal arch as noted in the record.

270 * Transverse bars nearly joined. The right-hand figure of Fig. 3 is

drawn from this vertebra.

277 * 10th and 11th haemal arches are joined by a bony cross-piece.
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288 * 14th and 15th vertebrae have each two pairs of hsemal spines, the sub-

sidiary pair being in the middle, but only the 14th pair has also a

corresponding neural arch.

291 * 19th neural spines quite free.

299 * 24th haemal spines free ; no loop formed.

310 * 5th neural spines are separate, and there is an extra free neural spine

on the right, and the 5th, 7th, and 8th haemal arch processes are bi-

furcated at the tip, and three of the 7th are not joined together at

all, that is both spines are free.

316 * 15th and 16th left rays of haemal arches are joined up with the 15th

right haemal arch ray. The 16th right ray is free.

351 * In the case of high numbers as 33 and 34 the first haemal arch is generally

without the lateral processes.

352 * 11th haemal arch, processes not fused, and right one bifurcated.

401 * Atlas with pair of well-developed dorso-lateral spines.

416 * Extra spine on 16th haemal arch, arising from junction of processes of

arch.

427 * Last vertebra but two is peculiar, being unusually small, and being

somewhat fenestrated on the left side but normal on the right side.

Otherwise the skeleton is quite normal.

435 * The eleventh vertebra bears on the left a haemal spine showing a slight

bifurcation at the tip ; the haemal spines in the anterior region in

this fish were very well developed.

453 * 1st arch broken, but still attached to vertebra.

462 * Less well developed than processes of anterior vertebra.

529 * The last vertebra but two is apparently made up of two fused, being

almost twice as long as adjacent ones ; it bears two pairs of haemal

and neural spines, but has only an anterior and posterior articulation

;

the centre is distinctly fused. This is only counted as one.

546 * 1st vertebra with complete haemal arch has a supernumerary haemal

process on the left side, and the 14th vertebra with complete haemal

arch has a supernumerary pair of haemal and neural spines arising

from middle of vertebra ; both pairs of haemal spines are joined by a

cross-piece on the right side.

Sample IV.

552 * 1st haemal arch broken off centrum, but still attached.

580 * Extra spine from junction of haemal spines of 23rd vertebra from

posterior end.

582 * On some posterior haemal arches are spherical concretions which appear

like little beads of melted metal. This phenomenon has been noticed

on other skeletons also.

588 * Atlas, 1st, and axis, 2nd, vertebrae fused together ; counted as two.
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631 * This one incomplete, but with an internal process on the right hsemal

process. The arch of the vertebra anterior to it is complete.

664 * 7th vertebra from posterior end has two pairs of haemal and neural

spines, is longer than normal and apparently equal to two fused

vertebrse. It is counted, however, as one.

667 * 4th, 5th, and 6th vertebrae from posterior end have been broken and

recovered at some period of life of the fish.

687 * The last vertebra bears three pairs of neural and two pairs of haemal

spines, it is nearly twice as long as a normal one, and has a thickening

in the middle of the centrum where apparently two vertebrae have

fused. It is undoubtedly two vertebrae fused. It is, however, only

counted as one in the table.

709 * 3rd complete arch has a tiny extra connecting haemal process on the

left.

711 * Middle tips of haemal arches with curious concretionary appearance,

just as though the arches were of metal and had been melted in parts.

740 * The right haemal process of 28th vertebra is joined to junction of haemal

processes of 27th vertebra ; the left process of the 28th vertebra being

free.

746 * 13th vertebra from anterior end is about half as long again as normal,

and has ridges around its middle indicating fusion of two vertebrae.

It is, however, counted as one.

There is no normal articulation in the middle, but complete fusion.

767 * 9th vertebra very long and apparently two vertebrae fused, similar to

704. It is counted, however, as one.

782 * It is quite possible that one or more arches are missing here
;
possibly

too well cleaned.

784 * Arch incomplete, though the one anterior to it is complete (broken, but

still attached to centrum).

803 * 1st haemal arch broken, but still attached to vertebra.

841 * There is nothing unusual in the appearance of this skeleton.

843 * 1st haemal arch with a rib attached.

855 * 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th rays of anal fin anastomising.

897 * In the region two-thirds from anterior end the haemal and neural arches

arise from abnormal positions and there are a few extra spines.

899 * Several haemal arches with processes interchanged, i.e. processes on oppo-

site sides not joined up with fellow, but with those anterior or

posterior to them.

911 * 3rd haemal arch broken, but was undoubtedly complete.

921 * 46th vertebra from anterior end, 3 pairs of haemal and 2h pairs of

neural spines. The centrum is abnormally long, nearly twice normal

length, and is apparently equal to at least 2 vertebrae fused. It is

counted as one.
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925 * In Character 17 the " « " portion is recorded hence first in order to

avoid any bias towards making up the number to the apparent total

of 33 or 34 potential arches.

943 * 35th vertebra with two pairs of neural and haemal spines, nearly twice

as long as normal, and apparently equals two fused. Counted as one.

962 * Arches about middle of skeleton a little abnormal.

975 * r2th vertebra nearly twice as long as normal, and apparently equal to

two fused, but only counted as one. Also 30th vertebra with IJ

htemal arches and spines, but otherwise of normal size. 32nd also

with abnormal htcmal arch processes.

980 * 39th vertebra with one haemal arch attached to arch of 38th vertebra.

1010 * 37th vertebra has one extra neural and one extra haemal spine, but is

otherwise normal.

1064 * Vertebra behind 1st complete arch carries an incomplete but well-

developed arch ; it is counted with those having complete arch.

1067 * Left process of 44th haemal arch is joined up with junction of 43rd

haemal arch.

1075 * 1st haemal arch broken, but still attached to centrum.

Note.—The lateral processes of the vertebrae preceding those with complete

haemal arch are sometimes long without internal processes, and at other times

shorter with the internal process developing. Nevertheless, the arbitrary

character chosen has been adhered to as closely as possible. There are,

however, doubtful cases.

Very frequently the 4th, 5th, and 6th vertebrae from posterior end have the

base of the haemal arch passing diagonally across the ventral anterior half of

the centrum, and in this respect are unlike the other vertebrae.
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On the Amount of Phosphoric Acid in the Sea-Water

off Plymouth Sound.

By

Donald J. Matthews.

In spite of its biological importance, only a few investigators have turned

their attention to the content of the sea in phosphoric acid. The older

analyses by C. Schmidt (1) and Forchammer are quoted by K. Brandt (2).

Schmidt found from 2-8 mg. to 5-5 mg. of PgOg per 1000 grms. of water

in the colder seas, and from 0-76 mg. to 1-8 mg. in warmer regions, while

Forchammer found from 4-6 mg. to 12-5 mg. in the Gulf of Finland.

Kriimmel (4) refers to these as inaccurate, and quotes the results of

-analyses made much more recently by E. Raben, in connection with the

International Fishery Investigations, as alone reliable. K. Brandt (3)

also refers to Raben's work in various papers, but neither the present

writer nor Professor Martin Knudsen, of Copenhagen, who has very

kindly made a search also, has been able to find any original paper by

Raben on the subject, so that we unfortunately know nothing of his

methods beyond the fact, given by Brandt, that the samples were filtered

immediately after collection through Schleicher and Schull's hardened

paper. This is a very necessary precaution, as there would be danger of

an increase in the phosphates owing to the decomposition of suspended

organic matter by bacteria. The present writer has found that even a

filtered sample cannot be put aside in safety for any length of time unless

previously sterilised, as the whole of the phosphoric acid may be removed

by the growth of moulds.

Kriimmel mentions also some analyses by Sir John Murray as equally

defective.

Raben's samples were collected in the Baltic and North Sea ; he found

as a rule less than one milligram of P2O5 per litre, with a minimum of

0-14 mg. to 0-25 mg. in February and May, and a maximum of 1-46 mg.

in the autumn.

The present writer, in sea-water taken half a mile outside the Break-

water at Plymouth; has found as a maximum 0-1 mg. per litre, less than

the lowest result given by any of the workers mentioned above.
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The determination of phosphoric acid in sea-water falls into two parts,

first concentration in small bulk, and then determination of the amount.

Concentration may be effected either by precipitating, by the addition

of ammonia, a portion of the alkaline earths, which carries down the

phosphoric acid, or by adding an iron salt, ammonium chloride, and

ammonia and precipitating a mixture of ferric phosphate and hydroxide.

The estimation may be carried out either gravimetrically as ammonium

phospho-molybdate, or colorimetrically by the very sensitive reaction

with nitro-molybdate of strychnine described by Pouget and Chou-

chak (5). The writer finally adopted the colorimetric method following

concentration with iron, but all four processes have been used.

From April 21 to September 13, 1915, the method was as follows :

About 1500 ccm. of filtered water was precipitated, after making slightly

acid and heating, with iron and ammonium chloride and ammonia.

The precipitate was filtered off, dissolved in warm dilute nitric acid, and

evaporated to dryness several times with further addition of acid to

remove silica. The phosphorus was determined by precipitating with

ammonium molybdate and weighing as anhydride. For such small

quantities, the amount of anhydride being only a few milligrams, the

method cannot be considered satisfactory, as there is danger of loss

through some of the precipitate dissolving in the wash-waters or being

carried through the asbestos of the Gooch crucible, and on the other

hand there is the risk of the results being too high owing to the sim-

ultaneous precipitation of a trace of molybdic acid. With one exception

the figures obtained were much higher than most of those by the

colorimetric method. From April 21 to July 14 about 0-07 mg. per litre

was found gravimetrically ; there was then a break in the series and the

next analysis, made on September 13, showed a considerable fall to

0-04 mg. by the gravimetric method, in good agreement with that for

September 21, when 0-046 rag. was found by the colorimetric method,

which was adopted for all following work.

Samples for the colorimetric method were at first concentrated by

precipitating 500 ccm. of filtered sea-water with 3 ccm. of pure concen-

trated ammonia, heating, and filtering off the voluminous precipitate of

hydroxides, dissolving it in nitric acid, and evaporating on the water-

bath to dryness, after which it was treated as described later. The

method had the advantage that only one reagent was used for precipita-

tion, and as a ride the solution filtered quickly and duplicate analyses

agreed well, the average difference being 0-0029 mg. per litre. Its accu-

racy, however, was difficult to establish without making up an artificial

sea-water free, or nearly so, from phosphates, and this was found to be
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impossible with the purest chemicals of Merck and Kahlbaimi. As an

example, the artificial sea-water was found to contain (>()143 mg. of

P2O5 in 500 ccra.; 0-0234 mg. was added to 500 ccm. and 0-0328 mg.

found, a loss of 0-0049 mg. In another experiment made on 250 ccm. the

loss was only 0-0007 mg. These differences are both of about the same

magnitude as those found between duplicate analyses of sea-water, so

the experiments are not conclusive, though it shows that the method is

at any rate approximately accurate. Comparison was also made with

the method finally used ; simple precipitation by ammonia gave 0-0312

mg. per litre, against 0-0318 mg. and 0-0316 mg. by the final method.

Again, precipitation by anmionia gave 0-057 mg. in duplicate analyses ;

treatment of the filtrate from one of these by ammonia gave a further

voluminous precipitate which contained no recognisable phosphates.

The method is therefore probably accurate to about 0-003 mg.

In the end, concentration by iron was found to be the most satisfactory

and quickest method, duplicate determinations taking five hours or less

when the water had been previously filtered. The requisites are :

—

Ferric nitrate or chloride solution, nearly neutral, containing 5 to 6 mg.

of iron in 1 ccm.

Nitric acid, strong and 25 per cent by volume.

Ammonia, dilute ; 2 N is a convenient strength.

Ammonium chloride ; about 2 N.

Poiujet and ChouchaFs reagent ; two solutions are required. A : 95

grms. of molybdic acid and 30 grms. of anhydrous carbonate of soda are

dissolved in 500-600 ccm. of warm water, and after cooling 141 ccm. of

strong nitric acid are added. The solution is made up to 1000 ccm.

B : a 2 per cent solution of strychnine sulphate. For use 1 ccm. of B is

added to 10 ccm. of A and the mixture filtered and used at once. With
0-03 mg. of P2O5 in 50 ccm. of 3-7 per cent nitric acid, this reagent gives

a strong opalescence at once, while 0-005 mg. will give the reaction in a

few minutes. This opalescence is yellow when examined in the colori-

meter ; it takes twenty minutes to attain its full strength, and after

three or four hours a precipitate is thrown down, so the comparisons

should be made as soon as possible after the twenty minutes have elapsed.

The colour is proportional to the amount of phosphoric acid when the

content in P.2O5 lies between 0-01 mg. and 0-05 mg. in 50 ccm. ; it is

affected by variations in the amount of reagent used and by the amount
of free nitric acid. Pouget and Chouchak give a number of determina-

tions in the presence of various oxides, and show that the results are very

good unless the oxides are present in very large amount ; for instance,

lime is without influence when there is not more present than 20,000
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times the weight of the phospliorus pentoxide, while iron should not

exceed 1200 times its weight. They recommend also that for the greatest

accuracy two standard solutions should be made up, one containing

0-03 mg. P2O5 for use with samples containing this amount or more,

and another containing 0-02 mg. for samples containing less than 0-03 mg.

Colorimeter. The writer has used the Dubosq pattern with comparison

tubes 5 cm. in height and a swinging shade in front to cut off side light.

For the comparison of phosphorus samples the model with 10 cm. tubes

would probably have been better.

Filter papers should be washed with dilute nitric acid and hot water.

The writer has found traces of phosphoric acid in two of the l)cst-known

hydrofluoric-acid washed papers.

Porcelain and glass should be tested before use by extraction with hot

dilute nitric acid and dilute ammonia. There are some varieties which

will give up several milligrams of P2O5 during an analysis.

India-rubber should not be allowed to come in contact with the acid

or alkaline solutions.

The analyses have been carried out as follows : The samples were

taken in glass-stoppered " Winchester quart " bottles, holding about

2700 ccm. As they were collected so near to the Laboratory it was

generally possible to begin the filtration within three hours, so that there

was no necessity for sterilisation. Filtration was carried out by replacing

the glass stopper by one of rubber through which passed two glass tubes,

which projected about 6 mm. on the inner side ; outside the bottle one

projected about 25 or 30 mm., the other a few millimetres less. The

bottle, full to the stopper, was quickly inverted on a retort ring with the

tubes projecting into the filtering funnel below the u])per edge of the

filter paper. Filtration then goes on without attention ; as a rule it was

started in the afternoon and was finished by the following morning.

Double papers were always used, sometimes Schleicher and Schull, No.

589, " black band " inside, to catch the coarser particles, with a " blue

band " outside ; at other times Whatman's papers. No. 1 or No. 40. If

there is much sediment No. 40 is almost too slow ; one sample took

thirty-six hours to filter.

As a rule 500 ccm. was taken. The water was measured into a hard

glass beaker, and 10 ccm. of 2 N ammonium chloride and 1 ccm. of the

iron mixture were added, with a few drops of dilute nitric acid to dissolve

the precipitate. The mixture was heated to 70° or 80° C. on the water-

bath and precipitated with the smallest possible quantity of dilute am-

monia ; the heating was continued until the precipitate had collected
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together, when it was filtered on a small washed paper and washed twice

with hot water. The precipitate on the filter and adhering to the beaker

was dissolved in warm dilute nitric acid and evaporated to dryness on
the water-bath to remove silica. Seven cubic centimetres of 25% HNO3
and 20 ccm. of water were added, the dish covered, and the solution

heated for twenty minutes, when it was transferred to a 50 ccm. gradu-

ated flask. If there is much insoluble residue the solution should be

filtered. The bulk was then made up to about 47 ccm., leaving space for

2 ccm. of reagent. The standards were prepared by making up the re-

quisite amounts of PgOg to about 47 ccm. with 7 ccm. of 25% HNO3
and water ; the writer has generally diluted the ^-molecular phosphate

solutions used in determining hydrogen-ion concentrations by the Soren-

sen method. Two cubic centimetres of the strychnine-molybdate re-

agent were then added to each flask, the bulk completed to the mark, and

the whole well shaken. In twenty minutes the solutions are ready for

comparison.

The writer has never been able to secure perfect equality of illumina-

tion in the two halves of the field of the colorimeter owing to the shape

and setting of the window in the Laboratory, so the precaution was always

taken of reversing the position of the tubes after six readings and then

taking another six. The accuracy with which the readings could be

made varied very much. On some days a set of six have been obtained

which did not differ by more than 0-2 mm. on 40 mm., while at other

times the uncertainty was from five to ten times as great. A large sheet

of ground glass between the colorimeter and the window was often of

great assistance. Comparisons by artificial light were very diflicult and

fatiguing, but the results were satisfactory.

To test the accuracy of the method the following experiments were

made :

—

Part of a standard, containing 0-0237 mg., was analysed against itself.

In two experiments the results were too low by 0-0005 mg. and 0-0004 mg.

Three lots of 500 ccm. each of distilled water, to which 0-0237 mg. had

been added, were analysed ; the errors were, +0-0010 mg., +0-0041 mg.,

and +0-0001 mg. From another 500 ccm., to which no phosphate had

been added, 0-0036 mg. was obtained. The filtrate from this was acidi-

fied and aiialysed again without adding any more ammonium chloride.

The amount found was again 0-0036 mg. This value was taken as the

blank instead of the mean, 0-0025 mg. The result in which an excess of

0-0001 mg. was found was probably erroneous owing to the evaporation

having been carried out on the sand-bath, which might give rise to over-

heating and formation of pyrophosphates. An artificial sea-water was
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made up and found to contain 0-0100 mg. To this was added 0-0150 mg.,

and analysis showed a loss of 0-0008 mg. The result is not conclusive as

the blank on the sea-water was so high.

To test the effect of varying bulk, two lots of natural sea-water were

examined, one in its natural state, the other after evaporation to small

bulk. The amounts found were 0-0318 mg. and 0-0316 mg. respectively.

A third portion, precipitated by strong ammonia only, gave 0-0312 mg.

Filtrates from the iron precipitate were also examined. The amount

found by analysis of two lots of a sea-water were 0-0378 mg. and 0-0391

mg. To one filtrate 0-0237 mg. was added and 0-0266 mg. found, a gain

of 0-0029 mg. No more phosphate was added to the other and 0-0025 mg.

was found, using a very dilute standard. In another experiment the

figures for the original analyses were 0-0336 mg. and 0-0348 mg. ; 0-0237

mg. was added to each filtrate and gains of 0-0013 mg. and 0-003 mg.

were obtained. These gains are all small, the average being 0-0018 mg..

half the blank on the reagents. Finally the filtrate from the sample

mentioned above as having been concentrated to small bulk was

examined after the addition of 0-0237 mg. The gain in this case was

higher, 0-0058 mg.

The fact that the errors on the filtrates, though small, were all positive,

made it seem possible that there was still phosphorus, though not neces-

sarily phosphoric acid, unprecipitated. To test this three lots of 500 ccm.

were taken ; two were analysed in their natural condition, giving 0-0336

mg. and 0-0348 mg. The third portion was boiled for three-quarters of

an hour with 10 ccm. of decinormal potassium permanganate in Jena

glass ; it was then acidified with HCl. and boiled for two hours longer.

On analysis 0-0558 mg. was found, a gain of 0-0216 mg. Another sea-

water gave 0-0415 mg. and 0-0566 mg. for the natural and oxidised por-

tions, a gain of 0-0147 mg. The filtrate from the oxidised portion was

analysed without the addition of more phosphoric acid and 0-0018 mg.

found. A similar experiment made earlier by the gravimetric method

showed an increase from 0-082 mg. to 0-147 mg. on oxidation. In one

case an untreated water was found to contain 0-09 mg. by the gravi-

metric method ; the filtrate was oxidised and yielded a further 0-07 mg

There are two possible explanations of this increase of the phosphates

by oxidation. One is that there may be in sea-water a small quantity

of organic matter which hinders but does not completely prevent the

separation of the phosphoric acid by iron ; the objection to this is that

the action would probably be irregular and the duplicate analyses would

differ more widely than they do. The other, to which the writer inclines,

is that there is a considerable amount of phosphorus present in forms
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other than phosphoric acid, perhaps as phosphites or as an organic com-

pound, which is oxidised to phosphoric acid by potassium permanganate.

The ratio of phosphoric acid found in the untreated sample to the

total shows a tendency to constancy, but it has not been determined yet

whether the permanganate method converts the whole of the phos-

phorus into phosphoric acid, and experiments on this are in progress.

The samples of sea-water, with two exceptions, were taken at the

Knap Buoy, half a mile outside the lighthouse on Plymouth Breakwater.

The other two were taken close to the rocks under the Laboratory.

The results are given in the following table, and also the method by

which they were obtained.

The salinity was determined against the International Normal Water.

SURFACE SAMPLES TAKEN AT THE KNAP BUOY.
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A few points come out clearly from the results.

In the first place, the results are much lower than those obtained by

Raben for the Baltic and North Sea, his lowest being 0-14 mg. per litre

against 0-1 mg., the highest found at Plymouth. The salinity at^the

Knap Buoy is nominally 3r5 per thousand up to nearly ;:5, comparable

with a large part of the North Sea. But the North Sea receives enough

fresh water from the great rivers of Russia and Germany to keep the

sahnity of nearly the whole of it below i 5 per thousand, while the effect

of the land drainage in the western part of the English Channel is con-

fined to a comparatively narrow band along the coast. The effect of an

increased supply of land water in increasing the phosphoric acid is seen

in the results for December 20 and January 3, when the salinity was very

low ; a sudden rise occurred then after the figures had been fairly con-

stant for two months or more. This rise did not show itself till a few

days after the salinity had fallen, which suggests that much of the phos-

phorus from the land enters the sea in an incompletely oxidised form

and is then converted, by bacterial action, into phosphoric acid.

If the earlier gravimetric results are taken as correct there is a decided

seasonal change, the higher values being found in spring and summer,

but the writer is not inclined to place much confidence in them. The

experiments are being continued and it is hoped that the next few months

will settle the question.

It is unfortunate that so far it has not been possible to obtain samples

at a greater distance from shore, as it may be that the increased phos-

phoriip acid found after oxidation is a purely littoral or estuarine phe-

nomenon resulting from the form in which part of the phosphoric acid

is carried down by land-water. It does not seem likely that it arises

from diatoms or bacteria which pass through a paper filter, as the same

increase was noticed on oxidising a filtrate from a solution in which iron

had been precipitated by ammonia, a very efficient method of removing

the finest suspended particles. The approximately constant ratio of

the two forms of phosphorus is also an objection to this explanation.

SUMMARY.

1. Phosphoric acid in sea-water may be determined with an accuracy

of about 0-003 mg. per litre by concentration with iron and colorimetric

examination.

2. If the sea-water be previously oxidised by potassium permanganate

the amount found is considerably increased.

3. From September, 1915, to February, 1916, the average amount of

phosphoric acid in water collected half a mile outside Plymouth Break-

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI. NO. 1. MAIICH, 1916. I
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water was 0-044 nig. per litre ; this showed signs of an increase when the

supply of land-water rose after rain. The figures are much lower than

those found by Raben for the Baltic and North Sea.

4. The amounts found by another method during the previous spring

and summer are higher, but the figures cannot be considered quite

trustworthy.

Note.—Since the above was written, it has been found that boiling

with potassium permanganate does not oxidise the whole of the phos-

phorus with certainty. Duplicate analyses of a sample taken on Jan,

17th, 1916, both gave 0*0190 mg. per litre. Two other portions were

oxidised and found to contain 0*0449 mg. and 0"0569 mg. per litre.

An attempt has also been made to determine whether any of the

phosphoric acid is reduced to other forms in the short interval between

the collection of the water and the beginning of the analysis. A sample

of water was sterilised with toluol immediately after taking. A single

determination showed 0'0350 mg. per litre in the original sample, and

0'0o75 mg. after oxidation. But the water for over a week had been

extraordinarily clear and free from suspended matter, far more so than

any of the samples given in the table, so that the experiment cannot be

considered conclusive.
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3jn fl^emoriam.

H. C. DANNEVIG, Director; G. W. C. PIM, Master; C. T.

HARRISSON, Biologist ; and eighteen others, comprising the crew

of the Australian Fishery Investigation steamer Endeavour, who
were lost at sea in December, 1914.

The Department of Trade and Cnstonis of the Commonwealth of Australia

have issued a memorial number of their Report on Fisheries, giving particulars,

as far as they are known, of the loss at sea of their investigation steamer

Endeavour, with all on board, including the Commonwealth Director of

Fisheries, Harald Christian Dannevig ; the Biologist, Charles Turnbull

Harrisson ; the Cai)tain, George William Charles Pim, and a crew of eighteen

men. The ship left Macquarie Tsland on December 3rd, 1914, to return

to Australia and was not heard of again. It is thought tliat she perished

in a heavy gale which was experienced on the island two days after she

had left.

Tlie work carried out by Dannevig with the Endeavour—a steam trawler

specially built for fishery investigations in Australian waters—is well known
to all Marine Biologists, and ranks with the best work of the kind which has

been accomplished anywhere. The sympathy of British naturalists will be

extended to their Australian colleagues, as well as to the relatives and friends

of those whom the sea has claimed, in the sad loss they have sustained.
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The Microplankton of Plymouth Sound from the Region

beyond the Breakwater.

By

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University.

Temporary Naturalist at the Plymouth Laboratory.

With Figures 1-9 in the text, and Tables I and II at the end.

Throughout a complete year from September, 1915, to September,

1916, sea-water samples Avere taken regularly two or three times a week

from beyond the Breakwater in the region of the Knap buoy, 2\ miles

from Plymouth shore, from the surface and at 5 and 7 fathoms. The

object was to supplement the existing records from the tow nets as it

is well known that a very large amount of material is lost even from the

finest nets, as Lohmann has shown exhaustively (1908). So far the

only plankton records from this region have been from the tow nets,

and a glance at the tables given at the end of this paper will show directly,

if compared with those by Gough (1903-7) and Bygrave (1911), also

Cleve (1899 and 1900), the great difference in numbers of the smaller

forms, or their entire absence from the tow nettings. Again, no actual

numerical records have been given from this region. At the same time

as the M^ater samples were taken, tow nettings, coarse, medium and

very fine, were also secured, and these were regularly examined for

comparison.

The water samples were estimated by means of the centrifuge after

the manner introduced by Lohmann. A water-bottle was used for the

5 and 7 fathom samples, and the surface sample was collected in a Win-

chester bottle. Experiment showed that there was no difference in

the surface samples when collected either with the water-bottle or Win-

chester, and it was found more convenient for keeping as it was unnecessary

alw^ays to examine it the day of collection, as was the case with the water-

bottle samples. The Winchester samples keep for two or three days at

a uniform temperature. If examined the day they are brought in the

water-bottle samples are quite as good as the surface samples in the

NEW SEKIES—VOL. XI. NO. 2. MAY, 1917. K.
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Winchester for Peridiniales and Protozoa, which perhaps include the

most dehcate of all the plankton organisms. The samples were all

examined fresh when possible ; if impossible, which was only seldom,

they were preserved by adding strong Flemming's solution at the time

of capture as advised by Gran {i9V2a). For most species this method

of preservation was found very satisfactory.

For quantitative estimation a certain amount (usually 50 cc.) of the

sample water was put in tubes and centrifuged. Five tubes each holding

10 cc. were examined, the tubes pointed at the end after Lohmann's

pattern, so that the contents may be emptied out and leave the residue in

the point ; this residue was removed carefully with a fine pipette, put

on a ruled glass slide and the contents counted. The water was then re-

centrifuged and the process gone through again. It was found that

although re-centrifuging answered very well for diatoms, Peridinium

and the more sturdy organisms, it was no use for the fragile forms such

as the naked Peridiniales and small Infusoria, many of which are most

probably destroyed even before they are brought in.

It was found by experiment that centrifuging for ten minutes gave

the best results, the largest number of gynmodinians being secured in

this way. This is longer than the time taken by Lohmann, but his

centrifuge made many more revolutions than ours, the number of ours

not being exactly estimated.

The tow nettings were not exhaustively examined, but the most

important organisms were noted and their relative abundance. The

-nets used were of silk with meshes 26, 50 and 150 to the inch respectively,

mouth 56 inches in circumference (inside), and bottom 15 inches in cir-

cumference. Length of silk clear of the calico to which it is attached

at the ends, 39 inches. Area of silk, 1382 inches. Duration of haul, 10 to

15 minutes, or in exceptional cases a few minutes longer.

The following quick method was adopted : anything large first noted

with the naked eye, then a certain amount of each sample taken, and when

30 or more of any organism was present it was marked cc ; if 20 but

under 30, c ; if 6 but under 20, -]- ; if more than one but under 6, r ; if

only a single specimen rr. In this way a rough estimate of what is common

in the tow nets is made. In the case of the very fine samples after stirring

two separate drops with a pipette are examined and the above method

applied.

On the few days when it was impossible to go beyond the Breakwater

the samples and tow nettings were taken from the west channel at the

side of the Breakwater. For a fortnight in April it was impossible

owing to the storms to go out at all. After this, about the 25th, the

increase in plankton is large. The samples were as nearly as possible
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taken at the same time of day, between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., and the

state of tide, wind, and weather noted.

A great many species get through the meshes of even the finest nets.

Those which are nearly always lost are the smaller Peridiniales, especially

the Gymnodiniacece, the small Infusoria, with the exception of the Tin-

tinnoidea, small flagellates (very few of which, however, appeared in our

samples), Protozoa of various kinds and many of the smaller diatoms.

On looking through the Plymouth records in the Fisheries Investigations

we find an almost complete absence of all the very small Peridiniales,

and with one exception (that of Gymnodinium lunula, which owing to

its large size is conspicuous) an absolutely complete absence of Gymno-

diniaceoB which confirms Lohmann's statement that all were lost. Proro-

centrum micans is almost absent from the tow nettings, here again in

agreement with Lohmann, who found a large loss. Infusoria, except the

Tintinnoidea are practically absent, and among the diatoms we find

records of species such as Chcetoceras curvisetum, which we have found

the commonest species of this genus in the plankton, only represented at

the most by the sign -j-, usually r or rr. At times it has appeared with

us in quantity in the tow nets, but not nearly as frequently as in the

water samples. Paralia sulcata is seldom to be found in the nets but

is abundant in the water samples, and present nearly all the year round.

In Gough's lists it is usually marked r or rr, never by either Bygrave or

Gough is it marked cc.

Skeletonema costatum is another good example and one specially

marked by Lohmann. Although sometimes recorded as cc for Plymouth,

the few times it is thus marked bear no comparison with the numbers

really contained in the water. This is a particularly abundant species

here, and at Kiel it is shown to be in enormous numbers, most of which

escape the net. The species of Nitzschia are also good examples, N.

closterium and N. delicatissima particularly nearly always being lost by

the net.

• On the other hand, a good many of the larger species do not get into

the water samples in anything like a representative number. For instance,

the genus Biddulphia only appears very occasionally, when really it

forms a most important part of the plankton at a certain season of the

year. Streptotheca thamensis is another case ; this species being very

abundant at times in the tow nettings and only occurring in small num-

bers in the water samples. The genus Rhizosolenia, although the relative

abundance of the species is usually well shown in the water samples, is

yet sometimes very ineffectually represented. For instance, in June

Rhizosolenia Shruhsolei appeared in all the tow nets for two or three

•days, particularly on June 19th, especially in the medium net,
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and the specimens were of very large size. These scarcely got

into the water samples, so that the curve taken from the

numbers obtained from the water samples gives a wrong impres-

sion for this species, although the seasonal distribution is correctly,

though roughly, shown.

The Metazoa in the water samples only amount to a few individuals

and are of no account, so that the quantitative work practically amounts

to an estimation of the unicellular organisms. Whilst counting the

diatoms they were estimated, as is usual, by cells ; however, for the

tow nettings the chains were regarded as individuals, otherwise the

method given above would not have been suitable owing to the number

of cells in a chain.

The tables at the end of the paper show the average number of organ-

isms in the water samples in 50 cc. for each week. The tow nettings are

shown for comparison at the same time (marked in letters). The account

of the Metazoa from the tow nettings is given without tables, and they

are also taken into account in the survey for each month. A list of the

dates on which the samples were taken, giving wind and weather, will be

found at the end of the paper.

The largest numbers, on the whole, are found in the surface layer, but

there is not much difference, and a large amount of mixture of water

seems to take place, so that it is difficult to assign to any particular

species its particular habitat in depth. Skeletonema costatum is most

frequent at the surface, also Chcetoceras species generally, Lauderia,

Thalassiosira, and Mastigloia. The greatest fluctuations are nearly always

from the surface and can usually be traced to the state of the tide, the

5 and 7 fathom layers being much more regular, as was to be expected.

Skeletonema, as noticed by Gran (19126) is rather more numerous at the

surface. Paralia sulcata, however, shows all its maximum numbers

either at 5 or 7 fathoms, but as this is naturally a bottom form often

coming into the plankton, it is not surprising. Nitzschia delicatissima,

and AsterioncUa japonica also show largest numbers at 5 and 7 fathoms.

The state of the tide affects the numbers, more being taken at or just

before high tide, fewest at or just before low tide usually. The highest

catches usually come with S. and S.W. winds.

The unicellular organisms other than diatoms occur irregularly at all

depths.

On comparing the present records with those of Lohmann at Kiel,

much that he states is borne out by these results, although many of his

numbers are from estimates with filter as well as centrifuge. Skeletonema

costafu)n, which he regards as one of the most important diatoms of the

plankton, has a curve which is wonderfully in accordance with ours,
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Fig. 1 having a large spring and a small summer maxinnim (Lohmann,

1908, table XII).

Of his numerical results the Peridiniales are relatively in much larger

numbers than in the present records. Although here many species are

found to occur and several new species are described, the individual

numbers are usually enormously less in these records, even when the
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Fii;. 1.—Curve o( Skelclunema costatum, showing average number of individuals

in 50 cc. for each month.

season of maximum immber agrees. As Lohmann observed at Kiel, so

here, there are several amoebae to be found in the plankton. Ours are of

three kinds, one of which is fairly common. With him Flaf/ellafa are

much more numerous than with us, except Pha'ocystis, which is so abundant

here in May and June that it interferes with everything, clogging up all

the nets. Infusoria Lohmann finds numerous, and there are numerous

species of them here, but they are not found in large numbers with the

exception of the Tintinnoidea. The smaller forms, such as Laboea species
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and Strombidium caudatum, very easily collapse and destroy themselves

in a moment. Tiarina fusus we find at a larger maximum than at Kiel.

Most of the new species, both of the Peridiniales and Infusoria found in

the plankton by Lohmann, are present here if not in such large quantities;

thus we have Ainphidinimn crassum, Pouchetia parva, Cochlodinium

pellucidum, Lahoea strohila, and many other species hitherto not knowji

from British seas.

The diatoms, although usually in less numbers than Lohmann's, are

in some cases more. Nearly all his diatom numbers are, however, from

filter examinations, therefore not exactly comparable. One fact which

is striking is the relative regularity of the yearly curve of certain species,

instead of their showing a marked seasonal distribution. This we find

to be the case with Thalassiotkrix nitzschioides, which is present at Kiel

practically all the year round whilst wnth us it is a pronouncedly winter

form. The same is tru(^ with most of the Cosciyiodiscus species which

also are winter forms here. This is perhaps to be explained by Gough's

theory of the distribution of neritic diatoms which he found occurred at

certain definite times only in places near the ocean, but stayed all the

year round in suitable localities far removed from it. We find much the

same seasons for the above diatoms at Port Erin as we have at Plymouth

(see Herdman and Scott, 1908-15).

For comparisoti I have taken from Lohmann's tables certain species

with their maximum number in 100 litres and put side by side of these

the Plymouth records of the same species in the same amount calculated

from th(^ nundjer in 50 cc. The month of maximum is also recorded.

It will be seen that in most cases his numbers are higher, in a few instances

much higher, but in three cases the Plymouth numbers are higher.

Species.
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species which do not agree ; for instance, Coscmodiscus (hanii has a

niaxinium at Kiel in August, whereas 1 found it confined to the period

from November to April, when it is fairly evenly distributed. The

maximum of Prorocentrum inicans in August or September seems to be

well established. Ostenfeld (1913) is here also in agreement. Ceratiunr

fusus also has its maximum at this time, and Pyrocystis lunula, which

at Plymouth is only recorded in these months. However, I find that in

many cases species having a spring maximum at Kiel have it here in

the summer.

A comparison of the present results, with those of (Iran (191 2) is difficult

as his are only for the month of May and from so many stations at

various localities and many different depths. However, if we take

the Dutch results from the south-western part of the North Sea,

which is the nearest to us of all the localities he makes use of,

and compare them with the present records for the month of May
only, we find the comparison is not without interest. Gran used

the centrifuge entirely and the samples were all preserved. He usually

took 50 cc. of the sample and calculated from it the number of individuals

in a litre. Except in certain cases mentioned below, the numbers are

not extremely difEerent. Thus w^e find the species of Biddulphia present

in very small numbers (only B. sinensis at Plymouth), a large number

of several Chcvtoceras species in both (12 species with him, 8 with us).

However, whereas there C. decipiens and dehile are the prevailing forms

(maximum numbers 11,500 and 6,500 per litre respectively) the prevailing

forms here are C curvisetum (maximum number 39,900 per litre) and

C. pseudocrinitum (maximum number 30,000 per litre). A large number

of resting spores of Chcetoceras species are recorded by (Jran and also

by Lohmann. They were not recognised and therefore not recorded

in the present paper. Lauderia borealis (Gran's maximum 2,180 per

litre) with us is more abundant (21,580 per litre). Paralia sulcata (Gran's

maximum 7,180 per litre at 30 m.), with us 700 per litre at 7 fathoms.

Rhizosolenia species fairly abundant :

Dutcli records. Plymouth records.

R.alata . . . 300 (15 m.) 120 surface

R. semispina . . 1(50 (20 m.) 500 5 f

.

R. Shruhsolei . . 480 (10 m.) 1,600 5 f

.

R. Stolterfothii . . 8,360 (50 m.) 760 surface

Thalassiosira gravida (Gran's maximum 1,760 per litre, Plymouth 6,320

per litre). Nitzschia delicatissinui much more abimdant at Plymouth,

N itzschia closteriuni more abundant in the Dutch records. Of the Silico-
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flagellata Dictyocha fibula and Distephanus speculum are few in numbers

as in our records, also the individual numbers of the Peridiniales which

are often represented by single examples or by twos and threes. It is,

however, among the Infusoria that a great difference is seen, for whereas

my own records seldom show more than a few specimens in each sample,

the small Infusoria are in fairly large numbers in the Dutch records,

especially the species of Laboea, which sometimes reach five figures per

litre. The Metazoa agree with my records in only being represented by

very few individuals.

Herdman's (1908-15) quantitative estimates of the plankton for

Port Erin and the south end of the Isle of Man are taken from the tow

nets only. These are only comparable with the present records to a certain

degree, but some facts stand out as of special interest. Here we find the

large spring and smaller autumn maximum for the diatoms, the seasonal

distribution of certain genera and their maxima, Rhizosolenia species

in June ; Chcetoceras, Thalassiosira and Lauder ia in April and May
;

Chcetoceras and Lauderia again in September and October ; all these

agree well with our records. The species of Biddulphia agree in being

almost entirely absent from June to August and being much the most

common from November to May. Coscinodiscus again agrees in being

absent in the summer and early autumn and common in winter and early

spring, Rhizosolenia species being only common in summer. Thalas-

siosira has its maximum in May both at Port Erin and Plymouth, with a

slight second maximum at Plymouth in 1916. Guinardia is slightly

earlier at Port Erin than at Plymouth. Lauderia with a large spring

and small autumn maximum at both places, and the same with Chcetoceras.

Asterionella japonica appeared in large quantities in May, 1913, at Port

Erin. At Plymouth it has a maximum in July and is present on and off

from April to January, common through July and August. Apparently

this species is irregular in its appearances, as Gough records it from

Plymouth as cc in May. The numbers of Peridiniales at Port Erin are

enormous compared with the present results ; Ceratium species and the

larger Peridinium species forming the basis of the Port Erin records.

However, we are in agreement in finding the Peridiniales maximum to

occur very shortly after the diatom maximum and the maximum a single

one which is only in the summer. May usually at Port Erin, June this

year for Plymouth, when the curve shows a conspicuous hump, gradually

dwindling in September, after which month very few are present. The

smaller Peridiniales are not taken into account in the Port Erin reports,

and the Gymnodiniacew, which turn out to be abundant, are necessarily

not noticed as they come through the nets. The same applies to the

other small unicellular organisms.
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The Diatoms.

In estimating the diatoms, we find they fall naturally into two groups
;

the first and most important includes the species beginning about April

and usually ending about September, the second including those having

their maximum in the winter or spring and extending from September
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early and occurs in August. It is very nearly as big as the spring maxi-

mum. Also in the curve there is another maximum in October, 1915, after

which the numbers are very low, until they suddenly rise enormously

in April. The October maximum is possibly the ordinary autumn
maximum occurring later in 1915 than in 1916. For the rise in April

Skeletonema costatum is almost wholly responsible ; in May Chcetoceras

species are mainly responsible, together with Nitzschia deUcatissima,

Thalassiosira gravida and helped by Rhizosolenia species and Lauderia

horealis. For the August maximum CJuetoceras again is to the fore with

Asterionella japonica, Mastigloia at times in numbers, Rhizosolenia species

and Nitzschia species. The rise in October, 1915, is due to Mastigloia,

Chcetoceras, Lithodesmium undulatum and Skeletonema costatmn.

The diatoms of the first or spring and svimmer group include the genera

Asterionella, Chcetoceras, Lauderia, Nitzschia, Rhizosolenia and Thalassio-

sira ; those of the autumn and winter group include Biddulphia, Coscino-

discus, Paralia, Streptotheca and Thalassiothrix. One of the most important

diatoms is Skeletonema costatum, which, although occurring practically

all the year round, yet has certain times of total disappearance for short

periods. It cannot be placed in either of the above-mentioned groups

as it extends over both.

We find this year the genera Biddulphia and Coscinodiscus disappear

suddenly and do not continue in small numbers through the summer, as

is the case generally at Port Erin. Gough, however, has recorded Bid-

dulphia mobiliensis in June and August from Plymouth, so it must

occasionally be present ; also Coscinodiscus species very rarely. Paralia

and Thalassiothrix are essentially winter forms here, the latter stopping

abruptly in the spring and the former being much commoner in the

winter, although occurring throughout the year. The records of Bygrave

and Gough are here also in agreement.

Several important species have only one maximum in the year. Monthly

curves show a gradual decrease from it. Asterionella japonica (July),

Rhizosolenia Stolterfothii (May), R. alata (June), R. Shrubsolei (May),

R. hebetata f. semispina (May), R. setigera (August), are examples ; also

Biddulphia species and Coscinodiscus species (autumn to sj)ring) the curves

of which could not be exactly determined because of their presence only

sparingly in the water samples. The following are some of the most

important species which have two maxima : the larger in April, May or

June, usually very much exceeding the second in August or September :

Skeletonema costatum (April and September), Chwtoceras curvisetum (May

and September), Lauderia horealis (April and August), Thalassiosira

gravida (May and September). These results agree roughly very well

with the previous records for Plymouth by Gough and Bygrave.
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Large masses of a species of Mastigloia in a gelatinous sheath some-

times occur at intervals and swell the number of diatoms largely. In

these cases they are usually so numerous that I have estimated them in

10 cc. instead of 50 ; I have also done this with other species when very

numerous.

Table II shows the average number of diatoms in 1 cc. for each month.

In the following details of the species the classification of " Nordisches

Plankton," Vol. Ill, Gran (1905) is used.

(1) Melosira Borreri Grev. Not common. In water samples, October

to March.

(2) Paralia sulcata (Ehr.). Occurs almost all the year round in small

numbers, but is essentially a winter species. Common from

October to April with a maximum in November, then dwindles

and picks up again in August. Nearly always goes through the

nets. More frequent at 5 and 7 fathoms although common some-

times at the surface. Belongs, properly speaking, to the bottom

but very often comes up to be a true member of the plankton.

(3) Skeletonema costatmn (Grev.). Very common for nearly the whole

year, but has periods of disappearance. Rare in December and

part of January, June and July. Maximum of 250 per cc. in April,

when it helps largely in making the spring diatom maximum. Very

numerous in August, September and October. A smaller second

maximum in August, and in October, 1915, a still smaller one.

Lohmann considers Skeletonema costatum the most important diatom

at Kiel, where in June it reached a maximum of 780,000,000 per

100 litres. He finds it prefers water of 10 m. depth. Gran (19126)

shows it likes surface water, and I have found that although

common in all three depths it is usually commonest in the surface

samples and its maximum of 12,500 in 50 cc. is from the surface.

This is one of the most important of the plankton diatoms at

Plymouth, but passes through the net in quantity.

(4) Thalassiosira gravida Cleve. This is the only species of the genus

found commonly in the water samples. It is abundant from the

end of March to the middle of September with an interval of

scarcity in July and August. May and June are the months

given by Herdman for the maximum of the genus at Port Erin,

which agrees well with us. It occurs at all depths, but its maxi-

mum in May of 316 in 50 cc. is from the surface.

(5) T. Nordenskioldii Cleve. Not very common, occurring at intervals.

Frequent in May.
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(6) T. decipiens (Gruii.). Rare.

(7) T. suhtilis (Ostenf.). This little species with its surrounding matrix

occurred only rarely in 1916, although it was frequently noticed

in 1915.

{8) T. condensata (Cleve). Very rare.

(9) Lauderia borealis Gran. An important part of the plankton from

May to September, with intervals of scarcity. Helps largely in

forming both diatom maxima. Rare from late autumn to early

spring. Maxinmm in May. Its seasonal distribution agrees with

Herdman's records for Port Erin. At all depths, but largest

numbers at the surface. Maximum of 1,079 in 50 cc. in May from

the surface.

(10) Lepfocylindrus danicus Cleve. Fairly common from May throughout

the summer, at other times very rare.

Fk;. 3.

—

LeptoajUndiUH sp. x 700.

(11) L. sp. (Fig. 1^). A small species which is like L. minimus Gran (1912),

but never twisted as he describes ; occurs fairly commonly in the

summer plankton. There are seldom more than tw^o cells in a

chain and these are always c[uite straight. The two chroma-

tophores, size and form agree with Gran's species.

(12) Guinardia fiaccida (Castr.). Common at intervals from April to

September, with a maximum in -Inly. More common in the very

fine tow nettings than in the water samples. The lai'ge mimbers

occurring at Port Erin in May and -lune (maximum in June) are

noticeable.

(13) Hyalodiscus stelliger Bail. Fairly common from October to February

;

a winter species. At other times rare.

Genus Coscinodiscus Ehr.

All the species of Coscinodiscus we have found practically absent

during the summer, which agrees well with Port Erin ; although

they continue through the year there except sometimes for one

month, they are in very much smaller numbers through the

summer. From September to May they occur at times abundantly

nu(\ are common in the verv fine tow nettings.
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(14) Coscinodiscus excenfricus Ehr. Common from September to

May.

(15) C. radiatus Ehr. Common from September to May. C. excentricus

and C. radiatus are the most abundant species.

(16) C suh-hulliens Jorg. Only noticed from September to December.

Not very common.

(17) C Granii Gough. Begins in November and remains till April.

Sometimes common in December, January and February.

(18) Actinocyclus Ehrenbergi Ralfs. In tow nettings only. Rare. Sep-

tember.

(19) Actinoptychus undulatus (Bail.). From the middle of September

to the end of April, never very abundant, more frequent in

tow nettings than in the water samples. Not seen at all in the

summer.

Genus Rhizosolenia (Ehr.) lirightw.

With the exception of R. robusta which is the only winter

form all the species of Rhizosolenia are markedly summer

forms ; beginning to be abundant in May they continue

common until the end of September at all depths. If we

compare this with the Port Erin records we find it agrees

well except for the fact that at Port Erin there are very few

present in August.

The curve (Fig. 4), giving the distribution of the various species,

shows R. StoUerfothii as much the most abundant with a big

maximum in June. As mentioned above, however, R. Shrubsolei

occurred in enormous numbers in June in the tow nets, of a large

size, and was not adequately represented in the water samples.

The maximum of the species on the curve ought to rise very much
higher. I find that R. Shrubsolei and StoUerfothii run together to

a great extent, although Shrubsolei almost disappears in July,

whilst StoUerfothii continues common well into September. The

genus is hardly represented at all from November to April. Its

absence being very striking, R. alala follows R. StoUerfothii closely,

although it is not so common. R. hebelata form semispina, has

its maximum in May. R. setigera is later, beginning in June and

ending in September, with a maxinmm in August ; thus it is

later and remains less time than any of the others. All the species

are abundant in the tow nets.
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(20) Rhizosolenia Slolterfothii H. Perag. Perhaps the commonest of the

Rhizosolenia species. Very common from May to September,

with a maximum in June ; disappears entirely in December.
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("21) R. robusta Norman. This is the only winter Rhizosolenia here. It

begins in November and, although never common, continues

till April. Chiefly in the tow nettings. Very seldom in the water

samples.

(22) R. Shruhsolei Cleve. Very common in May till the end of June,

then dwindles and is rare in August, almost absent in the winter.

(23) R. setigera Brightw. Very common in July and August, when it

seems to take the place of R. Shruhsolei; rare in spring and autumn

and almost absent in winter.

(24) R. hebetata (Bail.) f. semispina (Hensen). Begins in May and is

very common till the middle of August, after that is rare and

disappears entirely in the winter.

(25) R. alata Brightw. Begins to be common in June and continues

till August, after that is only rarely found, although a few stragglers

are present throughout the year.

(26) Corethron criophilum Castr. Most frequent in October but never

common. Absent for nearly the whole summer.

Genus Ch^toceras Ehr.

Although scattered throughout the year, all the species occur

chiefly in the spring, summer and early autumn, forming an

important portion of both maxima. A very large maximum in

May (Fig. 5) agrees with the Port Erin records, but the autumn

maximum in August is small, not amounting to more numbers than

in March. This rise in March is partly due to numbers of C.

densum, the maximum number of that species in the water

samples. This species, however, is large and, like C. boreale, does

not get much into the water samples. Chwtocems curvisetum,

which is much the commonest species found, shows two well-

marked maxima, a large spring and a small autumn maximum,
these agreeing with the Port Erin records for the genus. The fact

that on several days in early autumn no Chwtoceras species were

seen in the water samples brings the average for the month down.

(27) Chcetoceras densum Cleve. Frequent in the tow nettings, but too

large to be found much in the water samples. Present most of

the year except at times in the summer.

(28) C. convohitum Castr. From spring to autumn, sometimes abundant

(29) C. danicum Cleve. Rare, at intervals through the vear
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(42) C. debile Cleve. Not very common, May and June.

(4;i) Chretoceras spp. Species which could not be identified were conunon

in July and August.

(44) Eucmwpia zoodiacus Ehr. Occasionally from May to October,

(45) Stre}itotheca thamensis Shrubs. Common from September to April,

otherwise rarely seen. More frequent in tow nettings than in

water samples.

(46) Verataidina Bergoni H. Perag. Fairly common in May and June.

Genus Biddulphia Gray.

The Biddulphia species are practically confined to the autumn,

winter and early spring, being almost entirely absent in the

summer. This agrees fairly well with the Port Erin records,

although there, in small numbers only, they are found in the

summer. At any rate they may be regarded as winter, or earh'

spring, and autumn forms. B. mobiliensis, regia and sinensis arc

all common in the early spring, winter and autumn. Whether

B. regia and sinensis should be regarded as good species is a

matter discussed at length by Herdman (1912), who has shown

that intermediate forms are to be found and has figured forms

from Port Erin which appear to be half B. sinensis and half

B. regia or mobiliensis, his final decision being that they are

probably all the same species. He therefore regards B. sinensis

and B. regia as distinct forms of B. mobiliensis. There seems to be

no doubt about the sudden appearance of the exotic species

B. sinensis in numbers at Port Erin in November, 1909, and

also that it suddenly appeared at the mouth of the Elbe in 1903,

as is shown by Ostenfeld (1908) : having spread from the mouth

of the Elbe into various places including the North-East of

Scotland it was then found on the Belgian coast, Ostenfeld

accounting for its presence there by imagining a reversal of

the usual north-going current. Its first appearance at the

mouth of the Elbe Ostenfeld thinks is probably due to its being

taken there by some ship. In 1908 he predicted its discovery

in the Channel, as up to that time it had not been found

to occur there. In order to ascertain whether it was present

in Plymouth in former years (it certainly is common here now)

I examined a large number of old tow nettings mostly from

the West Channel, Plymouth, and all from this district. Beginning;

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI. NO. 2. MAY, 1917. L
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in 1897 I searched through samples of various dates, particularly

autumn, winter and spring, without finding any trace of

B. sinensis until October. 1909. when it suddenly became abun-

dant and continued so Avithin the limits of its seasonal range as

is shown in these records until the present time. It is very

distinct and easily recognised and I find it hard to believe it is

not a true species distinct from mohiliensis and regia. It occurs

with them and is easily distinguished from them, and this year

continues to stay longer than the others. The fact also, quoted

by Herdman, that Dr. Allen and Mr. Nelson grew cultures of all

three forms, which bred true for a year is strong evidence in

favour of their being separate species. In some samples taken

by Dr. (larstang in 1897 P. mohiliensis and regia were common,

Vu:. 6.— Vaiictifs of Biddnlphia rrrjia. x 60.

and amongst these I found an occasional specimen which showed

an approach to sim.ensis.

The figures (Fig. 6) were drawn with the camera lucida, and

are very like some of Herdman's figures. Although, however, one

end is decidedly like sinensis and the cell is elongated (probably

soon going to divide), I think these are varieties of regia only and

not true sinensis species. It seems from this that occasionally

B. regia can show varieties approaching B. sinensis and perhaps

this is the explanation of Herdman's mixed forms. If this

explanation be correct we thus find B. sinensis appearing at

Plymouth suddenly in October, 1909, and at Port Erin in

November of the same year. The difficulty as to its origin is still

^ puzzle.

47) Biddulphia mohiliensis (Bail.) Grun. Begins to be abundant in the

midd!e of November, keeping up its numbers until the end of

March, is scarce in April, finally disappearing at the end of the

month, not to reappear until the middle of August and then only

singly.

1-18) B. regia M. Schulze. Much the same as B. mohiliensis l)ut not quite

so abundant and disappears earlier.
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(49) B. sinensis Grev. Not so abundant as the other two but fairly

common, continues until the end of May.

(50) B. favus (Ehr.) v. Heurck. Rare, February aiid April.

(51) B. alternans (Bail.) v. Heurck. Rare, October and early spring.

(52) Bellcrcchia niaUeus ( Bright w.) v. Heurck. Rare, September.

(53) Lithodesmium undulatuw Ehr. Common from August to October,

rare at other times.

(54) Ditf/liuni Brightwelli (West) Grun. Appears and disappeais peri-

odically from January to September. In March and September

very common in the tow nets.

(55) FragiUaria sp. Sometimes present in long strings in summei".

(56) Thalassiothrix nitzschioides Grun. Common from September to the

end of April. A winter species In summer rare or entirely absent.

(57) Asterionella japonica Cleve. Important in the late summer. Occurs

in single groups rarely at intervals from October to the end of

June, then suddenly becomes very common in July, rising to

over 478 per cc. at the end of the month, abundant in August and

gradually dwindles through September. Present in the tow

nettings as well as the w^ater samples. This seems to be erratic

in its appearance as Gough records it as C3. in April and May (as

A. glacialis). The largest numbers occur at 5 and 7 fathoms,

maximum at 5 fathoms.

(58) A. Bleaheleyi W. Smith. Only occurred twice, November and

December.

(59) Lycmophora Lynbergi (Klitz) Grun. Rare, at intervals through the

year.

(60) Grammatophora serpentina Ehr. A littoral species, rare.

(61) Acnantlies longipes Ag. Rare, in tow nettings, autumn and early

spring.

(62) Navicula membranacea Cleve. Fairly common from July to

November.

(63) N. sp. Many species of Navicula occurred through the year which

were not identified.

(64) Pleurosigma sp. Several species occurred through the year.

(65) Mastigloia sp. Occurred at intervals in such numbers as to materi-

ally influence the records. The large numbers are always at the

surface, although in July and August it occurs at all depths.
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(66) Amphiprora maxima Greg. Rare, chiefly in autumn and winter.

(67) Amphora ostracaria Breb. Rare, only in autunni.

(68) A. sp. Rare, September and August.

Genus Nitzschia Hassal.

The species of Nitzschia occur throughout the year and. unless

entangled in larger organisms, get through the nets in numbers.

In Plueocystis, Nitzschia species entangle themselves to a large

extent, chiefly N . closterium and a needle-hke species which I

believe to be N . delicatissima. However, when it is entangled

it is generally single or there are two together. It is never in a

chain or three or five as is often the case with this species when it

is free. When not entangled it is not so common.

]'io. 7.

—

Nitzschia closterium W. Sni. Ijong and slioit tbriiis. X 350.

(69) Nitzschia closterium W. Sm. Occurs throughout the year. Never

in very large numbers. Two forms are seen (Fig. 7), the long form

with its ends curled shghtly and a much smaller form with straight

ends. Possibly the latter is the young just after division. In

cultures the central part is very often nmch inflated. At all

depths.

(70) N. seriata Cleve. Fairly abundant in August and September, rare

at other times.

(71) N. delicatissima Cleve. In May and June this species plays an

important part in the plankton. From July to the middle of

September it is fairly common, after that occurring only occasion-

ally. At all depths but largest numbers at 5 and 7 fathoms.

(72) N. panduriformis Grev. Very rare, September and October.

(73) Bacillaria paradoxa Gmel. Never in large numbers, but occurs

throughout the year both in water samples and tow nettings.

Almost absent in May and early June.

(74) Campylodiscus sp. At least four species of Campylodiscus occur in

the tow nettings occasionally. Also Surrirella fastuosa Ehr. is

fairly connnon. All these are bottom forms and do not strictly

belong to the plankton.
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THE PEEIDINIALES.

Ill the microplankton the group of Peridiniales comes next to the

diatoms in importance. A very large number of these go through the

finest net, and practically all the smaller forms including abiiost the

whole of the GymnodiniacecE are lost. Former tow-net records show hardly

any of these. Ceratium and the larger Peridinium species have been

shown to be plentiful, but there is a very marked absence of the smaller

1100

SEPT. OCT. tlcv. DEC. JAM. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT.
1915 1916

Fio. 8.—Curve sliowing the average number of Peridiniales in 1000 cc. for each month.

forms. This is perhaps the group which shows the loss from the net to

the greatest degree. Because of the number of new species and new
records of this group I have given the systematic details in a separate

paper of this journal (p. 183). Lohmann has described manv new
forms from the microplankton, and several of these are found to occur

here. In most cases his inimbers are much greater than mine ; also the

numbers given in Prof. Herdman's records for Port Erin are very large,

but the different ir.ethods employed make the two records hardly com-
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parable. Probably many of the more delicate forms are lost, but the

relative seasonal abundance is well shown by the curve (Fig. 8) which

shows June as the maximum month, thus agreeing with other observers.

In this curve there is a depression in July which may be due to the

fact that most of the samples were preserved in that month, rather

than to the fact that the numbers are much less than in August. From

September the curve falls and is very low until May, showing an almost

complete absence of Peridiniales in the winter. Even if some of the

individuals are lost the results show well the relative abundance of the

species. Prorocentrum micans which is largely lost in the tow nettings is

one of the few which has an autumn maximum, thus agreeing with the

observations of other workers (Lohmanu, 1908 ; Ostenfeld, 1913).

Table 2 shows the average number of Peridiniales per cc. for each

month. These numbers possibly do not show the real abundance of such

large forms as Ceratium and the larger Peridinium species, which are

often very common in the tow nettings when there are few in the water

samples.

The 5-fathom samples are found to be richer in specimens than the

7-fathom samples. Usually they are more abundant at the surface than

at 5 fathoms, but the species all occur in all the depths. It is well known

that the Peridiniales form a large portion of the food of many of the

plankton animals. Actinotrocha which sometimes occurs in the tow nets

is a good instance of this, and the species which have just been swallowed

can nearly always be identified. The following list shows the contents

of five specimens taken June 25th, 1915 :

—

Specimen. 12 3 4 5

Peridinium ovatum

,, pallidum

,, pellucidum

,, sp.

sp. Juv.

Pouch etia armata
Dinophysis acuminata

Other organisms .
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organisms. I have recorded this species by colonies instead of cells, as it

was practically impossible to count the latter.

Halosphcera viridis comes next in importance, its swarm spores occurring

oftener in the water samples than the spheres themselves. The other

flagellates occur sparingly but belong to the genera recorded by others

from plankton and are almost entirely missed by the nets.

Ox//rrhis marina I have placed with the Peridiniales ; this species and a

small species of Carteria, although not often found in the water samples,

multiply freely in cultures where they are often found. The inimbers

obtained for flagellates, with the exception of Pluvocyslis, are much

smaller than Lohmann's.

(1) Phwocystis Pouchetii (Hariot) Lagerheim. .Begins to be common in

the middle of May and continues till the middle of June, interfering

with all the tow nettings. Rare at other times. Not many colonies

get into the water samples. The unidentified flagellates are chiefly

swarm spores, probably of Phceocystis.

(2) Dinobryon sp. (cf. halticwm (Schiitt) Lemm.). Rare in .\ugust in the

water samples in small colonies. A minute species.

(3) Carteria sp. A very small species, rare, in water samples only.

(4) Trochiscia Clevei Lemm. Rare, September and May.

(5) HalosphcBra viridis Schmitz. Not uncommon from September to

February. Very frequent in summer, especially the swarm spores,

usually swimming freely but sometimes still in the parent sphere.

COCOSPHAERALES.

'' Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 2.

Pontos'phcBra Huxleyi Lohmann. This is the only species found. It

occurs occasionally in summer and in early autunni is sometimes abun-

dant.

Coccoliths of other species are very rarely seen.

SILICOFLAGELLATA.

"Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 2.

The usual two species occur fairly commonly in the water samples.

(1) Dictyocha fibula Ehr. From September to December and from

March to September. Commonest in September.

(2) Distephanus speculum (Ehr.) Haeckel. Throughout the year, except

in mid-winter, rather more abundant than Dictyocha. Commonest

in September and October.
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RHIZOPODA.

Amuebae, as Lohmanii has pointed out, are not uncommon in the

plankton. He records two forms, the largest number being 75,000 in 100

litres, but usually much less. He found July and August were the

months in which they occur, and they were only found in depths of

5 and 10 m. I find them from May to October, the greatest number

being 140 in a litre. However, I have seen them much commoner than

this in surface samples in 1915 when they were not counted. They occur

in the surface water and also from 5 and 7 fathoms, the greatest number

being from the surface. They are to be found either by examining the

water directly or keeping it for a day or two, and, I think, there is no

doubt that they are really free-living and do not come from harbouring

in other animals. Three forms occur, one very much more common
than the others. I have designated them A, B and C. B is very common,

A and C only occurred once each. A prominent feature of all is the form

of the pseudopodia, which are all spiky when fully outstretched and in the

forms A and B give the animal the appearance of a heliozoon. However,

they were constantly observed to retract and were in reality perfectly

soft although apparently firm.

Form A (Fig. 9, A, 1, 2 and 3), a very minute species, pale greenish

brown with very long and exceedingly slender spine-like pseudopodia.

Greenish and brown granules inside. C-ircular even when the pseudo-

podia are retracted.

Form B (Fig. 9, B, 1, 2 and 3). Very common, larger than A, hyaline

and perfectly colourless. Perhaps this is the same species as Lohmann's

No. 2. The pseudopodia stick out in regular spikes, much shorter and

thicker than in A. These move in various ways and can be completely

retracted. May to October. Maximum in May.

Form C (Fig. 9, C, 1, 2 and 3). A very clear and also perfectly colour-

less form with a conspicuous central nucleus. At one end only is a small

frill of spiky pseudopodia. These are usually in the same position, but

are capable of being changed and appearing in another place.

All these Amoebse are entirely lost by the nets.

Heliozoa indet. Rare, only in November.

Foranmiifera indet., including PohjstoineUa sp., occurred fairly fre-

ciuently in the tow nets, especially in winter when they were stirred up

from the bottom.



Fig, 9.—Anneba^ from the plankton. A x 500, B and C x 350.

[ 15/ ]
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RADIOLARIA.

" Nordisches Plankton," Vols, o and 17.

(1) AcanthochiasHKi Jusiforme Haeckel. At intervals throughout the

year, sometimes abundant in June and October.

(2) LithoiHeUssa setosa Jorg. Rare, November and December.

(3) Aniphundissn setosa Cleve. Rare, October to May.

(SrCTORTA.

" Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 16.

( 1

)

Paracineta linibafa Maup. Rare, November to January.

(2) Acenita tuberosa Ehr. v. Fraiponti (Fr.). Only once in October.

(3) Ephelota crustnceornni Haller. Once in November on the legs of a

C^opepod.

Infusoria.

" Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 15.

The Tintinnoidea are much the most abundant of the Infusoria, as

Lohmann found. However, a large mimber of small Infusoria are lost

completely by the nets, and these are fairly common in the water samples.

Many of them are exceedingly fragile and very easily destroyed. Prob-

ably many of them are lost. Among those commonly found is a small

species of Mesodiniuni allied to M. pulex, which is very difficult to count

as it jumps about and collapses before it can be preserved. Species of

Laboea are also conmion. Others unidentified are many and varied.

Tintinnopsis vetitricosa which is common in the water samples as \\e\\

as the tow nettings has a maximum of 300 in a litre in June Lohmann
found its maximum was 8800 in 100 litres. However, T. heroidea at Kiel

had a maximum of 1,200,000 per 100 litres, while here its maximum
number was 460 in a litre.

Several of the species originally described by Lohmann are found to

occur here and some of Leegaard's newly described species of Laboea

and its allies. The abundance of these small Infusoria as found by (iran

from the Dutch waters does not agree with our records.

(1) Lachymaria sp. Only occurred once, water samples, May.

(2) Coleps sp. A small species shaped like a flower-pot with square ends,

water samples, rare, August.

(.3) Tiarina fusus 01. and L. Fairly common in August and September,

rare in July and October, chiefly in water samples.
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(i) Mesodiniu»i sp. Coiiimoii in water samples.

(;")) Nassula sp. Rare from May to August, water samples.

(*>) Stroiiibidiuni caudatum From. Eare in summer, water samples.

Genus Laboea Lolimann.

The species of this genus, so far as I have seen, all have a

yellow colour. They are common in- the summer but occur all

through the year although very rare in winter. Some of

the most delicate of the Infusoria. Never found in the tow

nettings.

(7) Laboea conica Lolim. The commonest species of the genus.

Occurs fairly often through the summer, but never in large

numbers.

(8) L. strohila Lohm. Occasionally from July to November and also in

January

(9) L acuminata Leegaard. Occasionally through the year, chiefly

in May.

(10) L. spiralis Leegaard. Rare, May and July.

(11) L. sp. All through the year several unidentified species occurred,

except for part of December and January.

(12) Lohtnanniella oviformis Leegaard. Rare, only in August, water

samples.

(13) Ewplotes vannus O.F.M. Once only in July, water samples.

(14) E. sp. Rare, September, water samples.

(15) Tintitmus suhulatus Ehr. From July to October, not uncommon,

most frequent in August.

(1()) Tiniinnojpsis beroidea (Stein). Very common, both in tow nettings

and water samples, but especially in the former early in November,

middle of December, end of March and. again through July and

August ; at other times not so frequent. Almost absent through

October and the latter part of September.

(17) T. campamda (Ehr.). Occasionally at intervals from August to

March, not observed from April to July. Both in tow nettings

and water samples.

(18) T. ventricosa CI. and L. Common at intervals throughout the year.

Commonest in September. In both tow nettings and water

samples, but commonest in the water samples.
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(19) CitiarocijcUii denticidata Fhr. Occasionally from Augirj!. to October.

This species is abunrlint clos"- to the shore.

(20) ('. edenta'a Brenclt. Once only in October, water samples.

(21) Lil'nsoria indet. (Jhiefly in the summer and earlv autumn in

numbers.

THE METAZOA.

The Metazoa in the water samples being negligible the following is an

account of the tow nettings examined as described above through the

same period as the water samples and from the same locality.

CCELENTERATA.

The medusae are chiefly confined to the coarse and medium tow nets.

Beginning at the end of January with Phinlidkim henrisphericum they

continue for the rest of the year until nearly the end of November when

they are absent for the winter. Ctenophores and Siphonophores repre-

sented chiefly by Pleurobrachia pileus and Muggiwa ailantica are common
in the summer, although Pleurobrachia wao not so numerous as usual this

year, possibly owing to the April storms and the coldness of May and

June.

The medusae are specially interesting because they carry other animals

parasiti(;ally and thus serve as efTective transports. Those chiefly so

utilised are Cosmetira piloseUa, Phialidiun) heniisphericiim, Ohelia sp.,

Turris pilcata and Siomotoca dinetna
;
perhaps the species most frequently

so used, and necessarily so as they are the commonest, are Phialidium

heniisphericum and Ohelia sp. Phialidium serves as host for larval

trematodes. larval pycnogonids and larval Peachia. Ohelia has not been

noticed as a host for Peachia larva), probably because it is too heavy to be

carried by so small a medusa. Cosmetira serves as host for all three,

Turris pileata and Stomotoca dinema for larval trenratodes. The trema-

todes are always the late cercaria stage of Pharyngora haciUaus (Molin),

which reaches maturity in the mackerel (Lebour, J.M.B.A., 1915). This

occupies the manubrium and raesogloea. It is interesting in this con-

nexion that E. T. Browne (P.Z.S., 1896) notes that a species of cercaria

infects the mesogla^a of Phialidium temporarium (i.e. P. hemisphericum) in

A^alencia Harbour, and that Halcampa (i.e. Peachia larva) also selected

this medusa, attaching itself to the generative organs. T find that

Halcampa attaches itself to the medusa margin as well as the inside

of the generative organs. The pycnogonid Anaphia petiolata Kroyer

lives in the larval state tightly folded up in the mamd)rium of

Phialidium, Ohelia and Cosmefira (Leboni", J.M.B.A., 1915).
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Anthomedus^.

" The Medusa) of the World," Mayer.

(1) Steenstrupia rubra Forbes. Begins in April and is common till the

middle of June when it disappears.

(2) Hyhocodon prolifer L. Ag. Begins at the end of March, is common
through April, very common in May up to the middle, then,

dwindles and disappears in the beginning of June.

(.3) Sarsia prolifera Forbes. Rare, in June only.

(4) S. tuhsrosa Lesson. Once only in June.

(5) tS. eximia AUman. Once only in September.

(6) Slabberia haUerafa Forbes. Once only early in September.

(7) Sfoniotocn dinerna L. Ag. Begins in July, is common through the

month, becomes less common and disappears in November.

(8) Turris jrileata (Haeckel). Fairly common now and then in June,

July and August, rare in September and October.

(9) BougainviUia brittanica Forbes. Once only in June.

(10) Rathkea octopuncfata Haeckel. Begins in the middle of Februarv,

one of the first medusae to appear, becomes very common in April

and the beginning of May, disappears in the middle of June. It,

however, reappears in September as a single specimen.

(11) Willsia sfella'a Torbes. Once only at the end of August.

Leitomedus^.

(12) Obelia sp. Medusae extremely abundant. Begins at the end of

February, very connnon from May to October, leaves off at the

end of November and is absent through l^ecember, January and
most of February.

(13) Cosmetira piloseUa Forbes. Begins in M^y. very common on and

off from June to September.

(14) Clytia volubilis Lamouroux. Once only in April.

(15) Phialidium hemisphericum (Gron.). Perhaps the commonest of the

medusae here. Begins at the end of January, is common from May
to October and continues till the middle of November.

(16) Saphenia gracilis Forbes and Goods. Rare in May. On June 1 Hh
the nets were full of it and it was abundant once in August.
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Sem.eostomea-:.

(17) Chymora sp. Once in November.

(18) Aurelia sp. Ephyrse. One on January 24th. Continues fairly

commonly from February to the beginning of April, then stops.

One occurred on September 6th.

SiPHONOPHORA.

(19) Muggkpa cUlantica J. T. Cunn. Once at the end of January, rare in

February, but continues till September, when it is very common.

Ctenophora.

(20) Pleiirohrachia pileus Fab. Fairly common, February to Jul}', and

from September to November, chiefly young forms.

(21) Bolina infundihuhun Fab. On June 14th the nets were full of

it with Saphenia gracilis. In October, 1915, it was fairly

common.

(22) Bero' cucuntis (Fab.). In October and November, 1915, and

in May to .August, 1910. rare.

ZOA NTHaria.

(2;')) Arachnadih- Bournei Fowl. Larva of Cerianthus Llogdii CJcsse.

From March to June, common.

(24) Peachia sp. larva {—Halcampa chrysmithelluin (Peach) of Haddon),

common. May and June to the middle of -Tiily, on medusa?.

Platyhel.minthes.

Amongst these are some interesting larval trematodes which occur

in the free state, having been captured probably in the interval of

changing hosts. Also two parasitic in medusa? and in Sagiffa, both of

which eventually enter fish as their final host.

(1 ) Pharyngora bacillaris (Molin). What I believe to be the free-swimming

tailed cercaria of this species occurred once in fair numbers on

January 28th, 1916. It is described in a separate paper (p. 201)

of this Journal. The late cercaria without a tail is found parasitic

in medusae and in Sagitta, besides being sometimes free in the sea

at intervals throughout the vear. Commonest in June.
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("2) Di'wgenes varicus (0. F. Miill.). Occurs in Saf/ilhi hipunctatn in the

late cercaria stage in June. In old material of previous years it is

quite common.

(-5) Turbellariau indet. Occurred occasionally in August and November.

NEMATODA.

Unidentified trematodes occurred occasionally free in the autumn and

winter ; a larval Ascaris (described in another paper of this

Journal, p. 201) is common in Sagitta bipuncfafa.

ANNELIDA.

E! J. Allen. " Polychgeta of Plymouth and the South Devon Coast, etc.,"

J.M.B.A., 1915.

The annelids with the exception of To»iopieris and Autolytus are all

larval forms.

Autolytus longiferiens De St. Joseph. Occurred once at the end of

January with eggs, twice with eggs at the beginning of September,

and one male.

A. rubro'pimctatus ((Jrube). Once in September, 1915, twice in

November, once in August and twice in September, 1910, always

with eggs.

A. pictus (Ehlers). Once in September and once in Novei>;ber, 1915.

Once in September, 1916, always with eggs.

(4) A. sp. These were allied to A. Edtvarsi, a small species, three with

eggs and one male, always in September.

Polyno'e sp. juv. Once in Der^ember and once in the end of March.

(()) Spionid larva, occasionally from November to March. Rarely in

May and July.

Magelona sp. larva. Fairly common in July and August.

Fa'ciloclicEtus serpens Allen, larva. Occurred in small numbers

every month except December and April. Commonest in May
and August.

(9) Cirratulus sp. juv. Once only early in March.

(l(t) Terebellid larva. Present every month, but not usually in large

numbers except once in November, then rare till the end of

February, when it increases and is very common in May. The

houses of the very young larvae are extremely pretty, the animal

using all sorts of small organisms to cover itself, especially
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diatoms, but sometimes the case is entirely of sponge spicules.

As the worm grows the house becomes transparent and hyaline.

(11) Ppctinaria sp. larva. Only found rarely in October and December.

(12) Annelid larva^ indet. Occurred occasionally but particularly from

January to the end of March when they were at times abundant

in very young stages.

(13) Tonwpteris heligolandicus (ireef. Begins in the middle of June and

is very common in July, rare in September and October. Young
forms chiefly from July to September.

CH^TOGNATHA.

Sagifta hipunctala (Q. & (r.). Present throughout the year, scarce in

most of March, April. May and June. Very common most of the rest of

the year.

POLYZOA.

Cyphonaufes larva. Fairly common from September to the end of

March, rare from April to August. Commonest at the end of March.

PHORONOIDEA.

Aciinotrocha larva. Only seen in July and Septend^er, 1916. More

conmion in 1915.

ROTIFERA.

Sfpicltd'tn sp. Hare, September, October and March.

CRUSTACEA.

COPEPODA.

Sars, (!. 0., ''Crustacea of Norway, C^opepoda."

(1) Calanus fimiiarchicKS (Junner. Common on and off from the end

of April to the beginning of November, generally present in small

numbers at other times.

(2) Paracalani'.s parvus Claus. Unusually scarce this year except at

certain times. Very common in May. common parts of August,

September and October. Very common for part of November,

then becomes rare or absent.

(3) Pseudocalanus eloHf/atus Boeck. Perhaps the commonest copepod

here. Exceedingly common all through the year except from

the middle of May to the end of July, when it becomes rarer and

is sometimes absent.
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(4) Cenfro'pages typicus Kroyer. Common in September and October,

1915, scarce or absent through the winter, rather more abundant

in May, becoming rare again in August.

(5) C. haniatus Lillj. Common in September and October, 1915. then

absent until August, when it is very common on the 16th.

(6) Isias clavipes Boeck. Fairly common in May, rare in June.

(7) Temora longicornis Miiller. Very common all through the summer

and in the middle of February, common in parts of November,

but rather rare in winter.

(8) Anomalocera Patersoni Templeton. From September to the begin-

ning of November ; not common.

(9) Lahidocera Wollastoni Lubb. Not common, in July.

(10) Candacia armata Boeck. Rare through the winter, common in

July and September.

(11) Parapontella brevicornis Lubb. Common in February and March

and occasionally in May, otherwise rare ;
absent from October

to February.

(12) Acartia dausii Giesbr. I find this species of Acartia the only one

present in 1916. It is exceedingly abundant most of the year,

very common on and of! from May to the beginning of January

and very seldom absent altogether.

(13) Longipedia Scotti G. 0. Sars. Once only in February.

(14) L. minor Scott. Once in water samples and once in the tow nets,

June.

(15) Euierpina acutifrons (Dana). Rare, October to December.

(16) Idycea furcata Baird. Once only in December.

(17) Amphiascus similis Clans. Rare, September and October.

(18) Oithona similis Claus. More or less common throughout the year

except from November to January. Very common in the middle

of February and the middle of May.

(19) 0. nana Grubb. Rare, January to May.

(20) 0. plumifera Baird. Rare, from February to May, and in Sep-

tember.

(21) Coryceus anglicus Lubb. Present most of the year, but rarest

in the summer. Through October and November it agrees

with Pseudocalanus in its abundance, but becomes scarce in

December.

NEW SERIES.—VOL XI. NO. 2. MAY, 1917. M
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(22) Thaumaleus longispinosus Brown. Once only in September, 1915,

with eggs.

(23) Caligus rapax M. Edw. Free in the tow nettings in September,

December and March. On one occasion a female with eggs was
present ; an unusual occurrence in the free state.

Copepod nauplii are common on and off for most of the year.

At the end of January they were very abundant, also at the

end of May and beginning of July. Calanus and Temora are the

commonest forms identified.

CiRRIPEDIA.

" Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 11.

Balanus nauplii occur in the beginning of February, are very common
in the middle of February and continue till the beginning of May, when
they dwindle and disappear except for a straggler or two in June. In

the end of July they reappear and stay till the beginning of October.

Cypris stages begin in the end of April and continue until the end of May,

are rarer in June and disappear in July. A few were seen in September

and February. The fact that there are two seasons for these larvae

(which is borne out by other Plymouth records) probably means that the

July forms are a different species, as at Port Erin only the spring larvae

occur.

Cladocera.

"Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 1.

(1) Evadne Norchiianni Lovcn. Begins in the end of April and grows

very conunon in May, is common through the summer until the

middle of September when it disappears.

(2) Poclon interinedius Lillj. Very similar in occurrence to Evadne, but

is more frequent in August and September.

Amphipoda.

Sars, G. 0., "' Crustacea of Norway, Amphipoda."

(1) Apherusa hispmosa (Bate). Occurred once in October and once in

January.

(2) A. Clcvii Sars. A few specimens once in August and twice in

June.

(3) Caprdld s]3. Once at the end of August.

Amphipoda indet. Rarely in April and September.
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ISOPODA.

" Nordisches Plankton," Vol. 14.

(1) Idotea viridis (Slabber). Raie in November and March.

(•2) Gnathia maxillaris (Mont.). Yonng larva, free, rare, December.

Praniza larva once in the middle of May.

(3) Microniscus sp. On Copepcds, chiefly Calanus, Acartia and Pseudo-

calanus, from September to December, rare in March, most frequent

in September.

(4) Bopyrina sp. Rare, January and February.

CUMACEA.

Sars, G. 0., " Crustacea of Norway, Cumacea."

(1) Pseudocuma cercaria (P. G. van Ben). Very rare, September and

February.

SCHIZOPODA.

" Nordisches Plankton." Vol. 12.

(1) Nyctiphcmes Coiichii T. Bell. Not common, in the beginning of May
only, immature.

(2) Macrojjsis Slabberia Van Ben. Rare, December only.

(3) Siriella Claasii G. 0. Sars. Once only in October.

(4) Leftomysis mediterranea G. 0. Sars. Not common, November to

January.

EwphausicdcB larvae. Not common, October, November,

March to May and August.

Stomatopoda.

Squilla Desmaresti Risso, larva. Once only in October, 1915.

Macrura.

These are all larval forms ; starting with Carcinus momas early in

January they gradually increase and are very common through the

spring and early summer, and although plentiful through August and
September, fall off considerably in October, being only represented by
stray stragglers through the winter.

(1) Leander sp. larva. On and off from May to November. Single

specimens at the end of February. Commonest in Jul^^
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(2) Galathca sp. larva (Sars, G. 0., " Bidrag til Kundskaben om Deca-

podernes Forhandlingar," Arch. Math. Naturw., 13, 1889-90).

Begins at the end of January and continues common till May,

when itdwindles and disappears in September, commonest inMarch.

(3) Eupagurus sp. larva (Sars, ibid., 1889-90). Very rare at the begin-

ning of January, continues rare through March to the end of

April when it is common, continues fairly common till the middle

of May, rare from June to October. Older stages occasionally

in the summer.

(i) Hippolyte sp. larva (Sars, " Account of the Postembryonal Develop-

ment of Hippolyte varians Leach," Arch. Math., etc., 32, 1911).

Common June to September, specially abundant in September,

continues into November, and was found twice in December, rare

in the spring.

(5) Crangon vulgaris L. larvae (Sars, " Bidrag til Kundskaben om
Decapodernes Forhandhngar," Arch. Math., etc., 14, 1890). From

February to September, never very common.

(6) /Egeon fasciatus Risso, larva (Gurney, R., "The Metamorphoses of

the Decapod Crustaceans ^geon (Crangon) fasciatus, etc.," P.Z.S.,

Vol. II, 1903). One specimen in January. On and off from May
to September.

(7) (Jeraphilus nanus (Kroyer), larva (Sars, ibid., No. 14). Rare,

September and October.

Crangonidse larvae indet. Occurred occasionally from June to

October.

Other Macruran larvas indet. chiefly allied to Hippolyte, common

in July and August.

(8) Jaxea noctiana, Trachilifer larva (Bouvier, J.M.B.A., X, N.S., 1913).

Occurred once on August 16th, 1916. Unusual to find it so far

'

inland.

Brachyura.

(9) Porcellana sp. zoea (Sars, ibid., 13). One specimen on March 23rd,

then begins at the end of April and in June and July is very

common, continues till the middle of October.

(10) Eurynome aspera (Penn.) zoea (Cano, G., " Sviluppo oe Morphologia

degh Oxyrhynchi," Mitt. Zool. Stat. Neapel, X, 1893). Rare,

March and July.

(11) Cancer pagurus L. zoea (Pearson, J., " Memoir on Cancer the Edible

Crab," 16th Lanes Sea Fish. Lab. Rep. for 1907). From the

middle of Januarv to March, common.
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(12) Portunus sp. zoea (Williamson, C. H., "Report on Larval and Later

Stages of Certain Decapod Crustacea," 28th Ann. Rep. Fish.

Board Scotland, 1907). Many species, begin early in March,

become very common in April and continue till September,

less common from October to November, after which they

disappear.

(13) Carcinus mcenas Leach zoea (Williamson, C. H., " On the Larval

and Early Young Stages and Rate of Growth of the Shore Crab
"

(Carcinus moenas Leach) 21st Ann. Rep. of Fish. Board for

Scotland, 1903). The first of the Brachynra larvae to appear,

arrives early in January, is specially abundant in February and

continues till May, after that very scarce.

(14) Corystes cassivelaunus (Penn.) zoea (Gurney, R., "The Metamor-

phosis of Corystes cassivelaunus (Penn.)," Q.J.M.S., 1903). From

the middle of February to July, fairly common, rare in September.

Brach}T.ira zoea indet. With a long spine like Corystes fairly

common in September.

Megalopa indet. Scarce, from May to November.

PYCNOGONIDA.

Norman, A. M., " The Podosomata (=Pycnogonida) of the Temperate,

Atlantic and Arctic Oceans," J. of the Linn. Soc. Zool., Vol. XXX.

(1) Ana-phia jpetiolata (Kroyer) juv. In June, September and October

free, with the hind legs not fully developed. In the larval stage

living in medusae common from July to September.

(2) Pallene brevirostris Johnston. Occurred once at the end of October.

MOLLUSCA.

Polycera quadrilineata (Mlill.). Once only in September^ 1915.

Larval Gasierojjoda. On and off nearly all the year, commonest in

July. Rare in mid-winter.

Larval LameUihranchiata. On and off, not very common for most of

the year. Commonest in September, rare in winter.

Limacina halea Miiller retroversa (Flemm.). Common in the middle

of September, 1915. Occurred occasionally from July to October. Com-

mon once in August, 1916.
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ECHINODERMATA.

Holothurian juv. Rare in December and January.

Ophio'pluteus. Begins in March, very common towards the end of the

month, dwindles in April and disappears in May. Occurs again in August

and September, common in September.

EchinophUeus. A few occurred once in the middle of November, ]915,

begins in May, not common. Very common at intervals in July and

August.

Auricularia. Rare, January and February.

Very young Echinoderm larvae in March.

TUNICATA.

Oikopleura dioica Fol. Common from February to May and from

August to September, otherwise not very common and occurring at

intervals. Commonest in early April and early August.

Appendicularian indet. Rare in August till November, and in February.

Fish eggs and young fish were occasionally present.

A Survey of the PlanJi-ton in each month both fro)n water samples and tow nets.

1915. September (21st to 30th).

Winds mainly S. and S.E. Weather fairly fine. Shows both groups

of diatoms. Coscinodiscus species, Biddulphia rnobiliensis and regia

beginning, Bhizosolenia which is almost at the end of its season not

common except R. StoUerfothii, which is still abundant. Sheletonenia,

Cheetoceras constrictum and Asterionella common, Paralia fairly common.

Very few Peridiniales except Prorocentrum micayis which is near its

maximum and Ceratium fusus. Of the other unicellular groups Laboea

species occur in small numbers, Tintinnopsis ventricosa is abundant

and Poyitosphwra Hicaieyi occurs singly several times.

Of the Coelenterates Phialidium hemisphericum and Obelia medusae

with young Pleurobrachia are common, but no other species. Amongst

the Annelids Autolytus longiferiens and rubropunctatus occur singly with

eggs and a few larvae of various kinds are present. Sayitia is very common,

Cyphonautes present but not abundant.

Many copepoda occur, Acartia, Calanus and Pseudocalanus are the

commonest, also common are Centropages typicus and ha))iatus and

Teniora and Coryceus is common at the end of the month. Brachyura

zoeae and the larva of Hippolyte are common, PorceUana zoea^ and Podon

intermedius are common in the middle of the month and dwindle or
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disappear at the end. Limacina bnlen f. retroversa was common once

in the middle of the month.

Chief ior\\\&— Asterionella jajmnica, Chcetoceras constriciuw, Ttliizo-

solenia StoUerfothii, Skeletonema costatuvt, Prorocentrum micans, Phia-

lidium liemis'pJiericum., Obeha sp., Sagitta bipunctata, Calanusfinmarchicus,

Pseudocalanus elongatus, Acartia Clausii, Centropages typicus, Brachyura

zoese and Hippolyte larvae.

October.

S.E. winds prevalent. (Jhiefly fine weather. Asterionella common
until the middle, then dwindles and disappears. Biddulphia species not

yet common. Chcetoceras species common at the beginning and fall off

in numbers towards the end, Lithodesmium undulatum common until

the middle, Mastigloia sp. very abundant from the middle to the end of

the month.

Nitzschia closterimK' common. Parcdia on the increase. Rhizosolenia

StoUerfothii common at the beginning but absent at the end, Slieletonema

common and Streptotheca thamensis present with it nearly all the month.

Of the Peridiniales Ceratium bucephalum is fairly common, C. fusus

present in small numbers, Prorocentrum miccms continually present,

Peridinium divergens sometimes fairly common.

Ldboea species still present in small numbers, and Tintinnopsis ventricosa,

Pontosphcera more frequent, very common at the end of the month. Of

the Coelenterates Stomotoca dinema and Turris pileata occur although

only Phialidium hemisphericum and Turris pileata are common. Besides

Pleurobrachia which is sometimes common, Beroe and Bolina both occur.

Annelid larvse rare. Sagitta very common, Cyphonautes continues but is

rare.

Of the copepods Calanus is still common, but Pseudocalanus. Temora

and Acartia are the commonest ; Coryceus is also very common and seems

to follow Pseudocalanus closely in numljers, Centropages tyjncus and

hamatus fall oft in numbers. All the larval Crustacea are much less

numerous.

Chief ioxviis, Asterionella japonica, Chcetoceras constrictum, convolutum

and densum at the beginning, Mastigloia sp. from the middle of the

month, Nitzschia closterium, Skeletonema costatum, Ceratvwm bucephcdum,

Prorocentrum micans, Phialidium hemisphericum, Obelia sp., Sagitta

bipunctata, Ccdanus finmarchicus, Temora longicornis, Pseudoccdanus

elongatus, Coryceus anglicus and Acartia Clausii.
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November.

N.E. winds prevalent. Mostly cold.

Asterionella much reduced in numbers. Biddulphia mobiliensis and

regia both come on and are very common from the middle to the end of

the month. Chaioceras species greatly reduced, almost disappearing.

Guinardia common towards the end of the month, also Hyalodiscus

stelliger, Mastigloia sp. in large numbers at the beginning, absent after

the 8th. Paralia becomes abundant, Skeletonema very common with

Streptotheca common also. Ceratium hucejjhaluni and Prorocentrum

micans much scarcer, the latter absent altogether at the end of the montli.

Tintinnopsis heroidea very common at times through the month. Hardly

any coelenterates except Phialidium, and Obelia, and these disappear at

the end of the month. Autolytus pictus and ruhropunctatiis appear with

eggs. Sagitta very common, copepods abundant, Calanus becoming

scarce, Centropages almost absent, Paracalanus common, Acartia,

Pseudocalanus and Coryceus very common. Crustacea larvae practically

absent.

Chief forms

—

Biddulphia species, Guinardia flaccida, Hyalodiscus

stelliger, Mastigloia sp., Paralia sulcata, Skeletonema costatum, Streptotheca

thamensis, Tintinnopsis heroidea, Sagitta hipunctata, Paracalanus parvus.

Pseudocalanus elongatus, Acartia Clausii and Coryceus anglicus.

December.

S.W. winds prevalent. A good deal of overcast and showery weather.

Biddulphia mohiliensis very common, regia not so common, sinensis

rare. Chwtoceras almost absent, Coscinodiscus species begin to be

common, especially C. excentricus, Rhizosolenia Stolterfothii which has

been dwindling in numbers disappears at the end of the month. Skele-

tonema common early, rare at the end of the month. All Peridiniales

rare. Tintinnojms heroidea common till the middle of the month.

Copepods scarce except Pseudocalanus and Acartia, Calanus rare and

absent for a large part of the month.

Chief forms

—

Biddulphia mohiliensis, Coscinodiscus excentricus, Skele-

tonema costatum, Tintinnopsis heroidea, Sagitta hipunctata, Pseudocalanus

elongatus and Acartia Clausii.

1916. January.

Nearly all S. and S.W. winds. Weather mostly fine.

Biddulphia mohiliensis and regia common. Coscinodiscus excentricus

common, Paralia common, Skeletonema rare until the end of the month
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when it becomes common again. Strejjtotheca following it in much the

same abundance, Thalassiothrix common at the end of the month.

Peridiniales practically absent. One specimen of Muggicra atlantica at

the end of the month, one Aurelia ephyra on the 21th. Sagitta very

common. Copepods rare except Pseudocalanus, nauplius stages incre?se

and are very common at the end of the month, zoea stage of Carcinus

mcenas and Cancer pagurus begins in the middle of the month. Galathea

larva begins at the end. Young fish and fish eggs present.

Chief forms

—

Biddulphia mohiliensis and regia, Coscinodiscus excentri-

cus, Paralia sulcata, Sagitta bipuncfata, Pseudocalcmus elongatus, cope-

pod nauphi, Brachyura zoea3 and Galathea larvae in the second half of the

month.

February.

S. and S.W. winds at the beginning, N.E. at the end. Stormy weather

mostly till the end of the month.

Bidduljihia mobiliensis and regia common, sinensis more frequent.

ChcBtoceras begins again at the end of the month, C. curviseium, con-

vohitum and teres common. Coscinodiscv.s excentricus common, radiatus

fairly common. Paralia common, Skeletonema and Streptotheca very

common. Thalassiothrix common at the end of the month. Practically

no Peridiniales. Single specimens of Phialidium and Obelia. Raihkea

octojyunctata becomes common at the end of the month. Ephyrse of

Aurelia present on the 10th and increase at the end of the month.

Pleurobrachia and MuggicBa present. Sagitta not so common, Terebellid,

larvae fairly common, Cyphonautes larvae fairly common on the 10th.

Copepods common up to the 17th, then scarce, probably owing to the

N.E. winds coming on. Calanus rare, Temora and Oithona similis very

common on the 17th, Pseudocalanus common all the month. Para-

pontella brevicornis at the latter end, Carcinus mcenas zoea very common.

Gcdathea larva common, Crangon vulgaris larva fairly frequent. Corystes

zoea begins and Levander. Copepod nauplii fairly common and Balanus

nauplii very common, beginning on the 5th. Oikopleura dioica fairly

common.

Chief forms

—

Biddidphia mobiliensis and regia, Coscinodiscus excentricus

and radiatus, Paralia sulcata, Skeletonema costatum, Streptotheca

thamensis, Temora longicornis, Oithona similis, Carcinus mcenas zoea,

Galathea larva, Balanus nauplius and Oikopleura dioica.

Here we find a rush of larval Crustacea especially towards the end of

the month.
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March.

Prevailing winds N.E. and N. with S.W. in the middle and end.

Weather usually cold.

Bidduljphia mohiliensis very common, regia not so common, sinensis

increasing. Chcetoceras curvisetuni very common, teres and convolutum

common. Coscinodiscus exceniricus common, radiatus not so common.
Ditylium Brightirelli common at times, RMzosolenia Shrubsolei begins to

be abundant in the middle and is very common in the end, Paralia fairly

common through the month, Skeletonema and Streptotheca very common,

Thalassiosira gravida begins to be fairly common in the middle and

becomes very common at the end, the same with Thalassiotlirix. Tiniin-

nopsis heroidea is very common at the end of the month. A few Phia-

lidium and Ohelia medusse present. RathJcea octopunctata occurs the

whole month, getting common towards the end. Hyhocodon jyrolifer

begins in the middle and gets common towards the end. Terebelhd larvae

are common through the month. Poecilochcetus larva rare, Sagitta occurs

all through the month but is not common. Cyplionaiites very common
at the end of the month.

Copepods not very abundant except Pseudocalanus, which is very

common, Calanus rare but present throughout the month, Acartia,

Temora and Parapontella fairly common, Carcinus moenas zoea common
at the beginning but absent towards the end, Portunus sp. zoea begins.

Corystes zoea occurs through the month but is not common, Galathea

larva common at the beginning, rare towards the end, Crangon vulgaris

larva through the month but not common. Copepod nauplii increase

at the end of the month. Balanus nauplii very common all through the

month. Larval Gasteropoda all through the month, common at the end.

Larval Lamellibranchiata not so common. Ophiopluteus larvae through

the month, common at the end, Auricularia larva present once at the

beginning. Oikopleura fairly common through the month. Young fish

rare, fish eggs fairly common.

Chief forms

—

Biddulphia mohiliensis, Chcetoceras cnrvisetmri, teres and

convolutum, Coscinodiscus excentricus, Skeletoyiema costatum, Streptotheca

thamensis, Rathkea octopunctata, Terebellid larvae, Pseudocalanus elongatus,

Balanus nauplius, Ophiopluteus larva? and Oikopleura dioica.

April.

Winds N., E. and S. South at the end. Between 10th and 25th so

strong that no samples were taken, after that S. wind and abundant

plankton. All calm many days w^hen the samples were taken after

the storms.
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Bidduljphia mobiliensis not so common, regia rare, sinensis more

common, Lauderia common, Nitzschia delicatissima common at the end,

Skeletonema very common, Streptotheca very common at the beginning,

r.are at the end, Thalassiosira gravida common. Ceratium fusus, Peri-

diniitm spp. and Prorocentrum not very common but occur throughout

the month. Phceocystis very common at the end. Phialidium and

Ohelia become common at the end of the month, Steenstrupia rubra and

Clytia voluhilis occur rarely, Ratlikea octopunctata very common,

Arachnactis, Muggiaa and Hybocodon occur through the month but not

commonly except Hybocodon at the end of the montli. Terebellid larvae

fairly common, Sagitta rare.

Calanus very common at the end of the month, Temora and Pseudo-

calanus very common. Portunus sp. zoea very common, copepod nauplius

and Balanus nauplius very common. Cypris stage of Balanus begins at the

end of the moiith. Young fish and fish eggs rare.

Chief forms

—

ChcBtoceras curvisetum, Lauderia boreaUs, Skeletonema

constatum, Thalassiosira gravida, Rathkea octopunctata, Temora longi-

cornis, Pseudocalanus elongatus, Portunus sp. zoea, Balanus and copepod

nauplii.

May.

Prevaihng winds S. and S.W. Sometimes E. and N.W. Weather

variable, fine at the end with S. and S.W. winds.

ChcEtoceras species common, especially C. curvisetum and pseudo-

crinitum, Lauderia very common at the beginning, dwindles at the end

of the month. Mastigloia sp. in large numbers from the middle to the

end of the month, Nitzschia delicatissinui very common, Rhizosoleyiia

species increasing, R. Shruhsolei very common, R. Stolterfothii gradually

increasing so that it is very common at the end of the month, R. hebetata

and semispina very common from the middle to the end of the month,

R, alata occurs through the whole month but is not common. Skele-

tonema very common. Thalassiosira gravida common. Various

Peridiniales occur but not in large numbers. Infusoria too in small

numbers abound. Phceocystis Pouchetii is very common through the

whole month. Amoebae fairly common. Phialidium and Obelia are very

common and various other medusae are present. Sagitta is not common
and disappears at the end of the month. Calanus, Temora, Acartia and

Pseudoccdanus are abundant, Paracalanus very common early in the

month, several other copepods present in smaller numbers. Portunus sp.

zoea is common, Megalopa stages appear in the middle of the month.

Various other Crustacea larvae are present, of these Eupagurus, Porcellana

and Corystes are common. Evadne Nordmanni and Podon intermedins
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are common in the middle of the montli, copepod naiiphi are common
and Balanus nauplii very common in the beginning, the cypris stages

being commoner in the middle of the month when they abound.

Chief forms

—

Skeletonema costatum, Rhizosolani Shrubsolei, Stolterfothii

and hebetata f. semispina, Mastigloia sp., Thalassiosira gravida, Lauderia

borealis, Chwtoceras curvisetum, Phceocystis Pouchetii, Pkialidium hemi-

spJiericum, Oheh'a sp., Calanus Jinmarchiciis, Temora longicornis, Acartia

Clausii, Pseudocalanus elongafiis, Portunus sp., zoeae and Balanus nauplii

and cypris stages.

June.

Prevailing winds N., S. at end of month. Weather mostly cold and

dull.

Cerataulina Bergoni fairly common at the beginning, Chcetoceras

dwindles but C. curvisetum and pseudocrimtmn are still common at the

beginning and an undetermined species is common through the month

particularly in the tow nets. Leptocylindrus danicus is fairly common and

Mastigloia is occasionally present in large numbers. Nitzschia dcli-

catissima, is very common till the middle of the month and falls off

towards the end. Paralia is rare, Ehizosolenia species very common,

R. Shrubsolei and Stolterfothii very common through the month, R.

hebetata f. semispina very common towards the end, R. alata gradually

increasing, to be very common in the middle and continuing so till the

end of the month. Skeletonema not common. Thalassiosira gravida rare.

Maximum of the Peridiniales. Am.phidinium crassum begins, Ceratium

fusus fairly common, Dinop)hysis species, Biplopsalis piUula, Gleno-

dinium bipes, Gymnodinium rhomboides, Pouchetia armata, Spirodinium

spirale andglaucum. all at a maximum. Various species of Peridinium fairly

abundant. Various Infusoria occur, although never in large numbers.

Phceocystis very common till the middle of the month when it disappears.

Medusa? abound, especially Phialidium and Obelia. On the 14th

Saphenia gracilis was very abundant, and with it a large number of

Bolina infundibulum. The day was cold and dull with a north wind. On
tbe same day Spirodinium glaucum and Dinophysis acuminata were at a

maximum. The larva of Peachia sp. (Halcampa) was very common on

.

medusae. Sagitta rare.

Copepods not very abundant, Calanus, Temora and Acartia common.

Pseudocalanus very rare, Portunus sp. zoea very common, Megalopa stages

fairly common, larvae of Hippolyte and Porcellana very common on the

21st. Copepod nauplii not so common, Balanus cypris stage disappears

after the beginning of the month. Anaphia petiolata and larval Gastero-

poda common at the end of the month.
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Chief forms

—

Guinardia flaccida, lihizosolenia species, Glenodinium

hipes, Gymnodinium rhomboides, Pouchetia armata, Spirodinium sjpirale

&nd glaucum, Phialidiumhemisphericum, Obelia sp., Calanus finmarchicus,

Temora longicornis, Acartia Clausii, Portunus sp. zoea, Hipj)oh/te and

Porcellnna larvae.

Jul/j.

S. and S.W. winds prevail. Fairly fine most of the month.

AsterioneUa very common all the month. Chcetoceras conslrictum very

common, C. cunnsetum, very common at the end of the month only.

Guinardia very common in the middle, not so common at the beginning

and end of the month. Rhizosolenia species very common, R. alata and

R. Stolterfothii very common all the month, R. Shrubsolei not so common,

R. setigera begins and gradually gets common, being very common at the

end of the month. Peridiniales not so numerous. Ceratium fusus very

common in the middle of the month. Prorocentrum increasing. Infusoria

fairly common, especially Tintinnopsis beroidea, which at times is exceed-

ingly abundant. Phialidiuyn and Obelia very common. Other medusjie

scarce. Calanus, Temora, Acartia and Pseudocalamis very common.

Portunus sp. zoea and Porcellana zoea very common. Copepod nauplii

common. Echinopluteus common at the end of the month.

Chief forms

—

AsterioneUajaponica, Chcetoceras constrictum, Rhizosolenia

species, Ceratium fusus, Tinfinnoj)sis beroidea, Phialidium hemispheric urn,

Obelia sp., Portunus and Porcellana zoese.

August.

Prevailing winds S., some E. and some W. IMostly fine weather.

Second diatom maximum at the beginning of the month caused

chiefly by Mastigloia, AsterioneUa, Chcetoceras, Lauderia, Rhizosolenia

and Skeletonema which are all very common. Chcetoceras constrictum the

commonest. C. didymum very common on the 10th. Lithodesmium

scarce at the beginning but very common at the end of the month.

Rhizosolenia alata is very common until after the middle when it becomes

scarce and very rare at the end of the month. R. hebetata f. semisfina

very common at the beginning, disaj)pears at the end, R. setigera very

common after the middle but scarce at the end, R. Stolterfothii very common
for the whole month. Skeletonema very common for most of the month,

Peridiniales fairly frequent, especially Prorocentrum micans. Infusoria

fairly abundant, especially Tintinnus suhulatus and Tintinnopsis beroidea.

Dictyocha and Distephanus begin in the middle of the month, Phialidium

and Obelia very common. Muggioea atlantica becomes common at the

end of the month. Copepods abundant. Calanus, Centropages typicus
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and hamaUis fairly common, Acartia and Pseudocalanus very common,

Candacia armata, Coryceus and Paraccdanus common at times.

Brachyura zoeae and other Crustacea larvae rare. Evadne Nordmanni

and Podon intermedins common. Balanus nauplii very common at times.

Ecliinoplutei very common on the 10th, Ophioplutei fairly common

through the month. Oikopleura fairly common.

Chief forms

—

Asferionella japonica, Chcetoceras constrictum, Rhizosolenia

StoUerfothii, Ceratium fusus, Prorocentrmn micmis, Tintinnus subulatus,

Tintinnopsis beroidea, Phialidium hemispliericum, Obelia sp., Acartia and

Pseudocalanus, Evadne Nordmanni and Podon intermedius.

September (till the 18th).

Prevalent winds W. and N.W. Usually fine weather.

Asterionella much scarcer, Chcetoceras curvisetum very common again,

other Chwtoceras species not so common. Lithodesmium and Lauderia

fairly common. BMzosolenia. species rare except R. StoUerfothii, Skcle-

tonema still very common. Peridiniales scarce exce])t Ceratium fusus

and Prorocenirnm micans which is at its maximum. Infusoria fairly

abundant, especially Tiiitinnopsis species. Dictyocha and Disfephanus at

their maximum. Few medusee exceiA Phicdidium a,nd Obelia. Muggicea

very common. Sagitta common.

Copepods fairly abundant, Calanus and Temora common, Acartia and

Pseudocalanus very common. Various Crustacea larvae in small numbers,

Evadne disappears at the beginning, Podon is common through the

month. Copepod and Balanus nauplii very common. Lcn)iellibranchiata

larva? common at times. Ophioplutei very common.

C-hief forms

—

Chwtoceras curvisetum, Rhizosolenia StoUerfothii, Shele-

tonema costatum, Prorocentrum micans, Tintinnopsis beroidea, Muggicea

atlantica, Acartia, Clausii, Pseudocalanus elongatus, Podon intermedius,

OpJiiopluteus.

The dates on which the plankton samples Avere taken, with wind and

weather, morning tide and time at which taken. * Indicates that the

samples were taken from the west channel. P Indicates preserved

samples.

1915.
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The Peridiniales of Plymouth Sound from the Region

beyond the Breakwater.

By

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University.

Temporary Naturalist at the Plymouth Laboratory,

With Figures 1-14 in tlie text.

The following list includes all the Peridiniales identified in the plankton

throughout the year from September, 1915, to September, 1916, from

the water samples, details of which will be found in another paper in

the same journal (p. 133). Also from the plankton in the tow nets in the

same year and a portion of the summer 1915. As is shown in the above-

mentioned paper, the summer is the time for nearly all the Peridiniales,

June being the maximum month. After October very few are seen in

the water samples, although in the tow nettings the larger and stronger

forms, such as Ceratium and Peridinium, are still present.

The new and least-known forms belong to the Gymnodiniacece, which

have no cellulose sheath. Perfectly transparent and extremely thii\

cases, however, are often seen which may be close fitting or many times

larger than the gymnodinian. Pouclietia and various species of Cochlo-

dinium are instances of this (see Plate II, Fig. 14). The Gymnodiniacece

are perhaps the most interesting of the Peridiniales, as many of them

obtain nourishment holozoically and often the food can be determined.

Throughout June the flagellate Phceocystis 'pouchetii was excessively

abundant, and this furnished food for many gymnodinians (e.g. Gymno-

dinium rhomhoides and G. triangularis, see Plate I, Figs. 6 and 7).

Division stages in this group are often seen which in the genera Gymno-

dinium and Spirodinium take place usually, if not always, in the free

state and not in capsules as in Pouclietia and others (Pouchet, 1885
;

Dogiel, 1906).

Although no special investigation has been made closer inshore, the

examination of a few samples of water show that many of the species

occur near the land, such as Gymnodinium and Spirodinium species

and Dinofhysis, besides several species of Peridinium.
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In the following list 60 species are recorded. Of these 5 of Gymno-

dinium, 2 of Spirodinium, and one of Cochlodiniiim are new. Twenty-one

species are, I believe, new records for British seas and 28 are new records

for the Plymouth area. In addition to those recorded and described

there are many which I have not been able to identify. Some of these

are young forms, others collapsed before they could be properly observed,

and others were distorted. Among these there are probably many new

species belonging to the Gynmodiniacece.

The classification adopted is that of Paulsen (1908) in "Nordisches

Plankton." Those marked * are new to Plymouth, those marked N.R.

are new records for British seas.

PROROCENTRACE^.

Genus Exuviella Cienk.

(1) * Exuviella compressa (Bailey) Ostenfeld. Occasionally in water

samples in the summer.

Ctcuus Prorocentrum Ehrenberg.

(2) Prorocentrum micans Ehrenberg. From May to October in the

water samples, rarely in tow nettings. Commonest in the late

summer. Its maximum early in September.

PERIDINIACE^.

Crenus DiNOPHYSis Ehrenberg.

(3) Dinophysis acuta Ehrenberg. Fairly frequent in very fine tow

nettings, not so common in the water samples. May to October.

(4) D. acuminata CI. and L. Common in water samples, usually gets

through the very fine net. There is a small form of this species

which occurs more rarely than the type in the spring and early

summer.

(5) Z). ovum Schiitt. Occasionally in water samples.

(6) B. rotundatum CI. and L. Common in water samples.

(7) D. homunculus Stein v. tripos Gourr. Occurred once only in tow

nettings, August, 1916.

Genus Glenodinium (Ehrenberg) Stein.

(8) * Glenodinium hipes Pauls. Common from May to September.

Abundant in May and June with its maximum in early June.

This species is so small that it always gets through the very fine
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net. It is exceedingly active and lives many hours in a

bottle of sea-water.

Genus Protoceratium Bergh.

(9) * Protoceratium reticulatum (CI. and L.). Occurs fairly commonly

in water samples from May to September, commonest in August.

Genus Goniaulax Diesing.

(10) * Goniaulax triacanfha J()rgensen. Rare, in water samples, May to

September.

(11) G. polygramma Stein. Rare, in water samples, May to Sep-

tember.

(12) G. spinifera (CI. and L.). This is the commonest species of Goniaulax.

May to September.

(13) N.R. G. scripjjsw Kofoid. Occasionally in the water samples,

July to September.

(14) G. polyedra Stein. Occasionally in water samples, May to Sep-

tember.

Genus Amylax Meunier.

(15) N.R. Amylax lata Meunier. Occurred a few times singly. Slightly

smaller than the type.

Genus Diplopsalis Bergh.

(16) DijjlojDsalis lenticula Bergh. Fairly common in very fine tow

nettings and in water samples. May to September.

(17) N.R. D. jyillula Ostf. This minute species is abundant in June in

the water samples, very often with Glenodinium bipes.

Genus Peridinium Ehrenberg.

Sub-genus Protoperidinium Bergh.

(18) Peridinium orbiculare Paulsen. Occurs rarely in the water

samples.

(19) * P. cerasus Paulsen. This little species is one of the commonest
and easily recognised. Occurs fairly frequently but never in

large quantities in the water samples.

(20^ * P. roseum Paulsen. Very hke the last species but larger and
flatter. Occurs rarely in the water samples.
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(21) P. ovatum (Pouchet). Common in late summer but rare in May

and June. Specimens with broad and conspicuously striated

interspaces between the plates are as common as the typical

forms and are probably older, as Mangin (1913) has already noted.

More common in tow nettings than in water samples.

(22) P. peduncidatum Schiitt. Very rare, in water samples only.

(23) P. pallidum Ostf. This and the following species are both

common, the present species being larger is commoner in the

tow nettings.

(24) P. peUucidum (Bergh). Common in water samples.

Sub-genus Euperidinium Gran.

(25) P. oceanicum Vanh. Rare in tow nettings.

(26) P. divergens Ehrl. Abundant in the tow nettings, especially in

August and early September. Following Meunier (1910) I have

reunited the P. depressum of the " Nordisches Plankton " with

this species.

(27) P. crassipes Kofoid. Not very common in the tow nettings in

August and September.

(28) P. conicum (Gran). This species and P. divergens are almost the

onlv peridinians to be found in winter : although not abundant

P. conicum is found throughout the year both in tow nettings

and water samples. Commonest in early spring.

(29) N.E.. P. Thorianum Paulsen. Rare in water samples in June.

Meunier (1910) gives good figures of this species, which resemble

the Plymouth form more than do Paulsen's. The present speci-

mens have small knobs conspicuously ornamenting the skeleton

which are very characteristic.

Genus Pyrophacus.

(30) N.R. Pyrophacus horologicuDi Stein. Occurred very rarely in tow

nettings in August.

Genus Oxytoxum Stein.

(31) N.R. Oxytoxum Milneri Murr. and Whitt. I have referred to this

species, a very small Oxytoxum about half the size of the type

but agreeing with it in form. Only one specimen was found in

August in the water samples.
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Genus Ceratium Schrank.

(32) N.R. Ceratium platycorne V. Duday. Rare, occurred singly two

or three times in the tow nettings.

(33) C. hucephalum (Cleve). Occurred sparingly in tow nettings in early

summer, more frequently in the late summer months.

(34) C. tripos (0. F. MiilL). Occasionally in water samples and tow

nettings. A variety which approaches the form lineata (Ehrb.) and

which I have referred to this variety occurs more frequently

(Fig. 1). This has a short and straight apical horn, the

hind horn nearly straight and the right horn about one-third as

long as the left. The usual markings are longitudinal striations

from the apex to the girdle, sometimes also with reticulations.

Tig. \.—Ceratium tripos (0. F. Mull.) f. lineata (Ehrb.). X 466.

Although apparently nearest to the form lineata, the apical horn

is very much shorter—less than half the length from its apex

to the girdle.

(35) * C. arcticum (Ehrb.). Very rare, in tow nettings, 1915.

(36) C. macroceras (Ehrb.) Cleve. Rare in tow nettings.

(37) C.furca (Ehrb.). Occasionally, in tow nettings and water samples

in summer.

(38) C. fiisus (Ehrb.). The commonest Ceratium here. Occurs both in

tow nettings and water samples and is often the only peridinian

present in the winter. Maximum in October.

GYMNODINIACE^.

By far the greater portion of the Peridiniales of this area belong to

this group and are missed almost entirely by the tow nets, only a few

of the larger forms being retained by them.
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Genus Amphidinium CI. and L.

(39) N.R. Amphidinium crassum Lohmann. I have referred to this

species, a form between A. crassum, and A. loyigum, of Lohmann,

but which is sUghtly larger than either of these (Fig. 2).

The shape of the body is not so pointed posteriorly as in A. longum

but not so broadly rounded as in A. crassmn, the greatest breadth

being in about the centre of the body. The nucleus is posterior

as in both forms, and a coloured body, greenish, is situated just

in front of the nucleus and behind the transverse groove, with

small refractive bodies scattered round it. This is perhaps the

remains of ingested food material. A thin transparent covering

can sometimes be seen detaching itself from the body. Length

Fig. 2.

—

Amphidinium crassum Lohmann. X 466. N= nucleus.

of body ()-0:3i) nnn. The only record so far of this species is by

Lohmann from Kiel.

Clenus Gymnodinium Stein.

(40) II. R. Gi/mnodinium teredo Pouchet. Fairly common in July and

August in the water samples in 1915, less common in 1916. This

is -the only gymnodinian found here in the winter months, but

then only rarely. It turns up singly nearly all the year round.

Many abnormalities and deformities occur and a variety of shapes

is seen.

(41) N.R. G. pseudonoctiluca Pouchet (Fig. 3). To this species

I refer one which agrees well with one condition of the above

species, but which I never saw with the long contractile tentacle

described by Pouchet (1885). It only occurred twice, the first

time in medium tow nettings in July, 1915, and the second time

in the water samples in June, 1916. It is rather smaller than the

type (length 0-10 mm.). The ventral surface on each side of the

longitudinal groove is pulled out into a flap, the left flap slightly

longer than the right. The bright yellow chromatophores radiate

from the centre. The longitudinal groove is more marked than

in Pouchet's figures. The nucleus is in the centre of the body.
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(42) G. viridis n. sp. (Fig. 4). Closely related to the last species is

one also found only singly and which is less than half the size.

In shape it is nuich like G. pseudonoctiluca with a cap-like anterior

Fig. 3.

—

Gymnodinium 'pseudonoctiluca Pouchet. X 466.

rt side view, 6 ventral view. N= nucleus. C= chromatophores.

Fig. 4.

—

Gymnodinium. viridis n. sp. X 460

a side view, h ventral view. C= ciiromatopliores.

end ; the longitudinal groove, however, reaches back slightly o .er

the dorsal surface posteriorly so that the hind end is divided.

The chromatophores are of a greenish yellow colour, not bright

yellow as in P. pseudonoctiluca. Length 0.(^6 mm. Occurred

once in June
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(43) G. acliromaticum n. sp. (Fig. 5). Related to G. viridis

but without chromatophores. Perfectly colourless and trans-

parent, transverse groove conspicuously left-handed, longitudinal

groove reaching to the extreme posterior end. Apex somewhat

excentric. Body covered with longitudinal striae. Nucleus

posterior. One specimen only in July, 1915.

(44) N.R. G. rhomboides Schiitt (Fig. 6). One of the commonest

in this area appears to be the species figured by Schiitt (1895,

Plate XXI. Figs. 63, 1 and 2) with the above name. Apparently

no description of it exists except the short diagnosis in " Nor-

disches Plankton "
(p. 99). Certain aspects of my specimens

agree very closely with Schiitt's figures, and I have therefore

taken the name given by him rather than create a new one.

Fio. 5.

—

Gymnodinium achromaticum n. sp. x 466.

a ventral view, b side view. N= nucleus.

The species referred to by Dogiel (1906) as Gi/innodinium sjnrale

V. ohtuswn is from his figures certainly a true Gyhmodiniuni and

not a Spirodiniuni, to which now G. spirale and all its varieties

have been transferred. The original figures by Bergh of G. spirale

show it to be a Spirodinium with the ends of the transverse

groove far apart, moreover Schiitt's figure of v. ohtusum shows

also the same character. Dogiel's species probably belongs to

G. rhomboides or else some closely related form. His specimens,

however, are very much larger than mine. His figures of the

stages in division show it in another form which is also connnon

with us and which I have found in division and very similar to

Dogiel's figures. Schiitt's figure 63, 1 is also of this type, and

apparently this is the form before and during division. These

two forms I have therefore placed together as Gymnodinium

rhomboides. The body is elongated, oval or rhomboidal, the

transverse groove is only shghtly displaced and left-handed,
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the longitudinal groove is inconspicuous. The whole surface is

covered with longitudinal striae, those on the anterior portion

being further apart than those posteriorly. Remains of food in

C

Fig. 6.

—

Gymnodinium rhoniboides Schiitt. X 466

a side view, b dorsal view, c ventral and dorsal views of older forms

containing food masses of Phoeocystis, d young form containing a

Thalassiosira , e division. N= nucleus. F= food.

a ball is often seen in the hind portion of the body. Nucleus

anterior. The body colourless with no chromatophores. Its food

consists very often of Phceocystis pouchetii when that flagellate

is abundant, at other times of diatoms ; remains of Thalassiosira

and Coscinodiscus were also found inside the body. Division

takes place in the free state as described and figured by Dogiel.
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This is perhaps the commonest gymnodinian and occurs close to

the shore as well as beyond the Breakwater. Length of body

0-040 mm. to 0-050 mm

Fig. 7.

—

Gymnodinium trinnguhiris n. sp. X 466r

a ventral view showing contained Phn'ocysti.t, h side view. F= food.

(45) Gymnodinium triangularis u. sp. (Fig. 7). Closely related to G.

rhomboides, but triangular in outline (the base of the triangle

posterior) and without longitudinal striae on the body. Rare in

water samples in May. This species had also been feeding on

Phceocystis pouchetii, remains of which were recognisable inside

it. Length 0.045 mm.

Fig. 8.

—

Gym odinium minor n. sp. X ^66.

a dorsal view, b ventral view. N= nucleus.

(46) Gymnodinium minor n. sp. (Fig. 8). This little species is

transparent and destitute of any sculpture. It is nearly spherical

but with the posterior end slightly narrower than the anterior.

Transverse groove left-handed and only slightly displaced, longi-

tudinal groove reaching to the posterior end. Nucleus nearly
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central
;

green masses, probably food material, at the anterior

end. Length 0-028 mm. Occasionally in water samples May to

July.

(47) Gijnmodinium filum n. sp. (Fig. 9). Body long and narrow,

tapering to a thread-hke point posteriorly. Anterior end conical.

Transverse groove almost straight, longitudinal groove reaching

about three-quarters of the way to the posterior end. Nucleus

behind the centre. A dark brown mass (probably food remains)

in front of and at the side of the nucleus. One specimen was

found with no coloured body. Body clear and colourless with

no striae. Length 0-065 mm. Rare in water samples July, 19 L5.

Very fragile and easily collapses.

9

Fig. 9.

—

Gym .odinium filum n. sp. X 4G6

a side view, b ventral view.

Genus Spirodinium Schiitt.

(48) N.R. ASjJM-oc^imwmj^ssww^ (Levander) Lemmermann. Occurs occa-

sionally in August and September in water samples. Conspicuous

from its yellow colour and peculiar dorso-ventral flattening.

Division in the free state was noticed in September.

(49) N.R. Spirodinium spirale (Bergh) (Fig. 10). This species

is exceedingly common in the water samples in many varieties.

The typical form which agrees with Pouchet's description and

figure (1885, p. 67, Plate IV, Fig. 30) is usually much smaller

than his specimens and generally colourless, although bright

yellow examples are sometimes seen, such as Pouchet himself

observed occasionally. The yellow examples are always blunter

at the apex than the type which is pronouncedly acuminate.

My specimens, including the yellow forms, measure generally

0-04 mm. to 0-06 mm., whereas Pouchet (1883-85) gives 0-10 mm.
as the typical size. The longitudinal striations are characteristic,
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and green remains of food are sometimes to be found inside the

body, also small roundish masses of fat.

The variety acutuui Schlitt (Plate XXI, Fig. 66) is also found,

which seems to be close to the typical form and more nearly

the size of Bergh's (1882) and Pouchet's specimens. Length of

this variety 0-14 mm. One specimen which occurred in August,

1915, was coloured a beautiful carmine, the colour running along

Fig. 10.

—

Spirodinium spirale (Bergh). X 466.

a typical form, h and c v. ohtiisum Sehutt, d v. aculum Schiitt.

the lines of the strise in droplets. Other specimens are quite colour-

less.

The variety ohtusum Schiitt is also common but of small size.

Length 0-06 mm. usually. Characterised by its blunt apex.

(50) Spirodinium concentricmn n. sp. (Fig. 11). This species is

characterised by the sculpture of concentric striae on the body,

the longitudinal striae being arranged concentrically round a

certain point at the side or on the dorsal surface. Body colourless.

Grooves and shape of the body very much like the variety ohtusum

of the preceding species. A large and a small form exist, the

larger form being several times the size of the smaller. Both rare,

only in the summer of 1915.
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(51) N.R. Spirodinium crassum (Pouchet) (Fig. 12). I have referred

to this species a somewhat rare form which is definitely

smaller than the type, length 0-075 mm. (type 0- 12-0-2 mm.

Fig. 11.

—

Spirodinium concentricum n. sp. X 466.

a large form, 6 small form.

Pouchet). In shape and contour of the furrows it corresponds

and has a diffuse colouring of brownish red beginning at the apex

and following the transverse furrow. Faint longitudinal striae

Fig. 12.

—

Spirodinium crassum (Pouchet).

a ventral view, h dorsal view.

466.

are present ; transverse furrow with its ends widely separated,

longitudinal furrow weakly developed. Nucleus posterior.

Interior of body full of large granules. Occurs occasionally

in June.
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(52) Spirodinium glaucuyn n. sp. (Fig. 13). This is a very common

species, perhaps the commonest Spirodinium in this area.

It begins in May, having its maximum in May and June

and persists till October. A large yellow body posteriorly is

characteristic, although this may be absent in young forms and

Fig. 13.

—

Spirodinium glaucum n. sp. X 4G6.

a ventral view, b dorsal view, c-f division stages. N=nucleus.

possibly is only food remains, although it is always the same

colour and in the same place. These yellow bodies are also some-

times absent in divisional stages. The body is elongated with

a long anterior and short posterior portion, with a few wide

apart longitudinal strige. Transverse furrow with the ends wide

apart ; longitudinal furrow short and with the appearance of a
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three-cornered bite having been taken out of the posterior end.

This species is rather hke G. teredo, with the exception of the

chromatophores which are numerous in the latter species. Cell

colourless except for the yellow mass. Nucleus in the region of

the transverse furrow. Divisional stages are often seen in the

free state, one individual pushing part of its body backward so

that a chain of two is formed very much like the figure given by

Pouchet of the division of S. spirale (loc. cit.). Earher stages in

division show that the longitudinal flagellum persists as is described

by Dogiel in his Gymnodinium spirale v. ohtusum. A growth

then takes place at the side of the whole body, so that the cell is

very much swollen transversely ; then division takes place, begin-

ning at the posterior end as a groove and half the cell is pushed

backwards so that the chain of two individuals is formed, one

attached to the side of the posterior end of its fellow by its extreme

anterior end. After division the individuals are small and may

Fig. 14.

—

CochJodinium pulchellumn. sp. X 466.

or may not contain yellow bodies. In one case the yellow body

appeared to be dividing at the same time as the cell, which perhaps

shows it to be a chromatophore.

Genus Cochlodinium Schiitt.

(53) N.K. Cochlodinium helix (Pouchet). Occurs occasionally in the

water samples in August, sometimes free, sometimes enclosed

in a spacious perfectly transparent covering.

(54) N.K. Cochlodinium pellucidum Lohmann. Rare. In the water

samples in July and August.

(55) Cochlodinium pulchellum n. sp. (Fig. 14). This species was

found once only in the water samples from 7 fathoms, August,

1915. It is perfectly colourless and contaiaed in a roomy trans-

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XT. NO. 2. MAY, 1917. O
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parent case in which it rotates freely on its longitudinal axis. It

is fusiform in shape, and pointed in much the same way at both

ends. The transverse furrow makes three complete turns and is

deeply grooved. The longitudinal furrow is inconspicuous, making

over one turn round the body. Nucleus nearly central. Length

of body 0-05 mm., length of case 0-65 mm. This species is very

similar to Pouchetia fusus Schiitt, but without the conspicuous

lens and stigma of that form.

Genus Pouchetia Schiitt.

(56) N.R. Pouchetia armata Dogiel (1906). This species, with its charac-

teristic stinging capsules, is common in the water samples, especially

in May and June. It is sometimes contained in a case, sometimes,

and more usually, free. Division into two within the case was seen

.

So far this species has only been recorded for the Mediterranean.

(57) N.R. Pouchetia parva Lohmann. This is fairly frequent in summer,

especially in June. The case fits very close to the body, much
closer than in P. armata. Division in the case is often seen. This

species is very like Pouchet's figure (1885) of P. polyphemus v.

nigra, the pigment, however, in his species is red and this is always

black.

(58) N.R. Pouchetia fusus Schiitt (1895). Occurs rarely in September.

Conspicuous from its elongated body and large lens with dark

red pigment. In one case the pigment mass was breaking up
into small red spots. The specimens seen were always free.

Genus Polykrikos Biitschh.

(59) N.R. Polykrikos Schwarzii Biitschli. Occurs occasionally in tow

nettings and water samples from May throughout the summer.

PYROCYSTE^ Apstein.

Genus Pyrocystis Murray.

(60) Pyrocystis limula Schiitt. Occurs occasionally in tow nettings in

August and September in various stages of division in the semilunar

cases.

Incertae sedis.

(61) N.R. Oxyrrhis marina (Duj.). The position of Oa;?/rr/ris is still a vexed

question, and although Senn (1910) regards it as a true peridinian,

the view is not universally accepted (see Klebs, 1912). In my
opinion it is more of a peridinian than a true flagellate, the division
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stages of Gymnodinium and Spirodinium being closely related to

those of Oxyrrhis. Oxyrrhis marina occurs sparingly in the water

samples, but is to be found in great abundance in cultures in the

laboratory in which it thrives with the greatest ease. In cultures

of Nitzschia dosterium especially it flourishes in enormous numbers,

the body being full of this diatom on which it feeds.
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Some Parasites of Sagitta bipunctata.

Marie V. Lebour, M.Sc,

Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, Leeds University.

Temjjorary Naturalist at the I'lyviouth Labora.fory.

With text Figures 1-6.

Sagitta has been several times noticed as a host for various parasitic

worms, notably a larval nematode and several trematodes. Larval

cestodes have also been seen in it. It is exceeding voracious and ap-

parently eats almost any animal food, especially its own species and

small Crustacea, so that it is not to be wondered at if it forms a con-

venient intermediate host for many worms, and as Sagitta itKclf is an

important fish food it naturally follows that the adults of these parasitic

worms are usually found in fish as their final hosts. So far, however, the

life histories of the larval forms hitherto found have not been deter-

mined, so we are pleased to be able to identify two trematodes belonging

to well-known species which inhabit Sagitta as intermediate host and

fish as the final host.

Busch (1851) and Leuckart and Pagenstecher (1858) have described

several larval trematodes and a nematode from Sagitta, Ulianin (1871)

a nematode, and Pierantoni (1913) a nematode. The latter nematode is

probably the same worm found in Sagitta in Plymouth Sound. Busch's

description of a nematode in Sagitta is too vague to recognise it, and

unfortunately Ulianin's paper has not been available for reference.

Leuckart and Pagenstecher mention two larval trematodes from Sagitta

germanica {=Sagitta bipmictata Q. and G.), one a monostome and the

other a distome. Although these are figured, they are neither described

nor named. The distome (Plate XXI, Fig. 9) is probably the larval

Derogenes various which occurs in Sagitta hipunctata in Plymouth Sound.

Busch's trematode larvae found in Sagitta cephaloptera {=SpadeUa

cephaloptera) were identified by him as Distomum papillosum Dieaing

{=Distoii(U)u beroe Will (1844)) and two new species, one of which he

names Distomum fimbriatum and the other Distomum crassicaudat urn.

Distomum. pajjiUormn appears to be a larval Hemiurus, D. fimbriatmu
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is not (Icsci'i !)('(! siidiciciitly to recognise, and I), crassicaudatuvn seems

also to be a species of Iletniurus. As Derogenes is a genus closely related

to Ileiniurus it is interesting to find that })oth inhabit Sagitta as an inter-

mediate host.

Ill I Mymonth Sound the only species of Sag ilia is >S'. bipunctata Q. and (i.

in I DIG Mr. Smith called my attention to the lumdjer of parasitic nema-

todes in it from old |)]ankt()n samples. Afterwards it was found to be

very comnion in the; Uv.h]\ samples and (|uit(^ tlu^ commonest parasite of

SagUUt. it is a larval Ascaris, und in all ])rol)ability is the same species

as that <les('ril)(ul by Pieraiitoni (1913) from Sagiila in the i5ay of Naples,

and he Ims also found them from Villafranca, Wimereux and Trieste.

In liis biief note on the worm he suggests that it may be identical with

an JgaiHonema described by Stossich from a Ranzana, one of the Molidw.

The final host of the nematode from the Plymoutb Sagitta is quite un-

known, l)ut one would expect it to be something common judging from

the fre(|uency of its occ-urrence.

Tliis larval Ascaris occupies the body cavity of Sagitta, lying huigth-

wise, and sometimes is three-(|uarters the length of its host. The figure

here given (Kig. 1, Plate I) is from a small specimen. The body is colour-

less and measures 3 to i7 mm. in length and is very narrow. The an-

terior end is provided with a large larval hook lor boring ; the (psophagus

is long and prolonged behind by the side of the intestine into a blind

(Esophageal sac : the intestine which occupies nearly the whole of the

body, since the reproductive organs are not yet present, gives off for-

A\ar(ls a second blind sac, 1 he l)lind invest ine, which I'uns along by the

side of the a:'so])hagus. 'I'heanus is ni^ar the tail, the latter ending in a

small sharp spike. The brain is pkiinly seen as a broad band anteriorly

rum)iiig round jli(> rcsophagus, and just behind it is the excretory pore

from which can be traced the thin excretory duct. A large proportion

of the Sagitta) brought in by the tow nets is infected with this nematode.

Two trematode larvae are also common in the local Sagitta, the larva

of Derogenes various (0. F. Miillci) and the larva of Pharyngora hacillaris

(Molin). Both of these inhabit common fish in thoir adult state.

Derogenes varicus is one of the commonest trematodes with a wide

distribution, and occurs in a numbei' of di(T(>rent (isli. OdluuM- (lOOfl)

states that about a dozen and a half noi'tlii-rn lish ai'o I'ccorded as its

hosts. Nicoll (1911) (juotes twenty-eight different fish as its hosts from

the Channel, CoIIks, various Gadidw ami a few Plemoneclids are llie

common hosts, it occupies the stomach of these fish.

Levinsen (1881) records the larval form of this trematode from IJar-

tnothoe imbricafa, and finds the remains of this annelid in the stomach

of (ollHs. It is verv interesting to lind the hirva, in tlu^ Soimd inhabitini?
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Sagitta, which looks as if Derogenes varicus had a dilTerent intermediate

host in the open sea than it does near the shore.

The larger larvae of Derogenes varicus which are found in Sagitta have

nearly all the adult characters (Plate I, Fig. 2), and the smaller ones are

found in intermediate stages and are easily recognised. That we have

to do with the true Derogenes varicus is placed beyond a doubt by the

occurrence of a mature specimen in Sagitta which bears eggs (Plate I,

Fig. 4). A parallel case is found in Echiurus pallasii (Greef, 1879) which

contained a mature Distomum, D. echiuri Greef, and other cases of

trematode larvae producing eggs have been recorded, although they are

rare. The present specimen has only a few eggs, whereas in the ordinary

adult stage in a fish they are very numerous.

A curious fact noticed is that all these larval Derogenes varicus are

beset with small spines, whereas it is a characteristic of the adult that

although it has sometimes a wrinkling of the skin it is unarmed and

usually smooth. It is possible that these wrinkles may be the remains

of the spines fused together. The spines are specially distinct in the

younger specimens.

These larval Derogenes varicus are nearly always found in the region

of the ovary of Sagitta, and there is rarely more than one present in each

individual, although one may be present at the same time as the larval

Ascaris described above.

Pharyngora hacillaris (Molin), the second larval trematode found in

Sagitta, is a common parasite of the mackerel in its adult state, and has

been found in the whiting and also a few other fish, except in the whiting,

in an immature state. NicoU (1914) found many thousand of the im-

mature form in Cyclopterus lumpus. These had probably got in witli

the food and would not come to maturity. The late cercarla stage of

this worm was found frequently in medusa? (Lebour, 1916) and free in

the plankton (Nicoll, 1910). It was also found in ctenophores, so it is

evidently not paiticular as to its intermediate host. Cercaria? of all

ages were found in Sagitta occupying usually the region of the ovary,

as is the case with Derogenes varicus, but sometimes it is inside the

alimentary canal, which looks as if Sagitta swallows it and afterwards it

migrates through the intestinal wall into the region of the ovary. What
I have no doubt is the free-swimming cercaria of this trematode was

found once in tow nettings on January 28th, ]91(). Sagitta from the

same samples contained these cercaria? without their tails, and it could

be traced up to the ordinary Pharyngora late cercaria stage, such as was

found in the medusa) and free in the plankton. The free-swimming

cercaria is extremely interesting (Fig. 6). It is piovided with a large

tail several times the length of the body and armed with bunches of
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Fig 1.—Larval Ascarls from Sagitta x60. A anus, (E cesophagus, (E.S l)lind sac

from cesophagus, B brain, I intestine, LS blind sac from intestine, H bormg hook.

Figs. 2-3.

—

Derogenes varicus from Sagitta X 60.

Fig. 4.—Ditto containing eggs X 60.

Fig. 5.—Free-swimming cercaria of Fharyngom hacillaris x (iO.

Fig 6 —Cercaria of Pluiryngom hacillaris from Sagitta X 60. oral sucker. V ventral

sucker, E excretory duct, E.P excretory pore, I intestine, P pharynx, VI vitellana,

OV ova.

[ 204 ]
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long bristles placed at regular intervals and giving it the appearance of

an annelid. The tail is an efficient swimming organ, and the bristles no

doubt serve for keeping the whole animal floating. Two large kidney-

shaped black eyes are conspicuous, the oral sucker has the typical Pharyn-

gora form which is more like a pharynx in shape, the true pharynx

leading from it to a short oesophagus and intestinal coeca reaching to the

end of the body. The whole body is covered with small spines. In the

specimens inside Sagittn the eyes have begun to show diffuse pigment as

in the older specimens instead of its being in a thick black mass as in

the free-swimming form.

Neither Derogenes varicus nor Pharyngora hacillaris have been

found encysted, and it is presumed that the encysted stage is

omitted as the cercarise develop in Sagitta and the other hosts

into a late form which is ready to enter its final host. The first

host which presumabl}^ is a mollusk is yet to be discovered for both

of these trematodes.

Two larval cestodes were also found in Sagitta from the Sound, one

with four suckers and one with none. These were not identified. It is

evident that we have in Sagitta an exceptionally good host for many
parasites, and probably further investigation would be amply repaid.
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Post-Larval Teleosteans collected near Plymouth

during the summer of 1914.

By

E. J. Allen, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Director of the Plymouth Lccboratory.

With 8 Figures in the Text. .

In Volume X, No. 2, of this Journal issued in June, 1914, Mr. R. S.

Clark published an account of the post-larval fishes collected during

the years 1906 to 1913 with the Petersen Young-fish Trawl in the neigh-

bourhood of Plymouth. Similar collections were continued regularly

under Mr. Clark's supervision, with the assistance of Mr. E. Ford and

Mr. F. M. Gossen, from April to July, 1914, and two or three hauls were

made in August and September of that year. At the beginning of August

Mr. Clark joined Sir Ernest Shackleton's expedition to the Antarctic and

left Plymouth in the " Endurance." The young fishes had for the most

part been picked out from the general material collected by the young-

fish trawl by Messrs. Ford and Gossen, and it is this collection of young

fishes which forms the subject of the present report.

In drawing up the report I have followed closely the arrangement

adopted by Mr. Clark for the earlier material, and it should be regarded

throughout as being supplementary to his paper (1914). For most

of the important fishes I have given a monthly summary of the number

of specimens captured during the whole period 1906 to 1914, which

includes both the figures given by Clark and those now added. The

average number of specimens taken per haul of the trawl has also been

given for each month. For many reasons, however, these averages cannot

claim any great degree of accuracy, but they are, I think, useful as giving

a general idea of the relative frequency in the different months. The

following sources of error must be borne in mind when drawing conclu-

sions from the averages. The duration of the hauls has been in most

cases tw^enty minutes, but there are a few instances where the time was

fifteen minutes and a few where it was thirty minutes. The error intro-

duced by regarding all the hauls as of equal duration will be so small

that it will hardly show in the average figures given.
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A more important error will be caused by the fact that the hauls are

not distributed with any uniformity over the whole area. The great

majority were, however, made outside the 20-fathom line where the

conditions are moderately uniform, but in calculating the averages these

have not been separated from the hauls made nearer the shore and in

the bays.

Some of the hauls were made at the surface, some at midwater, and

some near the bottom, whilst some few are night hauls, which seem to

yield larger numbers, especially at the surface, than those made during

the day. These circumstances will all tend to diminish the accuracy of

the averages, but they do not, I think, destroy their more general signi-

ficance.

The number of hauls made in each month varies considerably, but

from May to September the totals are fairly large (Table II). The

number of hauls made in the different years for any given month, as

will be seen from the same table, varies so very much that it is not

possible to make reliable comparisons of the frequency of any species

from year to year.

Another source of error is introduced by the fact that the material of

which the young-fish trawl is constructed is not altogether satisfactory,

and the size of the mesh often differs considerably in different samples,

so that even two new trawls may have different catching powers. With

use also the material shrinks badly, the meshes become smaller and the

amount of water filtered through the net (and hence the catching power)

is greatly diminished. All these circumstances make the numerical results

approximate only.

Table I gives the list of stations at which hauls were made in 1914.

The Chart Area, to which each haul is assigned, is that shown on the

chart pubhshed in Clark's Report (1914).
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Table II, showing the Number of Hauls made with the Young-fish

Trawl in each month for each of the years from 1906 to 1914 in which

investigations were carried on.

Monthly Number of Hauls.
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AMMODYTID.^:.

All the specimens of iVinmodytes appear to belong to the same species,

which is probably A. lanceolatiis, though as Clark (1914) points out, it

is difficult to distinguish between the young stages of A. lanceolatus and

A. tohianus. Table V. gives the records for 1914, whilst Table VI. gives

the monthly totals and averages per haul for all the years 1906-1914 for

which records exist. The average shows a gradual rise to a maximum
in August and then a sudden drop (cf. Clark (1914), p. -340).
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No. of haul.
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{G. merlangus) the maximum is in May, whilst in June specimens of the

sizes captured by the young-fish trawl are still fairly numerous. May
also shows a distinct maximum for G. luscus and G. niinutus. Specimens

of all these gadoids are very infrequent in hauls taken after June.

TABLE VII.

Record of Gadus sp.
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Month.

March

April

May
June

Julv

TABLE XT.

CtADUS minutus.

Total number
of hauls

1906-1914.

2

7

30

106

94

Number of

hauls in Number
which the of

species specimens.
occurs.

2

3

16

16

5

14

11

405

116

5

Size in mm.

4-5-7

7-18

4-17

5-48

8-6-54

Average
number
per haul.

7

1-6

13-5

1-1

0-05

C4ADID^.

Molva molva L.

During the period 1906-13, eight post-larval specimens of Molva

molva weie taken in May and twenty-t\vo in June.
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No. of haul.

LXXIII.

TABLE XIII.

Record of Raniceps raninus L.

Date.

29.vii.U

Depth.

M.

No.

1

Size ia mm.

(AADIDJE.

Onos m.ustelus L.

All the post-larval rocklings have been identified as 0. muslelus.

The differences between the species are not, however, very well defined,

and it is possible that a few of the specimens may belong to 0. tncirratus

Bl. or to 0. cimhrius L.
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post-anal black chromatophore on the body at the hinder end of the

anal fin, and one or two chromatophores at the root of the caudal fin.

I see no reason to question Ehrenbaum's identification, which is also

accepted by Clark.

The third foim, of which I give an illustration in Fig. 1, kindly made

for me by Mr. E. Ford, has occurred not infrequently in the 1914 material.

The distribution of the chromatophores is very constant and characteristic.

On the dorsal edge of the body, at the base of the dorsal fin, there are on

each side five large black chromatophores which remain in specimens

preserved in formalin. One of these, the smallest, lies beneath the

anterior end of the dorsal fin, followed by two large ones near the middle

of the fin, and finally a pair close together near its hinder end. On the

post-anal, ventral edge of the body there is a large chromatophore a

little way behind the anus, and two more near the posterior end of the

anal fin. A single black chromatophore can generally be seen at the

'"^s'^^.^ec:.

Sl^

l'"i(!. 1.

—

Liihrii.s Du.rtii^ L. Length 10 mm. July 2nd, 1914.

base of the caudal fin. In the anterior part of the fish there are two or

three large chromatophores on the top of the head, a row of small ones

on the mandible, two or three on the ventral edge of the abdomen, and

one fairly large one immediately in front of the anus. A line of pigment

extends along the dorsal side of the abdominal cavity, extending nearly

to the anus. The number of vertebrae is 38 or 39, rays of dorsal fin 30

or 31, of anal fin 11 or 15. These numerical characters agree completely

with those given by Day for Lahrus nnxtus, and amongst the British

Labridse the only other species in which the number of vertebrae is so

high is Lahrus bergylia, the young stage of which seems to be satisfactorily

known. I have httle hesitation therefore in regarding Lahrus mixtus as

the proper name to give to the form we are considering. If that be so

the larva described by Hefford (1910) is probably L. bergylta and not L.

tnixtus as he was inclined to think.

Post-larval stages of Lahrus hergi/lta are most numerous in June

and July, a few were taken in May and August, whilst in September they

practically disappear from the young-fish trawl material. Ctenolahrus

rupestris was most abundant in July. In 1914, the only year for which

the species is recorded, Lahrus mixtus was distinctly earlier in appearance

than C rupestris and was most abundant in June.
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TABLE XYI.

Record of Labrus sp.
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SCOMBRID.E.

Scomber ^cowher L.

Perhaps the most interesting feature in the material collected with

the young-fish trawl in 1914 is the abundance of young stages of the

mackerel, which were far more numerous than in any of the previous

years for which records are available, though a number of specimens

were taken by Hefford (see Clark. 1914, p. 349) in June, 1906, and June,

S 6 y 9 a /o // i% nntw. S (> j 8 ^ lo u /x tbm/fK.

97la/ij 'LStti k iu/ne ^U. iu/r^e. lo (t. to 2.(ftil./Jll^

FiG^ 2.—Frequency curve of young mackerel from Hauls XIV.-XIX., caught on May 25th

and June 3rd, 1914.

Pa;. 3.—Fre(|uencv curve of voung mackerel from Hauls XX.-XLV., caught June 10th

to 29th, 1914.

1908. Thtse young stages were first taken on May 25th, when 22, 29

and 32 specimens were captured respectively in three successive hauls.

The numlers were still considerable in the hauls on June 3rd. After

that date they became less, but the young fish remained in the catches

tliroughout June, whilst isolated specimens were captured in July.

The individual fishes were measured, and the residts to the nearest
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•5 mm. are recorded in Table XX. Figs. 2 and 3 show in graphic form

the length frequencies at each successive half-millimetre for two groups

of hauls, the first group comprising XIV.-XIX., taken on May 25th

and June 3rd, the second group comprising 16 hauls in which specimens

occurred from Haul XX. to Haul XLV., taken between June 10th and

29th. The first group (Fig. 2) shows a definite mode at 6-5 mm. and the

'% ^M>'

Fig. 4.

—

Scomber scomber L. Length 6 mm. May 25th, 1014.

Fig. 5.

—

Scomber scomber L. Lenfjth 9 mm. Mav 25th, 1914.

'mi-.

Fig. 6.

—

Scomhvr ncumbtr L. Length 11-5 mm. May 2.5tli, 1914.

lie ,. Scuiiiher scoinhir h. Length Iti mm. ea. July 22n(l, 1914.

arithmetic mean is 7-15 mm. The second group (Fig. 3) has two modes,

one at 6-5 mm. and another at 9-5 mm., whilst the arithmetic mean is

8-8 mm. It is probable that the mode at 9-5 in the second group (Fig. 3)

is dueto the group of fish found in the earlier hauls and represented in

Fig. 2, which then showed a mode at 6-5 mm. This would indicate a

growth of 3 mm. in three weeks. If this interpretation be correct then

the other mode in Fig. 3, that at 6-5 mm., would be most easilv' explained
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as being due to the offspring of a second shoal of spawning fish appearing

some three weeks later than the one whose offspring are represented in

Fig. 2. A more detailed analysis of the figures by taking five groups of

hauls instead of two, namely* (1) XIV., XV., XVI., (2) XVII., XVIII.,

XIX., (3) XX., XXL, XXII.', XXIII., (4) XXIV.-XXXVIIL, (5) XLIII.,

XLIV,, XLV., and noting that the fifth group comprises hauls taken

more to the eastward, that is in the direction of the general Channel

drift, than the hauls of groups (1) and (2) confirms the view just

expressed, though I have not thought it necessary to reproduce the five

curves here, the numbers of fish in each group being rather small.

In Figs. 4-7 are given four drawings made by Mr. E. Ford, representing

four different stages in the growth of these young mackerel. In these

drawings the characteristic distribution of the black pigment, the larval

teeth, and the other characters by means of which the species can be

distinguished are well shown.

TABLE XX.

Record of Scomber scomber.*

No. of Iiaii]

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

Date.

25.V.14

25.V.14

Depth.

M.

25.V.14 S.

No.

22

29

32

XVII.
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TABLE XX. {continued).

No. of ha\il.
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June and July, when chiefly the larger sizes were taken. The figures

for 1914 are given in Table XXI., and the monthly summaries for 1906-14

in Table XXIII.

The species is more abundant in hauls taken beyond the 20-fathom

line. In Table XXIII. this is shown by the figures given for the month of

May. The average number of individuals per haul for all the hauls is

6-6, whilst the average for the hauls at and beyond the 20-fathom line

is 12-2.
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TABLE XXI. (continued).

Xo of

Haul.
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PLEURONECTID^.

Suh.-fam. Bothin^.

Arnoglossus sp.

The records for 1914 are given in Table XXIV. By far the greater

number of specimens taken belong certainly to the species Arnoglossus

laterna. There were a certain number of doubtful cases, but in no in-

stance was I able to feel sure that the specimen should be attributed to

A. Thori or A. im/perialis.

The monthly summaries for the whole period 1906-14 given in Table

XXV. show a maximum frequency in September with an average of

8-3 per haul. The average for August 6-8 is also high. It may be noted,

however, that the post-larval Arnoglossus seems to have been more

abundant in June, 1914, than it was in that month of previous years,

the average for the month being 8-4 in 1914, whilst for the whole period

it is only 2-3.
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TABLE XXIV. {continued).

No. of haul.
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TABLE XXVII.

Kecord of Scophthalmus norvegicus.

No. of haul.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

Xlll.a

XIV.

XV.
XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.

XIX.

XX.
XXI.

XXII.

XXIII.

XXVI.
XXX.
XLVI.

LVI.

LIX.

LXVIII.

Date.

19.V.14

22.V.14

25.V.14

3.vi.l4

10.vi.l4

ll.vi.14

16.vi.l4

17.vi.l4

2.vii.l4

9.vii.l4

15.vii.l4

22.vii.14

Depth.

M.

S.

s.

M.

M.

S.

s.

B.

B.

M.

S.-M.

M.

M.-B.

B.

B.

M.

S.

B.

M.

B.

No.

69

44

68

84

2

5

1

6

45

31

1

5

11

16

27

1

1

1

1

1

1

Size in mm.
4-2-11

4-12

4-5-12

4-11-7

6-6-6

5-5-10

9-5

6-5-10-5

4-0-8-0

4-5-8

7

6-8

5-5-8-5

6-8-7

6-8-7

5-5

6

9-7

7-3

6

7-2

TABLE XXVIII.

Scophthalmus norvegtcus.

Number of

Total number
Month.

May .

June .

July .

Zeugopterus unimaculatus Bnp.

Fourteen specimens of post-larvse one-spotted topknots were taken

in 1914. The only previous records are those of Clark, who found three

specimens in June and July, 1913. The 1914 records are of specimens

taken in May and the early part of June. The species is easily distin-

guished from the other topknots.

Total number
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TABLE XXIX.

Eecord of Zeugopterus unimaculatus Gthr.

No. of haul.
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TABLE XXXI.

Zeugopterus punctatus.

Number of

Total number hauls in Number Average

Mouth. of hauls which the of Size in mm. number
1906-1914. species specimens. per haul,

occurs.

April ... 7 3 16 3-6 2-3

May .... 30 13 44 5-10-2 1-5

June. . . .106 14 27 5-5-11-69 0-25

Sub-fam. Solein^.

Solea vulgaris Quens.

The majority of the specimens of post-larvse of the common sole

were taken in May. The number captured was, however, not large and

was below that of the thickback sole {S. variegata).

Solea variegata Don.

These were taken in considerable numbers during May and a few

were also present in June. The maximum number taken in one haul

was 48, in marked contrast to S. vulgaris, of which only one specimen

occurred in a haul, except in two cases where there were 2 and 4 specimens.

Solea lascaris Risso.

Only two specimens were found in the 1914 material, taken on the

22nd July. Previous records made by Clark in 1913 are in July, August,

and September.

Solea lutea Risso.

Not a single specimen of S. lutea was recognised in the 1914 material,

although in 1913 Clark found a fair number in June, a month which is

well represented in the 1914 hauls.
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TABLE XXXII.

Record or Solea.
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GOBIIDvE.

Gobius sp. Crystallogobius nilssoni Diib, and Kor.

ApJiya pellucida Nardo.

Table XXXV. gives the -record of all the gobies which have not been

specifically determined, and the list probably includes many young

stages of both Onjstallogohius nilssoni and A'pliya jjellucida. The larger

specimens, probably chiefly belong to Gohius minutus Pall, though other

species may be included.

Tables XXXVI. and XXXVII. give the records of those specimens,

chiefly the larger ones, of Crystallogobius and Aphya which could be

determined ^vith some certainty. The separation of the different species

has been too incomplete to make it advisable to draw conclusions as to

seasonal distribution.
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TABLE XXXV. (continued.

No. of haul.
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TABLE XXXVII.
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Clark refers to specimens appearing in August and September which

he thinks are quite distinct from T. gurnardus and T. hirundo, and have

very httle pigment. These he regards as probably belonging to the

species T. lineaia. A few specimens amongst the 1914 material, which

I have included under the gurnardus type, very closely approach the

forms which Clark thus regards as T. lineata, the amount of pigment on

the pectoral fins being small, although the fins are long. The variation

in the amount of pigment seen in preserved material, especially when
the preservation is not very good, is considerable, and seems to me to

make it impossible to assign every specimen to a particular species with

any degree of certainty until some more definite character can be used

for purposes of investigation.

It must be borne in mind too that the species which as an adult is

perhaps the most numerous on the grounds in the neighbourhood where

most of the hauls have been made is T. cuculus, and so far as I am aware

the young stages of that form have never been recognised. It is possible,

therefore, that this species may be included amongst the forms with long

pectorals pigmented on the posterior half, which are here included under

Trigla sjJ., and amongst those which Clark recorded as T. gurtiardus.

A fourth species, T. lyra, is occasionally found in the western part of the

English Channel, concerning the young stages of which nothing is known.

Unfortunately the numerical characters, such as number of fin rays

and vertebrae, of these gurnards are all so similar that they cannot be

used for discriminating the species in these young stages.

TABLE XXXVIII.

Record of Trigla sp.
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TABLE XXXVIII. {continued.).

No. of liaul.
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TRACHINID.^.

Trachinus vipera Cuv.

The 1914 records are given in Table XXXIX. and monthly summaries

for the period 1906-14 in Table XL. In 1914 no specimens were observed

during May and the first half of June, the first record being on June 16th.

Over the whole period the average number per haul is highest in July

and August, being slightly though perhaps not significantly higher in

August than in July. In September there is a rapid disappearance of

specimens in the hauls.

No specimens of Trachinus draco were recognised in the 1914 material.

Clark obtained four specimens of this species in August and September,

1913.

TABLE XXXIX.

Record of Trachinus vipera.

No. of liaul.
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Month,

April

May .

June .

July .

August

September

TABLE XL.

Trachinus vipera.

Total number
of hauls

1906-1914.

7

30

106

94

75

85

Number of

hauls in

which it

occurs.

1

1

22

45

26

Number
of

specimens.
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TABLE XLI. (continued).

No. of haul.
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TABLE XLIV.

Hecord of Blennius sp.

No. of haul.
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PEDICULATI.

Lophius piscatorius L.

One specimen of an early stage, 6-2 mm. long was found in Haul LXIL,

taken near the bottom 7 miles west of Rame Head on July 16th, 1914:.

A figure of this specimen drawn by Mrs. Sexton is reproduced as Fig. 8.

The great resemblance of this figure with Emery's figure, which is repro-

duced by Ehrenbaum in Nordisches Planhton, p. 303, Fig. 108, b, and

ascribed by both authors to Macrurus, may be pointed out. It seems to

me very probable that that figure should really be assigned to Lophius.

The larva of Lophius piscntorius is figured by Danois (1913, p. 164,

Fig. 319). Ehrenbaum (1905-9) reproduces Agassiz and Whitman's

figures of American specimens.

SUMMARY.

Table XLV. is perhaps of interest, as showing the composition of the

catch obtained with the young-fish trawl at different times of the year.

It has been obtained by combining certain groups of hauls made in 1914

in the of?shore waters outside Plymouth, all of them being beyond

the 20-fathom line. As far as the conditions are concerned therefore the

different groups are fairly comparable. The figure given for each species

is the average number of specimens per haul for the group. It will be

seen that after June the number of species present as well as the average

number per haul are both very much reduced.

TABLE XLV.

Averages per Haul in Difl^erent Groups of Hauls.

XVII.-
X.-XIII. XlV.-XVl. XXIII.

S. of S. of W. of
EddystoiiP Eddy.stone Rame

LXXIII. LXXXV.
XXXV. LXVII. to and
to XLI. to LXX. LXXVril. LXXXVI.

Eddystone Eddy-stoneEddystone W. of
May 19,'14. May l'5,'14. June :M1, June 19-26, -Uily •22;i-i July 2ti,'14. Rame
27-39 fms. 3."-)-37 fms. 1914. 1914. 32-3S fms. 20-35 fms. Aug. 12,'14

-27 fms.
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TABLE XLV. (continued).

x.-xin. xiv.-xvi.
S. of S. of

Eddystone Eddystone
May 19, '14. May25,'14. J
27-30 fms. 35-37 fnis.

Ctenolabrus rujiestris

Scomber scomber .

Pleuronectes limanda

,, microcephalus

Amoglossus laterna

Rhombus maximus

„ laevis

Scophthalmus uorvegicus

Zeugopterus punctatus

„ miimaculatus

Solea vulgaris

„ variegata .

Gobius sp. .

Crystallogobius nilssoni

Aphya pellucida .

Cyclopterus lumpus
Trigla gurnardus .

„ hirundo

Trachinus vipera .

Callionymus lyra .

Lepadogaster

Blennius

29

34

0-5

66

4

0-5

0-2

36

2

39

28

28

358

15

8

1

4

3

1

2

18

11

18

40

XVII.-
XXIII.
W. of
Raine
line 3-11,

1914.
-•-'7 fms.

7

22

8

21

0-3

19

0-7

1

01

0-6

29

01

35

01

LXXIII. I.XXXV.
XXXV. LXVII. to and
to XLI. to LXX. LXXVIII. l.XXXVI.

Eddystone EddystoneEddystone W. of
Junel9-26, July22,'14.July29, '14. Bame

1914. 32-3Sfm.s. 20-35 fms. Aug. 12,'U
2(3-27 fms.23-39 fms.

0-5

2

0-2

0-5

3

0-3

0-5

0-2

1

0-3

1

11

0-3

0-2

0-5

0-2

3

0-2

0-2

0-5

0-2

6

0-3

0-2

1

0-2

0-2

1

0-2

2

3

0-6

0-5

0-5

2

0-6

2

0-5 —
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Onithe Amount of Phosphoric Acid in the Sea-Water

off Plymouth Sound. II.

By

Donald J. Matthews.

Witli one Figure in the Text.

In a previous paper* the writer gave the results of the determination

of the phosphates in sea-water, by means of Pouget and Chouchak's

reagent, on a number of samples collected between September 13, 1915,

and February 5, 1916, at the Knap Buoy, half a mile outside the break-

water at Plymouth.

The analyses have been continued so as to cover a period of sixteen

months and show a large seasonal variation.

The method is described in detail in the previous paper, and consists

in throwing down the phosphoric acid with iron and an alkali, treating

A\dth nitric acid, and determining the amount colorimetrically in the

Dubosq apparatus after adding nitromolybdate of strychnine. A few

modifications have been made and are described below.

In the first place, as the pressure of other work made it impossible

to examine all samples immediately after collection, they were sterihsed

as soon as taken w4th toluol or chloroform. Toluol was perfectly satis-

factory, but the chloroform in some cases threw down a precipitate on

standing, and the absence of figures for July, August, November and

December, 1916, is due to the loss of samples from this cause. If the

sample is allowed to stand without previous sterihsation the phosphates

decrease and may be entirely removed in a few weeks.

The standard phosphate solution contained 0-003 mg. of PaOg in one

cubic centimetre, and was made up in approximately decinormal nitric

acid to prevent the growth of moulds.

For the precipitation of the iron, sodium carbonate was used instead

of ammonia and ammonium chloride ; 1 ccm. of 2 N solution for 1 ccm.

of iron solution was sufl&cient to more than neutralise the excess acid of

the latter.

In some instances the iron precipitate was greasy and was difiicult

* Matthews, D. J., " On the Amount of Phosphoric Acid in the Sea-Water off Plymouth
Sound." This Journal, xi., No. 1, p. 122, March, 1916.
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to dissolve off the paper completely, so the following method was adopted.

Five cubic centimetres of strong hydrochloric acid were poured into the

beaker in which precipitation had taken place and distributed over the

walls to dissolve any iron ; then 10 ccm. of water were added, the beaker

was warmed for a few minutes, and the hot dilute acid was allowed to

drop on to the filter paper by means of a small pipette provided with a

rubber-teat head. The beaker and paper were well washed and the

latter incinerated in a platinum crucible ; the ash was dissolved in a

little strong hydrochloric acid and added to the rest of the solution, which

was then evaporated to dryness on the water-bath ; the chlorides were

converted to nitrates by evaporation to dryness with 10 ccm. of the

dilute nitric acid, taken up in more nitric acid, using 7 ccm. of 25% by

volume if the final bulk was to be 50 ccm. The analysis was then carried

out as described in the previous paper. In an extreme case the dirty

residue on the paper was found to contain 0-0024 mg. of P2O5. The

origin of the greasy matter is unknown ; it may be due to the drainage

from the port, or, on the other hand, it may be the volatile oily substance

which so often renders the distillate turbid when sea-water is boiled with

an alkali for the determination of ammonia.

It was mentioned in the earlier paper that the amount of phosphates

found was increased if the water was previously oxidised with a per-

manganate. Attempts to find a suitable method for determining this

excess phosphorus have been only partly successful. It is necessary to

use strong oxidising substances which do not interfere with subsequent

operations and are easily purified. In the end the following process was

adopted. From 200 ccm. to 400 ccm. of the water were evaporated in

a porcelain basin holding nearly 200 ccm. until the bulk of the salts had

separated ; then 10 ccm. or 20 ecu . of strong nitric acid were added, accord-

ing to the amount of sample taken, the dish was covered, and heating

continued until the evolution of brown fumes had ceased. The cover waa

removed and the evaporation was continued to dryness ; the dish waa

then heated over an argand burner until the salts were in gentle fusion

and the nitrates of the earths were decomposed with evolution of brown
fumes.

The dish was allowed to cool and the salts were dissolved by warm-
ing for an hour with 150 ccm. of w^ater and 1 ccm. of strong hydrochloric

acid. Iron was added and 5 ccm. of 2 N sodium carbonate solution and
the analysis completed as before. There is danger of the porcelain being

attacked unless it is very carefully heated, and unless it is certain that

it gives up no phosphates under this treatment it would probably be

better to use fused silica basins.

The blank on the reagents used in the analyses reported in the previous
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paper was 0-0036 mg. of P2O5. A repurification of the iron, acids, alkali

and water reduced it to 0-0026 mg., and a second purification to 0-0021 mg.

The blank on the amounts required for the estimation of total phosphorus

was at first 0-0066 mg. and afterwards 0-0061 mg. The blanks were

determined both by carrying out analyses on distilled water, to which

0-0300 mg. of P2O5 had been added, and also with small amounts of

water, the final solution being made up to 10 ccm. and compared in a

special small colorimeter tube holding only 10 ccm. The results agreed

excellently.

The determination of the small amounts of phosphoric acid found

during the summer presented considerable difficulty. Making the final

volume 10 ccm. gave rather discordant results, and it was subsequently

found that the closest agreement was obtained between duplicates if

enough of the standard solution was added to the sample to bring the

content up to about 0-035 mg. of P2O5 per litre, the final volume being

50 ccm. This gives a strong colour in a depth of 40 mm. and at the same

time avoids the errors which arise when very small volumes of liquid are to

be manipulated.

The whole of the results obtained by the colorimetric method are given

in the following table, and those for phosphoric acid are plotted in the

curve ; the figures for February 17th, 1915, have not been used in this

case as the sample was by an oversight allowed to stand unsterilised for

six days.

SURFACE SAMPLES TAKEN AT THE KNAP BUOY.

Total P
Phosphates. VD- mg. per litre. calculated

Date. G.M.T. S.%,. Found in duplicates. Mean. to PaOj
mg. per litre.

1915
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Total P
Phosphates. P.,05 nig. per litre. calculated

Date. G.M.T. S.%„. Found in duplicates. Mean. to P^-Os

rag. per litre.

Jan. 24 11.20 a.m. 3342 0-0378, 0-0391 0-0384

Feb. 5 12.30 p.m. 31-58 0-0507,0-0414 0-0460 —
„ 17 10.45 a.m. — 0-0190,0-0190 (0-0190) 0-0323

„ 25 11.0 a.m. 33-30 0-0371,0-0343 0-0357 —
Mar. 1 11.40 a.m. 33-82 — 0-0350 0-039

„ 8 11.15 a.m. 34-54 0-0201,0-0115 0-0158 —
„ 21 11.50 a.m. 34-54 0-0101,0-0122 0-0111 0-050

„ 29 11.45 a.m. 32-18 0-0104,0-0148 0-0126 0-045

April 6 11.55 a.m. 34-40 0-0160,0-0180 0-0170 0-016

„ 24 11.10 a.m. 34-40 — 0-0056 —
„ 28 — 34-40 0-0117,0-0124 0-0120 0-035

May 9 10-50 a.m. 34-16 0-0158,0-0130 0-0144 0-046

„ 24 11.45 a.m. 34-60 0-0053,0-0064 0-0058 —
June 19 10.45 a.m. 34-90 0-0185, 0-0184 0-0184 0-036

„ 27 11.45 a.m. — 0-0230,0-0248 0-0239 0-038

Sept. 13 noon — 0-0277, 0-0198 0-0238 0-024

Oct. 19 10.45 a.m. 33-93 0-0194,0-0155 0-0174 0-029

1917

Jan. 10 12.30 p.m. 33-62 0-0435,0-0448 0-0442 0-049

In the first place it is clear that the results given in the previous

paper which were obtained by precipitating the phosphorus with iron

and then weighing as phosphomolybdic anhydride are seriously in error,

and it was found that molybdic acid was thrown down at the same

time.

The data of the present table show that there is a large seasonal

variation, the maximum being more than ten times as large as the

minimum. At first it was expected that the curve would agree wth that

for the phytoplankton inverted, but this is not the case. Miss Lebour*

has made counts of the diatoms at the surface, 5 fthms. and 7 fthms.

on 330 samples taken on 110 days at the Knap Buoy from September 21,

1915, to September 18, 1916. The average number in 1 ccm. for October,

1915, was 17, and in November 9, while in December and in January,

February and March, 1916, there were only one or two. The maximum
number for the year, 38, occurred in April, 1916, the high value being

due to the last week of the month, 45 being counted on the 25th and 137

on the 27th. Then a decline set in, with 30 per cubic centimetre in May

and only 9 in June. In July there was a rise to 21 and a secondary

* Labour, Marie V., ]\I.Sc., " The Microplankton of Plymouth Sound from the Region
beyond the Breakwater." This Journal and Volume, p. 133.
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maximum of 31 in August, followed by a fall to 17 in September. The

curve shows that the maximum value for phosphates, 0-061 mg. of P2O5

per litre, coincided with the smallest number of diatoms, and also with

the shortest days of the year. The phosphates then commenced to fall

at once, irregularly at first it is true, to a minimum, of less than one-

tenth of the maximum, at the end of April, which coincides with the

diatom maximum for the year. The number of diatoms fell of? at the

beginning of May, while the phosphate minimum continued to the last

week of the month. At this period, however, the alga PhcBocystis ap-

peared in enormous quantities. It was first abundant on April 25,

reached its maximum on May 9th and 12th, then declined, and was

absent after June r2th. If the decrease in phosphates is to be attributed

to their removal by algse, as the writer considers to be the case, some

other factor must be sought in addition to the phytoplankton. This is

probably to be found in the larger algge, such as Fiicus, Laminaria and

others. Well grown young plants of these are to be found in February,

and nuist by that time have already abstracted considerable quantities

of phosphorus from the water. The march of events would then be

somewhat as follows. As soon as the young plants of the fixed algse

begin to increase the amount of phosphates in the water falls off, and

this decline is further hastened by the sudden increase of diatoms at

the end of April. In May the diatoms decrease, but the phosphates are

kept at a minimum value by the appearance of Phceocystis, and increase

at once when this disappears in June. The want of data for phosphates

in July and August prevents a further comparison with the figures for

diatoms, but another minimum might be expected in August. Phosphate

values are also missing in November and December, 1916, but the

records for 1915 show an agreement with what might be expected from

the diatom figures, that is, a rise from November to December.

On January 10th, 1917, the amount of phosphates present was very

nearly the mean of the first two figures for the month in the previous year.

The Admiralty regulations have made it impossible to obtain water

at a distance from the shore. It is by no means improbable that

in mid-Channel, beyond the influence of the fixed weeds, the decrease

in the phosphates would not be large until much later in the year when
the phytoplankton begins to increase.

The last column of the table contains some figures for the total dis-

solved phosphorus, calculated to PoOg. It is not claimed that they are

accurate, but they certainly show that what may bo called for the

present " organic phosphorus " is often high even when the phosphates

are at a minimum, though it varies from month to month. The figures

for June 27th, 1916, and January 10th, 1917, are probably the most
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accurate, and as the two samples were analysed side by side they are

fairly comparable. They show that the total phosphorus may be as

high in summer as in winter, but that in summer only a very small part

of it may be present as phosphoric acid. The analyses as a whole, how-

ever, do not allow more to be stated with certainty than that there is

a soluble phosphorus compound present other than phosphoric acid,

that it is probably not a lower acid of phosphorus owing to the com-

parative difficulty with which it is oxidised, and that it is probably an

organic compound.

The nature and origin of this " organic phosphorus " is, of course, quite

unknown. At first it was thought that it might be due to minute organ-

isms which pass through a filter paper, and an attempt was made to

filter it out by means of candles such as are used for bacteriological work,

but this proved impossible as both Doulton and Chamberland filters gave

up a considerable amount of phosphates to distilled water passed through

them. It is, however, unlikely that it is due to solid particles, as if iron

and a relatively large amount of ammonia are added to sea-water so as

to produce a bulky precipitate of hydrates of iron, lime, and magnesium,

which would almost certainly entangle and stop any suspended matter,

the filtrate from this still shows a considerable amount of phosphate after

oxidising.

SUMMARY.

The amount of phosphoric acid in sea-water off Plymouth was at a

maximum of 0-06 mg. per litre of P2O5 at the end of December, 1915,

after which it fell irregularly to a minimum of less than 0-01 mg., which

extended from the last week of April to the latter part of May

;

it then increased again and in January, 1917, reached the same value

as the average for the first part of the month in the previous year.

This seasonal variation is probably to be attributed to the removal of

the phosphates from solution, at first by the fixed algse, and later in the

spring by the diatoms and for a short time by Phceocystis. There is also

present in sea-water taken near Plymouth another soluble compound

of phosphorus which can be converted into phosphoric acid by oxidising

agents.
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Abstract of Memoir

RECORDING WORK DONE AT THE PLYMOUTH LABORATORY.

The Development of Alcyoniuin Digitatum, with some notes on the Early

Colony Formation. By Annie Matthews, M.Sc.

Quart. Jovrn. Micr. Sci., Vol. 62, Part 1, Neiu Series, 1916.

The above paper is a record of the successful rearing of Alcyonium

larva) in tanks at the Plymouth Laboratory.

Ripe male and female specimens collected near the Eddystone during

the breeding seasons of 1912-13 and 1913-14 spawned in the tank water,

and fertilised eggs were collected from which eventually young colonies

were obtained.

Segmentation gave rise in various ways to a morula, followed by the

pre-planula and planula stages. The pear-shaped free-swimming planula

eventually settled by the broad anterior end, and the mouth arose at

the narrow posterior end subsequent to -a general flattening of the settled

planula along the long axis.

The characteristic eight mesenteries grew out into the coelenteron on

the second day of fixation, followed by the appearance of spicules and

eight hollow circumoral tentacles which alternated in position with the

mesenteries. Free entrance of food was permitted on the fourth day,

after the degeneration of the base of the CBSophageal invagination. On
the fifth and sixth day of fixation respectively the ventral and dorsal

mesenteric filaments Avere formed, the two being of homogeneous origin,

i.e. consisting of endodermic and ectodermic portions developed in

different degrees.

At the end of the third week the first bud grew as an outgrowth from

the basal stolon formed by the solitary polyp.

Very young fixed stages were fed with fine plankton, but colonies of

two or three individuals or more were successfully fed on larvae and

single adults from Leptoclinum and Botryllus colonies. The early buds

are arranged in circles round the parent, but in colonies of thirty-two

individuals budding took place irregularly.

A. M.
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Marine Biological Association of the

United Kingdom.

Report of the Council, 1915.

The Council and Officers.

Four ordinary meetings of the Council were held during the year, at

which the average attendance was nine. During the Easter Vacation a

Committee of the Council visited and inspected the Laboratory at

Plymouth,

The Association has suffered a great loss during the year through the

death of Mr. J. A. Travers, who was for eighteen years its Honorary

Treasurer. During his term of office Mr. Travers worked hard in the

interests of the Association, and his advocacy of the practical value of

the scientific fishery work which was being undertaken did much to

ensure the continued progress of our investigations.

The Council elected Mr, George Evans, lately Prime Warden of the

Worshipful Company of Fishmongers, to succeed Mr. Travers as Honorary

Treasurer,

The Council desires to express its thanks to the Royal Society for the

use of the Rooms at Burhngton House in which its meetings have been

held.

The Plymouth Laboratory,
The buildings, fittings and machinery at Plymouth have been kept in

a state of efficient repair, but owing to the war all expenditure has been

kept at the lowest possible limit. It has been necessary, however, to

effect some repairs to the Shone's ejector, which pumps water from the

sea, and the small gas-engine used for circulating sea-water through the

Aquarium and Laboratory tanks has been fitted with a new piston and

cylinder liner.

The Boats.

The steamer Oithona has not been put in commission this year. All

the collecting work which has been possible has been done with the

small saihng boat built for the Association two years ago. The motor

boat given to us by Colonel G. M. Giles was sold early in the year for the

sum of £35, as there was little prospect of making use of her for some time

to come.
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The Staff.

Dr. J. H. Orton and Mr. L. R. Crawsliay have joined His Majesty's
Forces for the war, making with Mr. E. W. Nelson and Mr. E. Ford, who
joined last year, and Mr. R. S. Clark, who accompanied Sir Ernest
Shackleton's Antarctic Expedition, five members of the staff who have
been absent this year. Of the old staff, in addition to the Director,

Dr. E. J. Allen, only Mr. D. J. Matthews remains, he being employed by
the Association for half his time.

Miss M. V. Lebour, M.Sc, lecturer in Zoology of the University of

Leeds, has been appointed a temporary Naturalist for the period of the

v/ar and the Council is indebted to the Senate of the University for

granting Miss Lebour the necessary leave of absence. Mrs. D. J. Matthews,

M.Sc, has also been engaged for part of her time in carrying out fishery

researches for the Association.

Mr. D. W. Cutler, B.A., now Lecturer in Zoology at Manchester

University, was employed for some months last summer in assisting with

fishery work.

Those members of the staff who have joined His Majesty's Forces are

being paid by the Association the differences between their salaries and

service pay.

Occupation of Tables.

The following Naturalists have occupied tables at the Plymouth

Laboratory during the year :

—

W. De Morgan, Plymouth (Protozoa).

Dr. E. S. Goodrich, f.r.s., Oxford (Myxosporidia).
Mrs. Goodrich, b.sc, Oxford (Parasitic Protozoa).

Miss M. Irwin, b.a., Cambridge (Embryology of Elasmobranclis).
W. 0. R. King, m.a, Leeds, Ray Lankester Investigator (Temperature

coefficient of development of l^Jchinus miliaris).

Mrs. W. 0. R. King, Leeds (Enzymes of Echinoderm gonads).
D, G. IjIllie, B.A., Cambridge (Antarctic Plankton).
J. H. Lloyd, Birmingliam (Larvte of Nematode of the Common Dogfish in

Garcinus iiuenas).

Mrs. Matthews, m.sc, Plymouth (Development of Alcyonium).
Mrs. E. W. Sexton, Plymouth (Amphipoda and Polychasta).

Dr. C. Shearer, m.a., Cambridge (Dinoj^liilus).

The usual Easter Vacation Course in Marine Biology for University

students was not held this year.

General Work at the Plymouth Laboratory.
The number of the Journal issued during the year (Volume X, No. 4)

contains a report by Mr. L. R. Crawshay upon his experiments in the

keeping of Plankton animals under artificial conditions. Since this

paper was written Mr. Crawshay has, after a careful study of the different

factors involved, succeeded in rearing Calanus finniarchicus, one of the

most typical of the Plankton Copepods, through all stages from the egg

to the adult form, under critical experimental conditions.
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In the same number of the Journal the Director has pubHshed a

revised hst of the Polychaota of the Plymouth District and of the South

Devon Coast, with records of the localities in which these annelids have

been found. The list contains many new records for the English Channel

and several for the British area.

The Director has been engaged for a portion of the year in examining

a large collection of larval and young stages of fishes made by Mr. Clark

and Mr. Ford in the summer of 1914, by the use of Petersen's young-fish

trawl. This work will form the subject of a report on similar lines to

those followed by Mr. Clark in his account in the Journal of the young-

fish collections of 1913.

In connection with a scheme drawn up by the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries for the study of the different races of herrings found around

the British coasts, Dr. Orton, with the help of a number of other workers,

has examined two large samples of the Plymouth winter herrings, each

containing over 500 fishes. This investigation involved the measurement

and enumeration of some eighteen characters on each fish. The figures

have been sent to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries for comparison

with those obtained from other localities, and in order to make them

generally available they are also being published in the Journal of the

Association.

A series of experiments has been commenced by Mr. D. W. Cutler, with

a view to studying the growth of the scales of fishes kept in the Laboratory

tanks under different conditions, especially as regards temperature. It

is hoped that these experiments may throw some light upon the causes

which produce the differences in the lines or markings on the scales

now generally used in determining the age of fishes. Mrs. Matthews has

taken charge of an investigation on the nutrition and growth-rate of

fishes living under Aquarium conditions.

Mr. Matthews has been making determinations of the phosphates in

samples of sea-water collected at about intervals of one week outside

Plymouth Breakwater, in order to study seasonal changes. A consider-

able number of analyses have been made, and the results will be pub-

lished in the next number of the Journal. The hydrographic work he

was previously doing for the Fisheries Branch of the Department of

Agriculture, etc. (Ireland), is in abeyance for the present, and since the

latter part of October last he has been assisting in the chemical side of the

investigations into cerebro-spinal meningitis which are being carried out

at the MiHtary Hospital at Stonehouse. The chemical work has been

done in the Laboratory of the Association.

Miss M. V. Lebour has taken up the study of Plankton, especially that

of the most minute organisms which escape from the ordinary silk tow-

XEW SERIES.—A'OL. XI. KO. 2. MAY, 1917. S
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nets, but can be obtained by centrifuging samples of sea-water. The

samples examined have been taken at frequent and regular intervals

during the year by means of a water-bottle, which has been worked at

several different depths, generally near the surface, about mid-water

and near the bottom, at the entrance to Plymouth Sound. A numerical

estimate has been made of the number of organisms of each kind in

the individual samples. Miss Lebour has also vmdertaken the examina-

tion of a series of samples obtained by means of tow-nets during the

last few years, at fortnightly intervals, at the Seven Stones Light Vessel,

midway between Land's End and the Scilly Islands.

Mr. W. 0. R. King, assisted by Mrs. King, spent some time at the

Laboratory as Ray Lankester Livestigator, and continued his work on the

temperature coefficient of development of Echinus.

Mrs. E. W. Sexton has completed a paper on the Mendelian inheritance

of eye-colour in the Amphipod, Gammarus rJievreuxi, which is being

published in the next number of the Journal.

Published Memoirs.
The following papers, either wholly or in part the outcome of work

done at the Laboratory, have been published elsewhere than in the Journal

of the Association :

—

Drurt, a. N. The Eosinojihil Cell of Telemteuu Fish. Jouni. Physiology, voh
49, 1915, pp. 349-360.

Gray, J. Note on the Relation of Spermatozoa to Electroh/tes and its hearing on the
Problem of Fertilization. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci., vol. 61

*

1915, pp. 119-126.

Orton, J. H. An American Enemy of the English Oyster Farmer. Trans.
Plymouth lust., vol. 15, 1912-13 (1915), pp. 247-261.

PiXELL-GooDRicH, H. L. M. On the Life-History of the Sporozoa of Spatangoids,
v-ith Ohserrations on some Allied Forms. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci., vol 61, 1915
pp. 81-104.

PiXELL-GoODRlCH, H. J>. M., Minrhiiiia : A Havlosporidian Proc Zoo! Soc
1915, pp. 445-457.

• •'

Potts, F. A. Polychwta from the North-East Parific . The CJurtoiiteridie. With an
Account of the Phenomenon of Asexual B-eprodurtion in Phyllocha'topterus and the
Description of Two New Species of Chcetop)terid(v from the Atlantic. Proc. Zool. Soc
1914, pp. 955-994.

SvEDELius, N. Zytologisch-Entwicldungsgeschiehtliche Studien nher Scinaia fur-
cellata. Ein Beitrag zur Frage der ReduJctwnsteilung der nicht Tetrasporenhildenden
Florideen. Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Sc. Ups., Ser. iv., vol. 4, no. 4, 1915.

The Library.

The thanks of the Association are due to numerous Government
Departments, Universities and other institutions at home and abroad
for copies of books and current numbers of periodicals presented to the
Library. The list is similar to that published in the Reports of Council
of former years. A number of authors have been good enough to send
reprints of their papers for the Library and to these also thanks are due.
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Donations and Receipts.

The receipts for the year inchide a grant from H.M. Treasury of £500,

being on account of the war one-half of the sum granted in recent years,

a grant from the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Development

Fund (£500), and one from the Fishmongers' Company (£600). In

addition to these grants there have been received Annual Subscriptions

(£136), Composition Fee (£15), Rent of Tables in the Laboratory, in-

cluding £25 from the University of London and £20 from the Trustees of

the Ray Lankester, Fund (£49) ; Sale of Specimens (£324) and Admission

to Tank Room (£99).

Vice-Presidents, Officers, and Council.

The following is the list of gentlemen proposed by the Council for

election for the year 1916-17 :

—

President.

Sir E. Ray Lankester, k.c.b., ll.d., f.r.s.

Vice-Presidents.

The Right Hon. Austen Chambkr-
LAIN, M.P.

W. AsTOR, Esq., M.P.

G. A. BoULEN(4ER, Es(|., F.B.S.

A. R. 8teei.-MaitI;ANI', Esq., m.p.

Rev. Canon Norman, p.c.l., f.r.s.

Edwin VVaterhousi!;, E!-(|.

The Duke of Bedford, k.u

The Earl of Ducie, f.r.s.

The Earl of Stradbroke, c.v.o., c.b.

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu.
Lord Walsingham, f.r.s.

The Riglit Hon. A. J. Balfour, m.p.,

F.R.S.

Members of Council.

E. T. Browne, Esq. I
H. (1. Maurice, Es(j., c.b.

L. W. Byrne, Es(|.
I

Dr. P. Chalmkrs RIitchelf., f.r.s.

Prof. H. J. Fleure, d.sc
|

C. C. Morley, Esq.

E. S. Goodrich, E.s([., d.sc, f.r s. i
F. A. Potts, Es(|.

Sir Eustace Gurney. C. Tate Regan, Esq.

Pi'of. J. P. Hill, d.Sc, f.r.s. Prof. D'Arcy W. Thomi'sox, c.b.

E. W. L. Holt, Esi^.
,

(JJiairinan of Council.

A. E. Shipley, Esq., d.s^., f.r.s.

Hon. Treasurer.

George Evans, Esq., 1 Wood Street, London, E.G.

Hon. Secretary.

E, J. Allen, Esq., D.Sc, f.r.s., The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth.

The following Governors are also members of the Council :

—

G. P. Bidder, Esq., Sc.d.

W. P. Haskett Smith, Esq. (Prime

Warden of the Fishmongers' Co.).

The Earl of Portsmouth (Fishmongers'

Company).
Sir Richard Martin, Bart (Fish-

mongers' Company).
The Hon. Nathaniel Charles Roths-

child (Fishmongers' Company).

George Evans, Esq. (Fishmongers
Company).

Prof. G. C. Bourne, d.Sc, f.r.s. (Ox-

ford University).

A. E. Shipley, Esq., d.Sc, f.r.s. (Cani-

liridge University).

Prof. W. A. Herdman, d.Sc. f.r.s.

(British Association).
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To Balance from Last Year :

—

Cash at Bankers 720 14 3

Cash in hand 13 10 11 734 5 2

,, Current Receipts :

—

H. M. Treasury for the year ending 31st March, 1916
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By Salaries and Wages

—

Director -300

Hydrographer 150

Senior Naturalist 91 9 4

Additional ,, 138 14 2

Temporary ,, 97 11 9

Assistant ,, 61 10

,, ,, (temporary) 52 9 6

Salaries and Wages 479 2 7 1,370 8 2

,, Travelling Expenses 14 3

,, Library 84 4 2

£ess Duplicates sold 19 83 5 2

„ Journal 107 6 9

ZessSales 17 16 1 89 10 8

,, Buildings and Public Tank Room

—

Gas, Water, and Coal 147 16 4

Stocking Tanks and Feeding 33 2 11

Maintenance and Renewals 156 8 11

Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance 46 14

384 2 2

Zess Admission to Tank Room, etc 107 13 1 276 9 1

,, Laboratory, Boats, and Sundry Expenses

—

Glass, Apparatus, and Chemicals 75 2

Purchase of Specimens 31 16 10

Maintenance and Renewals of Boats, Nets, etc 41 5 8

Boat Hire and Collecting Expeditions 10 16 5

Insurance of S.Y. "Oithona" 5 19 11

Coal and Water for Steamer 116
Stationery, Office Expenses, Carriage, Printing, etc. 87 17 8 254 12 8

,, Balance :

—

Cash at Bankers 852 2

Cash in hand 17 12 10 869 13

£2.957 19

Examined and fou)id correct,

2Sth January, 1916.

{Signed) N. E. WaterhoUse.
Edward T. Browne.
J. 0. BORLEY.
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I.— Governors.
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The University of Oxford £500

The University of Cambridge £500
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Kensington, S.W. £100
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1884 The Rt. Hon. Lord Masham (the late) £100
1884 i\[o.seley, Prof. H. N., F.R.S. (the late) £100
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In a paper by Sexton and Wing (Journ. M.B.A., Vol. XI, No. 1,

pp. 18-50) a mutation occurring in the Amphipod Gammarus chevreuxi

Sexton, was described and figured (PI. I, Fig. 3) in which the usual black

new seiues.—vol. xr. no. 3. oEcEMnEu, 1917. T
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pigment of the eye was replaced by a bright red pigment.* It was shown

that these red eyes behaved as a pure recessive in accordance with

Mendel's law, the hybrid between red-eyed and pure black-eyed animals

being black. Certain other mutations which had just occurred were

also described and figured in that paper, and it is to a study of these

and of others that have since appeared that the present paper is due.

Our thanks are due to Miss A. R, Clark, who has given valuable help

in the care of the broods and in the examination of the young animals

for eye-colour.

The system employed for designating the different broods and the

individual animals in each brood is as follows : The two original Albino

females from which the experiments started are called AB and AC.

The five broods obtained from AC are numbered I to V, the one brood

from AB is numbered VI. Each animal which came to maturity in each

of these broods is designated by a capital letter. A, B, C, etc. Each

brood derived from one of these females is numbered by an arable numeral,

and each animal in the brood is denoted by a small letter, a, b, c, etc.

Thus I.E. 3. a. means the first individual (a) in the third brood (3), of female

E from brood I of the original female AC. (See Plate I.)

In the plates the colour developed in the eye of each animal is shown

by the large circles, and the constitution of the animal in regard to the

factors for eye-colour, when known, by the character and position of the

small circles. The V-shaped mark indicates that the presence or absence

of the factor usually represented in the position where the mark stands

has not been proved.

In the text the colours are represented by capital letters. A means

albino, B black, R red and N no-white. The first letter in a formula in

black type gives the visible colour of the eye. the remaining letters the

constitutional factors which are carried. Thus B-^R+ A means a black-

eyed animal, carrying the factors for red and albino. B-!-N means a

black-eyed animal carrying the factor for no-white. BN and RN mean

black and red no-white respectively.

SECTION I. THE ALBINO f IMPERFECT EYE.

The shape of the normal eye of Gam marus chevreuxi is reniform. with

the margin entire. (Plate VII. Fig. 2.) The eye is raised above the

surface of the cephalon, and much rounded, and is composed of numerous

* It may be mentioned here that no second ca.se of a red-eyed Gammarus arising

independently has occurred up to the present time (September, 1917), all the red-eyed

animals used in the experiments being descendants of the original stock.

t The terra "Albino" is here used to designate those animals in which the eye
possesses no coloured retinal pigment, but in which the chalk-white extra-retinal ^iigment

is present. For eyes in which the coloured retinal pigment and the chalk-white extra-

i-etinal pigment are botli absent we employ the term " colourless."
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onimatidia arranged in regular rows, each ommatidium being surrounded

by pigmented retinular cells, the pigment being black in the normal

eye, red in the mutation. On the surface and around the upper portion

of the ommatidia, a chalky white extra-retinal pigment is found, the
" accessory pigment," which gives the reticulated appearance to the

ommateum. In the albino eye only this extra-retinal pigment is

developed. (Plate VII. Fig. 4.) The ommateum is much altered,

is reduced considerably in size, and is very variable in shape, even

the eyes of the same animal often differing widely in form, and in the

size, shape, number and arrangement of the ommatidia. The surface of

the eye is flat, not convex as in the type, with a few ommatidia sparselv

scattered, generally around the margin, and with some occasionallv

lying beyond it. Especially portions of the extra-retinal chalk-white

pigment tend to become detached, causing white spots to appear in more
or less definite positions on the head. A more detailed studv of these

spots is still in progress.

The Albino eye appeared in the F2 generation from a mating of Pure

Black with Pure Red. The young (FJ of this mating all had normal

black eyes. The 15 which survived to maturity were kept together in one

bowl to breed, each female when ovigerous being removed to a separate

bowl until her young were hatched, and then returned to the brood-

bowl to mate again. The forty-second brood (F2) obtained from this

family consisted of 7 Black-eyed young, 1 Red-eyed and 4 with neither

black nor red pigment, the Albino eye just described. The total number
of young recorded from all the broods was 745, of which 559 were black-

eyed, 182 red-eyed and 4 albino-eyed. The four albinos reached maturitv,

one male and three females, but only two females survived to produce

offspring, the AB and AC (Plate II) of the following experiments.

All the albino-eyed animals used in the experiments are descendants

of these, and there has been no other case observed of an independent

origin of this mutation. The stock from which these two females came
was kept for a further period of eighteen months, and no more albino

eyes occurred in it.

Cross A.

Cross between the albino female AC and a pure

Red male R.2. (Plate I.)

One of these females (AC) was mated with a male from Pure Red
stock (R.2), the resulting offspring being 3 black and 6 red-eyed young.

This at once suggests that colour is dominant to absence of colour, and
that the albino eye, in which only white accessory pigment appeared,

contained the factors for both black and red retinal pigment.
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Following Bateson and Punnett we may assume a colour factor C,

which with its absence c forms an allelomorphic pair. In the absence

of C the factors for black and red in the retinal pigment do not produce

any visible effect. The constitution of the pure red male would then

be
CR

and of the albino female
B

cR
where B and R are the factors forCR

black and red respectively.

The mating of these should give in Fj :

—

C c B R, a black carrying the factor for " red " and also the factor

for " albino " ;*

C c R R, a pure red carrying the factor for " albino."

F. 1 . Generat ion. Black X Black.

The three black-eyed young of this Fj generation were 2 females and

1 male (PI. I : I. A. B.C.). The male was mated with the females in turn

and three broods were obtained from each. The total number of young

was 119, of which 61 were black-eyed, 28 red-eyed, and 30 albino-eyed.

Theoretically the cross

C c B R X C c B R
gives gametes C B

CR
c B
c R

which with chance meetings would give zygotes :

—

CB
CB

CR
CB
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3 Red-eyed, viz. : -

1 with constitution C C R R
2 „ ,. CcRR

4 Albinos, viz. :—
1 with constitution c c B B
1 ,, ,, c c R R
2 „ „ ccBR

For 119 specimens the numbers should be according to theory

67 black, 22 red. 30 albino,

whilst those found by experiment were 61 black, 28 red, 30 albino.

a sufficiently close agreement.

FA. Generation. Red X Red.

The six red-eyed young of the Fj generation were 4 females and

2 males (Plate I : I.D.E.F.G.H.J.). The males were mated with the

females and 875 young w^ere obtained, including a brood of 17 not ex-

amined within 48 hours of extrusion.*

According to theory the parents all had the constitution CcRR, and

these mated together should give :

—

3 Red-eyed, viz. :

—

1 with constitution C C R R
2 „ „ C c R R

1 Albino ,, ,, c c R R

Experiment gave 658 red-eyed and 217 albino, t theory requires 656

red-eyed and 219 albino.

F.l. Generation. Black X Red.

A cross between a red-eyed female and black-eyed male of the Fj

generation (PI. I : LB. and D.) gave in three broods 9 black-eyed, 15 red-

eyed and 8 albino. Theory requires the proportions 3 black, 3 red, 2

albino, which for 32 young would be 12 black, 12 red, 8 albino.

* Unless the young are examined and removed soon after they are extruded a eertaiu

number are lost through being eaten by the parents and the more delicate ones tend to

disappear first. The albinos seem to be more delicate than the reds, and the reds than the

blacks, so that unless the broods are counted within a short time the proportions of the

different coloured eyes are liable to error. The figures given in the present paper

INCLUDE ONLY SUCH BROODS AS WERE COUNTED WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS OF THE

TIME OF EXTRUSION, UNLESS THE CONTRARY IS DEFINITELY STATED.

t Of these 589 red-eyed and 191 albinos came from the mating of one pair. (I.F. x I.E.

Plate I, see p. 33(5).
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Cross B.

Cross between the albino female AC. and black hybrid male K.a.

(i.e. a black carrying red). (Plates I and II.)

The albino female that was used in Cross A was also crossed with a

black hybrid male, the son of a pure black father by a pure red mother.

The result was 7 black and 2 red offspring in the first brood.

. c B
If the constitution of the albino female is „ and of the hybrid black

C B ^

male ^, y., the result of the cross should be 3 blacks (one pure and two

hybrid) and 1 red, all of them carrying the factor for albino.

Three further broods were obtained from this cross, the total numbers

for all four broods being 75 black, 15 red, a proportion 5 : 1 instead of

3:1, but three of the broods were not counted until some days after

extrusion, which probably accounts for the small proportion of reds.

F.l. Generation. Blacks.

Of the 75 black-eyed young, 49 reached sexual maturity, 27 being

males and 22 females. Of these it was possible to test 33 from Broods

II, III and IV by mating them together or with mates of known con-

stitution, and 21 proved to be hybrids, i.e. carried both the factors B and

R, whilst 12 were pure black. All without exception had albinos amongst

their immediate offspring, or transmitted the character to their descen-

dants, showing that both parents possessed the factor c. (Plate I :

Broods II, III, IV, V.)

The following Hst gives the constitution of each individual animal

and the different matings made to prove that constitution ; these constitu-

tions are shown in detail on Plates I and II.

II.A. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino (Plate II).

Matings :— (1) with female D of the same brood (B-f A)

;

88 young, 65 Black, 23 Albino
;

(2) with female VI.A (B+R+A) ; 79 young,

49 Black, 15 Red, 15 Albino
;

(3) with a female (B+R) (from a mating Pure

Black with Pure Red) ; 26 young, 18

Black, 8 Red.

II.C. Male, Black airrying Red and Albino (Plate II).

Matings :—(1) with female VI. C. (B+R+ A) ; 115 young,

74 Black, 15 Red, 26 Albino
;

(2) ^\^th Red No-white female from No-white

Stock (previously mated with male

VI.A.t.) ; 34 young, 18 Black, 16 Red.
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II.D. Female, Black mrri/ing Alhitw only (Plate II).

Matings :—(1) with male A of the same brood (89 young,

66 Black, 23 Albino).*

III.A. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino (Plate I).

Mating: (1) with female K of the same brood (B+R4-
A); 61 young, 30 Black, 14 Red, 17

Albino.

III.B. Male, Black carrying Albino only (proof obtained by mating the

offspring).

Matings : -(1) with female L of the same brood (B+A)
;

33 young, 20 Black, 13 Albino.

The first brood of this pair were mated together, and also with

Red mates ; the resulting young numbered 153, 115 Black and 38

Albino (see PI. Ill, Fig. 3, for an example). Black young of the first

brood of these were mated together, and gave 19 Black, 3 Albino
;

mated with Reds they gave 52 young, all Black.

According to these matings both male B and female L are Blacks

carrying the Albino factor only.

III.C. Male, Bkick carrying Albino only (probably).

Matings :—(1) with female M of the same brood (B+A,

Red factor not known) ; 78 young, 57

Black, 21 Albino.

One of this pair is certainly a (B-f-A), the constitution of the other

is not known.

III.D. Male, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with female N of the same brood, (B+A)
;

115 young, 78 Black, 37 Albino;

(2) with female VI.B.2.e. (R+A)
; (19 young,

11 Black, 8 Albino)
;

(3) with female IV.X. (R+A) ; 429 young,

329 Black, 100 Albino.

III.E. Male, Black carrying Albino. Red not proved.

Matings:—(1) with female of the same brood, (B+
R+A) ; 5 young, 4 Black, 1 Albino.

III.F. Male, Black carrying Albino only (probably).

Matings :—(1) with female P of the same brood ; 69

young, 53 Black, 16 Albino.

One of this pair is certainly a (B+A), the constitution of the

other is not known.

* Figures between brackets are also given under tlie other member of the pair and

must therefore not be included in the totals.
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III. (I. Male. Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :--(!) with female R of the same brood, (R-pA) ?

2 yoimg. 1 Black, 1 Red ;

(2) with female of the same brood, (B-h

R+A) ; 33 young, 22 Black, 2 Red,

9 Albino.

III.H. Male, Black carry ing Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female Q of the same brood, (B-h

R+ A) ; 111 young, 66 Black, 26 Red,

19 Albino.

III. J. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :
—

^(1) with female (from wild stock, referred to

on p. 329) Black no-white : 92 young, all

Black
;

(2) with female 14. b. (of the same stock as

male R.l. on Plate II, see p. 324), Pure

Red ; 14 young, 5 Black, 9 Red.

One black-eyed male from mating (1) was mated with an albino

female. The first brood of 6 young consisted of 2 black and 4 albino.

Hence III. J. must carry albino.

lII.K. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male A of the same brood, (B+ R-j-

A)
; (61 young. 30 Black. 14 Red, 17

Albino).

III.L. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings:— (1) with male B, (B+ A)
; (33 young, 20

Black. 13 Albino).

Proof of male B and this female was obtained by mating broods

(see under " Male III.B ").

III.M. Female, Black carrying Albino. Red not known.

Matings :—(1) with male C of the same brood (see note

to that animal)
; (78 young. 57 Black.

21 Albino).

III.N. Female, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male D of the same brood, (B+A)
;

(115 young, 78 Black, 37 Albino)
;

(2) with male VI.A.3 u, (R+A)
; (42 young,

- 32 Black, 10 Albino).
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III.O. Female, Black carrying Alhino.

Matings :—(1) with male E of the same brood, (B-f A) ;

(5 young, 4 Black, 1 Albino)
;

(2) with male G of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (33 yomig, 22 Black, 2 Red, 9

Albino).

III. P. Female. Black carrying Alhino. Red factor not proved.

Matings :—(1) with male F of the same brood (B+ A)
;

(69 young, 53 Black, 16 Albino).

III.Q. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male H of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (111 young, 66 Black, 26 Red, 19

Albino)
;

(2) with a male from the same brood, (B+
R-f A) ; 19 young, 10 Black, 6 Red, 3

Albino.

The one remaining Black-eyed animal, a male, died without

mating.

IV.A. Male, Black carrying Red and Alhino (Plate I).

Matings :—(1) with female N of the same brood, (B+ A)
;

6 young, 2 Black, 4 Albino
;

(2) with female T of the same brood, (B-|-R+
A) ; 108 young, 64 Black, 21 Red, 23

Albino.

IV.B Male, Black carrying Alhino. Red not known.

Matings :—(1) with female of the same brood, (B-f- A) ;

91 young, 70 Black, 21 Albino.

IV. C. Male, Black carrying Red and Alhino.

Matings :—(1) with female P of the same brood, (B+R-[-

A) ; 61 young, 38 Black, 9 Red, 14

Albino.

IV.D. Male, Black carrying Red and Alhino.

Matings :—(1) with female Q of the same brood, (B+
R-fA) ; 40 young, 22 Black, 8 Red, 10

Albino.

IV. E. Male, Black carrying Red and Alhino.

Matings :—(1) with female R of the same brood, (B^-

R-f A) ; 49 young, 28 Black. 7 Red, 14

Albino
;

(2) with female Y of the same brood, (R-f A) ;

19 young, 10 Black, 5 Red, 4 Albino.
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lY.F. Male, Black carrying Albino. Red not known.

Matings :—(1) with female S of the same brood, (B+ A)
;

57 yomig, 40 Black, 17 Albino.

IV.G. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female T of the same brood. (B+
R+ A); 61 young, 33 Black, 15 Red,

13 Albino.

IV.H. Male, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with female U of the same brood, (B+ A,

Red not proved) ; 72 young, 54 Black,

18 Albino.

IV.J. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female X of the same brood, (R+A)
;

12 young, 3 Black, 4 Red, 5 Albino
;

(2) with female VI.A.3.q. (B+R+A)
; (33

young, 19 Black, 7 Red, 7 Albino).

IV.K. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female V of the same brood. (B-^A)
;

80 young, 63 Black, 17 Albino
;

(2) with female VI.B.l.g. (Pure Red)
; (9

young, 2 Black, 7 Red).

IV.L. Male, Black carrying Red {and Albino).

Matings :—(1) with female Y of the same brood, (R+A)
;

2 young, 1 Black, 1 Red.

IV.M. Male, Black. Constitution not known.

IV.N. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :--(l) with a Black male of the same brood
;

5 young, all Black.

(8 young were produced from the

matings of this brood with Pure Red,

7 Black, 1 Albino.)

(2) with male A of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (6 young, 2 Black, 4 Albino).

IV. 0. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with male B of the same brood (B+A,
Red not known)

; (91 young, 70 Black,

21 Albino)
;

(2) with a Black male of the same brood. (B+
R+A) ; 32 young, 26 Black, 6 Albino

;

(3) with male VI.A.l.m, (Pure Red)
; (39

young, all Black).
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IV. P. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings : (1) with male C of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (61 young, 38 Black, 9 Red, 14

Albino).

IV. Q. Female, Black carrying Red and Albimy.

Matings :- (1) with male D of the same brood,

(B+R+A)
; (40 yomig, 22 Black, 8

Red, 10 Albino).

IV.R. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings : (1) with male E of the same brood, (B+R4-
A)

; (49 young, 28 Black, 7 Red, 14

Albino).

IV. S. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :— (1) with male F of the same brood, (B+A,

Red not known)
;

(57 young, 40 Black,

17 Albino)
;

(2) with a Black male of the same brood,

(B+R+A); 14 young, 11 Black, 3

Albino
;

(3) with male VI.B.l.d (R+A)
; (18 young,

13 Black, 5 Albino).

IV.T. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings : -(1) with male (i of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

;
(61 young, 33 Black, 15 Red, 13

Albino)
;

(2) with male A of the same brood,

(B+R+A); (108 young, 64 Black, 21

Red, 23 Albino).

IV.U. Female, Black carrying Albino. Red not proved.

Matings :—(1) with male H of the same brood, (B+A)
;

(72 young, 54 Black, 18 Albino).

IV.V. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with male K of the same brood, (B+
R+A)

; (80 young, 63 Black, 17 Red)
;

(2) with a Black male of the same brood,

either J., K. or M. ; 6 young, 3 Black,

3 Albino.

(3) with male VI.A.3.t, (R+A)
; (12 young,

10 Black, 2 Albino).

Brood V. This brood was unhealthy, only a few surviving to mate ;

the Blacks were not tried for the Red factor.
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V.A. Male, Black carrying Albino. Red not known.

Matings : (1) with female D of the same brood, (B+A
only, probably) ; 17 yovmg, 12 Black,

5 Albino.

\.B. Male. Black carrying Albino. Red not known.

Matings : -(1) with female E of the same brood, (B-fA
only, probably) ; 8 young, 6 Black, 2

Albino.

V.C. Male, Black. Constitution unknown.

V.D. Female, Black carrying Albino only (probably).

Matings :—(1) with a male of the same brood ; 5 youngs

4 Black, 1 Albino
;

(2) with male A of the same brood ; (17

young, 12 Black, 5 Albino).

V.E. Female, Black carrying Albino only (probably).

Matings :--(!) with a Black male of the same brood;

3 young, all Albino
;

(2) with male B of the same brood
; (8 young,.

6 Black, 2 Albino).

V.F. Female, Black. Constitution unknown.

V.(t. Female, ,, ,, ,,

V.H. Female, ,, . ,, ,,

V.J.

F.l. Ceneration. Reds.

Of the 15 Red, 4 males and 6 females reached maturity. (Plate I.)

Mated in the same brood they all gave some albino offspring, showing

that they contained the factor c.

The following list shows the matings made to prove their constitutions:—

•

II. B. Male, Red carrying Albino (Plate II).

Matings :—(1) with female VLB
;
(R+A) ; 101 young,

7(5 Red, 25 Albino ;

(2) with female 14. a. from the original stock

of all-white male R.l. (see p. 324) ;

29 young, all Red (one of these was

mated with female VI.C.3.S.)
;

(3) with female 14.b. from same brood as

14. a. ; 30 young, all Red (see p. 324) ;

(4) with female VI. A.2.k.
;
(A+B+R)

; (14&

young, 33 Black, 44 Red, 69 Albino)
;

(5) with female VI.A.l.p.
;
(R+ A) ; 90 young,

66 Red, 24 Albino (Plate IV, Fig. 12).
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III.R. Female, Red carrying Albino (Plate I).

Matings :— (1) with either male E or male F of the same

brood, (B+ A)
; (6 young, 3 Black, 3

Albino)
;

(2) with male (J of the same brood, (B-|-R+
A)

; (2 young, 1 Black, 1 Red).

IV.W. Male, Red carrying Albino (Plate I).

Matings :—(1) with female Aa, of the same broody

(R+A) ; 72 young, 54 Red, 18 Albino
;

(2) with female Z of the same brood, (R+A)
;

154 young, 127 Red, 27 Albino
;

(3) with a female (from Brood 1 of III.C),

(A+ B) ;
56 young, 29 Black, 27 Albino.

IV. X. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male J of the same brootl, (B+R+
A) ; (12 young, 3 Black, 4 Red, 5 Albino)

;

(2) with maie VI. A. I.e., (B+R+ A)
;

(111

young, 42 Black, 42 Red, 27 Albino)
;

(3) with male III.D, (B+A)
; (429 young,

329 Black, 100 Albino).

IV.Y. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings:—(1) with male L of the same brood,

(B+R+ A)
; (2 young, 1 Black. 1 Red)

;

(2) with male E of the same brood,

(B+ R+ A)
; (19 young, 10 Black. 5 Red,

4 Albino) :

(3) with a male (Brood 1 of III.B.)
;
(A+B)

;

(16 young, 12 Black, 4 Albino).

IV. Z. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :- (1) with male W of the same brood, (R+ A)
;

(154 young, 127 Black, 27 Albino)
;

(2) with a male (Brood 1 of III.B.), (A+B)
;

(65 young, 31 Black, 34 Albino) (Plate

III, Fig. 3).

IV. Aa. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male W of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(72 young, 54 Red, 18 Albino).

V.K. Male, Red. Constitution not proved.

V.L. Male, Red carrying Albino, mated with female M ; 8 voung. 6 Red,

2 Albino.

V.M. Female, Red carrying Albino.
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F.2. Generation. Albinos.

In the F2 generation the most interesting feature for study is the

constitution of the albino offspring. These were mated together success-

fully in fifteen instances, and without exception gave albino young, the

total number of young examined and recorded being 140. (For an

example see Plate III, Fig. 1.) One of these young, in addition to having

no black or red retinal pigment, also lacked the white accessory pig-

ment and was quite colourless. This specimen is again referred to on

p. 339.2. In addition to these separate matings, the albino young of III

were put together in a jar to breed, producing 15 young, all Albino.

Two others were mated with albinos from VI, and had 138 young, all

Albino.

The albinos may carry either (1) pure black, (2) pure red or (3) both

black and red. Amongst the F.2 offspring belonging to this section the

constitution has been proved in the following cases :

—

(1) Albino carrying pure black.

One male (II.D.l.k.) mated with a red no-white gave 38 young,

all black-eyed.

One male (Brood 1 of III.B.) mated with a red female from the

same stock (carrying albino) gave 12 black and 4 albino.

One male (Brood 1 of III.B.) mated in the same way gave 31

black and 34 albino (Plate III, Fig. 3).

One female (Brood 1 of III.C.) mated with a red male (IV.W.)
from the same stock (carrying albino) gave 29 black and 27

albino.

(2) Albino carrying red.

One female (from a brood of female I.G.) mated with a pure red

male of the same brood gave 12 all red voung (Plate IIL

Fig. 4).

Another similar female (from the same brood as above) mated

with a male of the same brood (red carrying the factor for

albino) gave 7 red and 10 albino young (Plate III, Fig. 5).

(3) Albino carrying black and red.

One male (II.D.l.j.) mated with a red no-white gave 42 black and

38 red young (Plate III, Fig. 6).

The original albino female AC was like this.
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SECTION II. THE ALL-WHITE PERFECT EYE.

In the former paper (p. 45 and Fig. 8) a second form of white eye, i.e.

one of perfect form but with no black or red retinal pigment, and with
only the extra-retinal chalk-like white accessory pigment, was described
and figured. This occurred in the pure red stock and the details of the
origm of the only two indviduals of the kind that were seen are given
in the paper referred to. Only one individual, a male, survived to pro-
duce offspring. The stock has not since produced any more of them.

Cross C.

Cross bet\veen albino imperfect-eyed female AB. and " all-
white " PERFECT-EYED MALE K.L (Plate VII, Figs 4 and 7-
Plate II.)

The male just referred to was mated with an albino imperfect-eyed
female (AB) from the degenerate-eyed stock described on p. 275. There re-

sulted 2 black and 3 red-eyed offspring all normal eyed as regards form,
and the male died in moulting without mating again (Plate II). The fact
that two parents, neither of which showed any coloured pigment, produced
all coloured-eyed offspring seemed to make this case specially interest-
ing and some pains have been taken to investigate it thoroughly. Since
the male came from pure red stock, and some black-eyed offspring were
obtained it seems clear that the black came from the female which must,
smce both black and red offspring were produced, have contained the
red factor also. This female was therefore an albino carrying both black
and red, like the sister from the same brood whose offspring we have
already studied in Cross A.

There seem to be two possible ways of regarding this case, in which
two albino parents produced coloured offspring. Following Bateson
and Punnett we may endeavour to explain it by supposing that the
factor for red has been lost in the perfect-eyed male, whilst a " colour
factor," which must be present if colour is to appear, has been retained
m the male, but is absent in the female. If we represent the colour factor

by C and its absence bv c, the constitution of the male would be ^ that
c B ^

'

of the female
^ ^. On the other hand, it may be that the absence of

colour m the male is a somatic and not a germinal character, and is not
niherited at all. Breediiig experiments carried on to the fourth genera-
tion have shown that this second supposition is the true one, and that
the ^' all-white " male from the pure red stock behaves, as regards its

offspring, exactly as if it were a pure red.
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Of the offspring of the cross between the " all-white " perfect-eyed

male and the albino imperfect-eyed female, three only survived until

they were mature, 2 black-eyed and 1 red-eyed, all being females. Of

the Fj offspring of the cross between the imperfect albino and the hybrid

black already dealt with (Cross B) there were four survivors of the first

brood (11), one black female, one red and two black male^, as already

described. At this stage of the investigation it was important to increase

as quickly and with as little risk as possible the stock of albino-eyed

animals. This could be most easily done by crossing the two broods,

which soon gave us large numbers of albino-eyed offspring. This crossing

of the two broods has somewhat complicated the analysis necessary for

the determination of the germinal constitution of the perfect-eyed

" all-white " male, but the result nevertheless appears to be definite and

not without interest.

The following matings were made, the oftspring of Cross C being

designated VI, those of Cross B being II (Plate II) :
-

(1) VI.A. (Black female) X II. A. (Black male). The olispring were

black, red and albino, hence both male and female were hy])rids, carrying

factors for black, red and albino.

(2) VI. C. (Black female) x II. C. (Black male). Again the offspring

were black, red and alliino. and both male and female therefore

hybrids.

(3) VLB. (Red female) x II. B. (Red male). Ott'spring red and albino.

(1) and (2) being quite similar crosses their oftspring may be added

together. In three broods from each, examined immediately the young

were extruded, there were 91 black, 2() red and 37 albino, a total of 154-

young.

In the cross of the two reds (3), out of 10 1 young there were 76 red and

25 albino.

We nnist now proceed to consider the analysis of these matings accord-

ing to the two hypotheses for the constitution of the perfect-eyed " all-

w^hite " male already mentioned, in order to determine which, if either,

of the two hypotheses is correct.

Taking first the cross between the two blacks, we have :

—

Hypothesls I. On the first hypothesis the constitution of the all-

white perfect-eyed male will be , that of the albino female carrying

black and red y.. The gametes for the male will therefore be C only,

for the female c B and c R. The Fj zygotes resulting from the mating

of these two will be C c B and C c R, giving ])lack and red-eyed animals

in equal numbers.
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c B
The constitution of the albino imperfect-eyed female is „ as already

seen on p. 276, that of the hybrid black male with which it was mated is

C B
p P . The gametes are therefore for the male C B and C R, for the female

c B and c R. The F^ zygotes resulting from the mating of these two will

be one C c B B, a black carrying albino, two C c B R, blacks carrying

red and albino, and one C c R R, a red carrying albino.

If we now cross an F^ black from the first of the above matings

with an F^ hybrid black from the second, we have :

—

VI.A.$x o'lIA.

CcB X CcBR

Female gametes :
—

Male

Fa Zygotes

CB,

CB,

C,

CR,
cB,

cB,

c

cR

CB
CB
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Female Gametes C B, C R, c B, c R
Male

,,
the same as the female.

FgZygotes CB
CB
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by further breeding experiments whether or not the Fg offspring contain

blacks with one dose of black. If a one-dose black be mated with another

one-dose black the offspring will be all black, if mated with a two-dose

black they will be all black, but if mated with a hybrid black (black

carrying red) the offspring will contain some red, as we have seen in

considering the cross VI.A. xII.A.

If we mate together the blacks of the Fg generation we obtain in F3

some broods which contain red-eyed animals, others which contain only

blacks. The parents of the broods containing red eyes will either be two

hybrids, or a hybrid and a one-dose black, if the latter exists. If we

cross-mate the parents of a number of such broods, in as many different

ways as possible, we ought eventually to bring two one-dose blacks

together, in which case we should get all black offspring.

A second test will be as follows. If a one-dose black be mated with a

red it will, according to theory, give blacks and reds in equal numbers,

behaving in exactly the same way as a hybrid black. If therefore we

take blacks which give red offspring when mated with red, and mate

them together, we ought, if the one-dose black exists, to obtain some broods

which give all black as the result of two one-dose blacks coming together.

By mating together blacks tested with reds in this way, and blacks

tested with other blacks and giving red in their broods, we have a further

opportunity of bringing together two one-dose blacks (if they exist).

These tests have been applied, but we have not been able to find

any one-dose blacks, all those tried proving ordinary hybrid blacks,

giving both red and black offspring. (See list of cross-matings, p. 303.)

Ceoss C. F.2. Generation. Blacks.

The following Hsts show (1) the constitutions of all the blacks of these

broods w^hich have been tested (see Plate II, VI.A and VI.C) ; and (2)

the results of the cross-matings made with blacks which had given some

red offspring when mated with either red or black mates :—

•

(1) The Black-eyed young, showing their constitution and the matings

by which they were proved.

VI.A. 1. a. Male, Black carrying the factor for Red only (Plate IV. Figs.

2, 4 and 5).

Matings :- (1) with female from Pure Red Stock ; 8

young, 5 Black, 3 Red
;

i(2) with female 1 of its own brood, (B+R+
A) ; 61 young, 49 Black, 12 Red

;

(3) with female of Vl.C.l.d. (B+R+A) ; 42

young, 30 Black, 12 Red.
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VI.A.J.b. Male, Black carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female from Pure Red Stock ; 15

young, 5 Black, 10 Red
;

(2) with female g of its own brood (B-|-R+ A)

;

27 young, 23 Black, 4 Red
;

(3) with female f of its own brood, (B+R+ A)

;

25 young, 17 Black, 8 Red.

VI. A. I.e. Male, Pure Black (Plate IV, Figs. 7 and 8).

Matings :- (1) with female from Pure Red Stock, IG

young, all Black
;

(2) with female q of its own brood, (R+A)
;

45 young, all Black.

VI.AJ.d. Male, Blach carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :— (1) with female from Pure Red Stock ; 10

young, 3 Black, 7 Red.

(2) (3) (4) (5) with four other females, which

it ate
;

(6) with female VI.B.2.U. (A+R) ; 24 young,

1 Black, 3 Red, 20 Albino *
;

(7) with fomale VI.A.3.q. (B+R+ A) ; 16

young, 10 Black, 2 Red, 4 Albino.

VI. A. I.e. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings:— (1) with female from Pure Red Stock; 18

young, 11 Black, 7 Red
;

(2) with female Vl.C.l.h. (B+R) ; 88 young,

60 Black, 28 Red
;

(3) with female IV.X. (R+A) ; 111 young, 42

Black, 42 Red, 27 Albino.

A'l.A.l.f. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings:- (1) with male from Pure Red Stock; 12

young, 4 Black, 8 Red
;

(2) v.-ith male Vl.C.l.m. (R+ A) ; 71 young, 31

Black, 18 Red, 22 Albino;

(3) with male b of its own brood
; (25 young,

1 7 Black, 8 Red)
;

(4) with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+A) ; 5 young,

2 Black, 1 Red, 2 Albino.

* Compare footnote p. :i44. 'J'he exceptional numbers were specially noted at the

time the brood was extruded, and there is no doubt as to the accuracy of the recf)rd.
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VI.A.l.g. Female, Black camjinr/ Red and Albino.

Matings :- (1) with male from Pure Red Stock ; 10 young,

5 Bla-k, 5 Red ;

(2) with male b, of its own brood
; (27 young,

23 Black, 4 Red)
;

(3) with male Vl.C.l.m. (R+A) ; 22 young, IfV

Black, 8 Red, 4 Albino.

VI.A.l.h. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) wath male from Pure Red Stock ; 7 young.

3 Black, 4 Red
;

(2) with male o of its own brood. Pure Red
;

31 young, 17 Black, 14 Red.

That the female carried the factor for Albino was proved by

mating the young of the first brood, when Black, Red, and Albino

eyes appeared in the offspring (207 young, 89 Black, 106 Red, 12

Albino). One Red male was also mated with female VI.C.3.e. and

one Red male with female VI.B.l.f. and a Black female with male

VI.B.2.t.

VI.A.l.j. Female, Black carrying Red, alhinisin not known.

Mating :—(1) with male from Pure Red Stock ; 19 young.

7 Black, 12 Red
;

VI.A.l.k. Female, Black carrying Red only.

Mating :-^(l) with male from Pure Red Stock ; 17 young.

8 Black, 9 Red.

Of the young of this brood 11 survived to maturity; from their

matings in the bowl 77 young have been obtained, 38 Black, 39 Red,

but no albino-eyed young have appeared.

VI.A. 1.1. Female, Black currying Red and Albino (Plate IV. Figs. 1, 2

and 3).

Matings :—(1) with male from Pure Red Stock ; 73

young, 39 Black, 34 Red
;

(2) with male a of its own brood ; (61 voung,

49 Black, 12 Red)
;

(3) with male VI.C.l.o. (R+A) ; 82 young, 37

Black, 24 Red, 21 Albino (and 21 others

not examined).

Three other black-eyed young were hatched, two died, immature,

and the third, a female, which reached maturitv was eaten by its

mate.
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VI. A. 2. a. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matiiigs :—(1) with female k of its own brood, (A+B+R);

7 young, 2 Black, 1 Red, 4 Albino ;

(2) with female VI.B.3.e. (Pure Red) ; 20

young, 8 Black, 12 Red.

VI. A.2.b. Male, Black, factors carried not known.

Mating :—(l) with Red female A'l.B.S.g. ; 5 young, all Black.

Both male and female died before mating again ; constitutioji

therefore of both unknown.

VI.A.2.C. Female, Black carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.A.;3.h. (B+A) ; 40 young,

all Black
;

(2) with male VI.B.2.d. (R+A) ; 27 young,

16 Black, 11 Red
;

(3) with male VI.A.3.d. (B+R) ; 43 young,

29 Black, 14 Red.

VI.A.2.d. Female, Black carrying Albino.

Mating :—(1) with male VI.A.3.aa. (A+R) ; 18 young,

8 Black, 10 Albino.

VI.A.2.e. Female, Black carrying Albino.

Mating :—(1) with male VI.A.3.aa. (A+R) ; 29 young
;

13 Black, 16 Albino.

VI.A.2.f. Female, Black carrying Albino.

Mating :—(1) with male VI.A.3.aa. (A+R) ; 30 young,

12 Black, 18 Albino.

11 others ; 9 died immature ; one male and one female which

reached maturity, died without mating.

VI. A. 3. a. Male, Black, Red not known. No Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female k of the same brood (B+A)
;

18 young, all Black.

(Chance matings amongst these 18

black young gave 29 young, all black.)

(2) with female VI.A.1.1. Eggs laid, but

female died before they were hatched.

VI.A.3.b. Male, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) w^ith female I of the same brood (B+A, R
not proved) ; 4 young, all Black :

(2) with female bb. of the same brood (A-r-B+
R) ; 14 young, 2 Black, 12 Albino :

(3) with female I.D.2.d. (A+B+ R)*; 7 young,

3 Black, 4 Albino.

* This constituti(jii was ])roved after Plate I was printed.
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VI.A.3.c.|^Male, Black carrying Red and Albinv.

Matings :—(1) with female m of the same brood, (B+R+
A) ; 28 yomig, 18 Black, 6 Red, 4 Albino

;

(2) with female VI.A.l.f. (B+R+A)
; (5

young, 2 Black, 1 Red, 2 Albino)

;

(3) with female Vl.C.l.d., (B+R+ A) ; 71

young, 36 Black, 15 Red, 20 Albino
;

(1) with female VI.C.3.d. (B+R) ; 11 yomig,

9 Black, 2 Red.

VI.A.S.d. Male, Black carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female n of the same brood {B+R+
A) ; 46 yomig, 41 Black, 5 Red

;

(2) with female Vl.C.l.d. (B+R+ A) ; 115

young, 91 Black, 24 Red
;

(3) with female VI.A.2.C. (B+R)
;
(43 young,

29 Black, 14 Red)
;

(4) with female VI.C.3.e. (B+R+A) ; 56

yomig, 46 Black, 10 Red.

YI.A.3.e. Male, Rure Black.

Matings:—(1) with female o of same brood, (B+A, R
not proved) ; 9 young, all Black

;

(2), (3), (4), (5) with 4 other females, which it

ate
;

(6) with female VI.B.2.V. (A+R) ; 19 young,

all Black.

YI.A.3.f. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :— (1) with female p of its own brood, (B+R+
A) ; 13 young, 6 Black, 2 Red, 5 Albino.

VI.A.3.g. Male, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female q of its own brood, (B+R+
A) ; 55 young, 35 Black, 20 Albino

;

(2) with female III Q. (B+R+A) ; 37 young,

27 Black, 10 Albino.

YI.A.3.h. Male, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.A.2.C. (B+R)
;

(46 young,

all Black)
;

(2) with female VI.B.2.V. (A+ R) ; 92 young,

52 Black. 40 Albino.

VI.A.3.J. Male, Black. Constitution not known.

Matings :—(1) with female s of the same brood ; 1 young

Black.
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VI.A.S.k. Female, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood ; 6

young, 5 Black. 1 Albino
;

(2) with male a of the same brood
; (18 young,

all Black)
;

(3) with male VI.C.l.p. (R+A) ; 38 young,

27 Black, 1 1 Albino.

VI. A. 3.1. Female, Black carrying Albino. Red not proved.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood ; 5

young, all Black ;

(2) with male b of the same brood, (B+ A) :

(4 young, all Black).

Only one young survived to maturity, and was mated with a Red
female carrying albino ; 19 offspring were produced, 8 Black and 11

Albino.

VI.A.3.m. Female. Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood,

1 young, Black ;

(2) with male c of the same brood, (B-t-

R+ A)
; (28 young, 18 Black. 6 Red,

4 Albino).

VI.A.3.n. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male d of the same brood, (B+ R)
;

,, (46 young, 41 Black, 5 Red).

From the matings of these, 73 young were produced, (39 Black

>

2 Red and 2 Albinor.

VI. A. 3.0. Female, Black carrying Albino. Red factor not proved.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood
;

5 young, 4 Black, 1 Albino
;

(2) with male e of the same brood, (Pure

Black)
; (9 young, all Black).

As these young all died before reaching maturity, it was
not possible to test the brood for Reds.

VI. A. 3. p. Female. Black carrying Red a7id Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a black male of the same brood
;

6 young, 3 Black, 3 Albino
;

(2) with male f of the same brood, (B-f-R-j- A) ;

(13 young, 6 Black, 2 Red, 5 Albino).
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VI.A.S.q. Female, Black carryimj Red and Albino.

Matings : -(I) with male g of the same brood, (B+A)
;

(55 young, 35 Black, 20 Albino)
;

(2) with male IV.J. (B+R+ A) ; 33 yomig, 19

Black, 7 Red, 7 Albino
;

(3) with male YI.A.l.d. (B+ R+ A) ; (16

young, 10 Black, 2 Red, 4 Albino).

VI.A.S.r. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood ; 7

young, 4 Black, 3 Albino
;

(2) with male VI.C.3.a. (B+R+ A) ; 8 young,

3 Black, 2 Red, 3 Albino.

VI.A.3.S. Female, Black. Constitution not proved.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood ; 4

young, all Black
;

(2) with male j of the same brood
; (1 young,

Black).

Vl.C.l.a. Male, Black carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a female from Pure Red Stock ; 66

young, all Black
;

(2) with an Albino female I.D.2.d. ; 49 young,

24 Black, 25 Albino.

Vl.C.l.b. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female f of the same brood (B4-R4-

A) ; 74 young, 41 Black, 15 Red, 18

V Albino (Plate IV, Fig. 15) ;

(2) with female k of the same brood (B+A)
;

27 young, 20 Black, 7 Albino (Plate IV,

Fig. 14).

VI.C. I.e. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a female from Pure Red Stock ; 53

young, 33 Black, 20 Red
;

(2) with female 1 of the same brood (B+R+
A) ; 17 young, 12 Black, 3 Red, 2 Albino.

Vl.C.l.d. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male n of the same brood (R+A)
;

96 young, 37 Black, 35 Red, 24 Albino
;

(2) with male o of the same brood, (R+A)
;

39 young, 12 Black, 16 Red, 11 Albino

(Plate IV, Fig. 6) ;
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Matiiigs:- (3) with male VI.A.l.a. (B+R)
; (42 young,

30 Black, 12 Red) (Plate IV, Fig. 5) :

(4) with male VI.A.3.d. (B+R)
; (80 yomig,

62 Black, 18 Red)
;

(5) with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A)
; (71

young, 36 Black, 15 Red, 20 Albino).

VI. C. I.e. Female, Pure Black.

Matings :—(1) with male o of the same brood (R+ A)
;

42 young, all Black
;

(2) with male n of the same brood, (R+ A) ;

49 young, all Black.

Vl.C.l.f. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male b of the same brood (B+R+ A)
;

(74 young, 41 Black, 15 Red, 18 Albino)

(Plate IV, Fig. 15) ;

(2) with male p of the same brood (R+ A)
;

78 yoimg, 32 Black, 23 Red, 23 Albino

(and 11 others not examined).

Vl.C.l.g. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings:—(1) with a male of the same brood (either

b or c), (B+R+A) ; 17 young, 8 Black,

5 Red, 4 Albino.

Vl.C.l.h. Female, Black carrying Red only.

Matings :— (1) with male p of the same brood (R+A) ;

40 young, 16 Black, 24 Red
;

(2) with male VI.A.l.e. (B+R+ A)
; (^8

young, 60 Black, 28 Red)
;

(3) with male VI.0.3.b. (B+R+A); 12

young, 8 Black, 4 Red.

VI.C.l.j. Female, Black carry itig Red only.

Matings :—(1) with a male from Pure Red Stock ; 58

young, 25 Black, 33 Red.

These broods were mated together on reaching maturity ; 64

young were produced, Black and Red, no Albinos.

Vl.C.l.k. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings:—(1) with a male from Pure Red Stock; 82

young, all Black (Plate IV, Fig. 13) ;

(2) with male b of the same brood (B+R+ A)
;

(27 young, 20 Blacky 7 Albino) (Plate

IV, Fig. 14).
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VI. C. 1.1. Female, Black carry ing Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a male from Pure Red Stock ; 40

young, 18 Black, 22 Red
;

(2) with male c of the same brood (B-(-R-fA)
;

(17 young, 12 Black, 3 Red, 2 Albino).

VI.C.2.a. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female f of the same brood (B4-R+
A) ; 18 young, 7 Black, 2 Red, 7 Albino,

(and 2 others eaten).

VI.C.2.b. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female g of the same brood (B+R-f
A) ; 21 young, 10 Black, 4 Red, 7

Albino.

VI.C.2.C. Male, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with female h of the same brood, Black

carrying Albino only probably ; 8 young,

6 Black, 2 Albino
;

(2) with female VI.B.3.f. (R+ A) ; 6 young,

5 Black, 1 Albino.

VI.0.2.d. Male, Pure Black.

Matings :—(1) with female j of the same brood ; 67 young,

all Black
;

(2) with female VI.B.2.g. (Pure Red) ; 23

young, all Black
;

(3) with female VI.B.2.V. (A+R) ; 21 young,

all Black.

VI. C. 2.6. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female k of the same brood (B+
R+ A) ; 8 young, 7 Black, 1 Albino

;

(2) with female 1 of the same brood (B-|-

R+ A) ; 27 young, 15 Black, 3 Red, 9

Albino.

VI.C.2.f. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with either male b or male e of the same

brood (B+R+ A); 12 young, 4 Black,

1 Red, 7 Albino
;

(2) with male a of the same brood (B+R-J-A)
;

(18 young, 7 Black, 2 Reds, 7 Albino

and 2 others eaten).
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VI.(12.g. Female, Black carri/ing Red and Albino.

Matings ;—(1) with a male of the same brood (probably

male d Pure Black ); 6 young, all Black ;

(2) with male b of the same brood (B+R+ A) ;

(21 young, 10 Black, 4 Red, 7 Albino).

VI.C.2.h. Female, Black carrying Albino only (probably).

Matings :—(1) with a male of the same brood (probably

male d, Pure Black) ; 8 young, all

Black
;

(2) with male c of the same brood (B+ A)
;

(8 young, 6 Black, 2 Albino).

Only three of this brood came to maturity, 1 male and 2 Black

females. The male mated with one female and had 4 young, 2 Black

and 2 Albino. The females were mated with Red males, and gave

(1)2 Black and (2) 25 Black and 4 Albino : no Reds.

VI.C.2.J. Female, probably Pure Black (other factors not proved).

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood ;

7 young, all Black
;

(2) with male d of the same brood, (Pure

Black) ; (67 young, all Black).

Of these young, only two males survived to maturity ; mated

with Albino females (A+R) they gave 10 young, all Black.

VI.C2.k. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male b or e of the same brood (B-|-

R+A) ; 13 young, 7 Black, 2 Red, 4

Albino
;

(2) with male e of the same brood
; (B+R+ A);.

(8 young, 7 Black, 1 Albino)
;

(3) with male u of the same brood (A+R)
;

21 young, 17 Black, 1 Red, 3 Albino.

VI. C. 2.1. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with a Black male of the same brood '^

4 young, 2 Black, 2 Albino ;

(2) with male e of the same brood, (B-fR+ A) ;:

(27 young. 15 Black. 3 Red. 9 Albino).

The remaining one, a male, died before its constitution was proved.

A I.e. 3. a. Male, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.A.3.r. (B+R+ A)
; (8

young, 3 Black, 2 Red, 3 Albino).
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VI.C.3,b. Male, Black canning Red and Albino.

Matings : -(1) with female VI.B.2.e. (R-f-A) ; 38 youn,<r,

15 Black, 12 Red, 11 Albino;

(2) with female Vl.C.l.h. (B+ R) ; (12 young,

8 Black, 4 Red)
;

(3) with female g of the same brood, (B+R)
;

18 young, 13 Black, 5 Red.

yi.C.3.c. Male, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.A.3.W. (R+ A) ;
(17 young,

15 Black, 2 Albino).

VI.C.3.d. Female, Black carrying Red only.

Matings:—(1) with male n of the same brood (Red,

albinism not known) ; IG young, 13

Black, 3 Red
;

(2) with male VI.A.3.t. (R+A)
; (25 young.

12 Black, 13 Red)
;

(3) with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A)
; (11

young, 9 Black, 2 Red).

YI.C.3.e. Female, Black carrying Red and Albino.

Matings :— (1) with a male. Pure Red (from the same

stock as R.l on Plate II, see page 324) ;

7 young, 5 Black, 2 Red
;

(2) with male VI.B.2.t. (A+R) ; 28 young,

13 Black, 4 Red, 11 Albino;

(3) with a male from Brood 1 of female

VI.A.l.h. (Pure Red); 34 young. 22

Black, 12 Red
;

(4) with male yi.A.3.d. (B+R)
; (.56 young.

46 Black, 10 Red).

VI.C.3.f. Female, Black carrying Albino only.

Matings :—(l) with male VI.B.3.b. (R-f-A); 25 young,

21 Black, 4 Albino.

VI.C.3.g. Female, Black carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.C.2.U. (A+ R)
; (28 young,

13 Black, 15 Red)
;

(2) with male b of the same brood

(B+R+ A); (18 young, 13 Black, 5

Red).

VI.C.3.h. Female, Pure Black.

Matings :— (1) with male VI.A.2.g. (A+R)
; (29 voung.

all Black).
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VI.C.3.J. Female, Black carrying Albmo only.

Matings :—(1) with male p of the same brood (A+R) ;

31 young, 14 Black, 17 Albino
;

(2) with a male (from Brood 1 of male

VI.C.2.p.) (A+R) ; 9 yomig, 4 Black,

Albino.

VI.C.3.k. Female, Blacl: carrying Albino. Red not known.

Matings :— (1) with a Black male of the same brood
;

6 young. 3 Black, 3 Albino.

This brood died before reaching

maturity, and could not therefore be

tested for Reds.

(2) with male VI.A.2.J. Died.

VLC.3.1. Female, Black. Constitution not proved.

Matings :--(!) with Red male I.E.I. a. ; 2 young, Black.

These died without mating.

To sum up, 69 animals were tested, 28 males and 41 females ; 58 of

these gave conclusive results, while six others are marked " doubtful,"

either because the number of offspring obtained was not considered quite

sufficient, or because the animal after being proved for one factor, red

or albino, died before the presence or absence of the second factor could

be definitely established. The remaining five gave no definite results.

The proportions should be, according to Hypothesis II. 1 : 2 : 2 : 4,

which for 64 would be 7 : 14 : 14 : 28.

The actual figures counting the " doubtfuls " are 7:17: U) : 30. They

were divided as follows :

—

Pure Blacks, 5, three males and two females, 2 others, male and female,

" doubtful," i.e. showing neither the red nor the albino factor in

their young nor in the matings obtained from these.

Black carrying Albino only, 14, six males and eight females, 3 others,

females, " doubtful," i.e. no proof of the red factor.

Black carrying Red only, 9, three males and six females, 1 other, female?

" doubtful," i.e. no proof of the albino factor.

Black carrying Red and Albino, 30, thirteen males and seventeen females.

In all, 3,137 young were obtained from these matings, 32 of which

were not examined for eye-colour.

The matings Black by R ; by R+A ; by A+R, 222 young all Black.

Blackhy B ; by B+ A ; by B+R+ A, 121 all Black.

Black carrying Albino, by R ; 148 all Black : by R+A ; 53 Black and

16 Albino : bv A+R, 103 Black, 106 Albino.
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Blach carrying Albino, by B+R+ A, 92 Black, 45 Albino : by A+B+ R,

29 Black, 41 Albino : bv B+A, 15 Black, 8 Albino : by B+ R, 51

all Black.

Black carrying Red, by R, and R+ A, 95 Black, 105 Red.

Black carrying Red, by B+ R. 29 Black, 14 Red : by B+R+ A, 387

Black, 114 Red.

Black carrying Red and Albino, by R, 168 Black, 147 Red : by R+A,
216 Black, 178 Red, 143 Albino : by A+R, 31 Black, 8 Red, 34

Albino.

Black carrying Red and Albino, by B+R+ A, 205 Black, 72 Red, 104

Albino : by A+B+R, 2 Black, 1 Red, 4 Albino.

[In the Fg generation proceeded with for proof 450 young (F^) were

produced, 272 Black, 147 Red and 31 Albino.]

(2) List of the cross-matings made with the black-eyed animals

which had given some red offspring when mated with reds or other

blacks :

—

VI. A. La. Male (B+R) : tested with Red : 5 Black, 3 Red.

(1) crossed with female VI.A.1.1. (B+R+A)
;

45 Black, 11 Red;

(2) crossed with female Vl.C.l.d. (B+R+ A) :

30 Black, 12 Red.

VI.A.l.b. Male (B+R) : tested with Red : 5 Black, 10 Red.

(1) crossed with female VI.A.l.g. (B+R+ A)
;

23 Black, 4 Red ;

(2) crossed with female VI.A.l.f. (B+R+ A); 17

Black, 8 Red.

VI.A.l.d. Male (B+R + A) : tested with Red : 3 Black, 7 Red.

(1) crossed with female VI.A.3.q. (B+R+ A);

10 Black, 2 Red, 4 Albino.

Vl.A.l.e. Male (B+R+ A) : tested with Red : 11 Black, 7 Red.

(1) crossed with female Vl.O.l.h. (B+R) ; 60 Black,

28 Red.

VI.A.l.f. Female (B+R+ A) : tested with Red : 4 Black, 8 Red.

(1) crossed with male b, see above
;

(2) crossed with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A) ; 2

Black, 1 Red, 2 Albino.
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VI.A.l.g. Female (B+R+ A) ; tested with Red : 5 Black, 5 Red.

crossed with male b (B+R), S3e above.

VI. A. 1.1. Female (B+R+A) : tested with Red : 39 Black, 34 Red.

crossed with male a (B+R), see above.

VI.A.2.C. Female (B+R) : tested with Red carrying Albino : 16 Black,

11 Red.

crossed with male VI.A.3.d. (B+ R) ; 29 Black,

14 Red.

A).

crossed with female VI.A.3.m. (B+R+ A)
;

18 Black, 6 Red, 4 Albino
;

crossed with female VI.A.l.f. (B+R+ A) ; see

above
;

crossed with female Vl.C.l.d. (B+R+ A) ; 36

Black, 15 Red, 20 Albino
;

crossed with female VI.C.3.d. (B+R) ; 9 Black,

2 Red.

VI.A.3.C. Male (B-R
(1

(3

(^

(3

'VI.A.3.f. Male (B+ R-

(1

(1

^VI.A.3.p. Female (B-

(1

(1

*VI.A.3.r. Female (B+

(1

VI.A.3.d. Male (B4-R).

:i) crossed with female VI.A.3.n. (B+R+ A) ; 41

Black, 5 Red
;

crossed with female Vl.C.l.d. (B+R+ A) ; 91

Black, 24 Red
;

crossed with female VI.A.2.C. (B+ R) ; see above;

crossed with female VI.C.3.e. (B+R+ A) ; 46

Black, 10 Red.

A).

crossed with female VI.A.3.p. (B+R+ A) ; 6

Black, 2 Red, 5 Albino.

*VI.A.3.m. Female (B+R+ A).

crossed with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

R+A).
crossed with male VI.A.3.f. (B+R+ A) ; .see

above.

VI.A.3.q. Female (B+R+A) : tested with a male (B+R+ A) ; 19

Black, 7 Red, 7 Albino,

crossed with VI.A.l.d. (B+R+A) ; see above.

R+A).
crossed with male VI.C.3.a. (B+R+ A) ; 3

Black, 2 Red, 3 Albino.
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*VI.C.l.b. Male (B+R+A).

(1) crossed with female Vl.C.l.f. (B+R+A) ; 41

Black, 15 Red, 18 Albino.

VI.C.l.c. Male (B+R+A) : tested with Red : 33 Black, 20 Red.

(1) crossed with female VI.C.1.1. (B+R+A); 12

Black, 3 Red, 2 Albino.

Vl.C.l.d. Female (B+R+ A) : tested with Reds carrying Albino ; 49

Black, 51 Red, 35 Albino.

(1) crossed with male VI.A.l.a. (B+R) ; see above
;

(2) crossed with male VI.A.3.d. (B+ R) ; see

above

;

(3) crossed with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

Yl.C.l.f. Female (B+R+A) : tested with Red carrving Albino ; 32

Black, 23 Red, 23 Albino.

(]) crossed with male Yl.C.l.b. (B+R+ A); see

above.

*VI.C.l.g. Female (B+R+A).

(1) crossed with male from YI.C.l. (B+R+ A);

8 Black, 5 Red, 4 Albino.

Vl.C.l.h, Female (B+R) : tested with Red : 16 Black, 24 Red.

(1) crossed with male VI. A. I.e. (B+R+ A); see

above.

(2) crossed with male VI.C.3.b. (B+R+ A) ; 8

Black, 4 Red.

VI.C.1.1. Female (B+R+ A) : tested with Red : 18 Black, 22 Red.

(1) crossed with male VI.C.l.c. ; see above.

*VI.C.2.a. Male (B+R+ A).

(1) crossed with female VI.C.2.f. (B+R+ A) ; 7

Black, 2 Red, 7 Albino.

*VI.C.2.b. Male (B+R+ A).

(1) crossed with female VI.C.2.g. (B+R+ A); 10

Black, 4 Red, 7 Albino.

VI.C.2.e. Male (B+R+A).

(1) crossed with female VI.C.2.k. (B+R+ A); 7

Black, 1 Albino
;

(2) crossed with female VI.C.2.1. (B+R+A) ; 15

Black, 3 Red, 9 Albino.

NEW SEIIIES.

—

V(M,. XI. Ml. o ItRlEMISEIl, 1917. X
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VI.C.2.f. Female (B+R+A).

(1) crossed with a male from VI.C.2. (B+R-(-A)
;

4 Black, 1 Red, 7 Albino
;

(2) crossed with male VI.C.2. a. (B+R+ A); see

above.

*VI.C.2.g. Female (B+R+A).
(1) crossed with male VI.C.2.b. (B+R+A) ; see

above.

VI.C.2.k. Female (B+R+A) : tested with Albino carrying Red ; 17

Black, 1 Red, 3 Albino.

(1) crossed with male from VI.C.2.- (B+R+A)
;

7 Black, 2 Red, 4 Albino
;

(2) crossed with male VI.C.2.e. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

*VI.C.2.1. Female (B+R+A).

(1) crossed with male VI.C.2.e. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

*VI.C.3.a. Male (B+R+A).
(1) crossed with female VI.A.3.r. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

VI.C.3.b. Male (B+R+A) : tested with Red carrying Albino : 15 Black,

12 Red, 11 Albino.

(1) crossed with female Vl.C.l.h. (B+R) ; see

above
;

(2) crossed with female VI.C.3.g. (B+R) ; 13

Black, 5 Red.

Vl.C.S.d. Female (B+R) : tested with Reds : 25 Black, 16 Red.

(1) crossed with male VI.A.3.C. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

VI.C.3.e. Female (B+R+ A) : tested with Reds ; 27 Black. 14 Red.

(1) crossed with male VI. A.3.d. (B+R) ; see above.

Vl.C.S.g. Female (B+R) : tested with Albino carrying Red ; 13 Black,

15 Red.

(1) crossed with male VI.C.3.b. (B+R+ A) ; see

above.

* The animals marked with an asterisk had not been previonsly tested.

In each of the above instances some red young were produced, show-

ing that the parents were all blacks carrying red and not one-dose blacks.

These tests therefore are in favonr of Hypothesis II being the

correct one.
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Cross C. F. 2. Generation. Reds.

Turning now to the Red F.2, according to Hypothesis I these are of

two kijids, one with only one dose of red and no factor for albino (C C R),

and two with only one dose of red and with the factor for albino (C c R)

.

There are three possible ways in which these reds could be mated

together and these matings would give the following :—

(I) CCRxCCR
Male Gametes :—

-

C R and C

Female „ C R and C

Zygotes C R C R
C R C

CRC
CC

that is one C C R R, two C C R, one C C

,, ,,3 reds and 1 albino.

(:2)

Male Gametes

Female „

Zygotes

CcR X CcR
OR, C, cR, c

CR, C, cR, c

CR
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reds in this generation are mated, there would be alhiyios in the offspring.

Further, in each case, in addition to the usual imperfect-eyed albinos

„ ^ ^ all-whites of the same hypothetical constitution as the
cR, cB, cR, Q
original " all-white " male from red stock r* should occur, and if these

resemble the original parent they will have perfectly formed eyes.

According to Hypothesis II the Reds can also be mated in three

different ways. The results would be :—

•

(1) C C R R X C C R R
Gametes all C R
Zygotes all C C R R.

That is, all red.

(2) C c R R X C c R R
Male Gametes C R, c R
Female „ C R, c R

Zygotes CCRR, CcRR, CcRR, ccRR
That is, 3 reds and 1 albino.

(3) C C R R X C c R R
Male Gametes C R
Female ,, C R and c R

Zygotes CCRR and CcRR
That is, all red.

In two of the instances therefore the offspring tvould be all red-eyed.

in one instance there would be albinos in the brood.

Experiment has shown that when reds of the F2 generation are mated

together some broods consist entirely of red-eyed young, whilst others

consist of reds and albinos. Further, the albinos when they occurred

were of the usual imperfect-eyed type. Hypothesis II is therefore in

agreement with the experimental facts, whilst Hypothesis I is not.

The following list shows the Red-eyed young and the matings made

to prove their constitution.

VI.A.l.m. Male, Pure Red (Plate II).

Matings :— (1) with female p of its own brood, (R+A) ;

72 young, all Red (Plate IV, Fig. 11) ;

(2) with female q of its own brood, (R+A)
;

32 young, all Red (Plate IV, Fig. 10) ;

(3) with female IV.O (B+A) ; 39 young, all

Black
;

(1), (5) mated with 2 Albino females : ate

them.
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VI.A.l.n. Male, Red carryhir/ Alb irio.

Matings :—(1) with female q of its own brood, (R-f-A) ;

63 young, 52 Red, 11 Albino (Plate IV,

Fig. 9)

;

(2) with female VLB. (R+A) ; 69 young.

50 Red, 19 Albino.

VI A.l.o. Male, Pure Red.

Matings : —(1) with female h of its own brood (B + R-f A) ;

(31 young. 17 Black, 14 Red)
;

(2) with female p of its own brood, (R+A)
;

40 young, all Red.

VI.A.l.p. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male m of its own brood
; (72 young,

all Red) (Plate IV, Fig. 11) ;

(2) with male II.B. (R+A)
; (90 young, 66

Red, 24 Albino) (Plate IV, Fig. 12) ;

(3) with male o of its own brood
; (40 young,

all Red)
;

(4) with male VI.B.l.b. (R+A); 17 young,

16 Red, 1 Albino.

VI.A.l.q. Female, Red carrying Albiyio.

Matings : —(1) with male n of the same brood
; (63 young,

52 Red, 11 Albino) (Plate IV, Fig." 9) ;

(2) with male m of the same brood
; (32

young, all Red) (Plate IV, Fig. 10) ;

(3) with male c of the same brood, (Pure

Black)
; (45 young, all Black) (Plate IV,

Fig. 8).

Brood 2 of VI. A.

The 4 Red hatched died immature.

VI.A.3.t. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.A.2.I. (A+B+ R) ; 6

young, 1 Red, 5 Albino
;

(2) with female VI.B.3.g. ; ate it
;

(3) with female IV.V. (B+ A) ; 12 young, 10

Black, 2 Albino
;

(4) with female VI.C.3.d. (B+R) ; 25 young,

12 Black, 13 Red.

VI.A.3.U. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female w of the same brood, (R+A) ;

48 young, 36 Red, 12 Albino
;
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Matings :— (2) with female x of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 10 yomig, all Red
;

(3) with female III.N. (B+A) ; 42 young,

32 Black, 10 Albino.

VI.A.3.V. Male, Red carnjing Albino.

Matings :— (1) with female x of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 28 young, all Red
;

(2) with female w of the same brood, (R+A)
;

16 young, 10 Red, 6 Albino.

VI.A.3.W. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male u of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(48 young, 36 Red, 12 Albino)
;

(2) with male v of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(16 young, 10 Red, 6 Albino)
;

(3) with male VI.C.3.C. (B+A) ; 17 young,

15 Black, 2 Albino.

VI.A.3.X. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) Avith male u of the same brood. (R+A)
;

(10 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male v of the same brood, (R+ A)
;

(28 young, all Red)
;

(3) with male VI.C.2.r. (A+B+R) ; 34

young, 22 Black, 12 Red.

Vl.C.l.m. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :— (1) with female VI.A.l.f. (B+R+A)
; (71

young, 31 Black, 18 Red, 22 Albino)
;

(2) with female VI.A.l.g. (B+R+ A); (22

young, 10 Black, 8 Red, 4 Albino).

Vl.C.l.n. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(l)withfemaledofthesame brood, (B+R+A)

;

(96 young, 37 Black, 35 Red, 24 Albino)
;

(2) with female e of the same brood, (Pure

Black)
; (49 young, all Black).

VI. C. 1.0. Male, Red carrying Albino (Plate IV, Figs. 3 and 6).

Matings :—(1) with female e of the same brood, (Pure

Black)
; (42 young, all Black)

;

(2) with female d of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (39 young, 12 Black, 16 Red, 11

Albino)

;

(3) with female VI.A.1.1. (B+R+A)
; (82

young, 37 Black, 24 Red, 21 Albino).
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VI.C.l.p. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female h of the same brood, (B+R)
;

(40 young, 16 Black, 24 Red)
;

(2) with female f of the same brood, (B+R+
A)

; (78 young, 32 Black, 23 Red, 23

Albino)
;

(3) with female VI.A.3.k. (B+ A)
;
(38 young,

27 Black, 11 Albino).

VI.C.2.m. Male, Red carryiny Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female n of the same brood, (R-j-A)
;

5 young, 2 Red, 3 Albino.

VI. C. 2. 11. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male m of the same brood
; (5 young,

2 Red, 3 Albino)
;

(2) eaten by mate.

VI.C.2.0. Female, constitution unknown.

Matings :—(1) with male m of the same brood (R+A)
;

eleven batches of eggs were laid, but no

young were hatched ; female died.

VI.C.3.m. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female o of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 48 young, all Red
;

(2) with female r of the same brood, (A+R)
;

381 young, 181 Red, 200 Albino.

Vl.C.S.n. Male, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with, female d of the same brood, (B-f-R)
;

(16 young, 13 Black, 3 Red).

These young all died immature, and it was therefore not possible

to test the brood for albinism.

VI.C.3.0. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :— (1) with male m of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(48 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male q of the same brood, (A+R)
;

36 young, all Red.

VLB. La. "SMq, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with female f of the same brood, (R+A)
;

29 young, all Red
;

(2) with female j of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 37 young, all Red
;

(3), (4) with a Black female and an Albino

female, both of which it ate.
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VI.B.l.b. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female g of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 49 young, all Red
;

(2) with female VI.A.l.p. (R+A) (17 young,

16 Red, 1 Albino).

VLB. I.e. Male, Red airrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female h of the same brood, (R+A) ;

21 young, 17 Red, 4 Albino
;

(2) with female g of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 11 young, all Red.

VI.B.l.d. Male, Red carryiny Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female j of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 55 young, all Red
;

(2) with female f of the same brood, (R+A) ;

51 young, 37 Red, 14 Albino
;

(3) with female IV.S. (B+ A) ; 18 young,* 13

Black, 5 Albino.

VLB. I.e. Male, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with female from the same stock as R.l.

male (see Plate II and p. 324), (Pure

Red) ; 16 young, all Red.

Only two of these survived to maturity, and were mated with Albino

females ; 33 young were produced. 19 Black, and 14 Red, no albinos.

VI.B.l.f. Female, Red carryiny Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (Pure Red)

:

(29 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male d of the same brood, (R+A) ;

(51 young, 37 Red, 14 Albino)
;

(3) with a male (from Brood 1 of VI.A.l. female

h), (R+A) ; 27 young, 15 Red, 12 Albino
;

(4) with male e of same brood ; ate it.

VI.B.l.g. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with male b of the same brood, (R+A) ;

(49 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male c of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(11 young, all Red)
;

(3) with male IV. K. (B+ R+ A) : 9 young,

•2 Black, 7 Red.

VI.B.l.h. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male c of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(21 young, 17 Red. 4 Albino).
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VI.B.l.j. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with male d of the same brood, (R+A) ;

(55 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male a of the same brood. (Pm'e

Red)
; (37 young, all Red).

VI.B.l.k. Female, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with male m of the same brood, (A+R) ;

four months in the bowl, six matings. no

young hatched, female died.

VLB. 1.1. Male, Red. Albinism not known.

Put with a female from the same

stock as R.l. male (Plate II), no mating.

VLB. 2. a. Male, Red carryifig Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female f of the same brood. (R+A)
;

8 young, all Red
;

(2) with female p of the same brood, (Red,

albinism not known) ; 2 young. Red ;

(3) with female e of the same brood, (R+A) ;

8 young, 6 Red, 2 Albino
;

(4) with female v of the same brood, (A+R) ;

38 young, 35 Red, 3 Albino
;

(5) with female u of same brood, (A+R) ;

48 young, 24 Red, 24 Albino (Plate IV,

Fig. 18).

VI.B.2.b. Male, Red carrying Alhino.

Matings :—(1) with female g of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 87 young, all Red
;

(2) with female w of the same brood, (A+R)

;

222 young, 118 Red, 104 Albino.

VLB.2.C. Male, Red carryiiig Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female h of the same brood, (R+A)
;

11 young, 7 Red, 4 Albino
;

(2) with female g of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 21 young, all Red.

VI.B.2.d. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female r of the same brood ; 7 voung,

all Red
;

(2) with female e of the same brood. (R+A) ;

25 young, 21 Red, 4 Albino
;

(3) with female VI.A.2.C. (B+R)
; (27 young,

16 Black, 11 Red).
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VI.B.2.e. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(8 young, 6 Red, 2 Albino)
;

(2) with male d of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(25 young, 21 Red, 4 Albino)
;

(3) with male III.D. (B+A) ; 19 young, 11

Black, 8 Albino
;

. (4) with male VLC.3.b. (B+R+A)
; (38

young, 15 Black, 12 Red, 11 Albino)
;

(5) with male VI.B.l.m. (A+R)
; (87 young,

50 Red, 37 Albino).

VI.B.2.f. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (R+A) ;

(8 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male VI.C.2.q. (A+B+ R)
; (20

young, 6 Black, 5 Red, 9 Albino).

YI.B.2.g. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with male b of the same brood. (R+A)
;

(87 young, all Red)
;

(2) with male c of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(21 young, all Red)
;

(3) with male VLC.2.d. (Pure Black)
; (23

young, all Black)
;

(4) with male from Brood 1 of male III.B.

(A+B) ; 54 young, all Black.

VI.B.2.h. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male c of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(11 young, 7 Red, 4 Albino).

VI.B.2.J. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.A.2.g. (A+R)
;
(26 young,

all Red).

VI.B.2.k. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :— (1) with male VI.A.2.i. (A+R)
; (38 young,

22 Red, 16 Albino)
;

(2) with male VI.A.2.h. (A+B+R)
; (16

young, 6 Black, 2 Red, 8 Albino).

YI.B.2.1. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings:—(1) with male VI.C.2.p. (A+R); (6 young,

3 Red, 3 Albino)
;

(2) with male VI.C.2.U. (A+R)
; (1 young,

Albino).
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VI.B.2.m. Female, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.C.2.S. (A+B+R)
; (9 yomig,

3 Black, 2 Red, 4 Albino).

VI.B.2.n. Female, Pure Red.

Matings:—(1) with male VI.A.3.Z. (A+B+R); (15

young, 10 Black, 5 Red).

VI.B.2.0. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.A.3.aa. (A+R)
; (12 young,

all Red).

VLB. 2. p. Female, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(2 young. Red).

VI.B.2.q. Female, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.A.3.y. (A+B); (1 young. Black).

VLB. 2.1*. Female, Red. Albinism not known.

Matings :—(1) with male d of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(7 young, all Red).

One male, mated with female v, and 5 females which reached

maturity and mated, were eaten by their mates. One died immature.

VLB. 3. a. Male, Red carrying Alhmo.

Matings :—(1) with female VLC.3.U. (A+B+R)
; (47

young, 15 Black, 13 Red, 19 Albino)
;

(2) with female VI.A.2.m. (A+B+R) ; 33

young, 6 Black, 14 Red, 13 Albino.

VI.B.3.b. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female VLC.3.W. (A+R)
; (31 young,

19 Red, 12 Albino)
;

(2) with female Vl.C.S.f. (B+A)
; (25 young,

21 Black, 4 Albino).

VLB.3.C. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with female VLC.S.x. (A+B+R)
; (19

young, 7 Black, 4 Red, 8 Albino).

VLB.3.d. Male, Red. Not proved.

Matings :—(1) with Albino female VLC.3.t.
;

(2) with Red female of the same brood
;

(3) with Albino female LCI. I.e. ; all of which

it ate
;

(4) with Albino female VLA.2.m. Died.

VI.B.3.e. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :--(l) with a Red male of the same brood; 2

young, Red
;
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Matings :- (2) with male VI.A.2.a. (B+R+ A)
; (20

young, 8 Black, 12 Red)
;

(3) with male VI.C.2.U. (A+R)
; (24 young,

all Red).

^'I.B.3.f. Female, Bed carryiwj Albino.

Matings :--(l) with male VI.C.2.C. (B+A)
;
(G young, &

Black, 1 Albino).

VI.B.3.g. Female. Red. Not proved.

Matings :—(1) with Black male Vl.A.2.b.
; (5 young,.

Black)
;

(2) with a Red male VI.A.3.t. ; was eaten.

4 others, females, reached maturity, mated and died ; one died

immature.

VLB. 4. a. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings :—(1) with Black female (from Brood I of female

IV.N.) ; 8 young, 7 Black, 1 Albino
;

(2) with female c of the same brood, (R+A) ;.

22 young, 17 Red, 5 Albino.

VI.B.4.b. Male, Red carrying Albino.

Matings:— (1) with female d of the same brood, (Pure

Red) ; 13 young, Red
;

(2) with female g of the same brood, (A+R) ;

132 young, 71 Red, 61 Albino.

VI.B.4.C. Female, Red carryiny Albino.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (R+ A)
;

(22 young, 17 Red, 5 Albino).

VI.B.4.d. Female, Pure Red.

Matings :—(1) with a Red male of the same brood ;;

1 young. Red
;

(2) with male b of the same brood
; (13 young,

Red) ;

(3) with a Red male (from J^rood 3 of female

III.Q) ; 51 young, all Red.

VI.B.4.e. Female, Red. Constitution unknown.

In all, 3,443 young were produced. The numbers from the different

matings are as follows :-

Red by R; R+A ; and A+R : 709 young, all Red.

Red carrying Albino by R+ A : and A+R ; 883 Red, 582 Albiiu).

Red and R+ A by Black : 258. all Black.

Red and R+A by B+R ; 135 Black, 115 Red.
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Red carrying Albino by B+A and A+B ; 141 Black, 44 Albino.

Red carry ing Albino by B+ R+ A and A+B+R; 217 Black, 177 Red,

182 Albino.

To sum up, 60 red-eyed animals were tested, 49 gave definite results.

36 proving to be Red with the albino factor, and 13 Pure Red. Theory

•demands 36-6 Red with albino, 12-2 Pure Red.

These results are in full agreement with Hypofhesis II and not in agree-

ment with Hypofhesis I.

Cross C. F.2. Feneration. Albinos.

A final test of the two hypotheses would be obtained by testing the

Fg albinos got by crossing Fg coloured parents. Amongst these F3 albinos

C
•animals with the constitution like the original all-white male parent

should occur if Hypothesis I were true. If therefore we make many
crosses amongst the albinos of this generation we ought to find some

pairs which would give all coloured offspring. If these are not produced

it will be an additional proof that Hypofhesis II is the right one. We
have made 18 matings of this character, and they yielded a total of 588

young, all of them albino.*

* In all the animals referred to in this paper as "alliiuu," the eyes had the irregular,

degenerate form figured on Plate VII, Fig. 4. If we take the view that, in the absence of
red and black pigment, the regular form is in itself sulKcient to distinguish the "all
white"' eye (Plate VII, Fig. 7) from the imperfectly shaped "albino" ej'e, the following
statement, the form of which we owe to Prof. R. C. Punnett, who has been good enough to

read this paper in proof, puts the argument against our Hypotliesis I in a l)rief form.
The letter P must be understood to represent the factor for either red or Ijlack i)igment,

p the absence of such a factor. Hypothesis I. That two complementary colour factors are

concerned, of which the "albino " female contains one, \\y.. P, and the "all white" male
the other, viz. C.

All white S x Albino ? Albino ? x Black <^

CCpp X ccPP cePP X CCPP

Females
| |

Males
\1. A, VI. B, VI. C CcPp CcPP II. A., II. B., II. C.

(Plate II) ^^—^ —^ (Plate II)

I Cp I ^ ( CP I
S- cP

j

^
IcP S-

<« cp j ,
——

,

5
CCPP
CcPP
CCPp
CcPp Zygotes of broods
CcPP VI A.I., VI.A.2., VI.A.3.,
ccPP VI.B.l., VI.B.'i., VI.B.3

,

CcPp VI.C 1., VIC 2., VI.C 3.

ccPp (Plate II).

Mated among themselves the chances of Pp zygotes coming together are 16 in 64, i.e.

1 in 4, and in such cases "all-white" eyes should appear in ratio 1 : 3. Amongst the
lilacks 109 such matings have been made, amongst the reds 40, and amongst the albinos

27, making a total of 176 such matings, and no " all-white " eyes of perfect form appeared.
Hence Hypothesis I is not valid here.
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The Albinos of VI.A. may be taken as a fairly accurate record of the

proportions found, most of them, 13 out of 15, having survived to

maturity. Of these 3 carried Black only, 3 Red only, and 7 carried both

Black and Red.

VI.A.l.r. Male, Albino carrying Black only.

Matings :^(1) with female VII.C.3.a. (Plate V) (Red

no-white) ; 36 young, all Black- (Plate IV,

Fig. 17) ;

(2) with female VI.A. (its female parent)

(B+R+A) ; 1 young, Black
;

(3) with female from the Pure Red Stock ;

23 young, all Black (Plate IV, Fig. 16).

VI.A.l.s. Male, Alhi7io carrying Black only.

Matings :--(l) with female VII.C.3.b. (Plate V) (Red no-

white) ; 57 young, all Black.

VI.A.l.t. Male, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with female from No-white Stock (Red

no-white) ; 34 young, 17 Black, 17

Red
;

(2) with female VI. C. (B+R+A) ; 14 young,

8 Black, 6 Albino.

VI.A.2.g. Male, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.B.2.J. (Pure Red) ; 26

young, all Red
;

(2) with female VI.C.3.h. (Pure Black)
;

29 young, all Black.

VI.A.2.h. Male, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with female m of the same brood, (A+ B+
R) ; 25 young, all Albino

;

(2) with female VI.B.2.k. (R+A) ; 16 young.

6 Black, 2 Red, 8 Albino.

VLA.2.J. Male, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(l) with VI.B.2.k. (R+A); 38 young, 22

Red, 16 Albino
;

(2) with female m of the same brood, (A+B+
R) ; 1 young. Albino.

VI.A.2.k. Female, Albino carryi^ig Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with male a of the same brood, (B+R+ A)

;

(7 young, 2 Black, 1 Red, 4 Albino)
;

(2) with male VI.A.3.aa. (A+R) : 42 young,

all Albino
;
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Matings :—(3) with male II. B. (R+A) ; 146 young, 33

Black, U Red, 69 Albino.

VI.A.2.1. Female, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with male VI.A.3.t. (R+A)
; (6 young,

1 Red, 5 Albino).

The female died after extruding this brood ; the proof of her con-

stitution was obtained by mating the young, when mature, together

and with mates of proved constitution. The red one was a male,

the albinos were one male and four females. The Albino male and

one female mated ; 9 young, all Albino. The female was then

mated with the Red male, and gave in 38 young, 13 Black, 8 Red,

17 Albino. (The albino male mated with a Pure Red female had

31 young, all Red.)

VI.A.2.m. Female, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with an Albino male of the same brood ;

5 young, all Albino
;

(2) with male h of the same brood, (A+B-j-

R)
; (25 young, all Albino)

;

(3) with male j of the same brood, (A+R)
;

(1 young. Albino ;)

(4) with male VI.B.3.d. ; no results
;

(5) with male VI.B.3.a. (R+A)
; (33 young,

6 Black, 14 Red, 13 Albino).

VI.A.3.y. Male Albino carrying Black only.

Matings:—(1) with female VI.B.2.q. (Red, albinism not

known) ; 1 young. Black
;

(2) with female I.E.2.f. (R+A) ; 15 young,

3 Black, 12 Albino.

VI.A.3.Z. Male, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.B.2.n. (Pure

Red) ; 15 young, 10 Black, 5 Red.

VI.A.3.aa. Male, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female VI.B.2.0. (Pure Red) ; 12

young, all Red
;

(2) with female VI.A.2.k. (A+B+R)
; (42

young, all Albino)
;

(3) with female VI.A.2.d. (B+ A) ; (18 young,

8 Black, 10 Albino)
;

(4) with female VI.A.2.e. (B+A)
; (29 young,

13 Black, 16 Albino)
;



12 young,
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Matings :— (4) with female VI.B.3.e. (Pure Red) ; 24
young, all Red

;

(5) wdth female Vl.C.S.g. (B+ R) ; 28 voung,
13 Black, 15 Red.

One other reached maturity, a female, which died before its con-
stitution could be tested.

VI.C'.3.p. Male, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female r of the same brood, (A+R)
;

11 young, all Albino
;

(2) with female j of the same brood, (B+A)
;

(31 young, 14 Black, 17 Albino)
;

(3) with female VI.B.2.J. (Pure Red); 17
young, all Red).

VI.C.3.q. Male, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with female u of the same brood, (A+B-f
R)

; 11 young, all Albino;

(2) with Albino female v of the same brood
(constitution unknown)

; 30 young, all

Albino
;

(3) with female t of the same brood, (A)

14 young, all Albino
;

(4) with female o of the same brood, (Pure
Red)

; (36 young, all Red).
VI.C.3.r. Female, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :—(1) with male p of the same brood (A-fR)
;

(11 young, all Albino)
;

(2) with male m of the same brood, (R+A)
;

381 young, 181 Red, 200 Albino.
VI.C.3.S. Female, Albino carrying Red only.

Matings :-(l) with a male descended from the same
stock as R.l. (see male II.B. p. 284) (Pure
Red) ; 5 young, all Red.

VI.C.3,t. Female, Albino. Constitution unknown.
Matings :—(1) with male q of the same brood, (A+R)

;

(14 young, all Albino)
;

(2) with Red male VI.B.3.d.
; eaten.

VI.C.3.U. Female, Albino carrying Black and Red.
Matings :-(l) with male q of the same brood (A+R)

;

(11 young, all Albino)
;

(2) with male VI.B.3.a. (R+A)
; 47 young,

15 Black, 13 Red, 19 Albino.
NEW SEUIES.-VOL. XI. NO. 3. DECEMBER, 1917.
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VI.C.3.V. Female, Albino. Constitution unknown.

Matings :—(1) with male ({ of the same brood, (A-pR)
;

(30 young, all Albino).

All the young died without mating.

VI.C.3.W. Female, Albino carrijing Red onli/.

Matings:—(1) with male VI.B.3.b. (R+A) ; 31 young,

19 Red, 12 Albino.

VI.C. 3.x. Female, Albino carrying Black and Red.

Matings :--(l) with male VI.B.3.C. (R+A) ; 19 young,

7 Black, 4 Red, 8 Albino.

VI.B.l.m. Male, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :—(1) with female k of the same brood ; no

results
;

(2) with female VI.B.2.e. (R+A) ; 87 young,

50 Red, 37 Albino.

VI.B.2.S. Male, Albino.

Matings :—(1) with Albino female w of the same brood
;

38 young, all Albino.

VI.B.2.t. Male, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :— (1) with Albino female u of the same brood
;

70 young, all Albino
;

(2) with a female I.E.2.e. (Pure Red) ; 50

young, all Red
;

(3) with female VI.C.3.e. (B+ R-f A) ; (28

young, 13 Black, 4 Red, 11 Albino) ;

(4) with a female of brood 1 of female VI.A.l.h

(B+R) ; 23 young, 7 Black, 16 Red
;

(5) with a female (from a mating in the first

brood from male II.D.l.k.) (Colourless)
;

90 young, all Albino.

VI. 15. 2. u. Female, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :—(1) v/ith male t of the same brood ; 70 young,

all Albino
;

(2) with male a of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(48 young, 24 Red, 24 Albino) (Plate

IV, Fig. 18).

(3; with male VI.A.l.d. (B-|-R+ A) : (24

young, 1 Black, 3 Red, 20 Albino).

VI.B.2.V. Female, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :— (1 ) with male from Pure Red Stock ; 49 young,

all Red
;
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Matings :— (2) with male a of the same brood, (R+A)
;

(38 yomig, 35 Red, 3 Albino)
;

(3) with a Red male of the same brood which
it ate

;

(4) with male VI.A.3.h. (B+ A)
; (92 young,

52 Black, 40 Albino)
;

(5) with male VI.A.3.e. (Pure Black); (19

young, all Black)
;

(6) with male VI.C.2.d. (Pure Black) ; (21

young, all Black)
;

(7) with a Black male from a brood of

VI.C.2.dxj.; 2 young, Black.

VI.B.2.W. Female, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :— (1) with male s of the same brood
; (38 voung,

all Albino)
;

(2) with male b of the same brood (R— A).

(222 young, 118 Red, 104 Albino).
VI.B.3.h. Female, Albino.

Matings :~(1) with an Albino male T.C.2.d.
; one brood,

all Albino
; two survived and mated,

producing 228 young, all Albino.
\I.B.4.f. Female, Albino.

Matings:— (!) with an Albino male (from Brood 3 of

male VI.C.2.r.) ; eggs laid; female
eaten.

YI.B.4.g. Female, Albino carrying Red.

Matings :— (1) with an Albino male, a, from Brood 2 of

male Vl.C.l.b.
;

(2) with male b of same brood (R+A);
(132 young, 71 Red, 61 Albmo).

Classes in F., Generation.

According to Hypothesis II, which has proved to be in agreement with
the facts so far ascertained, there should be in the F^ generation, resulting
from the mating of two blacks both carrying red and albino, the follow-
mg difFerent kinds in the proportions shown :—
Blacks. r.

Oonstitutioii. NuniLer.
Pure Black C C B B 1

Black carrying Albino C c B B 2
Black carrying Red C C B R 2
Black carrying Red and Albino C c B R 4
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Reds. Constitution. Xuiiilier.

Pure Red C C R R 1

Red carrying Albino C c R R 2

Albifios.

Albino carrying Black c c B B 1

Albino carrying Red c c R R 1

Albino carrying Black and Red c c B R 2

As a result of breeding tests, made either within the generation, or

by crossing with known pure reds, all these classes have been proved

to exist amongst the offspring of this generation, the actual numbers

obtained for the blacks, reds and albinos being given on pp. 302, 317 and

318 respectively.

The results recorded in this section afford further proof of the fact set

out in Section I that the imperfect albino eye behaves in inheritance in

. accordance with the theory formulated by Bateson and Punnett for coat-

colour in mice, etc., which assumes in addition to the factors for the

individual colours the existence of a factor (C), which must be present

if the colour characters are to become visible.

Experiinetifs ivith the Original Stool- (p. 287).

The fact that the absence of coloured retinal pigment in the ''
all-

white " perfect-eyed animals derived from red stock is a somatic character

and not hereditary receives some slight support from further breeding

experiments which were carried out with the original stock from which

the animals came. These experiments give no indication that the

abnormality is latent in the stock.

The two all-white specimens had occurred in two succeeding broods

from a pair of red-eyed animals (see former paper, p. 45), all the other

offspring of which were normal red-eyed animals. Two of these red-

eyed offspring survived and 3 young (which reached maturity) were

obtained by mating them together. These three were one male and two

females, and their eyes, though distinctly red, were nnich paler in colour

than usual, and in other ways not quite normal. The male mated

with both the females. Altogether 21 young were obtained, all

with normal bright red eyes, and from their matings 17 similar young

were produced in the next generation. The 2 females were also mated

with the male II.B. (p, 284), a red carrying albino. One female (14. a.)

had 29 normal red-eyed young, and the other (14.b.) had 30. Two pairs,

of these young were mated together ; the one pair had a brood of 17

red, and 5 albino all of the usual imperfect form, and the other pair had
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39 red-eyed young in three broods. The experiment was not carried
further.

The " Part-ivhite " Eye.

The '' Part-white " animals referred to in the former paper, p. 43
(Fig. 7), were also investigated, as it appeared probable that the
abnormality might be related to that of the "All-white" perfect
eye.

In the " part-whites," the eye was of perfect form, the chalk-white
accessory pigment was always present, and most of the ommatidia were
normal, with black or red retinal pigment developed ; some of the
ommatidia, however, were quite colourless, thus giving the effect of a
patch of white on the eye.

The brood in which the " j^art-whites " first appeared consisted of

21 young, 13 black and 8 red. Of the red, 4 survived to maturity, 2 being
part-white, male and female. The left eye of this male was figured
(Fig. 7 in former paper), in the right eye two or three ommatidia were
colourless, aiid on the inner side two ommatidia were separated from
the ommateum, one pigmented and one unpigmented. The other
" part-white," a female, had a cluster of 9 colourless ommatidia in the
right eye and 5 in the left. These two mated several times, but' no eggs
were laid, and the female died. The male was then mated with a normal
red-eyed female and had 30 young, all normal red-eyed animals. These
died before reaching maturity.

The male was then mated with a Pure Black female, also a part-
white, with a large patch of white on the upper side of the ommateum of the
left side, and a small patch in the same position on the right side. This
female came from wild stock brought in on July 14, 1915, and left to
breed till February 11, 1916. When examined on that date, 60 young
were found, 59 normal black-eyed, and the "part-white" female just
mentioned.

The result of the mating was a brood of 22 young, all black-eyed.
They were left to mate together and on October 3, 1916, 44 young were
found, 22 black and 22 red, all normal-eyed.

These young were left to mate together and on February 22nd, 1917,
the pots were examined. There were then present 73 young, 36 black
and 37 red, all normal-eyed.

It seems certain therefore that the " part-white " character is not
inherited.
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.SECTION 111. THE NO-WHITE EVE

(Plate V).

As was iiuMitionod in the former paper (p. '21) a mutation oceurreil in

which the superhcial chalk-white, extra-retinal piiiniiMit that t'oi'ms a

retii'ulation in which the ommatidia lie was entirely absent. This was

called the " no-white " eye, and a black one was figured (Plate I. Fig. (5).

A red one is Hgured in Plate \'ll. Fig. 5, of this paper.

The chalk-white extra-retinal pigment is much less resistant to alcohol

and f(n'malin than the black or red retinal pigment, quickly disappearing

when })laced in either of these licpiids. It may be noted here, also, that

the red retinal pigment is more easily dissolved bv alcohol than the

black, the latter being practically insoluble.

Animals occur in which the white pignuuit is present in the eye on one

side and abs(»nt in that of the other. For details of exi)eriments with these

see ]). ."540.

OrK.'IN of Exi'KRlMKNPAL STOCK.

The ' no-whites "" with which nujst of the experiments have been made
had the following history :

—
A pure black male from C'helson Meadows, which had been tested bv

mating with two wild females and with two other red females, and had

given normal results, was mated with a pure red female (a descendant

of the fourth brood of Female .\ of the former paper, p. 22) and had a

large family (Family K, in former paper, p. 31). Of this family 2-1: sur-

vived, 5 males and 19 females, all normal-eyed hybrid blacks ; the young

from their matings are now called "" ATI."' At least 6 of these females

wluMi mated with males from the sa ue fa'nilv gave some " no-white
"

voung, both black and I'ed. Details are given in the former paper, p. 44.

Proof that " no-white,'" i.e. thk ahsknce of wnrri-: imcmknt. behaves

AS A MkXDRLTAN RECESSIVR TO THE PRESENCE OF WHITE incJMEXT.

One of the red " no-whites "" from K family (VII, D.) was mated with

a bhu-k male from the ordinary hybrid stock (Plate V, Fig. 2). There

were 29 young. 12 black and 17 I'ed. all normal-eved, showing that the

presence of white ])igment is dominant, and its absence in the '' no-white
"

eye is recessivt>.

An F.2 brood got by mating together two of the red young ones from

the first brood (male e and female g) gave 3 "' no-whites ""
to 13 normal,

showing that the abnormality behaved in a Mendelian way and both the

red-eyed animals carried the factor for no-white. In other broods, which
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were not examined immediately on extrusion, (1) red mated with red

(male e and female f) gave 11 normal reds and 2 no-white reds
; (2) red

mated with red (male e with females f and g) gave 12 normal reds and

5 no-white reds
; (3) two black females, 3 red females, and 2 red males

belonging to this Fg generation from the second brood (VII.D. 2), left

tggether in the same bowl gave

7 normal blacks, i no-white blacks.

11 ,, reds 3 .. ,, reds.

The proportions are here however not significant, as red may have mated

with red, as well as red with black.

Two other experiments give direct evidence of the dominance of

normal white pigment over its absence in no-white eyes.

(1) A Red male (VILE.) with both eyes no-white (RN.), from K
family was mated with a Black carrying the factor for red (B^-R), and

there resulted a brood of 14, all normal-eyed, 7 black (B+R+N) and

7 red (R-f-N). When the young ones were mated together, " no-whites
"

both red and black appeared in the next generation.

(2) A Black male (III. J.) carrying the factor^; for Red and Albino was

mated with a Black no-white female (pp. 280, 329) and had 92 young

in four broods, all normal black-eyed.

That these no-white animals behave as simple recessives is illustrated

by further matings which will now be described.

A brood resulting from the mating together of two of the hybrid blacks

(B+R) of K family (Plate V, Fig. 1) consisted of 9 normal black-eyed

young, 1 normal red-eyed and 5 black no-whites (VII). Three of these

survived to maturity, 2 normal black-eyed females and one black no-

white male. The male A mated with each female (B and C) in turn.

With female C there were 26 young in three broods, 18 black and 8 red.

The blacks consisted of 9 normal blacks, and 9 with no-white on both

sides. The 8 red were 2 normal and (5 no-white on both sides.

From this it follows that both the male A and the female C were

hybrids as regards red and black.

The male when mated with female B gave 42 young in four broods,

all with black eyes, 25 being normal-eyed and 17 being no-whites. Female

B is therefore pure black as regards retinal colour.

Both female C and female B in these matings behave as though they

were hybrids for the character " no-white." Their no-white offspring

when mated together give all no-white young. Thus a male and a female

Black no-white (in brood B.l.) gave 3 black no-whites, a similar pair

(in brood B.2.) gave 10 black no-whites. A male and a female, both

Red no-whites (in brood C.2.) mated together gave 11 red no-whites.
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A Black no-white male mated with a Red no-white female in the same

brood (C.2.) gave 13 black no-white young. (This Black no-white

therefore did not contain the factor for red.)

Brood C.l.b.l., the offspring of a black no-white male (b) with a red

female (c) both from brood C.I., gave 1 normal black, 3 no-white blacks,

and 2 no-white reds, which is explained by supposing that the black no-

white male carries red, and the red female carries the factor for '' no-

white."

Other illustrations are the following :

—

(1) The Red no-white male VILE, (already used in Experiment (1)

referred to on p. 327, where it was mated with a hybrid black female)

was mated with a Red no-white female VII.F. of his own stock

(Plate V, Fig. 3) and had 26 young in three broods, all red no-

whites.

(2) The Red no-white female VII. F. was then mated with the Black

no-white male (VILA., see Fig. 1, PI. V) and had two broods, with 63

in all, 34 being Black no-whites and 29 Red no-whites. This confirms

the hybrid (B+R) character of the no-white male, which had already

been shown in Fig. 1.

(3) A Black male (BN.) and a Red female (RN.), both no-whites, out

of the same brood from K stock (VII. (I and H), gave in one brood 26

young, 13 Black no-whites and 13 Red no-whites.

Further instances of " No-white " Eyes arising.

In the case of the animals already described with which most of the

experiments on the inheritance of no-white eyes were made, the mutation

appeared in the hybrid stock. Another instance of a similar origin also

occurred and was referred to in the former paper, p. 44. In the A family

7 animals out of 93 surviving produced some no-whites amongst their

young. Altogether there were 277 of these young, and of these 126

showed some abnormality in the white extra-retinal pigment. In five

cases (four black and one red) it was entirely absent in both eyes ; in

five other cases (four black and one red) it was entirely absent from the

eye of one side only, being normal in the other eye. In the other 116 the

white pigment was very much reduced in amount and the reticulation

was much broken up. In extreme cases there were only a few bars of

white remaining. This gradual disappearance of the white pigment is an

interesting feature, and might with advantage be studied further by

means of definite breeding experiments. Other instances of a similar

kind will be mentioned later.

No-white eyes have also originated independently of those described
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above, from wild stock which had not been crossed with red-eyed

animals.

From a number of animals brought in from Chelson Meadow on Feb
ruary 11, 1915, certain pairs already mated in the open were put in

separate finger-bowls. In the descendants of two of these pairs, no-white

eyes have occurred. The pairs and their offspring will be considered

separately.

(1) Pair V. In this pair the female had the white pigment very nuich

reduced, the reticulation was perfect but the lines of white were very

thin and thread-like. She was mated with a normal-eyed male, and had

a fairly large brood which was not examined when young. Of this brood

four reached maturity, three males and one female. One of the males

mated with the female. The eyes of this male were examined and the

white reticulation though perfect was so thin that it required micro-

scopical examination with a 1-inch power to trace it. The eyes of the

female were not examined, the male having devoured her after the

extrusion of the brood. The brood numbered 13 ; 5 had a white reticula-

tion which could just be seen under a hand-lens ; 6 had eyes like the male

parent, in which the reticulation could only be seen with a microscope
;

2 had no reticulation and were typical no-whites. All the individuals

of this brood were left together in the same finger-bowl, where they re-

mained for some months. At the end of the time 6 very small young

were found, all the other animals having died as the conditions in the

bowl had become unhealthy. Of the 6 young ones, three had no-white

eyes on both sides, one had no-white on the left side and very faintly

marked reticulation on the right. The other two were quite normal in

appearance. One of the no-whites, a female, was mated with male

III.J. (p. 280).

For the mating of the one-sided no-white female see p. 340.

The male referred to above, with very thin white reticulation in the

eye, was also mated with a normal red-eyed female. There were 47

black-eyed young, in 45 of these the white reticulation was very much

reduced, varying from complete but very thin Hues to a few scattered

flecks of white, and in many cases more reduced in the eye of one side

than in that of the other. In the other two of the 47 young ones the white

was completely absent from the eyes of both sides. This result is un-

expected because the reduction of the white pigment appears to be

dominant over normal white pigment, whereas the absence of white

pigment has in other cases always behaved as a recessive.

(2) Pair IV. The parents had normal black eyes, and gave 66 young,

all normal. These young were left together for six months, and the

vessel in which they were living then contained 28 survivors, three large
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ones, 1 male and 2 females, and 25 young. The v/hite pigment in the

eyes of both the large females was very much reduced. Twenty-three

of the young were black-eyed, half-grown animals, with normal extra-

retinal pigment and 2 very small ones, just extruded, one of which had

no-white eyes.

(3) A number of the animals brought in on February 11, 1915, were

examined and all had normal eyes. They were kept together in one large

bell jar, which was not examined until April 5, 1916. The bell-jar then

contained 20 animals, all having black eyes with the white normal,

excepting in one instance. This was a young animal and there was so

little white pigment in the eyes that it required examination with the

microscope (1 inch) to detect it.

For another instance of the independent origin of no-white eyes

see p. 336.

SECTION IV. THE COLOURLESS EYE.

Cross between coloured No-white and Albino

(Plate VI).

The " albino " eve shows neither black nor red retinal pigment, and

is irregular and imperfect in shape, the ommatidia being few in number

and unequal in size. The " coloured no-white " eye lacks only the white

extra-retinal pigment, the black or red pigment, as well as the shape of

the eye, the number, the size, and the arrangement of the ommatidia

being normal. When animals with eyes of these two kinds are mated

together what is lacking in one is compensated by its presence in the

other, and the offspring ought to be quite normal in appearance, since

the three defects, lack of coloured pigment, lack of white pigment, and

imperfect form are all recessives.

The theoretical analysis is as follows for the case of the albino carrying

])lack and red crossed with a red no-white :—

•

If W represents the factor for the presence of white pigment and w
that for its absence, the other letters being used as before :

—

W W c c B R X w w C C R R

Albino carrying Black and Red Red no-white

Male (jfametes W c B and W c R
Female (Jametes w C R
Fj Zygotes W w C c B R \V w V c R R
Black with the white normal but Red with the white normal

carrying red, albino and no-white. carrying albino and no-white.
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Similarly if we cross an albino carrying black with a reel no-white, we

should get all black-eyed ort'spring, the animals having the same constitu-

tion as the above, viz. black with the white normal, carrying red, albino

and no-white.

If we cross an albino carrying red with a red no-white, we should get

all red-eyed offspring with the white normal, but carrying albino and

no-white.

For the next generation, if we mate together two of the black hybrids

we should get :
—

WwCcBRxWwCcBR
Black with the white normal, carrying red, albino and no-white..

The gametes are (male and female being the same) :

—

WCB, WCR, WcB, WcR, w C B, w C R, w c B, wcR

Zvgotes :

—

WCB
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That is, out of every 64 animals there should be :

16 " No-whites," of which

4 are Albino

.

and therefore colourless

9 are Black

3 are Red

48 with White, of which

27 are Black .

9 are Red

12 are Albino

1 carrying Black

1 „ Red
2 ,, Black and Red

i 1 Pure Black

2 Black carrying Albino

2 Black carrying Red
4 Black carrying Red and Albino

1 Pure Red

2 Red carrying Albino

/ 1 Pure Black

2 Black carrying Albino

No-white

Albino and No-white

Red

Red and Albino

Red and No-white

Red, Albino and No-

white

'. 1 Pure Red

I

2 Red carrying Albino

No-white

Albino and No-white

1 Albino carrying Black

Black and No-

white

Black and Red
Black, Red and

No-white

Red

Red and No-white

This may be summarised as follows :

—

27 Black-eyed, 9 Black no-white, 9 Red-eyed, 3 Red no-white, 12

Albino-eyed, 4 Albino no-white or Colourless.

From the above it will be seen that four of the no-whites out of each

64 offspring should be also albinos, that is to say, they should show
neither white, black nor red pigment, and should therefore be quite

colourless. At the time the analysis was made no animals having a quite

colourless eye had been seen, and it was a great satisfaction to us to find
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that the first brood of grandchildren got by mating together two bhick-

eyed children of the cross albino by red no-white, consisted of two normal

black-eyed animals, one black no-white, and two quite colourless. Since

then a number of others with colourless eyes have been bred. The full

details of the experiments made may now be given.

Parent Generation.

1. Albino earryitui black and red iitated with Red No-white (A+B-f-Rx
RN).

A mating of this kind is illustrated on Plate III, Fig. 6, where the male

(II.D.l.j.) is Albino and the female " No-white " (from Family K, Plate

V). Eighty young were obtained of which 42 were normal black-eved

animals and 38 normal red-eyed.

Another mating of this kind gave 34 young, 17 normal black-eyed and

17 typical red-eyed young.

2. Albino carrying black mated with Red No-white (A+B x RN).

The male II.D.l.k. (Plate II) was mated with a female red " No-white "

from Family YII (Plate V) and gave 38 young, all being normal black-

eyed animals. (Two of these 38 young which were mated together gave

in the first brood 1 colourless young one, which is referred to as C.27,

p. 338.)

From several matings of this kind including the one mentioned a total

of 158 young was obtained, all normal black-eyed animals. One of

these matings is illustrated in Plate IV, Fig. 17 (cf. p. 349).

3. Albino carrying red mated with Red No-white (A+RxRN).
From the matings of this kind there resulted 137 young, all typical

red-eyed animals.

FA. Generation from A+ B+RxRN.
Three typical experiments are illustrated on Plate VI, Figs. 1, 2 and 3,

the ancestry of the animals used being shown on Plate III, Fig. 6.

Black with Black.

Fig. 1 (Plate VI) shows the result of mating together two black

offspring (Plate III, Fig. 6, II.D.l.j. 2.) of Albino carrying black and red

crossed with Red No-white (see Parent generation above, Section I).

The first five broods given in the figure consisted of 80 young.

The numbers of each category required by the theory (see p. 332) for

80 young are given below, and those actually obtained are placed beneath

them :
—
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Noniial Black Xonnal Red Normal , 5i?1°"^'^t5t^®

Bhieks. No-whites. Reds. No-whites. Albinos. (Albino A o-

Avhitcs).

Theory 34 11 11 4 15 5

Experiment ..38 11 10 3 14 4

Since the Plate was made further broods have been obtained from

this pair and the figures now stand as follows, the total number of young

being 417 :

—

Normal Black Normal Red Normal , .S?.^"'"^''^
Blacks. No-whites. Reds. No-whites. Albinos.

(Albino iN^o-

wlntes).

Theory 176 58 58 20 78 26

Experiment . . 185 57 54 27 75 19

In addition to the family illustrated in Fig. 1 (Plate VI) a number of

other matings have been made of blacks carrying red belonging to

Parent Generation 1 (A+B+RxRN). Adding together all the figures

for the young obtained from these matings we have a total of 663 dis-

tributed as follows :

—

Normal
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tioii. Adding together all the figures for the young obtained from all the

inatings of this generation we have a total of 600 distributed as follows :

—

Normal Red Normal Colourless (Albino

Red. No-white. Albino. No-white).

Theory 338 112 112 38

Experiment 346 111 lO.") .38

Black with Red.

Fig. 3 (Plate VI) shows the result of mating together a black and a

red offspring (Plate III, Fig. 6, II.D.l.j.l.) of Albino carrying black and

red crossed with Red No-white. See Parent Generation 1 (A+ B-}-Rx

RN).

In this case theory requires that out of 32 young, 9 should be normal

blacks, 9 normal reds, 3 black no-whites, 3 red no-whites, 6 normal

albinos and 2 colourless (albino no-whites).

Fig. 3 shows the first 5 broods with a total of 100 young, the theoreti-

cal and experimental mimbers for the categories being :

—

Normal
Blacks.

28
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Independent Origin of Coloured No-white and Albino No-white

OR Colourless Eyes.

In the last section colourless-eyed animals were described amongst

the grandchildren of the cross Albino eye by No-white eye, and it was

shown that these were to be expected according to theory. These

animals always had the eye colourless on both sides of the head.

Instances of colourless eyes have also occurred in two families amongst

the offspring of our original Albino female mated with a pure Red male

(Cross A) (Plate I).

(1) The Red-eyed male (I.F.) mated with the Red female (I.E.) had

a very large number of young, 780 in twenty-six broods, 589 red

eyes and 191 albinos (Plate I). Amongst the reds there was a small

number of individuals in which the white extra-retinal pigment had

become reduced or entirely disappeared, giving rise to the typical Red
No-white eye. In 24 animals the white had almost but not entirely

disappeared from one or both eyes, only a few small specks of white

being discovered with a 1-inch power, four on right side, eight on left

side, and twelve on both sides. In 14 animals the eye on one side had

no white pigment (12 on the right side, 2 on the left), that on the other

was normal. In 5 animals the white pigment had completely disappeared

from both eyes, the eyes being typical Red No-whites.

A similar state of things occurred amongst the Albinos. In seven

animals the white pigment had entirely disappeared from the eye of one

side (5 on the left side and 2 on the right side), and was present as usual

in the eye of the other side. In one animal the white pigment was absent

from both eyes, which therefore were quite colourless (see pp. 286

and 339.2).

The followiiio' are the details of the No-whites in the successive broods:

—

In Brood 1, one Red-eyed animal had the right eye affected, there being

only a fleck or two of white ; when mature the eye was completely no-white.

It died without offspring. Another had very thin reticulation in both eyes.

(Several of the next generation had hardly any white pigment in their eyes.)

In Brood 2, one Red-eyed animal had the right eye completely no-white.

Ill Brood 3, one Albino-eyed animal had the right eye small, and the left

eye no-white, i.e. Colourless. (From the mating of two albinos of this

Brood 3, 12 young were produced, one of which was Colourless on the right

side, and one was Colourless on both sides. In the next generation again,

10 young were obtained from the mating of two of the normal albinos, and

one of these again showed tlie no-white strain, having the right eye Colour-

less.)

In Brood 4, the animals were all normal-eyed. One Albino, a female, was
mated with the Red male from Brood 1, which had very thin white reticula-
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tion in both eyes, and in their offspring the no-white strain appeared. (Out

of 76 young produced by this pair 38 were Red-eyed, 29 with normal eyes,

3 with one eye normal and the other no-white, and 6 no-white on both sides
;

38 Albinos, 22 of which were normal-eyed and 16 no-white, i.e. Colourless.

Two of these young albinos have mated, and had 41 young, 33 normal

Albino-eyed and 8 Colourless, which is the usual 3 : 1 ratio. The Colourless

have also had offspring, 8 all Colourless.)

In Brood 5, one Red-eyed had the right eye practically no-white, with only

a fleck or two of white pigment, left eye normal. (Examined again at maturity

the right eye was found to have developed the normal white reticulation,

cf. p. 340.4.) One Albino had the left eye Colourless. (In the first brood of

13 young of the next generation one Red-eyed had the left eve no-white,

and very little white pigment in the right eye.)

In Brood 6, one Red-eyed animal had the right eye no-white, and one

Albino had the left eye Colourless. (In the next generation one Red had the

left eye no-white, and very little white pigment in the right eve.)

In Broods 7 and 8, which were not examined for some days after extrusion,

the animals were all normal-eyed.

In Brood 9 three Red-eved animals were affected, one with the riy;ht eve,

one with the left eye, and one with both eyes no-white ; and two Albinos,

one having the right eye and one both eyes no-white.

In Brood 10, all the animals were normal-eyed.

In Brood 11, one Albino had the left eye no-white.

In Brood 12, two Reds had both eyes practically no-white.

In Brood 13, one Red had both eyes practically no-white.

In Brood 14, three Red-eyed were affected, two had the right eye and one

had both eves no-white.

A number of other Reds in Broods 10 to 14 showed a tendencv for the

white reticulation to break down.

In Brood 15 two Red-eyed had the right eye no-white, and one of the two

had the reticulation much broken on the left side. Two others had the re-

ticulation so much broken, one on the right and one on the left, as to be

practically no-white, and in many others the reticulation was verv thin.

()ne Albino had the right eye affected, there being only one spot of the white

pigment at the upper end of the eye.

In Brood 16, two of the Red-eyed had the left eye practicallv no-white.

In Brood 17, three Red-eyed were affected, one with the right eve, and
two with the left practically no-white.

In Brood 18, one Red-eyed had the right eye no-white, and one Albino

had the right eye no-white, and a very small eye on the left side.

In Brood 19, one Red-eyed was no-white on both sides.

In Brood 20, all the animals were normal-eyed.

In Brood 21, one Red-eyed had the right eye and one had the left eye no-

white.

In Brood 22, two Red-eyed had hardly any white pigment in the eyes, and

one Albino had the left eye Colourless.
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In Brood 23 all the Red-eyed animals had the red pigment much reduced,

giving a yellow appearance to the eyes, and two had the left eye practically

no-white. This brood is breeding and has given so far, normal Reds, Red
no-whites, one-sided Red no-whites and Albinos.

In Brood 24, the red pigment was greatly reduced, only 2 out of 19 Red-

eyed showing a faint pink tinge, the others were of a pale yellow tint. Seven

of them had hardly any white pigment, and in one of them the right eye was

practically no-white. One Albino had the right eye very small.

In Brood 25, the coloured pigment in the Red-eyed animals was the normal

bright red tint, one had very thin reticulation on the left side, one had the

right eye no-white, and very thin reticulation in the left, one had the right

eye no-white, with no red pigment in the centre of the eye, two had both

eyes no-white.

The last Brood, 26, consisted of only three animals. Red-eyed, with the

red pigment much reduced.

(2) The same Red-eyed male (I.F.) was mated with another Red-eyed

female (I.G.) from the same brood as the last and had in 3 broods 46

red-eyed and 18 albino-eyed young (Plate I). The 3rd brood consisted

of 25 red and 12 albino-eyed young. These were left together in one

bowl, and 15 young were obtained from their chance matings, 4 red, 8

albino and 3 with colourless eyes on both sides.

Two of these colourless ones survived, a male and a female (Plate V,

Fig. 5). For details of offspring, see p. 339.3.

Constitution of the Colourless Eye.

That these colourless eyes, whether obtained by breeding together

no-whites and albinos (see p. 330) or having an independent origin,

behave as recessives to white and to colour is shown by the following

results :

—

1. (a) A female with both eyes Colourless (C.27, see p. 333), belonging

to the Fa generation from the mating Albino carrying black crossed with

Red No-white, was mated with an Albino male (Plate II, VI.B.2.t.) and

produced 108 young in 5 broods all with the usual albino eyes.

Two of these broods have reached maturity and from their matings

218 young have been obtained, 16S with the usual albino eyes, and 50

albino no-whites. Theory demands for this number 164 albinos and

54 albino no-whites (Colourless).

Some of the albino-eyed young of this second generation have just

become mature, and when mated together gave 19 albino-eved and 5

albino-no-whites (Colourless).

(b) From another mating of this kind. Colourless female with Albino

male, one brood of 18 young resulted, all with normal albino eyes. These
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mated together have given 106 young, 85 Albino-eyed and 2] Albino
no-whites.

(c) The first F3 brood from F^ albinos (A+R+NxA+R+N) from
the family described on p. 336 numbered 55, 45 usual-eyed albinos and
10 albino no-whites, i.e. Colourless. Theory requires 41 albinos and 14
Colourless.

2. A female with both eyes Colourless (AN+R) (Plate VII, Fig. 6)
(whose parents are shown on Plate I, viz. I.E.3.1. ^ and I.E.3.0. $,
and whose ancestry is discussed on p. 336), the colourless character
having originated independently, was mated with a Red No-white
male RN descended from Family VII. The resulting broods are charted
on Plate \, Fig. 4, there being 177 young, all with Red No-white eyes.
The ofTspring obtained by mating together individuals from the first

brood of these young ones are shown on the plate. In the ten broods
figured there were 124 young, 89 Red No-whites (=RN+AN) and 35
Colourless (AN+R). Altogether in this generation we have obtained

481 young, 359 Red No-whites and 122 Colourless. Theory requires
361 " „ „ 120

From the mating of the first two F, young which matured, a Red No-
white male with a Colourless female, 24 young were obtained, RN-f

i^ .M t^+^ ^^- ^^' ^''' "^"'"^^ ^^•^^ '^' "^-t generation F3(RN+AN X RN+ AN) produced 14 RN+AN and 3 AN+R.
3. Of the three Colourless-eyed young referred to on p 338 which

arose independently, two survived, a male and a female These two
mated together and the three first broods are shown on Plate V Fig 5
Altogether they produced 85 young, all Colourless (Fj. The first brood
of these has reached maturity, and mated together these have produced
386 young all with colourless eyes {F.^. The first two of these broods
are shown on the Plate. Some of these F, broods have just reached
maturity, and in chance matings within the brood have produced 10
young, all Colourless (Fg).

SECTION V. ONE-SIDED NO-WHITES. ANIMALS WITH ONE
EYE NORMAL AND THE OTHER ABNORMAL.

A number of instances have occurred in which the eye on one side
of the head was normal, whilst that on the other was either a coloured
no-white eye or a colourless eye, i.e. an albino " no-white "

In most cases these animals died before maturity, so that up to the
present we have never had males and females mature at the same time,
to breed together.
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We have therefore mated the few one-sided no-whites which survived

with normal-eyed animals and with typical no-whites. The details of the

experiments are as follows :--

1. Red female, No-white on the Left side, the white reticulation rather

broken on the Right side, mated with a Red no-white male (Plate VI,

Fig. 4).

This female is descended from the B-f-R+A female, VLA.l.h. (p. 293),

which was mated with a Red male from Pure Red Stock, and gave a

brood of 7 young, 3 Black and 4 Red, hatched on May 18, 1916. On
examining the brood, August 18, 1916, two Black females and three Red
males were found with 25 young (6 Black and 17 Red), 23 of which were

normal-eyed, ajid two, a Red and a Black (see 4), were no-white on the

Left side.

The Red one was again examined on reaching maturity and the Left

eye was found unchanged, still no-white. It was mated with a Red no-

white male (i.e. one practically normal eye, to three no-white eyes), and

produced 20 young, all with normal Red eyes (R-f-N).

These young were mated together and gave a total of 490, 365 Red-

eyed, and 125 Red no-whites. In each animal both eyes were of the same

type. The results therefore are in full agreement with the Mendelian

theory of the dominance of the white pigment, the numbers required by

the theory being 367 Red-eyed to 122 Red no-white.

2. A Black female from Pure Black stock (p. 329) with the Left eye

no- white, and very little white reticulation in the Right eye, mated

with a No-white male from the same stock and had 15 young, all with

normal Black eyes.

3. An Albino female with the L"ft eye no-white, i.e. Colourless. Parent-

age, Albino male carrying Black (A+B) from Brood 1 of III.B (p. 279)

and Red female IV.Y (p. 285). The female was mated with an i\-lbino

male, the eyes of which were very small and the shape of the head ab-

normal on both sides ; 271 young were produced, all with the usual

Albino eyes and head shape normal. From 3 pairs of these young

mated within the brood 122 offspring were obtained, 121 being normal

albinos and 1 being colourless on the left side and normal albino on the

right, exactly resembling the grandmother.

4. It may be interesting to add here the account of the young Black

.female referred to in paragraph 1, above, and of the same parentage as

the Red female described.
^

When hatched the Left eye was no-white, and the Right eye had only

one streak of white in it. It was examined again at maturity and it was
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then found that the Right eye had developed the normal white reticula-

tion, and the left eye had the upper half with the white reticulation, the

lower half no-white. Mated with a Red no-white male, it had 64 offspring

B+R+N 31 and R+N 33, all with normal eyes.

Two pairs of these have produced young ; the first pair, Black with

Red. had 83 young, 45 Black, 4 Black no-white, 24 Red, 10 Red no-

white ; and the second pair, Red (R-f-N) with Red (R-fN), gave 53

young, 39 Red, 14 Red no-white, none showing any variation from the

normal types.

These Red F., young are now mature, and their matings Red no-white

by Red no-white have given 13 Red no-white, and Red (R+N) by Red
no-white have produced 26 young, 11 Red and 15 Red no-white.

SUMMARY.
Sections I and II. Amongst the stock of Ganinmrus chevreuxi which

had been kept under Laboratory conditions for at least two years a

small number of animals appeared in which the coloured retinal pigment

was absent, whilst the white extra-retinal pigment remained. The

experiments described in the present paper have shown that these eyes

were of two different kinds.

Eyes of the first kind were derived from a stock which originated in

a cross between Black-eyed and Red-eyed animals, and were degenerate

and irregular in shape. Four animals of this kind appeared in one

brood, and such eyes have since been seen only in direct descendants

from these. Eyes of this kind were found to behave as simple Mendelian

recessives to eyes showing coloured retinal pigment, whether that pig-

ment was red or black, and they are referred to in this paper as " albino
"

eyes.

Eyes of the second kind were derived from a pure red-eyed stock, and

were perfect in shape. The absence of coloured pigment has been shown

not to be inherited, and the one animal of the kind experimented with,

when mated with a female of the first kind, gave all coloured offspring.

By a study of the descendants of these coloured offspring it has been

shown that the parent animal behaves in inheritance exactly as if it

were one with normal red eyes.

In the course of this investigation all possible crosses have been made
between Black-eyed, Red-eyed and Albino-eyed animals. In this way

4 different kinds of black-eyed animals were produced, \\z. pure black,

black carrying albino, black carrying red, and black carrying red and

albino ; 2 different kinds of red-eyed animals, viz. pure red and red

carrying albino ; 3 different kinds of albinos, viz. albino carrying black,

albino carrying red, and albino carrying black and red.
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The figures given below show the number of offspring obtained in

our experiments by mating together animals of the constitutions specified

in each heading. These are summary figures, giving the totals for all

crosses of each particular kind, and include many cases which are not

referred to in the previous sections of the paper. The figures demanded

by theory are placed below those given by our experiments. The total

number of animals of which both eyes were examined for eye-colour to

Sept. 8th, 1917, is 26,553.

The figures are arranged in the following order under the different

eye-colours :

—

1. The matings giving oft'spring all of one colour
;

2. Those giving offspring of two colours in the proportion 3:1;
3. Those giving oft'spring of two colours, half of one and half of the

other
;

4.-7. Those giving offspring of three colours.

1. Matings giving yiormal-eyedj^ offspring all of one colour.

Black, offspring all normal-eyed Black in appearance, in agreement

wMth theory. Xuml„.r ..f yo-.mg, Blafk-cyed.

theorv.

BxB
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Albino, oft'spring all the usual-eyed Albino in appearance, in agreement
with theory.

Xuinber of voiuig, Albino-eyed.

A-f(?)xA+(0 "1157

A+RxA+R 225

A+RxA+(?) 330

A+RxA+B+R 103

A+RxAN 126

A+ (?)(half no-white) XAN 271 Total, 2212.

2. Matings giving normal-eyed offspring of two colours in the proportion

Black.

B-fRxB+R
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7. Matings (jiving nnrmaJ-eyed offspring of three colours in the jrroportion

:\ : 13 : 2.

Numlier of young.

IJlack-e^-ed. Red-eyed. Albino-eyed.

B+R+AxR+A Experiment 235 169 144

Theory 205 205 137

It will be noticed that in both this and the preceding instance the pro-

portion of total coloured (red and black combined) to albino is in good

agreement with the Mendelian theory. In each case, howxver, the

experiment gives a great excess of blacks over reds, whereas theory re-

quires equality in each case. The numbers are fairly large and it is

possible that this result may have some significance.

Section III. Animals occurred in which the chalk-white extra-retinal

pigment of the eyes was absent. These we have called " no-w^hites."

This mutation appeared independently in several different stocks, and

there is evidence that it may be produced in a series of steps or stages,

the white pigment being gradually reduced in amount. In some cases

the two eyes of the same animal differ in respect to the presence or

absence of white pigment, or in the amount of w^hite pigment. The " no-

white " eye behaves in inheritance as a simple Mendelian recessive to

the presence of w^hite.

The following numbers are derived from the experiments made with

these animals, including also the experiments made with the Albino-

no-whites (AN) or Colourless, described in the next Section.

1. Matings giving no-white-eyed offspring all of one colour.

Black, offspring all Black no-white in appearance, in agreement with

theory.
Nmiiber of young, 15Iack no white.

BNxBN 13

BNxRN 13

Red. offspring all Red no-whites in appearance, in agreement with

theory.

Red no -whites.

RNxRN 61

RNxAN+R 177

Albino, offspring all Albino no-white in appearance, in agreement with

theory.
Albino no-whites (i.e. Colourless).

ANxAN 489
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2. Meltings giving No-ivhite ojfsjwing of 2 kinds in the froportion 3:1.

Number of young.
Red no-whites. Albino no-whites.

RN+ANxRN+AN Experiment 373

Theory 373

125

125

3. Matings giving No-ivliite ojfsirring of 2 kinds in the 'projwrtion 1:1.

Number of young.
Black no-whites. Red no-whites.

BN+RxRN

RN+ANxAN+R

Experiment 47

Theory 44

Red.

Experiment 14

Theory 12

42

44

Albino.

10

12

4. Matings of normcd-eyed animals carrying the factor for No-ivhife,

the offspring of crosses between normal-eyed and no-whites.

(a) Those which give normal and no-white eyes of one colour in the

proportion of 3 normal to 1 no-white, i.e. 3:1.

Black.

B-fNxB+N

Red.

R+NxR+N

Albino.

A+R+NxA+R+N

A-FNxA-fN

Experiment

Theory

Experiment

Theory

Experiment

Theory

Experiment

Theory

Black

24

23

Red.

440

441

Allnno.

45

41

246

238

Number of young.
Black no-white.s.

Red no-whites.

149

147

Albino no-wliites.

10

14

72

79

(b) Those which give normal and no-white eyes in two colours in the

proportions 9:3:3:1.
Normal

R-fA-fNxR+A-fN ^^^•

Experiment 473

Theory 461

r^ -I-. Tt-r •« T^ -K-r Normal
[B+R-fNxB+R+N lied.

Experiment 73

Theory 67

Red
No-white.

149

153

Black
No-white.

24

23

Normal
Albino.

147

153

Normal
Red.

18

23

Colourless

(Albino No-
wliite).

51

51

Red
>'()-\vliite.

6

7

Note.—This is the K family VII, referred to on p. 326 in which the

No-white mutation arose independently.]
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eyes of these are quite colourless. The figures for these are given under

Section III, Summary (pp. 346 and 347, b, d and e).

In addition to the colourless-eyed animals obtained by crossing albino-

and no-whites, the colourless eye has arisen independently as a mutation.

Colourless-eyed animals mated together give all colourless-eyed off-

spring. The figures for these are given under Section III, Summary

(p. 345. ANxAN).

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The phenomena described in the present paper show a progressive

degeneration of the eye of Gammarus, taking place in a series of definite

steps or stages, each of considerable magnitude. In the end we see the

entire loss of the eye-pigment, together with a broken and irregular

arrangement of the ommatidia and a great reduction in their number.

We only need to imagine the continuation of this process for a few

further steps, and we should reach the complete absence of eyes found in

thos"e blind genera of Amphipoda, which live in subterranean waters.

There is no direct proof that the change from the black eye-pigment

of the wild animal to the red pigment, which occurred as a mutation in

the eyes of the animals first used in the experiments, is due to the loss

of a factor, but it seems not improbable that this may be the case. It is

clear, at any rate, that these degenerative changes—the change from

black pigment to red pigment, the entire loss of the coloured retinal pig-

ment, the loss of the white extra-retinal pigment, and the degeneration

in the form of the eye —all take place in exact conformity with Mendel's

Law. The only feature which may at first sight seem to show a diver-

gence from this law is the more gradual process of degeneration of the

white extra-retinal pigment, which gives rise to what we call the " no-

white " eyes described in Section III. This, however, may perhaps be

capable of explanation by supposing that the loss of the pigment takes

place in a series of steps, instead of in one single step.

The experiments recorded throw little or no light on the question of

the conditions under which mutations arise or of the causes which give

rise to mutations. The mutation of red eye-pigment has arisen once only

in the whole course of the work and then after the animals had been kept

under Laboratory conditions for only 2 generations.

The complete loss of the inter-retinal coloured pigment, giving rise

to the " albino " eye, was first seen in one brood belonging to a particular

family as described on p. 275, the female parent being from stock which

had been living under laboratory conditions for over 3 years, and the

male parent also from stock which had been in the laboratory for several

generations. Out of 733 offspring of the same family, 4 with albino eyes
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occurred, all in one brood, two of which survived to produce ofltspring.

All the animals used in the experiments were descendants of these two

and the mutation has never occurred again.

The loss of the white, extra-retinal pigment, on the other hand, has

originated apparently independently on several occasions. It is dis-

cussed in detail on p. 336. There seem to be some grounds for concluding

that the loss of this pigment occurs when animals have been allowed to

remain together for loiig periods and to interbreed promiscuously under

somewhat unfavourable conditions as regards the quantity of water in

which they are kept and the amount of food available. The loss of this

pigment too, as already mentioned, seems sometimes to occur rather

gradually and not suddenly as in the case of the change from black to

red or the loss of the red.

Quite colourless eyes have arisen independently from albinos by the

loss of the white extra-retinal pigment, just in the same way that no-

white eyes have arisen from normal red and black eyes. Cases of this

kind have been discussed on pp. 336-338.

A point of general interest which is somewhat strikingly illustrated

by experiments described in this paper is the way in which the ofTspring

of two abnormal, in this case degenerate, parents may themselves be

quite ]iormal in their characters, but are nevertheless capable of trans-

mitting the abnormalities to their children. Such a case is that described

on p. 333 (paragraph 2), where an Albino male (i.e. a male whose eye

contained only the white extra-retinal pigment but neither black nor

red inter-retinal pigment) was mated with a female Red No-white (i.e.

one whose eyes contained only red inter-retinal pigment) with the result

that all the young were black-eyed animals, normal in form and

colour and indistinguishable on inspection from their wild ancestors

(Plate VII, Figs. 4 and 5; Plate IV, Fig. 17). When, however,

these or black-eyed animals of similar constitution are mated together

the essential difference between them and the wild form comes out

at once, all the abnormalities of the grandparents being reproduced

in the grandchildren, and these abnormalities may even be combined in

such a way that some of the grandchildren are more abnormal than the

o;randparents from whom they sprang. In the particular case mentioned

the offspring consist, on the average, of 27 normal blacks, 9 black no-

Avhites, 9 normal reds, 3 red no-whites, 12 normal albinos and 4 colour-

less (albino no-whites). (Cf. Plate VI, Fig. 1.)

Other results of a similar kind are recorded on p. 333 and the following

pages.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Fiu. L—Explanation of the signs employed in the diagrams.

Normal Black, i.e. with both the black retinal and the white extra-retinal pigments

present.

Black no-iohite, with the black retinal pigment jiresent, the white pigment absent.

Red normal, with both the red retinal and the white extra-retinal pigments present.

Red no-white, with the red retinal pigment present, the white pigment absent.

Normal Albino, with the white pigment present, the coloxired retinal pigment absent.

Albino no-ivhite or Colourless, with both the coloured retinal and the white extra-

retinal pigments absent.

A black spot attached outside the large circles indicates that the animal

carries the factor for Black. Similarly, a red spot indicates that the factor

for Red is carried, a small black circle the factor for Albino, and a small red

circle the factor for No-white.

The small V-shaped sign outside the large circles means that it has not been

determined whether the factor usually indicated in the position where the

sign is placed is present or absent.

Fio. 1.—The matings of the Albino female A.C. (Albino carrying the factors for Black

and Red) with a Red male and a Black male.

Gross A. (p. 275) with the male R.2 from Pure Red Stock.

One brood, I, and the young from their inter-raatings.

Cross B. (p. 278) with the male K. A. Black carrying the factor for Red from Family
K (p. 326 and Plate V).

Four broods, D, III, IV and V.

Many of the young died before reaching maturity. The constitution of those

which survived to be tested is shown when known.

Plate II.

Cross C. The mating of the Albino female A.B. (Albino, carrying the factors for

Black and Red), with the All-White male R.I. ; the brood resulting from this

mating is designated VI.

Cross B. The mating of the Albino female A.C. (from the same brood and of the

same constitution as A.B.) with the male K.A. from the family K, shown
on Plate V, Fig. 1, Black carrying the factor for Red ; the brood from this

mating is designated II. The number of the offspring resulting from the

cross-mating of Brood VI, with Brood II, together with the sex. and con-

stitution when known, of the surviving animals, are shown below. Animals

to which no letter is attached could not be tested for constitution.

II.D 1, 2, 3, 4, are broods from the mating of two animals of Brood II.

The number of yoimg is shown, and the sex of those which reached maturity,

but not the constitution, as, except in two or three instances, they were not

tested for the factors carried.

Plate III.

Fn!. I.— Mating of Albino ivith Albino ; offspring all Albino-eyed.

The male (h) and the female (1) are both from the second lirood of II. I),

(p. 279, Plate II).

Fig. 2.

—

Mating of Albino carri/ing tlw factor for Black ir/'lli I'lirc Red : offspring all

Black-eyed.

The male (A+B) is from the first brood of lll.B. (].. 270. IMate I) ; the

female (R) is VI.B.2.g. (p. 314, Plate II).
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Fig. 3.

—

Matiny of Albino curri/ing the factor for Black with Bed currijiiKj lh(- factor for

Albino ; Iialf the offspring Black-eyed, half Albino-eyed.

The male (A+ B) is from the same brood as the male of Fig. 2 (pp. 279 and

286), the female (R+ A) IV.Z. (p. 285, Plate I).

Fig. 4.

—

Madng of Albino carrying the factor for Reel with Pure Red ; oft'sining all Red-

cyed.

The male (R) and the female {A-pR) are both from a brood of the female

I.G. of Cross A (p. 286).

Fig. 5.— Mating of Albino carri/ing the factor for Red ivith Red carri/ing the factor for

Albino ; half the offspring Red-eyed, and half Albino-eyed.

Both the male (R+ A) and the female (A+R) are from the same brood as

the pair of Fig. 4 (p. 286).

Fig. I).— Mating of Albino carri/ing the factors for Black and Red tvith Red No-n-liife ;

half the offspring. Black-eyed, carrying the factors for Red, Albino and No-

white, and half Red-eyed, carrying the factors for Albino and No-white.

The male (A-j-B+R) is II.D.I.j. on Plate II (p. 3.33) : the female is a Red

no-white from Family K (Plate V, Fig. 1).

Some of this brood came to maturity, but died before their constitution

could be proved ; their sex is shown in the diagram, but no distinctive letters

have been given them.

Plate IV.

Fig. 1.

—

-Mating of Black carri/itig the factors for Red and Albino irifh Pure Red ; half the

offspring Black-eyed, half Red-eyed.

The female (B+R-J A) (also in Figs. 2 and 3) is VI.A.1.1. (p. 293, Plate II);

the male (R) came from the Pure Red Stock.

Fig. 2.

—

Mating of Black carri/ing the factors for Red and Albino with Black carrying the

factor for Red only : offspring in the projjortion of 3 Black-eyed to 1 Red-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the same female (B+R+ A) as in Fig. I

mated with the male (B^R) VI.A.l.a. (p. 291, Plate II).

FicJ. 3.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factors for Red and Albino with Red carrying the

factor for Albino ; offspri!ig should consist of Black-C3ed. Red-eyed and Albino-

eyed animals.

The same female (B-pR-j-A) a.s in the two previous figures mated with the

male (R--A) VLCLo. (p. 310, Plate II).

Fig. 4.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factor for Red only with Pure Red ; half the offspring

Black-eyed, and half Red-eyed.

The same male (B
i
R) as in Fig. 2, mated with a female (R) from the Pure

Red Stock.

Fig. 5.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factor for Red only with Black carrying the factors

for Red and Albino ; offsprmg in the proportion of 3 Black-eyed to 1 Red-

eyed.

The same male (B— R) as in Figs. 2 and 4. mated with the female (B-[ R+ A)
Vl.C.l.d. (p. 297, Plate II).

Fig. 6.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factors for Red and Albino with Red carrying the

factor for Albino ; offspring should consist of Black-eyed, Red-eyed and

Albino-eyed animals.

Both animals from the one brood; the same female (B+R-pA) as in

Fig. 5 ; the male (R - A) as in Fig. 3.

Fk;. 7.

—

Mating of Pure Black u-ith Pure Red : offspring all Black-eyed.

The male (B) VI. A. I.e. (p. 292. Plate II) ; the female (R) from the Pure Red
Stock.
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Fig. 8.

—

Mating of Pvre Black witli Ihd carrying the factor far Albino ; ofl'i-piing all

Black-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the same male (B) as in Fig. 7 : the

female (R i A) VI.A.l.q. (p. 309, Plate II).

Pig. 9.

—

Mating of Bed carrying tJie factor for Albino ivith Bed carrying the factor for

Albino ; offspring in the proportion of 3 Red-eyed to 1 Albino-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood; the male (R+A) VI.A.l.n. (]i. 309,

Plate II) ; the female (R+ A) VI.A.l.q. (also in Figs. 8 and 10).

Fig. 10.

—

Mating of Bed carrying the factor for Albino with Pure Bed ; offspring all Red-

eyed.

Both animals from the one brood; the same female (Rj A) as in Figs. 8

and 9 ; the male (R) VI.A.l.m. (p. 308, Plate II).

Fig. 11.

—

Mating of Bed carrying the factor for Albino with Pure Bed ; offspring all Red-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the same male (R) as in Fig. 10 ; the

female (R^ A) VI.A.l.ix (p. 309, Plate II) (also in Fig. 12).

Fig. 12.

—

dialing of Bed carrying the factor for Albino with Bed carrying the factor for

Albino ; offspring in the proportion of 3 Red-eyed to 1 Albino-eyed.

The male (R+ A) is II.B. (p. 284, Plate II);%he female (R-A) VI.A.l.p.

(also in Fig. 11).

Fig. 13.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factor for Albino only with Pure Bed : offspring

all Black-eyed.

The female (Br A) Vl.C.l.k. (p. 298, Plate II) ; the male R from the Pnre

Red Stock.

Fig. 14.

—

minting of Black carrying tlie factors for Bed and Albino with Black carrying the

factor for Albino only : offspring in the proportion of 3 Black-eyed to I Albino-

eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the male (B+R+A) Vl.C.l.b. (p. 297,

Plate II) ; the female (B+ A) Vl.C.l.k. was used in the previons fignre.

Fig. 15.

—

Mating of Black carrying the factors for Bed and Albino with Black carrying the

factors for Bed and Albino ; offspring in the jiroportion of 9 Black-eyed to 3

Red-eyed to 4 Albmo-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the male (B-pR-r A) was used in the

])revious figure ; the female (B-| R [-A) Vl.C.l.f. (p. 298, Plate II).

Fig. 16.

—

Mating of Albino carrying the factor for Black only with Pure Bed ; offs]ning all

Black-eyed.

The male (A^-B) VI.A.l.r. (]>. 318, Plate II): the female (R) from the Pure

Red Stock.

Fig. 17.

—

Mating of Albino carrying the factor for Black only with Bed Xo-n-Jiiti ; off-

spring all normal Black-eyed.

The same male (A+B) from the previous experiment—Fig. 16 : the female

(RN) Ml.('.3.a. (p. 333) is an Fgfrom the Family VII figured on Plate V.

Fig. 18.

—

Mating of Albino carrying the factor for Bed only with Bed carrying the factor

for Albino ; half the offspring Red-eyed and half Albino-eyed.

Both animals from the one brood ; the male (R+A) VLB. 2. a. (p. 313,

Plate II) : the female (A+R) VI.B.2.U. (p. 322, Plate II).

Plate \'.

Fi<;. 1.

—

The origin of K. Family, in which, the No-White Mutation first occurred.

Parent Generation, Pure Black mated with Pure Red. Fj Cieneration,

24 survivors, all Black carrying the factor for Red. The No-whites appeared
in some of the broods of the F2 generation. One of these broods is figured

here, with the offs])ring (F^) resulting from the inter-mating in the brord
;

some of the F., generation are al.'o shown.
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Plate VII.
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Normal Red.

GAMMARUS CHEVREUXI.

Red No-White.
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As the younji' in this figuro (and in Fig. 2) were not all examined immediately

on extrusion, the projjortions given of normal-eyed to now hite-eyed cannot

be regarded as exact.

Fio. 2.

—

Mating of a normal Black carri/ing the factor for Bed with a Htd Xo-white female

(VI I. D) from a K Family brood not figured; with their F, and F^ offspring

(p. 32G).

Fi(!. 3.

—

Matings of Red and Black Xo-white-s ; Red male (RN) \1I.E; with Red
female (RN) VII.F; the same Red female with Black male (BN+R) VILA-
of Fig. 1 (p. 328). VII. E. and VII.F. are from broods from K Family which

are not figured.

Fk!. 4.

—

Mating of Bed Xo-white with Albino Xo-white ; Fj offspring all Red No-white ;

F., offspring in the proportion of 3 Red No-white to 1 Albino No-white. The

figure shows the first ten F, broods from the inter-mating of the first Fj brood.

(See also p. 339.)

Fk;. .5.

—

Mating of Albino Xo-white or Colourless with Albino Xo-white ; offspring all

Albino No-white.

For details of this mating, see pp. 338 and 339.

Plate VI.

Albino carri/ing the factors for Black and Red crossed with Bed Xo-white (see also Plate III,

Fig. B, p. 333) ; the Black offspring carry the factors for Red, Albino and No-

white ; the Red offspring the factors for Albino and No-white.

Fio. 1.—Mating of two of the Black offspring from the second brood of the above cross ;

male a and female j (p. 333).

Fig. 2.—Mating of two of the Red oft'spring from the second brood ; male n and female x

(p. 334).

Fk;. 3.—]\lating of Black and Red offspring from the first brood of the above cross : male

a and female b (p. 335).

Fk;. 4.

—

Mating of a Red half Xo-ichite with Red Xo-white ; all the oft'spring normal

Red-eyed (p. 340).

The male is a red no-white descended from K Family.

The female is an F^ from the first mating of VI.A.l.h. (B-rR^-A with R)

(p. 293). Out of 25 young of theF., generation, two, a Red and a Black, were

partly no-white when hatched. The Red one, figured here, had the Left eye

no-white, the Right eye with the white reticulation present but thin ; this did

not alter throughout its life. The Black one, when hatched, had the Left eye

no-white, and only one streak of white in the Right eye. Two months later, it

reached maturity, a female, and it was then found the Right eye had developed

the perfect white reticulation all over, and the Left eye had also developed it

over the upper half of its surface.

Plate VII.

All the figures from living specimens.

Fiu. 1.

—

Gainniarus chevreuxi Sexton. Male. From a wild specimen. X 7.

Fk!. 2.—Normal Black Eye. B. X 58.

Fig. 3.—Normal Red Eye. R. x 58.

Fict. 4.—Normal Albino Eye. A. from Female AB. (See p. 287.)

Figured November 16th, 1915. X 58.

Fk;. 5.—Red No-white. RN. X 58.

Fic. (j.—Colourless (Albino No-white. AN+ R- See p. 339 for ancestry), x 58.

Fk:. 7.—All-white perfect Eye. (See p. 287.) X 58.
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Heredity in Plants, Animals, and Man.

Being the PresifJenfial Addres^^ delivered before ilte

Pl>/moufh InsfifnfioN, Ocfoher 12fh, 1910.

By

E. J. Allen, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Director of tlic Plymoutli Laboratorn.

[Reprinted from tlie Transactions of the Plymoutli Institution.]

Witii Diagrams 1-11 in the Text.

Of the many branches of biological enquiry which have occupied the

attention of naturalists during the last twenty years the one which has

perhaps yielded the most striking results, from a theoretical point of view,

has been the study of heredity in plants and animals—the study of the

laws according to which the characters of parents are transmitted to their

descendants.

The practical achievements of the farmer, the gardener, and the

animal breeder in obtaining and fixing innumerable varieties of cultivated

plants and domesticated animals had made everyone familiar with the

general facts that variations occur, and that these variations sometimes

are and sometimes are not transmitted from parent to offspring. Common
observation of the men, women, and children with whom v;e come in

contact shows us that human beings also exhibit similar phenomena.

Amongst a family of children several quite distinct types of feature, of

build, of colour of hair or eye are found, and it is often quite plain from

which parent, or from the family of which parent, a particular charac-

teristic has been derived. The same thing is sometimes clearly true of

mental and moral traits.

Charles Darwin, especially in his work " On the Variations of Animals

and Plants under Domestication," brought together a great collection of

facts bearing on this subject, which formed the basis upon which his

theory of natural selection was built up. Around the question of the

cause or origin of such variations much discussion has centred. Darwin
hin.self was inclined to favour the view generally associated with the
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name of Lamarck, that variations were brought about by the direct

action of the environment—of the conditions under which the hfe of the

animal or plant was carried on—and that variations originating in this

way were capable of being inherited. Changes of structure brought about

by the use or disuse of organs were considered of particular importance

in this connection. Especially when the environmental conditions had

remained the same for many generations did the characters produced by

them become, it was thought, permanently fixed in the species as part of

its hereditary constitution. This view was strongly attacked by Weis-

mann, who held that variations produced by external conditions, and

especially by use and disuse of parts, were not hereditary, and the char-

acters of the germ plasm as received from the parents were transmitted to

the offspring without change. Weismann's view has been considered the

more probable by the majority of biologists since he wrote, though by a

minority it has always been subjected to vigorous criticism.

With the question of the causes that give rise to variations capable of

being inherited, it is not however my intention to deal to-night. Accept

ing the fact, which cannot be disputed, that such variations do occur, and

recognising that characters of the parent sometimes do and sometimes

do not appear in the offspring, when parents with different characters

are mated together, we shall consider the system or law in accordance

with which the hereditary transmission of characters takes place.

What is now recognised as the epoch-making pioneer work in this

subject was carried out by Gregor Mendel, Abbot of Brlinn, a small town

in Austria, and published by him in the Proceedings of the local natural

history society at Brlinn in ISG-j. This work unfortunately escaped

attention for many years, and it was not until 1900 that the importance

of Mendel's paper was recognised by de Vries, Correns and Tschermak,

who all three about the same time brought it into notice. The work has

since been repeated and extended by Bateson, Punnett and many other

workers in this country, on the Continent, and in America, and to-day

there is a very extensive literature dealing with heredity on Mendelian

principles in plants, animals, and man.

Mendel chose the common garden pea for the purposes of his experi-

ments, a plant which exists in a number of well-marked varieties, capable

of being crossed easily one with the other. The nature of his experiments

and the character of the results which he obtained will perhaps be made

clear by the description of a simple example. There is one variety of the

pea plant that produces seeds, which when the pods are fully ripe and

dry are of a uniform yellow colour. Another variety, on the other hand,

produces peas which when they are ripe and dry are green.

It will be well known to you that in order to produce a ripe seed, which
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shall be capable of germination and growth, the union is necessary of two

elements which occur in the flower. These elements are the ovule, which

lies at the base of the flower, and the pollen, which generally takes the

form of a fine dust or powder, and is formed by the stamens. The pollen

is the male element, the ovule tJie female element ; both are single cells,

-and together with the corresponding elements in animals they are called

by the general name oi gametes. The union of the ovule and pollen, which

results in the formation of the ripe seed, is known as fertilisation. The

general term applied to the ripe seed, the adult plant or the adult animal,

which results from the union of the male and female gametes, is zygote—
that which is yoked together. Two gametes or germ cells unite to form

a zygote.

If plants of the variety which produces yellow peas are fertilised with

the pollen from their own flowers or from flowers of the same variety, the

seeds produced will all be yellow in colour, exactly resembling the parents.

The variety breeds true to colour, and for however many generations the

breeding is continued the colour remains the same, provided both parents

in every case belong to the same variety.

Similarly the green-coloured variety, wheii the flowers are fertilised

with their own pollen or wnth that from similar plants, produces pods

which contain only green-coloured peas.

What Mendel did was to cross one of these varieties with the other.

The ovules of a plant normally producing yellow-coloured peas were

fertilised with pollen from a plant which produced green-coloured peas,

or vice versa. In this way a hybrid between the two varieties was

obtained.

The hybrid peas resulting from this cross are all yellow in colour, and

the result is the same whichever way the cross is made. The yellow

colour is therefore said to be donnnant to green, and green is said to be

.recessive.

This is illustrated in Diagram 1, in which the black discs represent

yellow peas, the rings represent green peas.

The hybrid yellow seeds were then sow^n, and the resulting plants

produced flowers. These flowers were allowed to fertilise themselves—

•

that is to say, the ovules were fertilised with pollen from the same flower,

. so that hybrid was mated with hybrid. The pods produced by these

plants were found to contain both yellow and green peas. The recessive

form—the green—therefore, which was lost in the first hybrid generation,

. appears again in the second generation.

As the result of a large number of experiments Mendel found that the

proportion of yellow to green seeds amongst the offspring of the hybrids

.was 3:1, there were three times as many yellow as green.
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The seeds from this generation were collected and separately sown.

The plants from the green seeds, when self-fertilised, produced all green

seeds, and when these were again sown plants producing all green seeds

again resulted. The pure recessive green variety had, therefore, com-

M^^EtS ^XQ
PARENT CENERAT-ONP

r^^<=r—-^ FIRST FILIAL GENERATION F.I

•
1

•
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who found that the blue bird was really a hybrid between the black and

the splashed white. Both the blacks and the splashed whites are pure

strains ; blacks bred together give all blacks, whites bred together give all

whites. When black is bred with white the birds obtained are all blue. The

AFTER FIRST CROSS,
EACH MATED WITH
HIS OWN COLOUR

BLUE ANDALUSIAN FOWL
THE BLUE BIRD IS A HYBRID BETWEEN BLACK AND SPLASHED WHITE
BLACK BY BLACK GIVES ALL BLACKS, WHITE BY WHITE ALL WHITES.

DiAGKAM 2.

blue birds bred together give blacks, blues and splashed whites in the pro-

portions of one black, two blues, one splashed white.

When the blues of this second generation are bred together they give

offspring in the same proportions : one black, two blues, one splashed

white.

The diagram showing these relations should be compared with that

representing the yellow and green peas. It will be seen that the scheme

of inheritance is really exactly the same in the two cases, the apparent

difference being due to the fact that whereas the hybrid pea takes on the

character of the dominant yellow parent, the hybrid Andalusian has an

appearance intermediate between the two parents.

That the yellow hybrid pea has a different constitution from its yellow

parent, although its appearance is the same, is shown when hybrid plants

are self-fertilised or bred together. As we have seen, the offspring are

one pure yellow, two hybrid yellow, and one pure green. A further

means of testing the hybrid character of this yellow pea is to fertilise the

plant grown from it with pollen from a pure recessive plant grown from a

green pea. Hybrid yellow crossed with green gives green and yellow peas

in equal numbers.

Similarly a blue Andalusian mated with a splashed white gives blue

hybrids and splashed whites in equal numbers, or a blue crossed with a

black gives blues and blacks in equal numbers.

Wliat I have described so far are the experimental facts, which have

been repeatedly confirmed on these and many other plants and animals,
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and can be seen for himself by anyone who will take the trouble to carry

out the necessary experimental work, taking all precautions to prevent

false crossings by insects or false matings.

Mendel himself experimented also on a number of other characters in

peas, and found that they followed the same scheme. Tall plants were

dominant to dwarfs, and when the first tall hybrids were self-fertihsed

they gave tall and dwarf plants in the proportion of 3:1. Coloured

flowers were dominant to white, but the whites reappeared again in the

next generation.

In order to explain his results Mendel put forward a simple theory, the

correctness of which all subsequent work has tended to confirm. Before

attempting to explain this theory I must ask you to regard plants and

animals from a point of view somewhat different from that which we

usually take—from the point of view of the race or species rather than

from that of the individual life. The plant withers, the flower fades, the

creature dies, but still the race continues,

" So caraful of the type she seems,

So careless of the single life."

How is this continuity of the race preserved ? That is the fundamental

question which the physiology of heredity must seek to answer. What

we know is that the germ cell, the germ plasm as Weismann called it,

passes on uninterruptedly from generation to generation, increasing in

bulk by the absorption of nourishment, dividing and subdividing, but

apparently only seldom or extremely slowly undergoing any essential

modification of its structure. The permanent, essential feature for the

species is this germ plasm ; the body of the individual plant or animal is an

elaborate but purely temporary home for its protection and nourishment.

As Samuel Butler puts it in his quaint way " a hen is merely an egg's

way of producing another egg." " The germ plasm, according to this

view," says Darbishire " is immortal ; the excrescence, the body, is

mortal."

It is in the gametes or germ cells—the ovule and the pollen of the plant

and the corresponding structures of the animal—that the germ plasm is

carried on. In the higher plants and animals this transmission is gener-

ally, though not always, complicated by the introduction of the pheno-

menon of sex, the union of the germ cells from two individuals of the

species, or at least of germ cells of two different kinds.

In formulating his theory to account for the scheme of the hereditary

transmission of characters which has been described, Mendel directed his

attention primarily to the germ cells. Every gamete, that is to say every

ovule and every grain of pollen, must contain something by means of
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which each character of the oft'spring is determined. What this some-

thing is, whether a material particle, a definite chemical substance, or

some special arrangement of the molecules, we have no idea. For want

of a better name it is usual to call it a " factor." Thus we should say that

each ovule and each pollen grain of the green pea contains a " factor
"

for green colour ; each ovule and each pollen grain of the pure yellow pea

contains a " factor " for yellow colour. When he had to deal with two

alternative characters in a plant, such as green and yellow colour, Mendel

assumed that any particular gamete was able to contain the factor for

only one of these characters. In the same gamete the two characters are

nmtually exclusive. Each gamete tuust be pure for one or other of the

factors. In the zygote, the individual produced by the union of two

gametes, on the other hand, the factors for the two characters can both

have place.

Let us see how this conception can be applied to the case of the yellow

and green peas. In Diagram 3 the factor for yellow colour is represented

YELLOW AND GREEN PEAS
DOMINANT CROSSED WITH RECESSIVE.

Parent Zygotes IXI >4
FEMALE [Y| [^

GREEN

MALE

IpuPE yellow 2yELL0W hybrids 1 PURE GREEN

Diagram 3.

by Y, that for green colour by G. The pure yellow peas never produce

anything but yellow ; we may therefore represent their constitution by

, one factor having been derived from each parent. Similarly, pure

green will be These will produce gametes

Y male, Y female, in the one case,

G male, G female, in the other, and no other kinds are possible.

If we cross the two, the only possible condjination is which will

represent the constitution of the 1st Hvbrid generation. What Mendel's
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theory lavs down is that when 2;ametes are formed bv these hybrids with

the constitution only one of the factors can enter into the same

gamete, so that \ve"have gametes of two kinds, the first containing the

Y factor oidy, the second containing the G factor only.

If the gametes from a male and a female individual of these hybrids

are now allowed to unite together they can do so in four different ways,

and in four ways only. Amongst a large number coming together by

chance equal numbers of each combination will result.

The combinations are :

Y male with Y female, gives

G

G

G

original pure yellow pea.

yellow pea, because yellow is dom-

inant to green, but hybrid in

constitution.

ditto.

origmal pure green pea.

We have therefore in the second hybrid generation (F.2.)

lYY 2YG IGG
that is 1 pure yellow, 2 hybrid yellow, 1 pure green.

This result agrees exactly with the facts as determined by experiment.

Mendel's theory of the purity of the gametes is, therefore, in this case in

comj^lete accord with the facts.

We may test it further by seeing the result of crossing a hybrid yellow

pea with a pure green pea. as illustrated in Diagram 4.

HYBRID CROSSED WITH RECESSIVE

P. Zrc. M B
PGam®._(G)

©
FIZyc^

hybrids and recessives

in equal numbers

DlAORAM i.

The hybrid yellow contains the factors for both yellow and green, its

constitution being and it produces gametes Y and G in ecjual numbers.
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}T3|

The constitution of the green pea is
i

, and it produces gametes of one

kind only, namely G. If we miite equal numbers of Y and G with G onlv,

G
we get equal numbers of and i!^

!G
, that is equal numbers of the

yellow hybrid and of the pure green. This result is again in accordance

with experiment.

So far we have considered in each case only one pair of alternative

characters. There are of course often a number of such pairs existing

at the same time, each pair of which behaves in accordance with Mendel's

law. This gives us a result which perhaps appears at first sight to be

more complex than it really is. Diagram 5 (p. 3()4) represents a case

studied by Mendel in peas, in which two pairs of characters are involved.

First we have the two colours, yellow and green, which have already

been considered. At the same time, some of the peas are round in shape,

whilst others are very much wrinkled, the wrinkling being really dependent

upon the character of the starch grains which constitute the bulk of the

pea. In the diagram yellow is represented by a broad black line, green

by a broad white line, wrinkled by a broken line.

If we cross-fertilise flowers from a plant bearing pure yellow, wrinkled

peas with those of one bearing green round ones, we get in the

first hybrid generation yellow round peas. Yellow is dominant to

green, as we already know, and round is dominant to wrinkled, which is

recessive.

Plants grown from such double hybrid peas were allowed to self-

fertilise and four kinds of peas were produced : yellow round, yellow

wrinkled, green round, and green wrinkled. Mendel's figures for this

cross are shown below, the figures required by theory being placed under-

neath them :

—
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The constitution of the original parents will be

363

Y W
Y W
Yellow

wrinkled.

Gametes :— Y W.

The Hybrid must therefore be

jlGR
|grj

Green

round.

GR.

Y W
G R

The Gametes from this hybrid are : -

Females

Males

Y W,
YW,

YR,
YR,

GR,
GR.

G W.
GW.

The second {F.2.) generation will therefore give (see Diagram 5) :—

YW YR GR GW
YW YW YW YW
Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow

wrinkled. round. round. wrinkled.

Y W
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wrinkled, which also is recessive. That these factors are actually present

can be proved by continuing the experiment to the next generation.

Similarly the yellow wrinkled and the green rounds are not all the same.

PEAS
YELLOWlcROSSED WITH

WRINKLED!
CREENI
round/

P.Zyc.^

P CAM Y\V

F.I. Zygote
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In the case of the green wrinkled, on the other hand the double

recessive—one constitution only occurs, and these peas would all breed

true for however many generations the breeding were continued.

From what has been said already you will I hope have got a clear idea

of the simple law, first enunciated by Mendel, which often governs the

hereditary transmission of characters from parent to offspring. I propose

now to communicate to you some results of the study of a particular

instance of Mendelian inheritance, which has been worked out during the

last two or three years in connection with the Marine Biological Labor-

atory. One paper, describing the earlier portions of the work, has been

published already in the Journal of the Marine Biological Association,

bearing the title " Experiments on the Mendelian Inheritance of Eye-

colour in the Amphipod (jonnnarus chevreuxi, by E. W. Sexton and M. B.

Wing." I have now in preparation a further paper (see page 273 of this

Journal) dealing with the later investigations, the experimental work

connected with which has been carried out by Mrs. Sexton.*

" Se.ktcin, E. W.. and Wing, ^L 1>. Ivxpciiinents on tlie Mendelian Inlieritance of Eye-
colour in the Ami)hij)od (r'a/»i/H<r/rv r/Vr/wM-/. Joiiin. Mar. Biol. Assor , XI, p. L8. 1916.

Allen, E. J., and Sexton, K. W . The Loss of the Ey(;-pi<^nient in <!ammarus
c/ieriru.ri. .lourn. Mar. Biol. As.soc, XI, p. '27:5. 1!M7.
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Gawtiiarus cherreuxi is a small shrimp-like animal, belonging to the

Crustacean order, Amphipoda. It is about l inch long, and lives in great

abundance in the brackish-water ditches at Chelson Meadow, just above

Laira Bridge. It has never been found anywhere else. A drawing of the

minimal is shown on Plate VII, Fig. 1, which accompanies the preceding

paper by Allen and Sexton in this number of the Journal.

The animals are kept alive easily in glass finger-bowls and feed freely

on dead leaves, especially on elm leaves. The eggs are carried by the

female in a brood pouch until they are hatched. As soon as one batch of

eggs is hatched and the young liberated from the pouch, another batch

is laid. A batch may contain as many as 50 eggs, so that a large number

of young can be obtained altogether from one pair of animals. The eggs

take 14 days to hatch at a temperature of about 60° F. The young grow

rapidly and reach maturity in about 36 days at summer temperatures.

Hence from 5 to 6 generations can be obtained in the course of a year,

a fact which makes the animal specially suitable for the study of the

problems of heredity.

The eye of Ganimarus, like that of all crustaceans and insects, is of the

compound type. It is made up of a considerable number of single

elements, the ommatidia, each provided with a simple lens and receiving

a nerve-fibre from the optic nerve.

In the normal animal each ommatidium is surrounded by 5 pigment

<;ells, which lie deeply in the tissue of the eye, and are filled with pigment

of a jet-black colour. Just below the surface of the cuticle or skin and

surrounding the black pigment there is a quantity of milk-white or rather

chalk-white pigment. This gives the whole eye, when looked at directly

in the living animal, a honeycombed appearance, the w^hite pigment

forming a kind of network in which the round, black ommatidia are en-

meshed. (See Plate VII, Fig. 2, of preceding paper.)

Whilst the habits and development of this animal were being studied,

there appeared amongst the descendants of a pair of normal black-eyed

•Gammarus brought in from Chelson Meadow in June, 1912, in the third

generation, that is amongst the grandchildren, a small number of young

•ones which had bright red eyes. The usual black pigment was replaced

by red pigment, the network of chalk-white remaining as in the ordinary

eyes. (Plate VII, Fig. 3, of preceding paper.) From this family a race of

red-eyed animals was established, which has been used in these experi-

ments. It is only in this one family that red eyes have ever appeared,

and although very many thousands of specimens from the natural habitat

have been examined, and many thousands more have been bred from

pure black-eyed parents, no other case of the sudden appearance of a

red eve has been met with.
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Sudden and unexpected changes in a character of a pure race have been

known by naturahsts, as well as by practical breeders, to occur from time

to time in both animals and plants, and are called in popular language
" sports." Sometimes, no doubt, these sports are due to the reappearance

of a latent or hidden character, which existed in the ancestry of the

organism ; at other times the so-called sports may be due to a sudden

change in the constitution of the individual or of the germ cell from which

it sprang, so that the character may be said to originate in the particular

individual, instead of being inherited from its ancestors. To new char-

acters which originate suddenly in this way the name mutation has been

given. The red eye of Ga»imarus may be described as a nuitation, appear-

ing in the third generation of a wild animal which had been subjected to

the artificial conditions of captivity.

The red-eye is transmitted from parent to offspring, and it behaves

quite in a typical Mendelian way, red eye-colour being recessive (like the

green pea), and black eye-colour dominant (like the yellow pea). For use

in the hybridisation experiments a pure black stock, obtained from

Chelson, w^as kept and thoroughly tested. The stock was maintained

for over three years, the offspring and descendants being all examined at

different seasons of the year, and in no single case has one with red eyes

been found amongst them. Numbers of pairs of red-eyed animals, also,

have been bred together, each pair being kept in a separate vessel. The

young have all been examined for eye-colour, and the experiment has

been continued to the fifth generation and beyond, well over a thousand

young having been recorded. A black-eyed animal was never once found

amongst them. Both the wild, black-eyed Gammarus, therefore, and the

red-eyed variety, which arose in the Laboratory, breed perfectly true to type.

Red-eyed animals were mated with pure black, the cross being made
in both ways, red female with black male, black female with red male-

In the early experiments 3,779 young ones were examined and recorded.

Without exception the eyes were black. Clearly, therefore, black is

dominant and red recessive.

The black-eyed hybrids obtained from the cross between black and red

were mated together. They produced altogether 4,393 young, of which

3,327 were black-eyed and 1,066 were red-eyed. (See Diagram 6.1.) This

is a very close approximation to the 3 : 1 ratio. There are 32 reds too

few on a total of 1,066 reds. This may be due merely to chance, or it

may be due to the fact ascertained during the course of the experiments

that the red-eyed animals are not quite as vigorous and healthy as the

black-eyed. The deficiency in the number of reds may therefore mean
that more red than black failed to survive whilst the eggs were

developing in the brood-pouch of the mother.
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1. BLACK CARRYING RED X BLACK CARRYING RED.

2.
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one investigating problems of inheritance, because its result enables us to

distinguish the pure dominant from the hybrid which in appearance

resembles it. We have seen that the pure black mated with red gives all

black offspring. If, therefore, when a black and a red are mated together

we get some red-eyes amongst the children, we know that it is a hybrid

black that we are dealing with.

One other mating of these two varieties remains to be considered.

When hybrid blacks are mated with pure blacks, the dominant asserts

itself completely, and all the offspring are black-eyed. The total number

of young obtained in our earlier experiments from crosses of this kind was

379- all with black eyes.

In one family, belonging to the first generation of hybrids got by cross-

ing the red-eyed GmiDnarns with the pure black-eyed one, a second sport

(.AMMARUS, (j.:^ co^llR
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A Black disc with white centre represents a bhvck-eyed animal.

A Black disc with white cross represents a red-eyed animal.

A Black ring represents an albino-eyed animal.

6 =niale. ? = female.

or nuitation appeared. The brood in which this mutation occurred con-

sisted of 7 black-eyed young, 1 red-eyed and -4 in which neither black nor

red pigment could be seen, and only the network of chalk-white pigment

was left. (Plate VII, Fig. 4, of preceding paper.) The eye was also very

irregular in shape and altogether of a degenerate character, the number

of ommatidia being very few. These degenerate eyes, with only white

pigment, we shall speak of as " albino " eyes.

In order to determine the constitution of these degenerate albino eyes,

and to find out whether or not the condition was hereditary, one of the

animals, a female, was mated first with a pure red male, and then with a

known hybrid black one.

The result of these matings is shown on Diagram 7, and will probably
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surprise you. Albino-eyed female mated with pure red-eyed male gave

6 red-eyed and 3 black-eyed young. Albino-eyed female mated with

hybrid black gave in four broods 75 black-eyed and lo red-eyed young.*

In the grandchildren from both crosses, however, you will see that the

albino-eyed form reappears.

From this it follows :

—

(1) that the factor for albino eye is transmitted from parent t(; off-

spring, but that colour is dominant and albino recessive, for when

albino is mated with coloured eye no albinos occur in the first

generation of offspring
;

(2) that the original albino-eyed female must have contained the factor

for black, since black offspring were produced when it was mated

with pure red, which we know from the previous work contains no

black
;

(3) that the albino-eyed female must contain the factor for red, and

this for two reasons : in the first place, if it had contained black

only we should have got only black offspring when it was mated

with red, for we know that black is dominant to red ; in the second

place, and again because black is dominant to red, if the albino

had contained black only, when mated with the black hybrid we

should have had only black offspring, whereas we obtained 75 black-

eyed and 15 red-eyed. We know that when the hybrid, containhig

red and black, is mated with another hybrid of the same kind

the resulting offspring should be 3 black to 1 red.

We must now look more closely at the grandchildren of the original

albino-eyed female, which Avere all obtained by mating together her im-

mediate offspring of the F.l generation. When two blacks were mated

together in F.l two kinds of broods resulted, some in which only black

and albino-eyed young occurred, others in which black, red, and albino

were present. When two F.l reds were mated together the broods con-

tained red-eyed and albino-eyed young. (See Diagram 7.)

This resembles closely what is found in coat colour in animals such as

rabbits, mice, and rats, which has been worked out by Bateson, Punnett,

and others. To explain the phenomena these authors assume that in

order that the colour in the coat of an animal may be visible it is necessary

that at least two factors should be present, one factor representing the

colour itself say black or brown, as the case may be and a second

factor which nnist be present in order that the colour may show itself.

In the absence of this latter factor, which they call the colour factor, the

* In the diagram one brood only is shown iVimi this mating, consisting of 7 hlaek-eyed
and 2 red-eyed young.

NEW SKRIES.—A'OL. XI. No. 3. DECEMliElt, 1917. 2 li
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am.nal will be white, though it may still retain the power of transmitting

a particular colour to its offspring. The black or brown factor ,s present

in the animal's constitution, but in the absence of the colour factoi the

black or brown does not appear.

Pure BLACK

Pure RED .

BLACK CARRYING RED (HyBRTD BlACK) ,

ALBINO CARRYING BLACK

CB
CB
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which have been obtained in the experiments. The colour factor is indi-

cated by C, the absence of this factor by c. C is dominant to c. B and R
represent the factors for black and red-eye respectively.

Just as we worked out on Mendel's theory the result to be expected

from the crossing of yellow-wrinkled and green-round peas, so in this case

we can work out the result from mating together animals with any two

of these various constitutions. This has been done for all possible com-

bination.s, and the results of the experiments are in good agreement with

theoretical expectations, as may be seen from a study of Diagram 6,

which gives the numbers actually obtained from several of these matings,

as well as those which the theory requires.

The black-eyed children of the original albino-eyed female mated to

the hybrid male, all of which carry the factor for albino, or, to put it

more accurately, lack one colour factor, can be crossed in three different

ways : -

{]) Pure black x Pure black.

(2) Pure black x Hybrid black (Black carrying red).

(3) Hybrid black X Hybrid black.

If we work out the theory for these crosses, just as we worked it out for

the peas, we find that altogether amongst the offspring, that is amongst

the grandchildren of the original parents, there will be animals of nine

different constitutions of eye-colour (compare Diagram 8), namely :—

4 kinds of black-eyed animals . Pure black.

Black carrying albino.

Black carrying red.

Black carrying both red and albino.

2 kinds of red-eyed animals . . Pure red.

Red carrying albino.

3 kinds of albino-eyed animals . Albino carrying black.

Albino carrying red.

Albino carrying black and red.

In the actual experiments we have been able to prove that animals of

all these nine kinds occur, and the numbers also in which they are found

are in sufficiently good agreement with the theoretical expectation to

satisfy us of the correctness of the theory.

In Diagram 9 the actual results of a number of matings in which

the albinos take part are shown, as these results are specially

interesting.
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Mated together the albinos give all albino offspring, whatever their

constitution, since neither parent contains the colour factor, which we

have indicated by great C. which enables the colour to appear.

£AMMARUS. ^^^,^^ cf>c O ,,BiNo
EYE COLOffH
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)

Mated with pure red, albinos give three kinds of broods :- -

(1) All black-eyed young. In this case the albino contains the factor

for pure black, which is doniinant to red.

(2) All red-eyed young. In this case the albino contains pure red.

(3) Black-eyed and red-eyed young in e:jual numbers. The albino is

then hybrid as regards colour, containing factors for both

black and red.

There is still another sport or nuitation which has occurred in the eye

of Gammarus. This is the entire absence of the chalk- white pigment

which lies near the surface between the omraatidia. (Plate VII, Fig. 5,

of preceding paper.) These we call " no-white " eyes.

Animals with eyes like this may be either black-eyed or red-eyed, and

the black-eyed ones may be either pure black or hybrid black containing

red. By cross-breeding we have obtained all three kinds.

The character "" no-white " is transmitted to the offspring in strict

accordance with Mendel's law, the presence of white pigment being

dominant and its absence recessive. If an animal therefore which

possesses the white pigment is mated with ivne which does not possess it

the offspring in the first generation all have the white pigment- their eyes

are (|uite normal. If males and females of this first generation are mated

together, in their offspring in tlie grandchildren of the original pair—

-

" no-whites "" reappear.
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At this stage of the investigation a very interesting question arose.

What would be the result of crossing the " no-whites " with albinos, and

mating together their offspring ?

We may represent the factor for white pigment by W, and its absence

by w. These two factors behave as an alternative pair, according to

Mendel's law. The constitutions of the black and the red " no-whites
"

.,, ,
, , w C B . w C R

will then be ^ jj
g and ^^^

If we cross these with albinos and work out the theory, as in the case

of the peas, we find that in the first generation we get all normal-eyed off-

spring, the " no-whites " provide the colour factor, the albinos provide

the white.

The result of such a cross obtained in an actual experiment is shown in

the Diagram 9 (the second brood shown on the diagram). The young are

all normal-eyed blacks. They, however, differ in constitution from any

black-eyed animals previously obtained, for they carry not only the

factors for black and red but also the factors for both " albino " and
'' no-Avhite," and are capable of transmitting all four factors to their

children.

When these animals are mated together, according to the theory,

which we can work out in the usual w^ay, there should be, out of every

64 oft'spring, 48 with white pigment present, and 16 with no white

pigment. Of these 16 with no white pigment 4 should be also

ALBINO, that is to say they should, according to the theory, show

neither white, nor black, nor red pigment. The eyes should be quite

colourless.

Animals with quite colourless eyes we had never seen when the theory

for this cross was first worked out. W^ould they be produced when an

actual experiment was made l A pair of these black-eyed hybrids was

mated. The first bn^od hatched was a small one, but our pleasure was

naturally great when we found that it consisted of 2 with normal black

eyes, 1 black with no white, and 2 c^uite colourless, with no eye-pigment

visible at all. Since then other broods have been obtained, and there is

no doubt that the facts agree with the theoretical analysis.

Looked at from a general point of view the cross of the " no-white
"

with the albino-eye is of great interest, and is particularly instructive.

We here took the two most degenerate and abnormal types of eye that

were known, and mated together the animals which carried them. In

the first generation the offspring have all perfectly normal characters

and are indistinguishable, as far as their own visible structures are con-

cerned, from the perfect wild creatures. The factors lacking in one parent

were supplied by the other parent and perfect children resulted. The
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defects, however, persist in a latent condition in the germ plasm of these

children, and if they are mated with those of like constitution the defec-

tive characters all reappear in the grandchildren. The factors may even

combine in such a way that some of these grandchildren are more defective

than the defective ancestors from which they sprang. They unite the

defects which were borne separately by the two grandparents. This no

doubt explains some of the ill-efTects which result from too close in-

breeding. We should remember, too, that if here defects have been

united, in other cases it would be equally possible that the excellences

of different ancestors should be combined in some of their descendants.

With Gammarus, however, what we have actually observed has been

a degeneration of the eye, taking place step by step as one factor after

another has been lost. Bateson, in his presidential address to the British

Association in Australia in 1914, emphasised the fact that most, though

perhaps not all, the Mendelian cases studied up to the present can be

explained rather by the loss of factors than by the introduction of new
factors. Since that address was delivered there has been, shall we say,

in the air—for no one has ventured, I believe, to declare himself a com-

plete adherent to it—a theory of a kind of inverted evolution, starting

with a highly complex primitive protoplasm or germ plasm, which by the

loss of factor after factor has given rise to the endless varieties of plants

and animals that we know. These factors are conceived of as being for

the most part restraining or inhibiting factors, whose loss, one by one, in

the course of ages has allowed the full powers and glories hidden in the

primitive plasm to unfold themselves a process which still goes on.

What the final excellence or final catastrophe is to be, when all the bonds

are broken and all the restraints are lost, no one, as far as I know, has

ventured to suggest. When, however, we take into consideration the

whole range of facts upon which our conceptions of organic evolution are

based we find little to support such a view.

The cases of Mendelian inheritance which I have so far discussed have

been of a simple character, following exactly the law which Mendel first

laid down. Sometimes, however, the phenomena are more complicated.

We saw that the albino-eye of Gamniarus was always imperfect in shape.

Absence of colour and imperfect form are here always united and remain
united in inheritance. Characters which behave in this way are spoken
of as linked characters, and the factors in the germ cells from which they

originate are also said to be linked. There is often also a special connec-

tion between a particular character and the sex of the animals which
transmit and inherit it. This is known as sex-linkage and is well illus-
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trated by eye-colour in the American fruit fly Drosophila. The wild fly

has red eyes, and a sport or mutant is known which has white eyes. If a

white-eyed male is mated with a red-eyed female all the offspring are red-

eyed, and males and females occur in equal numbers. When these hybrids

are mated together there result three red-eyed flies and one with white

€yes—the usual Mendelian proportions. The white-eyed flies, however,

in this generation are all males, like the grandfather. If however we

make the original cross in the opposite way, mating a red-eyed male with

a white-eyed female a dift'erent result is obtained. Instead of having all

red-eyed children, males and females in equal numbers, we have equal

numbers of white-eyed males and red-eyed females. In the next genera-

tion also the result is different, for when one of these red-eyed females is

mated with a white-eyed male the offspring are red-eyed females, red-

eyed males, white-eyed females and white-eyed males in equal numbers.

It would carry us too far were I to attempt to give the explanation which

has been put forward to account for this, so I shall content myself with

stating the facts to show that the simple Mendelian law may at times

seem to give highly complex results.

That knowledge gained by Mendelian investigations may be of great

value to practical agriculture is shown by Prof. Biffen's work on the

varieties of wheat. The wheats usually grown in England produce heavy

crops, but the flour obtained from them is not satisfactory from a baker's

point of view. A loaf made from this flour does not rise well when baked.

In order to correct this it is usual to mix the English flour with flour from

a so-called " hard " foreign wheat, which contains a larger proportion of

gluten. English wheats, also, are very liable to a disease known as " rust,"

which is caused by the growth of a fungus on the plants. Prof. Biffen

was able to show that good cropping power, hardness, and ability to

resist rust are all characters which behave in a Mendelian way. By a

long series of experiments in crossing dift'erent varieties of wheat he was

able to produce a variety which possessed good cropping powers, the hard

qualities of foreign wheat, and also a complete power of resisting rust.

This wheat can be grown quite successfully in the English climate, and it

has kept its special quahties unchanged for a number of years.

And now for a few minutes we will direct our attention to the question

in connection with this subject of Mendelian heredity, which is perhaps

of more interest to us than any other. In the human race does inherit-

ance take place in accordance with Mendel's law ? There is considerable

evidence that certain characters do follow this law and that the same
thing is true of certain diseased conditions.

The inheritance of eye-colour is a striking instance, which was investi-
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gated in this country by Hurst and in America by Davenport. Hurst

examined the eyes of children in a Leicestershire village, and also the eyes

of their parents and grandparents, where that was possible.

The iris, the part of the eye in which the colour is situated, owes its

colour to two separate layers of pigment, a deep-seated layer which gives

the effect of blue, and a layer near the surface which contains yellow and

brown pigment. When the brown pigment of the surface layer is fully

developed it hides completely the blue underneath it, and the eyes are

dark brown in colour. If the brown pigment is entirely absent we get the

true blue eye, and such an eye Hurst calls simjjlex. Eyes with both blue

and brown pigment he calls duplex, and these duplex eyes are of two
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kinds. First, those in which the brown completely covers the iris and

hides the blue, the so-called self-coloured or whole-coloured eye, and

second, eyes in which the brown pigment forms a ring round the black

pupil in the centre of the eye, Avhilst the greater part of the blue layer can

still be seen. 8uch duplex eyes are called " ringed." The details of dis-

tribution of eye-colour in two of the famiHes examined by Hurst are

shown in Diagram 10.

These and other results which were obtained showed that whole-coloured

brown eyes were always dominant to ringed and also to blue. Ringed

eyes were also dominant to blue. The blue simplex eyes were pure reces-
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sives. and whenever father and mother both had such eyes all the children

also had eyes of the same kind.

The dominant self-coloured and ringed eyes, on the other hand, might

be either pure dominants, or hybrids containing the factor for reces-

sive blue eyes. Several instances of these hybrids are seen in the

diagram.

The next diagram (Diagram 11), which is extracted from a much larger

pedigree illustrated by Bateson in his book on " Mendel's Principles of

Heredity," shows a portion of the pedigree of a family living in a cluster

ritv lNiiA*'ls
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Diagram 11.

The black discs represent the affected individuals, the rings tliose who did not sutler

from the disease. In the exceptional case (blaclc disc with white centre) Loth parents were

affected. The arable figures indicate numbers of unaffected cliildrcn. Nine generations

(I-IX) are illustrated.

i =niales, 9 = females.

of villages in the south of France, in which many members have suffered

from what is known as night-blindness, the affected persons being quite

unable to see in a dim light. The pedigree commences with one Jean

Nougaret, born in 1637, and has been followed through ten generations.

In this family the disease has always behaved as a Mendelian dominant,

though not a simple one, and it has always been inherited from

an affected parent. Unaffected parents have never had affected

descendants.

In another disease, hsemophiha, there is a curious relation with sex.
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The symptom of the disease is that the blood refuses to clot, aiid hence

there is great loss of blood from even a very slight wound, such as a

scratch. The peculiarity about its inheritance is that only the male

members of a family are affected, but the disease is usually transmitted

through the females, who do not themselves develop it. An apparently

healthy daughter belonging to such a family will transmit the affection

to her sons, and her daughters will be capable of handing it on to their

children.

If we pass from a consideration of man's physical nature and ask our-

selves whether and to what extent the principles we have been discussing

are applicable to his moral and intellectual qualities, we enter a field of

speculation of the very highest interest. In his work on "' Hereditary

Oenius," published in 1869, Francis Galton brought together and analysed

a great mass of information which proved conclusively that excellence in

many intellectual and moral qualities occurred in particular families with

a frequency out of all proportion to that in which it was found in the

general population. No one will, I think, dispute the fact that nmsical

abihty is inherited in certain families, and the same seems to be true of

mathematical genius, though by no means all the nearly related members

of the families possess the exceptional powers. Galton gives a list of

36 men who took the place of senior classic at Cambridge between 1824

and 1869. In this list of 36, the name Kennedy occurs four times, three

of the men being brothers and the fourth a nephew of the others. The

name Lushington occurs twice, the men being brothers, whilst a third

brother was fourth classic of his year.

Mendel's law was unknown to Galton when this book was written, but

a consideration of his data certainly suggests that some at least of the

exceptional mental and moral attributes with which he deals may follo\y

the general principles of inheritance which Mendel first made clear. The

question is one which may well repay further investigation. And if the

future should reveal to us with certainty the fundamental principles ac-

cording to which human qualities, both physical and mental, are handed

on from generation to generation, shall we not have reached a real land-

mark in the progress of the human race towards well-being '. It is not

that one contemplates direct interference with the liberty of the in-

dividual, excepting perhaps in extreme cases of physical or mental

disease, but we may, I believe, look forward to a gradual incorporation

in the traditions and social usages of the people, of such knowledge as

shall come to stand on a certain and indisputable scientific basis. The

immense power of such traditions and customs on the life of the general

population cannot be denied. Gradually, too, as the new facts become

firmly established, religious teachers will lend their aid, and ethical
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thinkers will submit that a high standard of morality demands that the

welfare of vmborn generations shall not be sacrificed. Man, it is true, is

prone to follow desire rather than reason ; but all these influences should

not be without efTect in producing a definite progressive improvement in

the inborn qualities of the race. Such at least would seem to be the

possibilities opened up by the detailed study of the laws of heredity.
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, . . Passing how to the special subject of my address to-night, I will

ask your attention in the first place to some general aspects of our Sea

Fisheries as a source of national food supply and to the general scientific

investigations which have been undertaken in the hope that the yield

of the harvest of the sea may be still further increased. In the second

place a more detailed account will be attempted of some particular re-

searches bearing upon these matters, which happen to have formed

during the past few years the subject of my own special work. If in the

course of my remarks you may seem to be asked to follow me m excessive

detail into some of the more remote corners of the problems which

arise, my excuse must be that, even at the risk of upsetting the balance

of the picture as a whole, it is probably possible to speak to more purpose

and with a better prospect of stimulating others to fresh efforts, by

describing researches with which I have been personally concerned, than

by a more general and better proportioned, but necessarily more super-

ficial treatment of the whole subject.

As a direct consequence of our geographical j)osition, our immediate

proximity to large areas of shallow sea, our extended coast-line, with its

many fine harbours and serviceable fishing coves, lying at distances not

too remote from the large centres of population, and of our well-developed

railway systems, the sea fisheries of Great Britain have become of much
greater relative importance as a source of food supply than has been

the case in almost any other country of the world. The statistics for the

year 1913, the last complete year for which normal figures are available,

show that \\ million tons of fish were landed in England, Scotland and

Ireland, having a value at the port of landing of some 15 miUion pounds.
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By way ot comparison, and to give you some idea of the relative

importance of the industry, similar figures for one or two other sources

of our food supply may be of interest. In the same year 1913, 1| miUion

tons of wheat Avere grown in the United Kingdom, as against the 1^

milhon tons of fish landed, the wheat being valued somewhere about

13 milhon pounds, as against 15 million pounds for the fish. Imported

wheat was 5| million tons, valued at 44 million pounds. Imported beef

was valued at 16 million pounds, imported mutton at 11 milhon.

It should be added, however, that one-third of the total value of the

fish landed is attributable to herrings, which were salted and exported

chiefly to Germany and Russia, the sum received for these fish being 5

milhon pounds.

It is interesting to compare the value of fish landed in the United

Kingdom with that of fish landed in other European countries. Of the

total value of sea-fish landed in Europe in 1910, 47| per cent (very nearly

one-half) stands to the credit of British fisheries, other countries showing

France, 19 per cent ; Norway. 10 per cent ; CJermany, 7 per cent ; Hol-

land, 7 per cent ; Sweden, 3 per cent ; Denmark, 3 per cent ; Belgium,

1 per cent ; Russia, 1 per cent.

From these figures you will see what a preponderating part our islands

take in the total yield of the fisheries.

Now the two pressing questions which present themselves, from the

practical point of view, are : Do we at present make the best possible

use of the harvest of the fishing grounds ? And how can the yield of human
food in the form of fish be increased ?

As a matter of fact from year to year, for many years past, the total

quantity and the total value of the fish landed in this country have both

shown a steady and continuous increase. Even since the year 1890,

when the industry of steam-trawling was already in full swing, the total

landings have doubled both in quantity and in value. This increase has

been brought about entirely by increasing the number and the power of

the fishing vessels and extending the areas over which thev have worked.

To-day the region worked by the steam-trawlers, which Ining their fish

in ice to the English market, extends northwards to the Barent's 8ea,

of? the north coast of Russia—the so-called White Sea gi'ounds—to

Iceland and the Faroes, and southwards through the Bav of Biscav to

the banks oft" the coast of Morocco, trawling being carried on to a depth

of 200 fathoms or even more. Doubtless this process of increasing the

power of fishing vessels and extending the area over which they fish will

still continue. Trawlers have already made experimental voyages to the

Banks of Newfoundland, and halibut from the Pacific Coast of Canada
has been sent in a frozen state to the London market. This kind of develop-
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ment of the lisheries may well be left to the energy and enterprise of

the fishing industry. The only useful help which the scientific expert

might give, would be in making preliminary explorations of more distant

grounds, iiiovernment has, however, never thought it right to provide

public funds for work of this character, and it is probably better to

leave it to the trade and the practical fishermen.

The subject with which fishery science is called upon to deal is rather,

whether the best possible use is being made of the resources of food which

the sea is capable of yielding in those waters in which fishing is already

extensively and exhaustively carried on. British researches have dealt

chieflv with the North Sea, the Irish Sea, the English Channel and the

waters around the Irish coast. Are the methods of fishing now employed

in these areas unnecessarily wasteful of fish life or could the total annual

landings be made more valuable by a more rational regulation of the

methods of capture ? Are there other means, analogous to the cultiva-

tion of the land, which might be adopted to improve the yield of the

fishing grounds and to what extent could such means be profitably

employed ?

It must be at once admitted that, except to a very limited extent,

we are not at present in a position to give definite answers to these

questions. We cannot assert with confidence that any attempted re-

gulation of the fisheries upon a considerable scale has been followed by

marked and definite improvement. In matters of cultivation also,

excepting as regards some of the fisheries for shell-fish, such as oysters

and mussels, we are unable to point with certainty to any success upon

a large scale, when dealing with sea fish.

And the reasons for this comparative inability to obtain favourable

practical results are not far to seek. In the first place, the sea is so vast

and so powerful are its elemental forces, that control by human agency

must always be immensely difficult. We should not forget, however,

that the evidence is now almost conclusive that human agency has been

powerful enough to exert a marked adverse influence upon many of the

best and most productive fishing grounds, and if destruction can be

wrought by man, it should not be beyond his power to do something

to repair the damage he has caused.

In the second place, our knowledge of the many complex factors with

which we have to deal is still very imperfect. It is, indeed, only very

slowly approaching a point when proposals for practical measures can be

made with any hope of foreseeing what the actual effect of those pro-

posals would be. In this direction much further enquiry and study will

be required. Notwithstanding all that has been done in the way of

research during the last thirty or forty years the gaps in our knowledge
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Oil many of the most fundamental points are very great. Until more

adequate means can be secured for carrying out actual experimental

work at sea progress cannot possibly be rapid, and many of the problems

cannot be studied in a satisfactory way.

(Slowly, however, we are building up a true science of the fisheries.

The direction and velocity of the currents, the differences in tempera-

ture and salinity of the water, and the variations in these factors from

season to season and from year to year upon which the fluctuations in

the abundance of fish must very largely depend, are being gradually

worked out and understood. The effects of wind and weather and of the

varying amount of sunshine falling on the water in different years are

c[uestions which are being studied. Then again, the natural history

of the fishes themselves is the subject of much research ; their habits

and food, when and where they spawn, the characters of the larval

fishes and when and where their younger stages are to be found, all fall

under this head.

Many of the results of investigations on these lines have already from

time to time been described and discussed at the meetings of our institu-

tion, and for that reason I will not to-night dwell upon them, important

—indeed, essential—as they are for an adequate understanding of the

problems which have been put forward. It is to a more general aspect

of the matter that I would especially refer—the question of how the

primary or fundamental food supply of the sea is built up. Suppose

that during the late summer or autumn we capture in the waters of

Plymouth Sound, a mackerel. The body of that mackerel represents

some 8 ounces of excellent human food. What is the ultimate source

from which that food has been produced ? If we examine the stomach

of the mackerel, we shall probably find it filled with small fishes, chiefly

sprats and quite young herrings, with perhaps a certain number of those

small, shrimp-like creatures which are known as Copepods. The young

herrings and sprats have themselves fed largely upon Copepods of a similar

kind. We conclude, therefore, that the body of the mackerel has been

formed either directly, or indirectly, through the young herrings and

sprats, from the organic substance contained in the bodies of the shrimp-

like Copepods. Then if we carry the problem a stage further back and

enquire how the bodies of the Copepods have been built up, we find with

the aid of a microscope that their food consists in large measure of minute

plants, chiefly belonging to the class of diatoms.

We have here a particular and perhaps exceptionally simple and

straightforward example of the general principle, applicable equally to

land and sea animals, that the organic substance which constitutes their

flesh is always derived either directly or indirectly from vegetable life.
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The amount of animal life, therefore, which a given area of sea or land

can support, depends upon the amount of plant life on which the animal

life can feed.

When we push the enquiry further back we find, as you know, that

the bulk of the plant substance consists, in addition to water, of com-

pounds of the element carbon, which are known under the general name

of organic compounds. This carbon is derived entirely from the carbonic

acid gas jjresent in the air or dissolved in the water, the gas being split up

and the carbon assimilated by the plant in the presence of sunlight. The

source of the energy by means of which all organic matter is built up is

the light of the sun, whilst the great mass of the solid substance contained

in the bodies of both animals and plants is derived ultimately from

carbonic acid gas, obtained in the case of land plants from the air, in the

case of sea plants from gas dissolved in the water. In addition to carbon

and water the plant requires a number of other substances, chiefly in-

organic salts, but the quantities of these which are necessary are com-

paratively small. In the case of land plants these salts are obtained from

the soil, in the case of sea plants from the water in which they are dis-

solved .

It may be interesting here to compare the yield of organic substance

derived from a given area of sea or fresh water with that from a similar

area of land, to compare the harvest of the sea with the harvest of the

land.

It has been calculated by Brandt, from the catches of fishermen in

an enclosed harbour, that the annual yield was 89 lbs. of fish per acre.

In Continental carp ponds, where the culture has been carefully carried

on, 95 lbs. of fish per acre per year have been obtained.

Making a similar calculation for the North Sea from the statistics of

fish landed, we get, as we should expect, a much lower annual yield,

namely, 15 lbs. of fish per acre. The average value of this is only Is. 6d.

per acre per year.

Beds of shellfisli give a very much higher yield, but they of course

in reality, owing to the tidal currents which pass over them, draw their

food supply from a much greater area of water than that of the sea-floor

to which they are attached. Johnstone finds for the uncultivated nmssel

beds of Morecambe Bay, on the Lancashire coast, a yearly production of

86 cvvts. (or nearly 10,000 lbs.) per acre, valued at £14 16s. per acre.

For comparison with these figures here is one taken from agricultural

statistics. Young bullocks fed on cultivated land give an average annual

yield of 73 lbs. of beef per acre.

Putting the figures side by side we have first the nmssels from More-
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cambe Bay, with a yearly production of 10,000 lbs. per acre ; then in

quite a different category :

—

Fish from Carp Ponds . . . .95 lbs. per acre per year.

Fish from the enclosed Harbour . 89 lbs. ,,

Beef from Young Bullocks . . 73 lbs.

Fish from the North Sea . . .15 lbs.

It will be seen, therefore, that although the figures for the open sea
are far below those for cultivated land, more restricted areas of water are

capable of producing a considerably greater weight of crop. Especially
the figures for the mussel beds seem to indicate that much larger returns
from the sea might be possible, if sufficient knowledge of the complex
conditions of marine Hfe could be successfully obtained.

The possibihties of a still greater yield have recently been suggested
by Prof. Benjamin Moore of Liverpool, from observations made in the
Irish Sea. This author has calculated from measurements of the change
m alkalinity of the water, that under the action of sunlight there is an
annual production of two tons of dry organic matter per acre, which
would be equivalent to at least ten tons of moist vegetable substance.
This is a preliminary estimate to which it would be unwise to attribute
too great exactitude at present, but it does seem to confirm the view that
we are as yet a very long way indeed from making full use of the organic
food substance which the seas around our coasts are capable of pro-
ducing.

And this leads me to ask your attention in a little more detail, to the
particular aspect of the conditions upon which marine life depends, to
which my own researches have recently been directed.

The marine vegetation, which constitutes the fundamental food supply
of the sea, may be divided into two principal groups. All round our
shores we find attached to the sea-floor the green, red and brown sea-
weeds. These form a fringe in the shallow water around the coast, but
do not extend to a greater depth than about 15 fathoms, owing to the
fact that sufficient light to enable them to grow does not penetrate
through the water below this depth. Many animals feed upon these
seaweeds as they grow, and recent researches by Danish naturalists seem
to show that when the weeds die and decay the organic fragments into
which they break up constitute an important source of food for many
other animals, which in their turn serve as food for fish.

Outside this coastal fringe, however, the plant life of the sea consists
of minute organisms, microscopic in size, which float freely in the water,
and live and grow in the upper layers from the surface to a depth of
100 or 200 fathoms, or even deeper. Amongst these microscopic plants

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI, NO. 3. DECEMBER, 1917. 2C
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one of the most important and prolific groups is that of the diatoms.

These plants possess a delicate and often very elaborately constructed

skeleton of silica, and contain a brown colouring matter, which like the

green chlorophyl of land vegetation is able in the presence of sunlight

to assimilate the carbon from carbonic acid gas.

It has formed an interesting subject of research to endeavour to

ascertain as exactly as possible the conditions necessary for the growth

of these diatoms, and to find out by means of experiments in the labora-

tory how the amount of growth may be increased. In order to carry out

such experiments with exactitude and to obtain precise and definite

results it is necessary to work with cultures of a diatom which are as

nearly as possible pure, that is to say, cultures which contain no other

living organisms excepting the single species of diatom upon which the

experiments are being made. If two or more living organisms are pre-

sent in the experimental cultures the results at once become complicated,

since a second organism not only uses up the different constituents in

the culture solution, but it also excretes waste products of its own, which

become dissolved in the water and may affect either favourably

or unfavourably the growth of the diatom which is being experimented

upon.

The experiments had, therefore, to be conducted as nearly as it was

possible under sterile conditions. The glass flasks in which the cultures

were made, after being carefully cleaned, were baked in an oven, and

all the culture solutions were boiled before being used.

The particular diatom upon which the experiments were made is one

that is found in the Plankton, that is to say amongst the large number of

microscopic organisms which float freely in the waters of the sea, and are

drifted about at the mercy of wind and current. Such organisms are

collected by dragging through the water a bag-shaped net, made of muslin

or fine-meshed silk, which strains them out. This form of net is generally

known as a tow-net. The organisms collect in a tin or bottle attached

to the end of the net, and can be brought alive to the laboratory in a

bottle of sea-water.

The species of diatom used in the experiments is called Thalassiosira

gravida. Each diatom cell consists of two flat, cup-shaped valves, fitting

one into the other and enclosing the protoplasmic substance of the cell.

The whole cell of Thalassiosira looks something like a flat, shallow pill-

box. A number of these cells are joined together by threads, which run

from the middle of one cell to the middle of the next, so that long chains

are formed. These chains of diatoms have much the appearance of a

number of buttons strung on a thin wire, with a considerable interval

between successive buttons. This chain formation is of some importance
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in the experiments, because the length of the chains which are formed

gives a good indication of the healthiness of the culture.

In order to obtain a pure culture of a Plankton diatom two methods

may be used. The first—which, however, does not give very satisfactory

or certain results in practice—is to pick out under the microscope, by

means of a very fine glass pipette, a single cell or short chain of the diatom

and put it in a flask containing a suitable culture solution.

The second method, which is the one I have more often used, is as

follows : A glass flask, containing about 2 htres (say, half a gallon) of

suitable culture solution, the nature of which I shall describe presently,

is brought to the boil in order to kill of! any animals or plants which may

be present in it, and then allowed to cool. We then take some sea-

water containing a mixture of Plankton animals and plants, which have

been collected with a fine silk net in the way already described, and

add just one or two drops of it to the flask containing the half-gallon of

cold culture solution. The flask is shaken up, and the living organisms,

which were present in the two drops of sea-water, become evenly distri-

buted through it. The water in the flask is then divided up, by pouring

it into, say, forty or fifty tiny flasks, and these small flasks are put to

stand in a north light and kept at an even temperature. After a week or

ten days a brownish growth appears in many of the flasks, and if the

experiment is successful, that is to say if our one or two drops of water

containing the mixture of organisms has been sufficiently divided up,

we shall find in perhaps two or three of our fifty small flasks a pure

culture of one of the Plankton diatoms. A culture once obtained in

this way can be kept as long as we wish, by continually inoculating

new flasks of sterile culture solution, transplanting to one new flask after

another as often as may be desired. I have kept cultures alive in this

way for six or seven years.

Such cultures are, however, not quite perfect. They always contain in

addition to the diatoms some bacteria, and these are very difficult to get

rid of ; indeed I have never really succeeded in entirely eliminating them.

They may be greatly reduced by a process of differential poisoning. By
adding to a series of culture flasks gradually increasing doses of chlorine

gas, it is possible to hit off a strength of the poison which will kill most

of the bacteria without killing the diatoms. In this way a culture of the

diatom Thalassiosira was obtained in which there remained only one kind

of micro-organism, or at least only one kind that could be detected in the

ordinary way by growth on agar-agar plates. The experiments to be

described were made chiefly with this culture. Its growth was very rapid

and healthy under favourable conditions, and very long chains of diatoms

were formed.
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Previous work dealing with the culture of diatoms had been done

mainly by the French bacteriologist Miquel. Miquel himself investigated

principally fresh-water diatoms, but he showed that the methods he

employed could be used also for marine forms, his experiments in this

direction having been made chiefly with shore and bottom species. My
own work, in which during the earlier stages I received much assistance

from my colleague, Mr. E. W. Nelson, has dealt mostly with the floating

or Plankton diatoms, which are much more delicate organisms to deal

with than the fresh-water or marine bottom forms.

Miquel showed that fresh-water diatoms could be most successfully

grown when to the water there was added a very small quantity of certain

inorganic salts, together with a small proportion of soluble organic

matter, prepared by making an infusion or maceration of straw, bran

or some other vegetable substance.

The inorganic salts, which Miquel considered necessary, were the

following :

—

Magnesium sulphate

Sodium chloride

Sodium sulphate

Ammonium nitrate

Potassium nitrate

Sodium nitrate

Potassium bromide

Potassium iodide

Sodium phosphate

Calcium chloride

Ferric chloride

Of these salts the most important were found to be the nitrates, the

phosphate and the iron salt, a result which agrees with what we know
of the requirements of plant-life in general. These three substances,

especially the nitrates and phosphate, are as is well known largely used

by farmers as artificial manures.

In order to grow marine diatoms, Miquel added to sea-water the same

salts which he had used for growing fresh-water diatoms. Our experiments

have shown, however, that it is by no means necessary to add all these

salts to sea-water in order to get good cultures. Quite as good results can

be obtained by the addition only of Potassium nitrate, Sodium phosphate

and Iron chloride, the two latter being made into solution with calcium

chh)ride and hydrochloric acid, according to a special method described

by Miquel.

If sea-water which has been obtained near the coast is used as the
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basis for the culture medium it is not necessaiy to add an infusion of

organic matter.

The actual quantities of inorganic salts added to the sea-water are

really very small, those employed in our later experiments being in

100,000 parts of sea-water :

—

40 parts of Potassium nitrate.

4 ,, ,, Sodium phosphate.

4 ,, ,, Calcium chloride.

2 ., ., Ferric chloride.

When the culture solution has been prepared it is first boiled in order

to kill of! any organisms it may contain, and a precipitate which forms

is allowed to settle. The clear Avater is then poured off into small flasks,

in which the experimental cultures are made, a second boiling being

carried out before the flask is inoculated with the diatom culture. The

diatoms grow best at a temperature of about 60" F., in a good north light.

They must not be exposed to direct sunlight, as in the small flasks used

this is found to kill them.

The culture solution just described has sea-water for its basis. Now
sea-water is a very complex solution containing both inorganic and

organic substances, and although it is true that the relative proportions

of the predominating salts are remarkably constant everywhere in the

sea, there are present in it also, often in very minute quantities, many

other important substances which are subject to considerable variation

from place to place and from time to time. These varying substances are

in many cases just those which are of special importance to the living

plant. They occur often in such minute traces that it is practically

impossible to measure accurately by means of chemical analysis the

cjuantities in which they are present.

In order, therefore, to study the effect on the growth of the diatoms

of very small cjuantities of various substances a different method of pro-

cedure was adopted. Instead of using natural sea-water as the basis

for the culture solutions, an artificial sea-water was built up by dissolv-

ing in pure distilled water the purest chemicals that could be obtained.

The distilled water was made specially pure by distilling it a second

time in all-glass apparatus, so that it did not come in contact with any

metal such as tin or copper. Further, when being distilled for the second

time, the water was boiled with bichromate of potash and sulphuric

acid in order to destroy as far as possible any volatile organic matter

what it might contain. By taking the right proportions of the pure

chemicals and dissolving them in this doublv distilled water an artificial
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sea-water was made having as nearly as possible the composition of

natural sea-water. It was, of course, also possible to make up artificial

sea-waters of different compositions, one or other of the constituent

salts being increased or diminished in amount, or omitted altogether.

What we may call the normal artificial sea-water, that is, the one with

a composition as nearly as possible that of natural sea-water, had the

following constitution :

—

Sodium chloride .

Potassium chloride

Calcium chloride .

Magnesium chloride

Magnesium sulphate

Sodium bicarbonate

28-13 grams per litre.

•n

1-2

2-55

3-0

•11

To this there was added in some of the experiments a trace of Potassium

iodide and Potassium bromide, but the results did not seem to be affected

by this addition.

There is another substance which requires careful consideration when

we are dealing with diatom cultures. The skeleton of a diatom is composed

of Silica, so that to get a healthy growth that substance must be supplied.

An Austrian botanist, Richter. has shown that when cultures are made

in glass vessels, enough silica dissolves from the glass to supply the dia-

toms with all they rec|uire. In my experiments I found that the addition

of silica in other forms to the culture solutions appeared to make no

difference to the growth. We may therefore in what follows disregard

the silica, remembering that all the needful supply of it could be obtained

from the glass of the flasks in which the experiments were made.

Having made the artificial sea-water in the way described the essential

constituents of Micjuel's solutions—Potassium nitrate, Sodium phosphate

and iron- -were added. After boiling and cooling, the flasks containing

the solution were inoculated by adding a small cjuantity of a culture of

the diatom Thalassiosira. which was already growing in natural sea

-

water. The flasks were then placed in a good light and the cultures^

given an opportunity to develop.

In the early experiments the results were very uncertain and difficult

to understand. In most cases there was an entire failure of growth, but

every now and then quite a good growth was obtained. It was noticed

also that a good growth more frequently resulted when a flask which

had failed was inoculated a second or a third time. It remained for a

long time a puzzle why the cultures should generally fail but occasion-

ally succeed, until it occurred to me that the quantity of natural sea-
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water transferred to the artificial sea-water when the latter was being

inoculated was not always quite the same, and that when a culture was

inoculated two or three times a much larger quantity of natural sea-

water was introduced than when it was inoculated only once. Was it

the addition of this increased quantity of natural sea-water that enabled

the diatoms to grow in the purely artificial solutions ? Definite experi-

ments were made to determine this point, and it soon appeared that the

previous irregularity of the results could be accounted for in this way.

It was found that if the inoculations were always made by adding only

a very small quantity of the liquid from which the living culture was

taken, say, by adding just one or two drops of culture to a flask contain-

ing 75 cubic centimetres of artificial sea-water, only a very slight growth,

if any at all, took place. If, however, before the artificial water was

inoculated in this way, and also before it was sterilized by boihng, as

little as 1 part in 100 of natural sea-water Avas added to it, the diatoms

grew well and excellent cultures were obtained. With 4 per cent of

natural sea-water added to the purely artificial solution the cultures

were quite as good as, if not better than the best that were got when

natural sea-water was used entirely as the basis of the culture solution.

This result is somewhat remarkable because it seems to show the

absolutely essential importance to the growth of the diatoms of an

extraordinarily minute trace of some substance which exists in the

natural sea-water. In the artificial water all the salts were included that

occur in natural sea-water in any quantity above a mere trace—a trace

so small that it is hardly capable of accurate measurement. Yet when

this trace of substance is diluted down by adding 1 part of it to 100 parts

of artificial sea-water, there is still enough of it introduced to make a

vigorous and abundant growth possible where no growth at all was

possible without it. This substance can hardly itself be regarded as a

food substance. Its real action can only be conjectured, but we may

think of it as a growth stimulant without the aid of which the plant is

unable to build up its structure out of the real food substances.

In the course of further experiments it was shown that, provided this

small quantity of natural sea-water were present, the composition of

the artificial sea-water could be altered to an extraordinary extent

without much if any effect being produced on the culture. In the

first place the density of the artificial water could be changed within very

wide limits without aft'ecting the cultures appreciably. The solution

might be diluted to one-half the normal strength or even below, or it

might be concentrated so as to increase the density by as much as 50

per cent.

All the Potassium chloride might be omitted or the amount of Potas-
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sium chloride might be doubled. Similarly the Magnesium sulphate

could be omitted or doubled without detriment. In the case of the

Calcium chloride, also, the amount of permissible variation was very-

great, though not quite so great as with the Potassium chloride and

Magnesium sulphate. These results were a little surprising, as it had

generally been assumed that the Plankton diatoms were particularly

sensitive to changes in the composition of the medium in which they live.

It is clear, however, that provided all the essential substances are present,

in some cases even excessively minute quantities being sufficient, the

composition of the medium can be very greatly altered without affecting

the organisms.

Incideiitally, the facts which 1 have been describing would appear to

have an important bearing upon all theoretical questions concerning the

relation of the organism to its environment. If such a minute change in

the environment as is involved in the addition of 1 per cent of natural

sea-water to the artificial solutions can make all the difference between

reproduction and no reproduction of the diatom, can we be said in the

case of any organism whatever to have an adequate conception of what

the effective environment really is ? Clearly we are very far indeed

from appreciating or understanding how intricate and varied are the

many factors upon which the life of even the simplest plant or animal

depends.

But this is a digression. Let us return to the diatom cultures, and

ask what is the chemical nature of the essential substance, a trace of

which must be present in the artificial culture solution before the diatoms

can flourish. Up to the present I have been unable to give any final

or adequate answer to this question. Certain hints and suggestions have,

Jiowever, been obtained which give us an indication of the lines upon

which the answer to the question is to be sought. Some of the experi-

ments which have given rise to these suggestions may be of interest to

you.

To a flask containing some of the artificial sea-water, which had been

treated with nitrate, phosphate and iron, a small fragment of the green

seaweed Ulva was added and the liquid boiled for a few minutes. A
slight infusion of seaweed in the artificial sea-water was thus made.

The piece of Ulva was removed and the liquid allowed to cool. It was

found that good cultures of the diatom could then be made in the solu-

tion. The slight infusion of vegetable matter therefore performed the

same function as the 1 per cent of natural sea-water, which had been

added in the previous successful experiments.

A\ hen, on the other hand, instead of making an infusion of the seaweed
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as a whole, a piece of the seaweed was burnt and the resulting ash

added to the artificial solution, the diatoms did not grow.

These two experiments together make it probable, though they do

not completely prove the point, that it is an organic extract of the

seaweed, and not some inorganic salt dissolved out of it, which has

made the artificial solution a suitable medium for diatom growth.

In other experiments it was found that if instead of adding a small

quantity of natural sea-water from the open sea, the same cpiantity of

sea-water taken from the tanks of the Aquarium were added, the resulting

diatom cultures were larger and more vigorous. The Aquarium water seems

therefore to contain more of the substance whose nature we are trying

to determine than the water from the open sea. Now in the Aquarium

animal Hfe is more concentrated than in the sea outside, and one chief

difference between Aquarium water and that brought in from outside

is that the former contains more of the waste products of animal life.

The suggestion here again is that the substance we are seeking is an

organic substance, a substance produced by some living organism—in

this case a waste product of the living fish.

It must, however, be one of the more stable organic substances, for

it was found that if some of the Aquarium water was evaporated to dry-

ness and the remaining salt heated to a comparatively low temperature,

say, to 200° C, and then again dissolved in distilled water, the solution

thus obtained was practically as effective as natural sea-water in pro-

moting diatom growth. The effective substance therefore can be dried

and heated to at least 20(r^ C. without being destroyed. When, how-

ever, the heating was carried further, until a dull red glow was produced.

the substance was destroyed or so altered that it ceased to stimulate

growth.

Again we have the suggestion that the growth stimulant is probably

an organic substance rather than a mineral salt. Further than this it

has not up to the present been possible to carry the matter. In addition

to small quantites of many inorganic salts, traces of a number of organic

substances have been tried, amongst them being asparagin, calcium

succinate, calcium malate, theobromine, tyrosine, urea and uric acid,

but in all cases the results were negative.

An observation recorded by my colleague Mr. L. R. Crawshay is of

much interest in connection with this point. Mr. Crawshay was carrying

out experiments in which he tried to keep alive in the Laboratory some

Copepods belonging to the species Calanus finmarchicus, which he was

feeding on the diatom Nitzschia. He found that in the vessels contain-

ing the animals the diatoms grew and multiplied rapidly. If, however,

the diatoms were put into similar vessels in which no animals were pre-
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sent, and kept under precisely the same conditions, very much less

growth took place. Here again it looks a.o if some substance excreted by

the animals helped to produce a luxuriant growth of the plants. The

analogy seems complete with what we are all familiar with on land, the

beneficial effect of animal manure upon plant life. A particular interest,

however, attaches to Crawshay's work, because he did not get the in-

creased diatom growth with other species of Copepods which he tried,

but only with Calanus finmarcliicus.

The outstanding feature then of the experiments which I have been

describing to you on the growth of marine plankton diatoms, is the

essential importance for the vigorous growth of these plants of some

specific substance which is present in exceedingly minute quantities in

natural sea-water and without which energetic growth does not take

place. This substance, which acts as a growth stimulant, is, we have

reason to suspect, a somewhat stable organic compound produced by

other living organisms.

And now perhaps you will pardon me if I appear to wander into

subjects which may seem far removed from my immediate purpose, but

I hope I may succeed in showing how intimately the most diverse

branches of scientific enquir}' are often interwoven one with the

other, and what unexpected light may be thrown upon a problem by

investigatior.s which at first sight look very remote.

Much striking work has been done recently on the subject of animal

nutrition. At Cambridge Dr. Hopkins has shown that young rats do

not grow when fed on an artificial diet composed of pure protein, starch,

cane sugar, lard and inorganic salts, although such a diet, which we might

almost call an artificial milk, contains all the generally recognised con-

stituents of a perfect food. If, however, cpiite a small quantity of natural

milk is added to this artificial food the young rats thrive. A minute trace

of some substance present in the natural milk makes all the difi'erence

between growth and no growth.

Amongst the natives in some parts of Eastern Asia a very troublesome

disease known as beri-beri has been prevalent in recent years, and has

caused considerable mortality. It has been shown that the disease is

directly caused by a too exclusive diet of polished rice. In the process

of polishing, the outer husk or skin of the rice is entirely removed, and

with the removal of the husk some substance is taken away which is

essential if the rice is to be a sufficient food. The disease is at once cured

by jjutting the patients on a suitable mixed diet.

The disease is also produced in pigeons if they are fed entirely on

polished rice, and some interesting results on the cure of birds suffer-

ing from it have been obtained by Drs. Cooper and Casmir Funk. These
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investigators were able to extract from rice polishings a definite chemical

substance, an organic compound of a highly complex character, which

when added in exceedingly minute quantities to the diet of polished rice

very rapidly cured the birds of the disease. To this substance, which is

present in minute (juantites in the husk of the rice, they gave the

name of vita mine. They were able to isolate the same curative sub-

stance or vitamine from yeast, from milk and from bran. Another

instance of a similar character concerns us more nearly in this country.

In the preparation of tine white flour, from which our ordinary white

bread is made, the outer layers of the wheat are entirely removed. It

appears, however, that in these outer layers there is an active principle

which is of essential importance to the value of the wheat as food material.

In experiments carried out by Dr. Leonard Hill it was found that young

rats and mice would not live when fed exclusively on white flour and

water, whilst those fed on wholemeal flour did much better. Pigeons

fed on a diet consisting only of pure white bread all died, but if to the

white bread was added an extract of bran and sharps, that is an extract

of the outer husks of the grain, the pigeons lived quite healthily. Here

again we have to do with minute traces of the so-called vitamines, which

are essential to healthy nutrition. In an ordinary mixed diet, such as is

usually adopted in this country, the use of white bread made from

refined flour is probably not very harmful, as the small c^uantity of

vitamine required will be obtained from other constituents of the food,

such as milk or fresh vegetables. Amongst some of the poorer classes of

the population, where white bread is often the principal food, there

is a distinct danger of malnuti'ition, especially in growling children.

It seems probable that scurvy, a disease so dreaded by the deep-sea

sailors of former days and one Avhich has proved so disastrous to our

Arctic and Antarctic explorers, is clue to the absence from the diet of

accessory substances similar in their nature to vitamines. These sub-

stances are present in minute quantities in lime juice, fresh vegetables

and fruit, the addition of which to the diet has a curative efi'ect on the

disease.

• A connection between the study of the growth of marine diatoms

and the study of the cause and cure of cancer may at first sight seem

remote, but some recent work in connection with that disease certainlv

suggests that the two studies may be mutually helpful. In cancer we
have a rapid and uncontrolled growth of certain tissues, and the work of

H. V. Ross and others is directed to show that this rapid growth is due

to the production in the body of the patient of miimte quantities of

certain complex organic substances, which act as growth stimulants and
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bring about the rapid and abnormal proliferation of the tissue cells.

These growth stimulants have been termed auxetics, and it is not im-

probable that they resemble in their action, if not in their chemical

constitution, the vitamines which cure the disease of beri-beri and the

potent substance occurring in natural sea-water, the merest trace of which

is capable of producing a luxuriant growth of diatoms in an artificial solu-

tion, which in its absence is unable to sustain growth at all.

A still closer parallel to what occurs in the case of the diatom cultures

-has recently been brought to light in connection with agricultural re-

search. I refer to the investigations of Prof. Bottomley, of King's

College, London, on certain substances derived from Sphagnum peat.

Sphagnum peat consists of the partly decayed remains of the Sphagnum
moss, which occurs so commonly in moorland bogs, as for example in

much of the bogland of Dartmoor. Prof. Bottomley found that when
Sphagnum peat was subjected to the action of certain bacteria obtained

from soil, a kind of fermentation took place which resulted in the forma-

tion of a substance which, when fed to growing plants, stimulated and

accelerated their growth to a quite surprising extent. This substance

was soluble in water and was effective in very small quantities. Prof.

Bottomley states that " Dr. Rosenheim, of King's College, found that

seedlings of Pritimla tnalacoides potted up in loam, leaf-mould and sand,

and treated twice with a water extract of only two-tenths (0-18 grams)

of a gram of bacterised peat, were after six weeks' growth, double the

size of similar untreated plants, and it was noted that flower production

and root development were promoted equally with increase of fohage."

By using methods similar to those which had been employed in separ-

ating vitamine from rice polishings, Bottomley was able to separate

the active substance from the bacterised peat and to test its effect upon

the growth of wheat seedlings. Some seedUngs were allowed to grow

in a solution containing only pure food salts (nitrates, phosphates, and

so on), whilst others were groAvn in the same solution to which one part

in three millions of the active substance from bacterised peat had been

added. During the first fortnight both sets of seedlings grew at about

the same pace. After that those to which no active substance had been

fed began to dwindle, and at the end of fifty days their weight had

actually diminished by 84 per cent. Those seedlings, on the other hand,

which had received the one part in three millions of active substance

from the bacterised peat, continued to grow and at the end of the fifty

days their weight had increased by 55 per cent of the original weight.

Bottondey's observations are of great practical interest, since they

seem to explain in an intelligible way the beneficial effect upon crops

of farmyard and organic manures. It is not sufficient to add to the soil
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only artificial fertilizers, since without a supply of the necessary accessory

organic substances, which act as growth stimulants, the crops are unable

to make use of the food supply which these artificial fertilizers provide.

The accessory substances are, however, produced in the minute quantities

required when a certain proportion of organic manure is also employed.

But it is time for me to return to the conditions which prevail in the

sea, although I hope that these digressions into animal nutrition, into the

causes and cure of certain diseases, and into the treatment of agricultural

crops have been of some service in throwing light upon the subject in

hand. What is the source from which the sea obtains the food substances

necessary for the growth of its plant life—the phosphates, nitrates and

other inorganic salts and the organic substances of the nature of growth

stimulants ? There is clearly within the sea itself a continuous cycle

of these plant foods, and we may to that extent regard the sea as a self-

contained whole. The plant makes use of the food substances dissolved

in the water and is then itself eaten by some animal. The animal, either

directly as the product of its own vital activity or indirectly through

the action of putrefying bacteria when it dies, returns the plant foods

to the sea.

In addition, however, to this food cycle within the sea itself, there

is another source of supply, the importance of which is probably very

great, though up to the present it has not been studied with all the

attention it deserves. This source of supply is the material carried into

the sea by drainage from the land, the great bulk of it being, of course,

brought down by the rivers. The subject has recently been discussed

in an important memoir by Prof. Gran of Christiania. It has long been

known that life in the sea is specially abundant in the neighbourhood

of the coasts and in regions which are under the influence of currents

containing a great admixture of river w^ater. The study of the distribu-

tion of the plankton, or floating life of the sea, has helped greatly in

throwing light upon this question. The quantity of plankton in coastal

waters is very much greater than that found in the open ocean far from

land. The proportion has been estimated at 50 : 1.

Prof. Gran maintains that this can only be explained by supposing

that the coastal waters are richer in nutritive or food substances, and

these nutritive substances must have been supplied by drainage from the

land. It has been found that the development of the plankton, especially

of the plant plankton, commences in the inshore or coastal waters and

from thence spreads out gradually into the ocean. All the great fishing

areas are fovmd in regions where coastal water predominates and where

the admixture of river water is large. The North Sea, the most productive
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area of the British fisheries, receives the waters of the Rhine, the Elbe,

the Thames, and many other rivers. The great cod fisheries off the coast

of Norway take place in waters which are derived in large part from the

Baltic cnrrent. The Bristol Channel and Irish Sea are other examples

npon a smaller scale.

On the other hand, over the vast areas of the open ocean far from the

coasts, where the infinence of land drainage is not felt and where the

quantity of minute life in the water is small, no important fisheries are

carried on. As far as we seem to understand the conditions of the problem

at present, it does not appear likely that any great fisheries can be devel-

oped in these open waters. Just as the desert areas of the land, notwith-

standing the abundant energy of sunlight which falls upon them, are

imable to support vegetation from lack of water, so it seems these great

ocean wastes fail in making use of the sun's power for the production of

organic life from lack of substances which only the land can supply. If

this be a true view of the case, when, as will probably happen sooner or

later, the fisheries of the coastal banks have reached the maximum
extent of their capacity, we shall have to look for any further increase

of the supply of fish for food purposes to an extended practice of fish

culture, a method at present confined almost entirely to fresh-water fishes.

The extension of fish culture to marine fishes, which are much more

delicate and difficult to rear than those which live in fresh-water, is by

no means an easy matter, and much further knowledge will be necessary

before successful results can be obtained. The researches which I have

described to you to-night were commenced largely with a view to obtain-

ing information about some of the fundamental problems upon which any

scientific practice of fish culture would need to be based. The investiga-

tion has at the present time reached only an early stage, but the results

obtained are unexpected and not without interest. There seems reason

to hope that a further extension of the work may be of some practical

importance.

For a more detailed account of the researches referred to in this address

see :

—

Allen, E. J., and Nelson, E. W., On the Artificial Culture of Marine

Plankton Organisms, Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci., Vol. 55, p. 361,

1910, and Journ. Mar. Biol, .\ssoc., VIII. p. 121, 1910.

Allen, E. J., On the Culture of the Plankton Diatom Thalassiosira gravida

Clere, m Artificial Sea-water, Journ. Mar. Biol. Assoc, X, p. 417, 1914.
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The Age of Fishes and the Rate at which they Grow.

lieiny fits Presidential Addre.-^s ilelivereiJ he/ore the DevoutiJtire Associafio/i

for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art at the

Pfj/niouth Meetinij, ISth Julij, JUIO.

By

E. J. Allen, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Director of ttie Plymouth Laboratori/.

[Reprinted from the Transactions of the Devonshire Association.']

With Fi'mres 1-9 in the Text.

At a time like the present, when the Empire we have inlierited stands

facing a crisis of its fate, when indeed the whole structure of civilization

as we know it has seemed to sway, when that which generations of

earnest thinkers have dreamt of as the progress of the race recoils before

the forces it has itself unchained, it is difficult to restrain a feehng of

incongruity in discussing any subject that has no obvious bearing on the

greater problems of the hour. But I am convinced that we are following

the right course in carrying on, with such help as remains available, the

work of this Association, whose object is the advancement of Science,

Literature and Art. In the short, swift cataracts of war, no less than in

the gentler, steadier flow of peace, these matters of the mind have still

their powxr.

In selecting a subject upon which to address you it has seemed to me

best not to attempt to travel beyond the hmits of that branch of Science

with which my own studies have been chiefly concerned, and the science

of Marine Biology is one which has special claims on a Devonshire Society.

The work of Colonel Montagu at the beginning of the nineteenth century,

which gave us the first descriptions of so many of our British marine

animals, and by the acuteness and accuracy of its observations laid the

foundation of future knowledge of their habits and life-histories, was

practically all carried out in the Salcombe and Kingsbridge estuaries.

Dr. Leach, the pioneer in the study of British Crustacea, was born at

Hoe Gate House, within a few yards of Plymouth Hoe, and some of his

collections still find a home in the museum of the Plymouth Athenaeum.

Phihp Gosse studied the shore life of our Devonshire coast at Torquay

and at Ilfracombe, and his book on those British Anemones, which he
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found in such profusion at both these spots, remains a classic. It was

at Plymouth that Spence Bate first followed the remarkable transforma-

tions that occur in the development of the common crab of our shores,

and it was here that he procured a large part of the material upon which

was based the monograph on British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, which he

wrote in collaboration with Westwood.

It was due to the wealth of marine life discovered by these and many
other local naturalists, that when in 1884 an Association, chiefly under

the influence of the biologists connected with the Universities of Oxford,

Cambridge and London, was founded for the study of marine life and

particularly for the study of marine fishes, the site of the first Laboratory

was fixed at Plymouth. The researches which have been carried out at

that Laboratory have fully confirmed the view that we possess off the

Devon coast a fauna as extensive and as remarkable for the variety of its

forms as is to be found anywhere in northern Europe.

The sea fisheries of Devonshire occupy also a unique position in the

history of British Fisheries, for it was the trawl fishermen of Brixham

who, gradually pressing eastwards, extended their industry to Dover,

Ramsgate and Yarmouth, until finally at (Irimsby and Hull they laid the

foundations of that immense trade, which with the coming of the steam

trawler has taken toll of the most distant waters, from Iceland and the

White 8ea in the north to the coast of Morocco in the south.

You will, I think, agree that it is fitting that I should here, in passing,

pay a tribute to the sturdy character and indomitable courage of the men
of our steam fishing fleets. The Brixham traditions have survived.

Those of us who had known the men and had sailed with them in times

of peace knew already something of their worth, but the cool daring and

patient bravery of their work since the war began has surpassed all

expectations. It is not too much to say that to them, as much as to any

men, Ave owe the protection of our commerce from the ruthless warfare of

mine and submarine.

It is now many years since the first attempts were made to apply

scientific methods to the study of problems connected with sea-fisheries,

and the subject has developed into what is almost a distinct department

of marine biology. Were I to attempt to deal even with all the many
branches of modern fishery research, it would be impossible within the

limits of a single address to give more than a very superficial account of

each of them. It will, I think, be more useful and offer a better prospect

of securing your interest in the subject, if I confine myself to one limited

(juestion which has received in recent years a considerable amount of

attention from fishery naturalists. The subject about which I propose

to speak is that of the age of fishes and the rate at which they grow. It
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requires no elaborate argument to prove that the study of this matter

is of the first importance if we are to give a rational account of the possible

productiveness of a fishery, of the rate at which the fishery can be re-

plenished, and of the intensity of fishing which may be prosecuted with-

out endangering its future prospects as a means of profit to the fishermen

and a source of food supply for the people.

To begin at the beginning, I need hardly remind you of the now well-

known fact that the eggs of the majority of our marketable marine fishes

are small, transparent, spherical bodies, which are buoyant and float

freely in the sea. The fact that the eggs of a fish are of this character,

which we describe as pelagic, was first discovered by CI. 0. Sars in Nor-

way, in 1864, whose observations were made on the Cod. It was dis-

covered independently in Cornwall in 1871, in the case of the Pilchard,

by that enthusiastic fisherman-naturalist and acute observer, whose

name \vi\\ be well known to you, the late Matthias Dunn, of Mevagissey.

The only important British sea-fish which is an exception to this rule

of having pelagic eggs, apart from the skates and dogfishes, whose rate of

growth I propose to leave out of consideration altogether, is the Herring,

the spawn of which is deposited on the sea floor and attached to shells,

stones and gravel.

The time occupied in the development of the eggs of dift'erent fishes,

from the time they are spawned to the time of hatching, was shown by

Dannevig (5) to be dependent upon the temperature of the water in

which they float, the increase in the rate of development being in direct

proportion to any increase of temperature.

The following table compiled by Dannevig shows the average number

of days occupied in the development of the eggs of certain species of fish at

different temperatures :

—

Temperature in Centiiiiaile

Cod
{Gadus morrhiui)

Whiting
{(kidf's vieiiainjHs) .

Haddock
{Gadii^ (ijglefiniix) ,

Plaice

{Ph'urnnecfes [ihifi'ssn)

Flounder
{PI. n«siis) .

These results have since been confirmed by Johansen and Krogh (16).

working with more elaborate and accurate apparatus, and they have

illustrated the relation between temperature and growth rate shown by

Dannevig's figures by means of a graph, ^ in which the loci of the dift'erent

^ The address was illustratcil Ijy lantern slides ami the graph was shown.

NEW SKUIKS.— VOT,. XI. N(i. 3. inCCEMBEI'., 1917. 2d

1
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observations for each kind of fish he very nearly in a straight hue, which

means that the increase in rate of development, over the range of tem-

perature examined, is directly proportional to the increase in temperature.

It follows, therefore, that the actual time, under natural conditions

in the sea, which an egg takes to develop, from the time it is spawned

until it is hatched, is by no means constant. There are, I believe, no

actual observations on the point and direct evidence as to the time occu-

pied would not be easy to get. If we suppose that temperature is the

only factor that need be considered, it is possible to deduce from the

data given by the laboratory experiments the time taken in particular

instances. Thus, in the waters off Plymouth, Plaice spawn from Decem-

ber to March. Taking the temperature at 9^ C, which is the mean for

February, the coldest of the four months, the Plaice egg would, according

to Dannevig's figures,^ take thirteen days to hatch. In the southern part

of the North Sea, on the other hand, which is a great spawning-ground for

Plaice, the mean temperature for February is 7° C, at which temperature

the eggs would take about sixteen days to hatch.

When they first emerge from the egg, the young fishes are small,

transparent larvae, whose form is very different from that of the adult

fish, and the next points to consider are the time occupied by the period

of transition from the larval to the adult form and the increase in size

which accompanies this change of form.

In treating of this period of the life-history we will consider separately

the ordinary round fishes such as Cod, Whiting, Mackerel and Herring,

and flat-fishes like the Plaice, the Sole and the Turbot. In the case of

the round fishes it is a little difficult to draw a sharp line of demarcation

between the end of the larval and the commencement of the adult life,

since both as regards structure of body and habits of life the one passes

very gradually into the other.

The time occupied by the larval period may be illustrated by one or

two examples. The principal spawning time of the Cod in the North Sea

begins in January and is at its height in February and March. The larvae

when first hatched have a length of about 4 mm., the length after absorp-

tion of the yolk being 4-5 mm. At a length of 25 mm. the adult form has

practically been reached. Little cod of this size begin to appear, often

hiding under the bell of a jelly-fish, from the middle of May onwards,

that is to say about four months after the beginning of the spawning in

January. We may say therefore with .some confidence that these small

cod of 25 mm. or 1 inch in length are fiom three to four months old.

Some observations on larval mackerel taken off Plymouth in the

sunnner of 1914 will illustrate the method, a somewhat laborious one, it

' Of. AjKstem (1, ]i. 36G). According to Aiisteiu's ligurcs the time would lie nearer
fourteen da\s at 9" C. and seventeen days at 7" C.
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is true, by means of which the rate of growth of these young stages may
be investigated. During May, June and July a large net of fine mesh—

•

the Petersen young-fish trawl—was used at frequent intervals, chiefly

between Whitsand Bay and the Eddystone, for the purpose of collecting

young stages of fish. Young Mackerel first appeared on the 25th of May
and they continued to be caught fairly regularly until the end of June,

whilst in July only three specimens of these early stages were found

during the whole month. All the specimens captured were preserved

and subsequently measured. The numbers taken at any one time were

small, thirty-two being the largest number in a single haul of the net,

but if we combine the figures obtained from the different hauls into two

groups, certain interesting features appear. The following diagram

represents the figures in a graphic form, the measurements being in

millimetres^ and each fish being represented by a dot :

—

1914.

May 25tli

to June old.

6 Hauls.

Average Size

7 "15 mm.

Mode 6 '5 mm.

Size in nun.

2•^

14

10

9 ... 3

. 1

10 . . 2

11

. 1

12

June I0tli-29tli.

16 Hails.

Averaye Size

8-8 mm.

Modes 6 5 and

9-.') mm.

8

9

10

11

^l

13

Fig. 1.

—

Larval Mackerel.

1 A table showing the relation between British and jMetric measures will be found on

1>. 424.
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In the first group of hauls, which we may call the end of May group,

the size of greatest frequency is 6-5 mm. and the numbers form a fairly

regular curve about this mode, the average size of all the measurements

being 7-1 5 mm. In the second group of hauls, the middle of June group,

the numbers range themselves round two centres of frecjuency or modes,

one at 6-5 mm., the other at 9-5 mm. Although the numbers are not

perhaps sufficiently large to be conclusive, they at least suggest that these

9-5 mm. fish belong to the same batch of larva? as the 6-5 mm. fish of the

end of May group, whilst the smaller fish represent a new batch of young,

derived presumably from another shoal of spawning Mackerel. If this

be so, we should, I think, be not far wrong in concluding that a growth

of 3 mm. took place in the three weeks' interval from the middle of the

period May 25th to June 3rd and the middle of the period June 10th to

June 29th.

I give this actual instance from our own observations merely as an

ilkistration of the way in which the problem of the rate of growth of

larvae in the sea under natural conditions may be attacked. To arrive

at perfectly certain and definite results a much larger number of speci-

mens would be necessary, and confirmation in different years would be

required.

The C^od and the Mackerel, whose larval growth we have just been

considering, are typical instances of ordinary round fishes. We will

now look for a moment at the flat-fishes in which a distinct and rapid

change both in structure and habit of life takes place at the end of the

larval period. The young fish abandons its pelagic existence, during

which it SAvam freely through the mass of the water snapping here and

there at the small floating creatures upon which it feeds, and takes to

lying on its side on the sand at the bottom, feeding on small worms, shell-

fish and crustaceans which the sand contains. This change of habit is

accompanied by a twisting of the whole structure of the skull, in such

a way that both eyes come to lie near together on one side of the fish,—
on the coloured side which is uppermost as the fish rests upon the sand.

[A series of slides showing the metamorphosis of a flat-fish was shown.]

This change in structure and habit gives us a fixed point in the life-

history of the fish, and for the purpose in hand we require to know for

what length of time the free-swimming larval stage is continued, from

the time that the larva leaves the egg until it settles down as a little flat-

fish adapted to hfe on the sand. Unfortunately the evidence available

is not sufficiently detailed to enable us to fix this time with the degree

of accuracy which we should desire, though an approximate estimate of

it;; duration can be made for certain species. For instance, the Plaice

m the southern part of the North Sea commences to spawn in Januarv
;
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spawning is at its height in February and continues into March. The

youngest bottom stages of the Plaice, immediately after the transforma-

tion, are found in quite shallow water along the margins of sandy bays

and are often taken by shrimpers, working with push nets on the shore.

According to the researches of Dutch naturahsts (Redeke, 20. p. W)

these small Plaice appear at the beginning of April on the Dutch coast

and they become numerous in May. If, therefore, we allow two to three

weeks for the eggs to hatch, we are left with about ten weeks for the

larval stages. It must be admitted that this is a very indefinite statement,

but it is, I think, as near as we can get on the evidence at present avail-

able. The times will doubtless vary considerably in different localities

and also in different years, owing to differences of temperature and of the

food-supply available.

In the case of the Sole, which was reared by Fabre-Domergue and

Bietrix (6) in the laboratory at Concarneau. the pelagic larval stage

lasted about sev^en weeks, but this of course does not give us a reliable

figure for the time taken under natural conditions in the sea.

The length at which the transformation is complete and the bottom

life commences is in the case of the Plaice from 14-15 mm., for the Sole

it is 10 11mm. The sizes at the time of hatching are 6-7-5 mm. for

Plaice, 3-2 mm. for the Sole.

We may say in general, then, that the adult characters in most fishes

are established at the end of about three months from the time of spawn-

ing, and when the length is from a quarter to half an inch.

In order to determine the rate of growth subsequent to this period

various methods have been employed and for some years past considerable

attention has been given to the subject. It is possible, of course, to study

the matter directly by keeping fishes in confinement and measuring them

from time to time. But we can get little really valuable information in

that way, as it is soon seen that the rate of growth depends very largely

on the conditions in which the fish are placed, on the volume of fresh sea-

water supplied to the tanks, on the temperature of the water, and on

the amount and nature of the food which is supplied. This is an interest-

ing study in itself, and from some points of view may prove to be of

practical importance, but it really tells us little or nothing as to the rate

at which the fishes grow under natural conditions in the sea. which is the

point of main importance.

Dr. Petersen of Copenhagen was the first naturalist to place the study

of the subject on a sound scientific basis (Petersen, 19) and the method

he employed is still perhaps the most useful for dealing with the first one

or two years of a fish's life. It consists simply in making a large and

representative collection of the fish to be studied, from a particular
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locality and as iiearly as possible at the same time, measuring the length

of each individual fish and then plotting the measurements in the form

of a graph or curve.

The following curve [cf. Hjort and Petersen (11), Plate IV] in which

8046 Cod,i caught off the East Coast of Iceland in July, 1904, are graphi-

callv represented (Fig. 2), illustrates the method. Each fish was measured

and the numbers found at each centimetre are plotted. It will be seen

at once that the fish group themselves around certain definite lengths.

The smallest sized fish in the collection was 3 cm. long, and of this size

there were 6 fish. At 4 cm. there were 65, and at 5 cm. 189. The num-

bers then begin to fall, there being only 43 at 6 cm., 8 at 7 cm., and but

one fish at 8 cm. Then they rise again until another maximum occurs

at 12 cm., with 139 fish. At 17 cm. the number has fallen to 12, after

which another rise occurs until at 22 cm. we have 107. In this way the

fish fall naturally into the six groups 0-V. This division into size groups

is due to the fact that the spawning season of the Cod in each year is

a limited one, extending over only two or three months at the beginning

of the vear—January, February and perhaps March. By July the fish

born at that time will have reached about 5 cm. in length. The next

maximum at 12 cm. represents the fishes born the year previously, and

the difference between 12 cm. and 5 cm., i.e. 7 cm., expresses the growth

in length during the year. Then at 22 cm. we have the fish which have

completed two full years, these fish in July when the samples were taken

being two and a half years old.

Since all the fish were caught in 1904 we are able to say in what year

each group was born, the V group, with a maximum frequency at 88 cm.,

being Cod born in 1899.

Now, although this method is satisfactory for the early years, the

distinction between the groups becomes much less marked as the fish

grow older, until finally the different year-groups run into one another

and become indistinguishable. Fortunately, however, other methods

have been discovered which enable us to attack the problem of age and

rate of growth with even greater precision.

In the year 1898 HofTbauer (13) published a paper in which he showed

that the age of a fresh-water carp could be determined by an examina-

tion of the markings on the scale. In 1902 Stuart Thompson (22) published

an account of some work carried out at the Plymouth Marine Laboratory

in which he showed, for the first time, that a similar method was applicable

to sea-fisheries, his researches having been made upon fishes of the Cod

family—the Gadidse—especially on Whiting and Pollock.

^ Tlie nuiiilier of fish at 45 em. lias been taken at forty-seven instead of ninety-seven

,i;ivei) by Hjoit, wliicli appeal's to be a misprint. Forty-seven ai;rees with wliat is shown
in the i^iapli und is in accordanec witli c.xpei-tation.
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Fig. 3 is from a drawing of the scale of a coal-fish {Gadus virens). The

surface of the scale appears covered with a series of concentric rings or

ridges. When growth is proceeding rapidly there is a considerable space

between succeeding ridges, when growth becomes slow the ridges crowd

y////// J r///////f

Hi

iijiimiiim
yuiiii/miiiijljjl////.

Vlv.. 3.— Scale of Coul-fisli {<laJ(is rirens). (After ]);uiii,s.)

closely together. But the fish grows most rapidly during the summer

months, when the water is warm and food is plentiful, whereas during

the winter growth becomes slower and slower, and even ceases altogether.

It is during this winter period of very slow growth that the concentric

ridges on the scale become crowded together and give the appearance

of a darker ring on the surface of the scale. On the scale figured there are

two such winter rings and the growth of the third summer is well advanced.

That this explanation of the appearance presented by the scale is the

correct one has been proved by the examination of scales taken from

fish caught at different times of the year. A fish captured in summer,

such as the one illustrated, has the ridges far apart at the margin of the

scale, whilst in fishes captured as the season advances towards winter the

ridges round the margin become crowded together.

In the case of the (Jod family these markings on the scale are especially

distinct and the examination of a few scales is generally sufficient to fix

the age (Winge, 25). The number of winter rings formed by the crowding

together of the ridges tell us at once the number of years of life which the

fish has completed. It must be remarked, however, that the appearance

of these winter rings is not in the case of each individual fish as clear and

definite as that shoAvn by the scale illustrated, and in a large batch of

fish a certain number will be doubtful and the exact a<io a little U!\certain
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By examining large samples these exceptional instances cease to haYe

any importance, as they are not sufficiently numerous to alter the average

Yalues obtained.

The Salmon is one of the fish the age of which is often well shovvni on

the scale, and a good deal of work has been done upon it (Masterman, 18).

The Herring is another case which I shall consider in more detail

presently.

In certain other fishes, as for example the Plaice, the scales, although

they show indications of similar winter rings, are not marked sufficiently

clearly to make them easily aYailable for age determination. Fortunately,

however, other structures of the fish have been found which show in a

very definite way alternating rings expressing different rates of growth,

which enable us to estimate age with great accuracy. These structures

are (1) the otoliths or ear-stones, and (2) certain of the bones of the fish-

In the Plaice, the fish to which this method has been chiefly applied, the

age of the younger fishes up to about six or seven years old is best seen

on the otolith, that of older ones on the bones.

The otoliths or ear-stones (Fig. 1) are small, oval, calcareous bodies

which lie in the cavitv of the inner ear. Thev can be removed easilv for

Fk;. 4.— Otoliths of mature iiialu I'laieu. Upper row

—

Otolitlis nt I'laice troiii

tlie West Bay (English Chamiel). Lower row—Otolitlis of Plaice tal<<'ii in

the southern deep water of the Xortli Sea, near the (laMianl Litclit Vessel.

(After ^Yallace.)

examination from the dead fish by making a single incision in the head

in an appropriate direction, and an inspection with a simple lens generally

suffices to make an age determination (cf. Reibisch. 21).

.Vs will be seen from the figure, alternate white and dark rings are seen,

when the otolith is examined by reflected light. The white rings are
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formed in spring and early summer, the dark rings in late summer and

autumn. During the winter practically no growth of the otolith takes

place. The first white ring is formed in the spring following the year of

birth, that is when the fish is just one year old, and the total number of

white rings will therefore give us the number of years of life which the

fish has completed.

As the Plaice gets older, however, the rings at the edges of the otoliths

are so crowded together that it becomes impossible to count them. For

these older fishes Heincke (9) has shown that an examination of the bones,

after special treatment, gives the information required.

It is clear that if we can determine the age of individual fishes, and if

we do this on sufficiently large samples, we at once obtain some informa-

tion as to their rate of growth, for if, say, the average size of the two-year-

old Plaice in a particular locality is 20 cm. and the average size of the

three-year-olds is 25 cm. we shall not be far wrong in concluding that a

Plaice of 20 cm. will grow about 5 cm. during the next year of its life.

This conclusion, however, assumes that the conditions of growth are the

same each year, and from information now available we know that this

is not always true, but that some years are more favourable for growth

than others. Growth in different localities, also, even though they may
not be very distant from each other, may differ greatly. What we can

obtain by the use of the methods already described, if the observations

are repeated for a number of years, is the average rate of growth for each

year of age.

There are, however, other methods by means of which we can get an

idea of the actual rate of growth in a particular area at a particular time.

The one which has been most used and has yielded the most reliable

results is the method of marking experiments. In these experiments a

healthy fish is measured soon after being caught and a small metal label

is attached to it, generally at the base of the dorsal fin. The label is

numbered and the fish is returned to the sea. When it is subsequently

caught again by the fishermen it can be identified by its number and

measured a second time. The actual amount of growth will titen be

known. A great many experiments of this kind have been made on both

Plaice and Cod, and large numbers of the fish have been caught and

returned by the fishermen to the various laboratories. Even these

experiments, however, which were carried out primarily to give informa-

tion as to the migrations of the fish, are subject to at least one possibility

of error, owing to the fact that the future growth of a fish may be con-

siderably retarded by any slight injury it may have sustained when it

was first caught. This source of error has to some extent been overcome

by keeping the fish in tanks of running sea-water for some time before
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they are measured and marked, and only using such fish as appear to be

quite uninjured and full of yigour.

We must now pass on to consider some of the conclusions which haye

resulted from the use of these methods of inyestigating age and growth

rate. In the case of the Plaice, the researches of Dr. Wallace, which were

carried out at the Lowestoft Laboratory of the Marine Biological Associa-

tion, are amongst the most important. The method he employed was

the study of the otoliths, his results being based on a total of 20,000 fish,

each of which was measured and its age determined. Li addition to this

AYallace makes use of the records of the otoliths of another 20,000

measm-ed Plaice collected by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries (24).

These numbers will giye some idea of the extent of the inyestigations

which have been made.

The following table embodies the result of the analysis as regards age

of two series of samples of Plaice trawled by Wallace along a line nearly

at right angles to the Dutch coast, from Texel to the Leman Banks,

commencing about three miles from the shore and running out some

eighty or ninety miles into the North Sea. The samples were taken in

May and September, 1905. (Wallace, 23, Rep. II, Pt. I, p. 26.)

1. Males.

The I group averaged 94 cm. in May and ll:-9 cm. in Sept.

19-9 cm.

,,
2r)-4 cm.

29-:3 cm.

,,
33-7 cm.

34 --o cm.

II
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distances from the shore. In order to make it clear why this is so, it

will be necessary to give a short account of the distribution of the Plaice

according to size, and for this purpose we will consider its distribution

in the North Sea.

When we were dealing with the larval stages of the Plaice, you will

recollect that we left the earliest bottom stages inhabiting the margins

of the sandy shores in quite shallow water. During the first year of their

life the young Plaice remain close to the shore in depths under ten

fathoms. As thev s;row larger thev move further and further seawards

NSi^-4^

-I tc

m

J
5"

SZ'

Fir;. 5.—Plaice. Catch per hour of the III Group. (After Wallace.)

O = Maj^ 1906 (Covered Beam Trawl),

n = September, 1905 (Otter Trawl).

away from these nursery grounds, and in the North 8ea it may be taken

as a general rule that the average size of the Plaice becomes larger the

further out into the open sea we get.

This is well illustrated by the charts published by Garstang (8) showing

the distribution of Plaice in the North Sea according to average size.

This seaward movement, it is important to note, depends upon the size

of the fish rather than upon their age, so that the larger individuals of any

year class are found further out to sea than the smaller ones. If we now
look at the next Chart by Wallace (Fig. 5), which illustrates the catch

per hour of Plaice of the III (Iroup, that is iish between three and four

years old, on the line running out from the Dutch coast—from Texel to

the Leman Bank—we shall see -that this group is taken along the whole

line. It is most abundant near the coast, where the average size of the

fish is small, and the numbers captured gradually diminish as we move
seawards, the size of the fish at the same time becoming larger. The

€hart also shows that between May (represented by the circles) and
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September (the squares) there has been a distinct shifting of the group of

fish seawards as they have grown larger.

It will be clear, therefore, that if the fish are distributed in this way

according to size, we must take uniform samples all along the line in

order to obtain the true average of those belonging to any age-group.

If, for instance, in the case of this III Group we took samples only near

the coast we should miss all the larger fish belonging to the group, whereas

if we took samples only at the seaward end of the line we should miss all

the small ones. In the latter case our average would be far too high,

in the former case it would be far too low. Wallace therefore is quite

justified in maintaining that samples of Plaice for age determination

must be taken upon such radial lines, if accurate average sizes for the

different years of age are to be obtained.

One of the points which has come out most clearly in the course of

these studies is the great differences in rate of growth which are found,

firstly at different seasons of the year, secondly in different years, and

thirdly in different localities.

As regards seasonal differences we may say that in the North Sea the

year's growth begins in the spring, about the month of April ; it goes

on vigorously during the summer until September, slows down in Octo-

ber, and from that time until the following April there is practically no

growth at all, at any rate in the shallow water near the coasts. In the

central portions of the North Sea, for example on the Dogger Bank, a

certain amount of growth does seem to take place in the winter.

The evidence for differences in the rate of growth of Plaice in different

years is chiefly based on the work of the Danish naturaHst Johansen (14).

who has studied the question by means of marking experiments carried

out off the North Sea coast of Denmark. Thus the average annual growth

for specimens of 20 to 29 cm. liberated in the Horn Reef area in 1903

was only about 4 cm., whilst in 1904, 1905, 190() and 1907 it was from

6 to 7-5 cm. In this connection Johansen notes the interesting fact that

in 1903, when the growth was abnormally low, there was an unusuallv

rich stock of under-sized fish on the Horn Reef grounds, which suggests

that the rate of growth may depend, amongst other things, upon the

density of the Plaice population (Johansen, 14, III, p. 37).

It is possible, therefore, that a certain amount of fishing on grounds

overcrowded with young fish may tend to increase the rate of growth

of the fish that remain.

That the rate of growth of Plaice differs widely in different localities

may be inferred from the fact that the average length of the dift'erent

age-groups is different in different areas, provided always that the samples

on which the figures arc based are adequately distributed or at least
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properly comparable. Thus Wallace's samples show that Plaice of the

II Group in August, that is fish two and a half years old, average 6 cm.

longer in Tor Bay on the South Devon Coast than those in deeper water

on the Leman Banks in the North Sea, and 11 cm. longer than those from

the shallow water off the coast of Lincolnshire, the Devon fish being thus

from one to two full years ahead of those from the North Sea.

This rapid growth of the Devon fish is clearly reflected in the structure

of the otohth, as will be seen from Fig. 4. The broad white rings are in

marked contrast to the narrow rings of the North Sea fish (Wallace, 23,

Rep. Ill, p. 142a, Figs. 6 and 7).

The following table (p. 415) summarizes Wallace's results as to the

average size of Plaice of the difterent age-groups in different localities.

From this table it is possible also to compare the difference in rate of

growth of males and females. It will be seen that on the whole females

grow more rapidly than males, and that this difference tends to increase

as the fish grow older.

The great differences which may occur in the rate of growth of Plaice

on different grounds are strikingly shown by the results of the trans-

plantation experiments carried out by Garstang and Borley in the North

Sea [Garstang (7), Borley (2), Lee and Atkinson (17)]. Small Plaice

Fig. 6.— Showing growth of fish transplanted to the Dogger Bank in the

combined experiments of the years 1904-8 compared with that shown

by the Danish marking experiments in the Horn Reef area in the years

1903-5. (After Borley.)

caught on the shallow young-fish nurseries off the Danish and Dutch

coasts were carried in sea-water tanks to the Dogger Bank, which lies

in the middle of the North Sea. They were then measured, marked with
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luimbered labels and liberated. The transplantation was carried ont in

May, and dnring the following year large nnnibers of the marked fishes

were returned by the fishermen. The amount of growth shown by the

following autumn and winter was very remarkable. »Small, under-sized

fish of little or no market value had become fine Plaice, of good size and

in excellent condition. The preceding diagram (Fig. 6) shows the growth

of these transplanted fish, compared with the growth of fish of the same

size which had remained on the inshore grounds. Taking the figures for,

say, the following January, whereas the average length of the trans-

planted fish was 11 cm. the size of those left on the Horn Reef ground

was about 5-5 cm.

If instead of considering the length of the fish we take the percentage

increase of weight the result is even more striking. Whereas by the follow-

ing spring the fish that remained on the Danish Horn Reef ground had

increased in weight by 1(!0 per cent., that is to say, had doubled their

weight, those put out on the Dogger had increased their weight by 400

per cent., that is to say, they were five times as heavy as they were

originally.

iSince well-grown Plaice command a much higher price per lb. than

small ones this increase of weight means that the value has increased

to perhaps seven times the original value.

- These results of investigations on the age of Plaice and their rate of

growth have several important practical aspects, apart from the sugges-

tion of a direct improvement of the fishery by the transplantation of

young fish from crowded nursery grounds to rich feeding grounds such as

the Dogger Bank, where the rate of growth is much more rapid. It would

seem that the most profitable fishery would result from concentrating

the fi.shing as much as possible on Plaice of the Age Groups IV, V and VI,

that is to say, on fish in the fifth, sixth and seventh years of their life.

Before this they are small, but capable of rapid growth and rapid increase

in value. After the seventh year the growth gets slower, and as long as

a sufficient supply of mature fish is allowed to remain to ensure an ade-

quate amount of spawn for the perpetuation of the race, it would appear

that from a commercial point of view it is of greater advantage to put

the seven year olds on the market rather than to allow them to remain

in the sea. They would increase in value very little compared with the

amount of nourishment they would consume, whilst when they are re-

moved the food they would have eaten becomes available for the younger

fishes, which grow in size and value at a much more rapid rate.

In this connection the age at which the majority of Plaice mature for

the first time is important. According to Wallace (24, p. 40) for female

Plaice this " age of first maturity " in the Southern North 8ea is five
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years, in the middle North Sea six years, and further north seven years.

In the Enghsh Channel, on the other hand, the bulk of the females reach

maturity Sit four years of age. The average age for the males may he

a year earlier than for the females.

We have now perhaps devoted sufficient attention to the Plaice, and

will pass on to consider certain investigations into the age of the Herring,

which bring out very clearly another application of a knowledge of the

age of fishes, which may have an important practical bearing. These

investigations we owe especially to the energy and enterprise of Nor-

wegian naturalists under the leadership of Dr. Johan Hjort.

Fk;. 7.—Growth zones of herring scales compared with Si'zo of inh.

(After Hjort.)

As with most marine fishes, the growth of the Herring comes practi-

cally to a standstill during the winter. This winter rest is clearly indicated

by a ring-like mark on the surface of the scale, these rings being often very

definite and precise.

That each ring really does represent the cessation of growth during the

winter has been proved by Lea, by examining samples of Herrings month

by month during the year (12), in the same way as was done by Wallace

with the otoliths of the Plaice. It was possible to follow the band of

summer growth becoming wider and wider, until as winter came on it

ceased, and the darker ring was found at the margin of the scales. This

being so it is obvious that an examination of the scale can tell us a good

deal more about a fish's history than merely its age. We can indeed infer

the length of the fish at the end of any particular year of its life, for it has

been possible to show that the length of the fish is always proportional

to the length of a particular scale. If, therefore, we magnify the scale

until its total length from the median transverse line to the edge is equal

to the length of the fish, the distance from this line to each of the winter
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rings will be the length which the fish had at the time the ring was formed.

This will be clear from the diagram Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 illustrates the composition of three samples of Norwegian Spring

Herring taken in March, 1907, and analysed by Dahl (3), by an examina-

tion of the scales, into age groups. It will be seen that the majority of

Cenlimefer

Fii;. 8.— Analysis of tliree samples of Norwegian Spring Herring

taken in March, 1907, into age gronps. (After Dalil.)

the fish belong to the IV, V, VI, VII and VIII year-classes, the best-

represented class being IV. The position of the apex of each curve gives

us the size of fish most frequently found in each age group.

Samples of Norwegian Spring Herring have been examined in this

way every year since 1907 and the results obtained are given in the

following table (p. 419), the number of fish belonging to each year-class

being expressed as a percentage of the whole sample (Hjort, 12, p. 219,

Table I).

An examination of the figures in this table reveals a very remarkable

fact. If we commence with the year 1908, we see that 34-8 per cent, of

the fish belong to the year-class IV, that is to say, they are fish which

were born in the year 1904. We see fvirther that no other year-class

is nearly as well represented, the next in order being the IX year-class, of

which the sample contains 14-4 per cent. Now look at the percentages

for the year 1909 ; the best represented class is the V year-class, with

43-7 per cent. But in 1909 the V year-class is composed of fish born in
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1904. In 1910 the VI year-class, with 77-3 per cent., completely domin-

ates the others
;

still the fish born in 1904. In 1911 the VII year-class,

in 1912 the VIII year-class, and in 1913 the IX year-class still form from

64 to 70 per cent, of the whole population, the fish in each case being

those born in 1904. In 1914 these fish still form 54-3 per cent, of the

whole. Thus it will be seen that for six or seven years this one year-class

of 1904 dominates the fishery. If we look at the figures still more closely

we shall see further evidence that a particular year-class may be of

special importance over a series of years. In 1910 the fish of year-class

V formed 9-9 per cent, of the sample, being the second largest of the

year-classes present. These fish were born in 1905. In 1911 these 1905

/T
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series. After a number of poor or average years the fishing begins to

improve and remains successful for three or four years in succession. In

the case of the Norwegian Spring Herring fishery the years from 1909 to

1913, when the fish of the 1904 class predominated, were exceptionally

good years, with a very high yield, the year 1913 especially being the best

fishery during the whole period from 1896 to 1913 (Fig. 9).

We are furnished, therefore, with what appears to be a distinct step

in advance in our attempts to find a rational explanation of the fluctua-

tions in the fisheries. A season occurs in which the conditions are excep-

tionally favourable for the production of young fish, either owing to an

exceptional supply of nourishment upon which the larvae and fry can

feed, or to the absence of enemies, or to some other cause which at present

has not been traced. As these fish grow up they year by year come to

form a more important factor in the yield of the fishery and the abundance

of fish caught increases. In the case we have considered the Herrings

bom in 1904 dominated and rendered fruitful the fishing of the six years

from 1909 to 1914. How much longer their influence will be felt remains

to be seen.

What appears to be an exactly parallel case occurred in the North Sea

Haddock fishery, and curiously enough it was again fish of the year 1904

that were exceptionally abundant. The young fish of 1904 began to

show in the catches in 1905, and in 1906 they were present in extra-

ordinary numbers (Helland-Hansen, 10, p. 33). Although the case has not

been worked out in the same detail as for the Herring, the statistics show

an exceptional quantity of medium-sized Haddock in 1907, and of large

Haddock from 1907 to 1910. This is just what we should expect from the

gradual growth of the fish bom in 1904, which were so exceptionally

abundant in 1906.

For the Plaice also it has been shown that the abundance of the young

brood on the nursery grounds varies greatly from year to year (Johansen,

14, Pts. Ill and VI), and there is little doubt that the same sequence

of events occurs in the case of this fish, though it has not up to the present

been followed in detail.

These investigations, then, seem to give us one of the keys necessarv

for a proper understanding of much in relation to the fluctuations of the

fisheries which was previously difficult to understand. Moreover, they

offer a prospect of enabling us to predict the probable course of the fishery

some years ahead, for when the exceptional abundance of the young fish

of any year has been discovered, we shall be able to say, from a know-

ledge of the growth-rate of the fish, in how many years these fish will

reach marketable size and if all goes well with them give rise to an

abundant fishery. Information of this kind, intelligently applied, ought
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to be of some use to the practical fisherman. To those whose duty it is

to study the fisheries from the point of view of legislative or administra-

tive control, it is of course of the very greatest importance.

As was explained at the beginning of this address, I have attempted

to lay before you some account of one single branch of fishery research,

and as I have proceeded you will no doubt have felt that a subject which

at first sight seemed fairly straightforward and simple developed quite

unexpected complexity, and yielded in the end quite unexpected results.

This is indeed only the common experience of those who break new ground

or explore new territories in any branch of knowledge whatever, but in

the case of marine research the difficulties are perhaps exceptionally

great and the calls on the patience and perseverance of the investigator

are almost unlimited. But those who have been most intimately asso-

ciated with this research and have followed it in greatest detail are the

most convinced of its promise of fruitful result. We must look to the

growing intelhgence of the larger public, grown wiser, may we hope, in

the stern school of war, for that appreciation which will enable it to be

continued with the means and resources which its difficulties demand.
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Marine Biological Association of the

United Kingdom.

Report of the Council, 1916.

The Council and Officers

Four ordinary ineetiugs of the Council have been held during the

year, at which the average attendance was nine. A Coniniittee of

the Council visited and inspected the Plymouth Laboratory during the

Easter Vacation.

The Council has to record with regret the death of Sir Eichard

Martin, Bart,, who for a number of years was a Governor, representing

the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers.

The meetings of the Council have been held in the Eooms of the

Eoyal Society, and the thanks of the Association are due to the Society

for its hospitality.

The Plymouth Laboratory.

It has been found necessary to replace the gas engine used for

circulating tlie sea-water through the tanks of the A(|uarium and of

the upstairs Laboratory. The old engine had worked continuously,

for practically twenty-four hours a day, for fifteen years, so that

good service had been rendered. A new engine was obtained from

Messrs. Crossley Bros., fitted with the latest improvements. The

other machinery has been maintained in working order, and the

buildings are in a satisfactory state of repair, though expenditure

under these heads has been kept as low as possible on account of

the war.

The Boats.

The steamer OifJtonn is still laid up at Hooe Lake and it is not

proposed to put her in commission at present. The eighteen-foot

sailincr-boat has been used for such collecting work as has been
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possible in the innnediate neighbourhood of Plymouth Sound. As in

former years many specimens have been obtained from the local

fisliermen.

The Staff.

The salaried staff has consisted of the Director (Dr. E. J.

Allen, F.E.S.), Mr. D. J. Matthews, Miss M. V. Lebour, and

Mrs. Matthews.

The Council is glad to be able to report tliat Mr. li. S. Clark, who
left the Laboratory in 1914 as biologist to Sir Ernest Shackleton's

Antarctic Expedition, has returned safely and in good health to this

country, after forming one of the party who remained on Elephant

Island.

Dr. Allen was appointed President of the Devonshire Association

for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art for the meeting

lield in Plymouth in July, 1916, and delivered an address on the age

of fishes and the rate at which they grow.

Occupation of Tables.

The following Naturalists have occupied tables at the PlyuKuith

Laboratory durmg the year :•

—

Miss Crump, London (Oscarella).

W. De Morgan, Plymoutli (Protozoa).

H. S. HoLDEN, M.BC, Nottingliam (Marine Algie).

Mrs. E. W. Sextox, Plymouth (Ganimarus).

])r. C. Shearer, f.r.s., Cambridge (I)inopliilus).

The usual Easter Vacation Course in Marine Biology for University

students was not held this year.

General Work at the Plymouth Laboratory.

In the number of the Journal issued during the year Miss M. V.

Lebour has published a description, with detailed illustrations, of the

ditferent stages in the life history of the Copepod, Calami s Jinrii aorh icns.

The material upon which this description is based was obtained by

Mr. L. 11. Crawshay, wlio reared the animals from the egg, under

experimental conditions in the Laboratory.

In the same number of the Journal Dr. Orton gave an account of

the researches which had been carried out in the Laboratory on races

of herrings, and Mr. D. J. Matthews reported on the amount of

Pliosphoric Acid found in sea-water off Plymouth Sound. Two further
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papers l>y Miss Lebour dealt with the life history of the sea-spider

Anaphia iwtiohtta, the larvie of which are carried about by medusae,

and also recorded the fact that inedusse act as hosts for larval

Trematodes, the adult form of the worm found in the jelly-fish being

known to occur in the mackerel.

A paper by Mrs. Sexton and Miss Wing gave an account of a

lengthy series of experiments on the inheritance of eye-colour in the

Amphipod Gammariis chcvreuci, which was found to be in accordance

with Mendel's law.

During the year the Director has completed a report upon the post-

larval stages of fishes collected off Plymouth in 1914. A number of

interesting stages not previously known have been found.

The experiments on the growth of the scales of fishes kept in the

Laboratory tanks under different conditions, especially as regards

temperature, were continued until the autumn of 1916. The material

is being examined and reported upon by Mr. D. W. Cutler.

Mrs. Matthews' experiments on the rate of growth of fishes kept in

the Laboratory and fed with food of different kinds have been continued

and extended, and a considerable number of data have been brought

together, which will, it is hoped, yield results of importance.

Mr. Matthews, working half-time, has completed his determinations

of Phosphoric Acid in the sea off Plymouth. I'he results extend over

a period of sixteen montlis, showing a large seasonal variation, and

will be published in the next number of the Journal. He has also

continued his experiments on the methods of determining nitrates in

sea-water. The other half of his time has been given to investigations

into cerebro-spinal meningitis for the Medical Eesearch Committee, the

chemical work being carried out in the Laboratory of the Association.

Miss M. A'. Lebour has carried out for a complete year the periodical

examination of the micro-plankton found at the mouth of Plymouth

Sound. The material has been obtained by centrifuging samples of

sea-water taken at different depths, and the results have been worked

out quantitatively. At the same time samples of plankton taken with

ordinary silk tow-nets have been examined. Miss Lebour's work has

added greatly to our knowledge of the smallest plankton organisms

and many new records liave been obtained, especially amongst the

Peridinidte. A full account of this work has been prepared for

publication in the Journal.
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]\Iiss Leboui" lias since commenced to study the actual food found in

larval and post-larval fishes, which feed upon plankton organisms.

This is largely a new field of investigation, which is already giving

promise of results of considerable interest.

Mr. W. De Morgan has been again engaged in studying the marine

protozoa, and Mrs. E. W. Sexton has extended and developed the

studies on the Mendelian inheritance of eye-colour in Ganimarus

referred to above.

Published Memoirs.

The following papers, either wholly or in part the outcome of work

done at the Laboratory, have been published elsewhere than in the

Journal of the Association :

—

UuxcAN, F. Maktin. Studifs in Marine Biology. Jourii. R03'. Micr. Soc, 1916,

pp. 257-261.

IvR.-\.Mi>, 1'. L. Spontaneous Fission in Hydroids. ^'idensk. Meddel. fra Danske

natuih. Foren., Bl. 67, 1915, pp. 211-219.

Matthews, A. The Development of Alcyonium digitatum, ivith some notes on the Early

Colony Formation.. Quart. Jour. Micr. Sci. , vol. 62, 1916, pp. 43-94.

The Library.

The thanks of the Association are due to numerous Government

Departments, Universities and other institutions at home and abroad

for copies of books and current numbers of periodicals presented to

the Library. The list is similar to that published in the Keports of

(Jouncil of former years. A number of authors have been good enough

to send reprints of their papers for the Library, and to these also

thanks are due.

Donations and Receipts.

The receipts for the year include a grant from H.M. Treasury of

£500, being on account of the war one-half of the sum granted in

recent years, a grant from the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries'

Development Fund (£400), and one from the Fishmongers' Company
(£600). In addition to these grants there have been received Annual

Subscriptions (£104), Eent of Tables in the Laboratory, including £25
from the University of London and £20 from the Trustees of the Ray
Lunkester Fund (£50); Sale of Specimens (£313) and Admission to

Tank IJoom (£89).
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The Food of Post-Larval Fish.

By
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Although much investigation has been made on the food of adult fish

the information as to the food of the very young is scattered and frag-

mentary. It is the purpose of this paper to report on the food of a

number of post-larval fish which have been examined fresh from the

tow-nettings through the year 1917 from Plymouth Sound within the

Breakwater and outsidfe as far as the region of the Panther and Knap
Buoys (about 2| miles from the shore) and occasionally from Cawsand
Bay. The food of a number of preserved post-larval fish has also been

investigated which were taken in the Young Fish Trawl in 1914 and

reported on by Dr. Allen (1917). These latter were mostly examined as

mounted and cleared preparations, the food usually being plainly seen.

Others from this lot were examined by dissecting out the alimentary

canal—a method not so satisfactory for preserved material although

answering very well for the fresh fish which were all examined by this

latter method.

A systematic examination of post-larval fish from tow-nettings was

made by A. Scott (1906), who used the above methods, but the number

examined was not large. Herdman (1893-1898) had also previously

noted the contents of the alimentary canal in several young fish, chiefly

those beyond the post-larval stages. Petersen (1894, 1917) also notes

the food of young fish, especially PleuronectidcB. Other records have

chiefly to do with the food of artificially reared fish, when the food picked

out by the post-larval fish from plankton given to them is noted.

In all these records it is found that the Copepoda form the chief food

of nearly all larval and post-larval fish with other Entomostraca and

Mollusk larvae. It now seems to be a well established fact that the

majority of young fish eat the small animals from the plankton more

than the diatoms and other unicellular organisms, except in cases of some

of the very young fish which have been found to eat diatoms before

taking to animal food (Kyle (1898) found Dab from 10 to 16 mm. with
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stomachs full of diatoms), and in the few exceptional cases of fish which

are true vegetarians. As examples of these latter cases Herdman (1912)

shows that post-larval plaice first feed on diatoms before taking animal

food; Dannevig (1897 and 1898) also found that the young plaice first

took diatoms and in some cases Infusoria. The Grey Mullet which is

herbivorous, with its mouth-parts adapted for browsing, eats in its

post-larval stage according to Cunningham (1890) chiefly diatoms,

although A. Scott (1898) has found that the older young eat Copepods

as well as diatoms. Professor S. A. Forbes (1882-1884) shows that the

young Whitefish {Coregonus cluyeiformis) in a tank with only vegetable

food nearly all died, whilst they fed eagerly on Entomostraca. Even
before the yolk is absorbed a pair of small teeth are developed, well

adapted for seizing animal food such as these small Crustacea (chiefly

Copepods). Young herring take Mollusk larvae before the yolk is ab-

sorbed, as do also the pipe-fish, Nerophis lumbriciformis, which hatched

in a jar in the laboratory. Mollusk larvae seem often to be taken very

early, even before Copepods.

That a certain amount of selection of food takes place is evident from

previous records and from our own observations. Dannevig (1897)

states that only one species at one time was eaten by the baby plaice

although different individuals might eat different species. It seemed

as though one individual got used to a certain food and stuck to it for

a time. Petersen (1894) shows that the Dab, living with the Plaice,

selects Copepods of other species from those chosen by the latter fish,

and Herdman shows that the natural food of fish is often that which is

not most frequently present, so that the fish must hunt for it.

The following records show that certain fish undoubtedly prefer

certain food ; frequently two or three fish will like the same kind. For

instance, Solea variegata and the few Solea vulgaris examined like the

same food as the Dab, e.g. chiefly Podon, Temora and Euterpina, so that

it may well be that the very abundant Dab takes away, in its very young

stages, the food from its more valuable relatives. It is to be noted,

however, that whereas Solea eats Crustacea as big as Temora almost at

once, the Dab, Pleuronectes limanda, has a period up to about 5 mm.
when no Crustacea are found in its alimentary canal, so that it most

probably first eats softer food. It is not in the least the case that all

Pleuronectids eat the same food, for one of the Top-knots, Scophthahnus

norvegicus, specially eats Pseudocalanus, which is only very rarely found

in the Soles and Dab, and Arnoglossus although not eating Copepods for

some time also likes Pseudocalanus. Podon, probably P. intermedius, is

a favourite with many young fish, and is often taken by the very young

ones before Copepods
;
probably it is more easily digested. It heads

the list of the food of post-larval fish in these records.
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As reoarcls the Copepods, we naturally find that the fish with the

smallest mouths eat the smallest forms, both large and small being

eaten by those with laroe mouths. Thus Arnoglossus up to about 20 mm.
having a small mouth does not take larger forms than Pseudocalanus,

whereas Solea variegata at 4 mm. can eat full-grown Temora, and Scoph-

thalmus norvegicus at 4-5 mm. can eat full-grown Metridia lucens. It is

a striking fact that Calanus finmarchicus, which is abundant, is eaten

very little by these post-larval fish. It is apparently too large for any

but the fair-sized young ones. The nauplii are seen oftener as food

for the small ones, and probably are frequently among the unidenti-

fiable Copepod remains. Fish caught in the act of swallowing Copepods

always show the tail sticking out of the mouth, so that they are

swallowed head first.

The commonest food in order of frequency is the following : Podon

(probably intermedins), Pseudocalanus elongatus, Temora longicornis

and Enterpina acutifrons in the proportion of 6:4:3:2, Metridia

lucens and Balanus nauplii coming next, and afterwards other Cope-

pods such as Onc«'a sp., AcartiasT^. Corycceus anglicus, Centropages

typicus, Calanus finmarchicus in order, with nauplii especially of Temora

and in very few cases Microsetella norvegica, Harpacticus uniremis, Longi-

pedia Scott i, Isias clavipes, Idyafurcata, Oithona similis and Anomalocera

pattersoni. Cypris stages of Balanus occurred at certain times and

Evadne sp. Podon and Evadne are not found in the winter but most of

the fish that had eaten Podon were in summer hauls, and the Balanus

nauplii which swarm in spring, beginning in February, were chiefly taken

by young herring. The Copepods most frequently taken as food are

amongst the commonest in the ordinary tow-nettings, although the Har-

pacticid Euterpina acutifroyis occurs much more frequently in fish than in

the tow-nettings, and the Oficcea (probably media) has not been taken with

the tow-nets here. These two and Metridia lucens are evidently com-

moner outside, and the hauls in which the fish were taken which had

chiefly eaten these were from the region of the Eddystone and Rame
Head, the other common forms, Podon, Temora and Pseudocalanus also

evidently abounding there. Besides Copepods and Cladocera small ova

were frequently found in the fishes, especially the Pleuronectids and

Herring ; these were spherical and usually measured about 0-2 mm. in

diameter. The very young fish frequently contained only these.

Very few unicellular organisms besides these ova were found in the

young fish. Diatoms when present were sometimes in the Copepods

eaten or in their faeces, but not very often free in the alimentary canal.

In one instance a perfect specimen of a Coccosphara was found in a

Pouting, Gadus luscus. On another occasion a young Ammodytes con-

tained several Phizosolenia Shrubsolei.
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To show that a certain amount of selection does take place a list was

made of the food inside the fish from 2 hauls, and the food of each fish

noted. For this purpose Hauls XIII and Xllla were selected, both with

the Young Fish Trawl, 1914. Haul XIII May 19th, 11.35 p.m. Mid-

water, Eddystone, N. 6|, 39 fms. Haul Xllla May 22nd, Eddystone,

S.W. 3 miles, 28 fms.

Haul XIII.

Contained the followina' fish :

—

406 Clupea sp.

1 Animodytes sp.

8 Gadus merlangus.

7 G. luscus.

158 G. minutus.

5 Onos mustela.

1 Labrus hergylta.

70 Pleuronectes limanda.

55 P. microcephalus.

These contained the following food

DlATOMACE^.

Paralia sulcata.

Pleurosigma sp.

Navicula sp.

Guinardia flaccida.

Lauderia boreal is.

Peridiniales,

Dinofhysis sp.

Diflojisalis lenticula.

Prorocentrum micans.

Peridinium ovatum

.

P. pallidum.

P. cerasus.

P. sp.

Infusoria.

Tintinnopsis ventricosa.

1 Arnoglossus sp.

84 Scophthalmus norvegicus.

1 Zeugopterus unimacidatus.

4 Z. punctatus.

48 Solea variegata.

5 Gohius sp.

150 Crystallogobius NiUsoni.

13 Trigla sp.

20 CaUionymus lyra.

Cirripedia.

Balanus na iipl i i and

stages.

Cladocera.

Podon (cf. intermedins).

COPEPODA.

Calanns firiinarchicus.

Pseudocalanus elongatus.

Metridia lucens.

Paracalanus parvus.

Temora longicornis.

Acartia (cf. Clausi).

Onccea (cf. media).

Coryceus anglicus.

Euterpina acutifrons.

Also ova.

cypris

The Diatoms and Peridiniales were nearly all inside the Copepods.

The Copepods chiefly taken were Pseudocalanus, Temora, Euterpina

and Metridia. Solea variegata and Pleuronectes limanda ate chiefly

Podon and Temora, Solea also eating Euterpina, Onccea, Corycaus and

Balanus larvae, neither containing Pseudocalanus. On the other hand

Pseudocalanus was the chief food of Scophthalmus norvegicus, which

hardly ever took Temora, but in addition to Pseudocalanus contained
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Metridia and occasionally Podon, Acartia, Paracalanus, Onccea and

Euterpina. Pseudocalanus was also almost the only food of Gadus

minutus and G. merlangus. The Clwpea were all empty and no food was

found in Pleuronectes microcephalus. Those of the Crystalloqohius ex-

amined (not all as they were almost adult) contained Calanus finjnarchi-

cus, showing that it was present although not taken by the other fish.

Calionymus lyra eats almost anything. Besides the above food, many
of the fish contained ova.

Haul Xllla.

Contained the following fish :

—

45 Pleuronectes limanda. 59 Gadus sp.

11 Solea variegata. 8 Triglas,^.

1 S. vulgaris. 1 Ldbrus hergylta.

10 Zeugopterus punctatus. 1 Ammodytes sp.

2 Scophthalmus norvegicus. 34 Callionymus lyra.

The fish contained the following food :

—

Peridiniales. Pseudocalanus elongatus.

Peridinium ovatum. Paracalanus parvus.

P, sp. Temora longicornis.

Infusoria.
Centropages typicus.

rr,. . . Acartia (cf. Clausi).
lintmnopsis ventncosa. ^ , . t .^ Onca^a (ci. media).

Cladocera. u^Ja furcata.

Podon (cf. intermedins). Euterpina acutifrons.

COPEPODA. AmPHIPODA.

Calanus finmarchicus. Apherusa (cf. Clevei).

Thus the two hauls contain very similar food. Again we find that

Solea variegata ate chiefly Temora, also Euterpina and occasionally

Oncoea and Acartia but no Pseudocalanus. Solea vulgaris ate Temora
and Euterpina and Pleuronectes limanda chiefly Temora and Podon but

not Pseudocalanus. Zeugopterus punctatus ate chiefly Temora but also

Calanus, Onccea and Euterpina. Again Scophthalmus norvegicus ate

chiefly Pseudocalanus, although Paracalanus, Euterpina and Temora are

present. Pseudocalanus is also eaten by the Gadus sp. with several other

Copepods including occasional Calanus, and by Trigla and Ammodytes.

Again Callionymus lyra eats a variety, including Apherusa. From these

notes it will be seen that certain fish do undoubtedly take certain foods

in preference to others, and this is specially well shown in Solea and
Pleuronectes limanda, which like Podon and Temora, and almost entirely

pass over Pseudocalanus although present in abundance.
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LABRUS BERGYLTA Asc. Ballan Wrasse.

Thirty-nine specimens were examined which came in the tow-nettings

from both outside and inside the Breakwater, from June to September,

and were examined fresh. They measured from 2-5 mm. to 11 mm., the

small specimens being somewhat contracted so that they naturally were

longer. The smallest were either empty or contained indistinguishable

green food remains, those from 4 to 5 mm. containing almost entirely

C opepod nauplii, especially Tetnora, with occasional remnants of diatoms

{Navicida) and peridinians, with green food remains. At 6 mm. Copepods

and Copepod nauplii were taken, one specimen containing the following :

—

10 Cittarocyclis denticulata. 2 Prorocentrum micans.

1 Temora longicornis. 6 Peridinium sp.

3 Eliterpina acutijrons. 1 Lithomelissa setosa.

1 Copepod indet. 1 Tintinnopsis beroidea.

The larger specimens contained Copepod remains including Temora

and Pseudocalanus, and also Podon. Altogether 20 out of the 39 contained

Copepod nauplii or young copepodid stages, so that evidently this, with

small planktonic organisms, is their chief food in the post-larval state.

CARANX TRACHURUS L. Horse Mackerel.

Four specimens of young Horse Mackerel were examined, from inside

and outside the Breakwater and Cawsand Bay,* in September and October,

measuring 30 to 40 mm. They all contained Crustacea, chiefly Copepods

including Calanus, Centropages typicus (15 in one specimen), Temora and

many Harpacticids, including Idya furcata. Crab zoeee and Porcellana

larvas were also present.

SCOMBER SCOMBER L. Mackerel.

Twenty-five Mackerel were examined fresh from the tow-nettings,

measuring 3 to 16 mm., from inside and outside the Breakwater from

the end of July to the middle of September. The very smallest either

contained nothing or green food remains, but one of 3-5 mm. contained

2 Temora nauplii and another a larval gastropod. Nine specimens con-

tained nothing, the remainder contained green food remains and Cope-

pod remains which seemed to be almost entirely Temora nauplii. The

specimen of 16 mm. with remains of Copepods in its alimentary canal

had in its mouth (swallowed head first) 4 adult Temora longicornis which

it had probably taken after capture.

* For a Plan of Plymouth Souud showing where the tow-nettings were taken, see

Fig^7, 1'. 459.
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TRACHINUS VIPERA Cuv. Lesser Weaver.

Three specimens examined fresh from the tow-nettings from outside

the Breakwater, 2 of 22 mm. in September, 1 of 5 mm. in October.

One big one contained indistinguishable Copepod and other Crustacea

remains, the other contained one Pseudocalanus elongatus and one

Anomalocera Pattersoni. The small one contained 3 Pseudocalanus

elongatus and one Temora nauplius.

LOPHIUS PISCATORIUS L. Angler.

Six specimens from outside the Breakwater were examined fresh from

the tow-nettings in July, measuring 4 to 8-5 mm., 4 contained nothing,

the other 2 indistinguishable Copepod remains.

COTTUS BUBALIS Euph. Father Lasher.

Twenty-two specimens, fresh, from the tow-nettings, were examined

in March and April from inside and outside the Breakwater, measuring

4-5 to 10 mm. The smallest were however contracted and probably

really were longer. The specimen of 10 mm. contained no food, one of

7 mm. contained a Temora longicornis ; all the rest, excluding 4 con-

taining nothing, contained green remains, Crustacea remains, diatoms

or Balanus nauplii. The Balanus nauplii were in 7 specimens, and were

in the smallest specimens. Evidently Coitus huhalis takes a mixed diet.

One of 4-5 mm. contained the following :

—

2 larval gastropods.

1 Biddulphia regia.

1 Coscinodiscus radiatus.

15 Thalassiosira gravida.

Another specimen also contained Thalassiosira, so that here we have

one of the post-larval fish which does take diatoms as food.

TRIGLA GURNARDUS L. Grey Gurnard.

Only one specimen of 8 mm., from tow-nettings in the West Channel,

contained one Podon.

AGONUS CATAPHRACTUS L. Armed Bullhead.

Two specimens, one from inside and one from outside the Breakwater

in February and March, examined fresh from the tow-nettings. One

contained nothing, the other one Coscinodiscus excentricus.
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BLENNIUS GALERITA L. Montagu's Blenny.

One specimen from the AVhite Patch, 17 nun. long, fresh from tow-

nettings, July, contained 5 Temora longicornis.

BLENNIUS GATTORUGINE Block.

One specimen from the west end of Breakwater, fresh from tow-

nettings, August, contained remains of crab zoese and Crangon larvaj.

GOBIUS MINUTUS Pall.

Twenty-four specimens, from both inside and outside the Breakwater,

from fresh tow-nettings from July to September, were examined, measur-

ing 2 to 14 mm. The smallest and most of those from 4 to 5 mm. con-

tained no food, but one of 4 mm. contained remains of Copepod nauplii

and one of 4-5 mm. contained a Temora nauplius. Those of 6 mm.
contained Copepod remains including Calanus nauplii. From 6 5 mm
Pseudocalanus was eaten and was in 3 specimens, one of which (14 mm.
long) contained 3 Pseudocalanus and 4 Temora. Another of 14 nun.

contained 3 Acartia sp. (probably A. Clausi).

The other Gobius species have not been identified. I have designated

them Gobius sp. (a) and Gobius sp. (b). A third, very small and with

orange and yellow pigment, contained no food.

GOBIUS SP. (a).

Nineteen specimens, from both inside and outside the Breakwater,

fresh from tow-nettings, measuring 2 to 4 mm., in March and April.

Ten contained nothing, one of 3 mm. contained a larval bivalve, one of

3-5 mm. a Balanus nauplius. One contained a Coscinodiscus and the

remainder had green food remains in them.

GOBIUS SP. (b).

This is very like the larva of Gobius niger but with less pigment, and
possibly may be G. paganellus. Nine specimens were examined froni

both inside and outside the Breakwater, in August fresh from the tow-

nettings, measuring 11 to 13 mm. Two contained no food, one the

remains of diatoms, including Skeletonema costatwn, 2 contained green

food remains and one a Balanus nauplius. The rest contained Copepods,

all identified being Temora, adult, young and nauplii.
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CRYSTALLOGOBIUS NILSSONI v. Dub. & Koe.

One fresh specimen from tow-nettings outside the Breakwater, October,

measuring 21 mm. contained nothing. Twenty-eight preserved speci-

mens from Haul XIII Y.F.T. 1914, all contained Crustacea, 13 contained

Podoji, and 2 Calanus finmarchicus, many remains probably representing

the latter species. The specimens measured from 26 to 37 mm.

CALLIONYMUS LYRA L. Dragonet.

Forty-six fresh specimens from the tow-nettings were examined, from

both inside and outside the Breakwater from March to October, from

1-5 to 8 mm. Up to 2 mm. yolk was present but diatoms or green food

was sometimes present. Coscinodiscus excentricus and C. sp. Paralia

sulcata, Navicula sp. and Pleurosigma sp. were present, at 3 mm. Euter-

pina was eaten. Balanus nauplii occasionally. Many of these small ones

were empty.

222 preserved specimens from the Young Fish Trawl 1914 were

examined, from 3 to 13 mm. At 3-5 mm. Pseudocalanus is eaten. After

that a variety of Copepods including Onccea, Euterpina, Corijcceus, Temora,

Idya. Paracalanus, Calanus and Centropages, with occasional Podon and
Apherusa, also ova. The commonest Copepods taken are Pseudocalanus

and Euterpina, Temora coming next. Callionymus lyra is thus a very

miscellaneous feeder, beginning with diatoms when very young and soon

feeding almost exclusively on Copepods.

CYCLOGASTER MONTAGUI Donov.

Four specimens from both inside and outside the Breakwater, March

and April, 3-5 to 4-5 mm. Two contained nothing ; one, diffuse brownish

food remains, and one, remains of Crustacea.

CYCLOPTERUS LUMPUS L. Lump Sucker.

Two specimens from amongst the Zostera outside the Breakwater in

July and August, 15 and 18 mm. That of 15 mm. contained 5 Amphi-
poda indet., and 1 Harpacticus uniremis, the other contained remains of

Eupagxirus larvae and other larval decapods.

LEPADOGASTER CANDOLLEI. Risso.

Nine specimens from both within and outside the Breakwater, July

and August, 4 to 8 mm. One of 4 mm. contained two young Temora, all

the others (except one with nothing in it) contained remains of Copepods,

inchiding Temora nauplii and Harpacticids.
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LEPAD0GA8TER GOUANI Lacep.

Five specimens from outside the Breakwater, August and October,

4 to 6 mm. The largest contained 1 Centropages typicus and 2

Pseudocalanus elongatus, 2 contained nothing, and the others Copepod

nauplii and Harpacticids.

RHAMPHISTOMA BELONE (L.). Gar-fish.

Sixteen specimens from both within and without the Breakwater,

July and August, from amongst Zostera, 10 to 29 mm., 6 contained

nothing, 6 contained Harpacticus uniremis, the rest greenish food remains

and 1 Pleurosigma sp.

PLEURONECTID.E.

Very few Pleuronectids were obtained fresh from the tow-nettings,

but a large number from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were examined in

a preserved state for food and show some interesting features. Thus we

find they fall into two groups according to the form of the alimentary

canal, which influences the food taken in the young forms. In the first

group we may place those with a large mouth and a thick and short

gullet and stomach ; to this group belong Solea variegata, S. vulgaris,

S. lascaris, Pleuronectes limanda, Rhombus maximus, R. lawis, Zeugo-

pterus punctatus, Z. unimaculatus and Scophthalmus norvegicus. With this

character goes the habit of taking such food as small Copepods and

Cladocera at an early stage, so that the newly hatched fish very soon, and

in some cases almost immediately, takes this food. The Plaice Pleuronectes

platessa would probably be included in this group although in the very

first stages after hatching it is known to eat diatoms and larval mol-

lusks, soon however taking to Copepods and other small Crustacea,

especially Entomostraca. The nearest to the Plaice in this respect is the

Dab. P. limanda, which seems not to begin to eat Copepods until about

5 mm. in length, although it hatches under 3 mm. On the other hand

Solea variegata hatches at about 2-5 mm. and at 4 mm. it may contain

a fairly large Temora measuring 1*5 mm. Scophthalmus norvegicus

hatches at about 2-5 mm. and still has yolk at 3-27 mm., but at 4-5 mm.
it can eat a Metridia 2 mm. long. In these cases Copepods must be eaten

very soon after hatching.

In the second group we may include Pleuronectes flesus, P. micro-

cephalus and Arnoglossus laterna which have a long and narrow gullet

and stomach, and these apparently do not eat Copepods or any Crustacea

until a greater size is reached—the alimentary canal in the small speci-

mens being either empty or showing indications of a diet of unicellular
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organisms, ova, diatoms or other microscopic plants. Thus in Pleuro-

nectes mid'ocephalus Copepods were only found in very few and these

of the smallest kind in the larger fish, ova occurred in many, and diatoms

{Navicula and Pleurosigma) and Peridinians in a few. In Arnoglossus

Fig. 1.—Post-larval Holea varregata 12 mm. long, from balsam jjreparation. Eye.s seen

throuarh fri)iii left side.

only in those over 8 mm. Avere there any Copepods {Pseudocalanus).

Pleuronectes flesiis from 5"5 to 10 mm. had nothing inside larger than

diatoms, but often diffuse masses which were apparently remains of uni-

cellular organisms. Thus we have a great contrast between the two

groups and a correlation between a large mouth with a broad, short

gullet and stomach and an early diet of Entomostraca, and between a
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small mouth with a long and narrow gullet and stomach and an earlv

more or less vegetarian diet, only going on to Entomostraca at a much
later stage. (See Figs. 1-6.)

The large-mouthed forms do not all take the same kind of Crustacean
food, but certain groups seem to do so. Thus Solea variegata, S. vulgaris

and S. lascaris, Pleuronectes limanda, Zeugopterus puncfafus and Z.

imimaculatus take much the same sort of food, but Scophthalmus nor-

vegicus differs in taking Pseudocahnus and Metridia chiefly, forms hardly

Fig. 2.—Post-larval Pleuronectes limanda, 12 mm. long, from a
balsam jirepaiatioii. Right eye seen through from left side.

taken at all by those mentioned above, Pseudocahnus on the other hand
being the chief food of the larger post-larval Amoglossus.

SOLEA VULGARIS Quexsel. Common Sole.

Fourteen specimens examined, preserved, from Young Fish Trawl.
1914. 5-5 to 9-5 mm. The smallest contained Copepod remains, 3 con-
tained nothing, 2 were indistinguishable and 2 contained ova. The
rest contained Copepods {Temora and Euterpina and Onccea), Balanus
cypris stage and one contained a Prorocentrum micans. A. Scott (1906)
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found in a Sole of 7-5 mm., Longipedia 7ninor, Ectinosoma Sarsi and E.

Normanni, all littoral Copepods. Holt and Byrne (1905) state that

between 7 and 11 mm. they feed largely on the larvae of other fishes.

SOLEA LASCAEIS Bonap. Lemon Sole.

Two specimens only, preserved, from Young Fish Trawl, 1914, 9-5 and

10 5 mm., one indistinguishable, the other containing Temora and Euter-

pina.

Fig. 3.—Post-larval Scophthahnus norvegicus, 12 mm. long.

SOLEA VARIEGATA Donov. Thickback.

221 specimens of the " Thickback '' were examined, from the Young
Fish Trawl, 1914, preserved. They varied in length from 4 mm. to 11-5

mm., and as it hatches at about 2-5 mm. some of them must be very
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young. Twenty-two contained nothing, but the remainder had a good

deal of food inside them, the smallest eating the same as the largest.

Nearly all the food was Crustacea and small ova of two kinds, one with

a tough sheath, the others without, and perhaps being ova of Copepods.

The majority of the Crustacea were Copepods, Cladocera (Podon) coming

next in abundance, and the cypris stage of Balanus. Of the Copepods the

Fig. 4.—Post-larval Pleuronectes microcephalus, 12 mm. long. Right eye seen

through from left side.

Harpacticid Euterpina acutifrons is the most frequent, occurring in 60

out of the 221 specimens, as many as 5 or 6 often being found in one

individual. From May 22nd they are particularly abundant in Hauls

XIII to XVII (for particulars of the hauls see Allen (1917) both from

the region of the Eddystone and Rame, evening and morning, midwater

and surface, and occur in fish from 4 mm. to 10-5 mm. long, very often
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with Temora longicornis and Podon (probably intermedius). Temora,

as many as 6 in one individual, occurs in 51 out of 221 specimens, in all

hauls except XVII and XXII (only one Solea variegata in the latter).

They also are contained in the smallest (4 mm.) and the largest (11-5 mm.).

A specimen of 4 mm. can swallow a Temora 1-5 mm. long. Other Har-

pacticids occurring rarely are Longi-pedia Scotti and Microsetella norvegica.

Oncrea (cf. media) occurs fairly frequently, as many as 4 together, male

and female, female the commonest. Oncwa media is a species not hitherto

Fig. 5.—Post-larval Pleuronectes flesus, 10 mm. long. Right

eye seen through from left side.

recorded from Plymouth ; the length of the body is less than it is in

0. mediterranea and 0. venusfa and the caudal furca are different. It

occurs in 25 out of 221. Corycceus anglicus occurs rarely, Acartia (cf.

Clausi) and Pseudocalanus elomjatus occur once only, singly, and evi-

dently not liked by the fish, as they certainly occur in the hauls and are

taken by other young fish (e.g. Scophthahnus).

Podon intermedius occurs in 76, thus it is the form most frequently

taken. It occurs in specimens from most of the hauls, in the smallest

and also in the largest.

Balanus cypris stages occur in 9 specimens. Larval gastropods occur

only occasionally. Besides the ova, minute organisms such as Infusoria,
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Peridiniales and diatoms occasionally occur, generally contained in diffuse

masses, which may be from the alimentary canal of the Crustacea eaten.

They apparently form an unimportant part of the diet. Tintinnopsis

ventricosa is the only Infusorian, Peridinium sp. and Prorocentrum micans

the only Peridinians and Paralia sulcata, Navicula sp. and Pleurosigma

Fig. 6.—Post-larval Arnoglossus Interna, 12 mm. long.

sp. occur among the diatoms, especially chains of Paralia sulcata. Small

bodies, possibly spores, also occur. ^ I

Apparently the smallest and the largest specimens feed on the same

kind of food, as no difference was found. Also in May and June the

months when the hauls were taken, no difference is found. Although

so few specimens of Solea vulgaris and S. lascaris were examined, the

evidence seems to point to their taking the same kind of food as S. varie-

gala.

NEW SERIES. VOL. XI. NO. 4. MAY, 1918. 2 G
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PLEUKONECTES LIMANDA L. Dab.

1353 specimens of the " Dab " were examined, preserved, from the

Young Fish Trawl, 1914. These measured from 4 to 17 mm. in length.

416 contained no food, chiefly the smaller specimens ; in those from 4 to

4-5 mm. no food could be detected, the food taken at this stage probably

being very minute. Remains of small Copepods first occurred in those

of 5 mm. Fairly large Copepods, such as Temora, occurred from 7 mm.
upwards, but not in those of a smaller size. Nearly all the food recognized

was Crustacea or ova.

Of the Crustacea recognizable Podon (cf. intermedins) was the

commonest, occurring in 427. Those from Hauls V to X and XVII
to XLVIII did not contain Podon, which looks as if Podon if

present in numbers is preferred, but certain Copepods may be taken

instead.

Copepods, Copepod nauplii, Copepod remains and faeces occurred in

382, Crustacea remains, indistinguishable, in 91. Temora longicornis is

the commonest Copepod, occurring in 170 from 7 mm. long upwards.

Other Copepods were Harpacticids in 52, 46 of which were Euterpinn

acutijrons, the others being unrecognizable. Other Copepods occurring

rarely are Pseudocalanus (in 10), Onccea (in 7), Metridia lucens (in 3)

Corycceus anglicus (in 3). The only other Crustacea recognizable were

the Cypris stages of Balanus in one specimen.

Ova occurred in 198 specimens, spores (?) in 10, larval Mollusks

in 2. Diatoms, Peridinians, Infusoria and Distephanus speculum

occurred occasionally. Diatoms in 13, 6 of which were Paralia

sulcata, 1 Pleurosigma sp., 1 Fragillaria sp., 1 Coscinodiscus sp. The

only Infusoria were Tintinnopsis ventricosa in 6. Two Distephanus

speculum occurred in one of 6 mm. Kyle (1898) examined 30 out of

300 young Dabs measuring 10 to 16 mm., and found they only con-

tained diatoms (Coscinodiscus and others) although Copepods were

resent in the water. The present records certainly show that

Crustace are taken earlier.

PLEUKONECTES FLESUS L. Flounder.

Two fresh post-larval Flounders were examined from the tow-nettings,

one from inside and one from outside the Breakwater in May. The

first, 8-5 mm. contained nothing, the second, 10-5 mm. which occurred

on May 31st, when the tow-nettings were full of the flagellate Phceocystis,

had its alimentary canal full of Phceocystis spores. Forty-two preserved

specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were examined, 5-5 to

10-5 mm., 15 of which contained nothing, the rest diffuse remains almost
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certainly vegetable, one containing Paralia sulcata and Fragillaria sp.

Not one contained any Crustacea remains, and here we have a very dis-

tinct difference between the Flounder and Dab and the various species of

Solea. The gullet and stomach of the Flounder is long and narrow and
the mouth small, which go with its method of feeding.

PLEUKONECTES MICROCEPHALUS. Donov. Merry Sole.

Only one fresh specimen was obtained from the tow-nettings, West
Channel in April, but it was very small, 4 mm. with yolk sac and no

food.

247 preserved specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were

examined, 5-5 mm. to 18-5 mm. Of these 195 contained no food, 35

contained ova ; only one Copepod was distinguished, Euterpina acuti-

frons, in a specimen 10 mm. long. Podon (cf. intermedius) occurred

in 3, 8-5 to 10 mm. long. Sixteen contained remains of Crustacea,

5 of which were recognizable as remains of small Copepods. One
Peridinium sp. occurred and diatoms {Navicula and Pleurosigma)

occurred in 3.

Thus the food of the " Merry Sole " is much more like that of the

Flounder, than of the Dab and Sole, and its mouth and alimentary canal

are of the small and narrow type which seems to go with a vegetarian

diet, or at any rate a diet of small and soft organisms other than C^rus-

tacea.

ARNOGLOSSUS SP. (Walb.).

These are chiefly A. laterna. 288 specimens, preserved, were examined
from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, 3-5 to 22-5 mm. long. Nearly all the

smaller specimens were from the early hauls (XIII to XXXVI). Most
of the larger specimens being from the later hauls (XLII to LXXXIII).
The alimentary canals of all the small specimens up to 8 mm. (except one

ovum in a specimen of 5 mm.) were empty ; one of 8-5 mm. contained

Pseudocalanus , but with that single exception those measuring 8-5 to

10 mm. were empty. From 10-5 mm. to 22-5 mm. some specimens con-

tained Copepods, but very many were empty. 241 out of 288 were empty,
and of these 208 were from the early hauls in which only 3 contained

anything, one of 5 mm. containing an ovum, and 2 specimens of 14 mm.
in Haul XXXVI containing Pseudocalanus, which is the earliest appear-

ance of a Copepod in any of the specimens. Twenty-five contained
Copepods, 18 of which were Pseudocalanus (as many as 15 in one speci-

men 19-5 mm. long), one contained Paracalanus parvus and one Euterpina

acutifrons. From this it seems that the smaller specimens do not eat

Copepods and the larger specimens only eat the small species. Onlv a
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very few diatoms occurred, Paralia sulcata once and Navicula spp. in

the Copepod faeces. Here again we have with the small mouth and

narrow" gullet and stomach an absence of Crustacea food in the young

and only small Copepods in the older forms.

RHOMBUS MAXIMUS L. Turbot.

Two specimens were examined fresh from tow-nettings from within

and outside the Breakwater in August, 11-5 and 14 mm. The first

contained 15 Temora longicornis, the second 2 Balanus nauplii and 3

Centropages typicus. One preserved specimen (mounted) from the

Young Fish Trawl was too much pigmented for the food to be dis-

tinguishable.

RHOMBUS L.^VIS Rondel. Brill.

Two specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings within

and outside the Breakwater in July and August, 14 and 18 mm. long.

The first contained Copepod remains indistinguishable, the second con-

tained 7 Temora longicornis, 3 Centropages typicus, 3 Brachyura zoese,

9 Hippolyte larvse and a Nematode probably parasitic. Five preserved

specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were also examined, all of

which contained Podon (cf. intermedins) and one also contained Centro-

pages. Cunningham (1890) found that young Brill of 2-2 to 2-5 cm. ate

the young Flounders of 12 mm. and he thinks that they probably naturally

prey upon young fish at that stage, when they are nearly completely

metamorphosed.

Both the young Turbot and Brill have a very large mouth with a thick

gullet and wide stomach.

ZEUGOPTERUS PUNCTATUS (Bl.).

Thirty-five specimens examined, preserved, from the Young Fish

Trawl, 1914, 5 to 10-5 mm. long. The smallest contained ova, but at

6 mm. a specimen contained 4 adult Temora longicornis. They appear

to feed very much like Solea, 23 contained Temora, 10 contained Euterpina

acutifrons, 2 contained Onca^a (cf. media). Calanus finmarchicus occurred

in one and Metridia lucens in one. Ova were frequent. A good many of

the Copepod remains were indistinguishable.

ZEUGOPTERUS UNIMACULATUS (Risso).

Fifteen specimens, preserved, were examined from the Young Fish

Trawl, 1914, 4-5 to 9-5 mm. long. The food content was not easily seen,
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but all except 2 contained Crustacea. One of 4-5 mm. contained remains

of Crustacea but indistinguishable. Temora longicornis occurred in 3,

Euterpina acutifrons in one, Podon (cf. intermedius) in 3. Pamcahnus

parvus and Pseudocalanus elongatvs occurred in one specimen.

These two Zeugopterus have large mouths and short and thick gullets

and the food is much like Solea and P^euronecies limanda.

SCOPHTHALMUS NORVEGICUS (Gthr.).

404 specimens, preserved, were examined from the Young Fish Trawl,

1914, 3-5 to 12 mm. long. There were only 2 of 12 mm. and neither of

them contained any food. Thirty-six contained nothing, 34 contained

ova only, two were indistinguishable and the rest contained Crustacea,

chiefly Copepods, Podon occurring in several. Copepod remains which

were indistinguishable were in 55 specimens of all sizes. The smallest

{3-5 mm.) contained Copepod remains (probably Pseudocalanus) so as

Scophthalmus norvegicus hatches at about 2-5 mm. it must take Copepod

food almost directly. A specimen 4 5 mm. long contained a Metridia

lucens 2 mm. long. One of 4 mm. contained a Paracalanus parvus, so

there is no evidence that the smaller specimens eat anything different

from the larger specimens, the same sort of food being found in all of

them in these samples. A very few contained diatoms (Paralia sulcata

and Navicula sp.), which very likely come from the alimentary canal of the

Copepods. One specimen of 4 mm., which contained Copepod remains,

contained also Peridinium ovatum, Prorocentrum micans and remains of

other Peridinians. One contained Tintinnopsis ventricosa. Spores

occurred once. Much more food was found in the specimens from Hauls

X to XVI and little food in those from the later hauls.

Ova occurred in 34 specimens without anything else and in 65 speci-

mens altogether. They are more abundant from the later hauls. Ap-

parently when many Copepods are eaten these are not taken so much.

All sizes eat them, but they are commonest in the smaller specimens of

from 4 to 5-5 mm.
Copepods are evidently the favourite food and are found in 334

specimens. The favourite is certainly Pseudocakmus elongatus, which

occurs in 158 specimens, as many as 6 at once and in all sizes from

4 to 11-5 mm., one of 3-5 mm. probably containing it also. It is very

abundant, especially from Hauls X to XVI, absent from XVIII to

XXVI.
The next favourite is Metridia lucens, which occurs in 75 specimens,

up to 3 in one specimen, in all sizes from 4-5 mm. upwards, in the same
hauls as Pseudocalanus elongatus. Next come Acartia (cf. Clausii) in 49,

Onccea (cf. media) in 26, Paracalanus parvus in 25, Euterpina acutifrons
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in 20, Temora longicornis in 6 only, and Temora nauplii in 4. Calanus fin-

marchicKs (juv.) in 2 and Corycaus anglicus in one.

It is thus seen that a variety of Copepods is taken, but Pseudocalanus

markedly predominates.

Seventy-one specimens were in Haul X and these contain almost

entirely Copepods, chiefly Pseudocalanus and Metridia, Acartia also being

fairly frequent. Euterpina and Oncaa not common and Podon occurs a

few times, Temora only once. Comparing this with Solea variegata from

the same haul we find Solea has chiefly eaten Temora and Podon, so that

selection of food must take place. It is the same in Hauls XI, XII and

XIII. In XIII Phuronectes limanda has also selected chiefly Podon

and a few Temora. In Haul XVII large Copepods seem rare and in

XXIII the fish have eaten little.

GADIDiE.

The Whiting, Gadus merlangus, is the commonest gadoid in the tow-

nettings, the Pouting, G. luscus, coming next. From the Young Fish

Trawl a number of G. merlangus and G. minutus were examined, the

Whiting not showing the food well in the preserved material. Pseudo-

calanus appears to be the favourite food of all the post-larval gadoids

except the very young specimens.

GADUS MORRHUA L. Cod.

Only one specimen from inside the Breakwater, fresh from the tow-

nettings in May, 19 mm. This contained one Calanus finmarchicus and

one Temora longicornis.

GADUS MERLANGUS L. Whiting.

Twenty-seven specimens examined fresh from the tow-nettings, April

to July, from both inside and outside the Breakwater, from 4 to 34 mm.
The first obtained on April 2nd and 4th were 4 mm. long ; one had
nothing inside, the other had 2 nauplii of Calanus finmarchicus and one

Coscinodiscus Granii ; one of 2-5 mm. ca. contained no food, but one of

3 mm. contained Copepod remains. The rest, excepting 3 which were

empty, contained Copepod remains, of which 11 coniamed. Pseudocalanus

elongatus (from 1 to 3), 2 contained Paracalanus parvus and the rest were

indistinguishable. The specimen of 34 mm. contained indistinguishable

Copepods.

At 4 mm. nauplii are eaten and at 5 mm. full-sized Pseudocalanus.

171 preserved specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were also
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examined, but the contents were very difficult to identify. Size 6 to

11-5 mm., 49 contained nothing, 7 contained only ova, 2 contained

Evadne. and the remainder contained Copepods. Except one Onccea, all

those identified were Pseudocalanus, and those not identified were prob-

ably Pseudocalanus.

GADUS LUSCUS L. Pouting.

Sixteen small specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings

from both within and outside the Breakwater, from January to April,

1*5 to 7 mm. long. In October 2 more were obtained and one in Novem-

ber. The yolk sac was present in those up to 2-5 mm., and these contained

no food, 2 of 3 mm. contained nothing, 2 contained green food remains

and one (from the region of the Knap Buoy) contained a Coscinodiscus

and a Coccosphcrra sp. (cf . ailantica) in perfect condition. In October

one of 4 mm. contained a Pseudocalanus elongatus and one of 7 mm.
contained 2 Pseudocalanus, one Acartia clausi and one live Calanus

fintnarchicus just swallowed, with its tail sticking out of the mouth,

apparently having been caught after the fish had been cap-

tured.

From the small amount of material available it would appear that the

character of the food is changed at about 4 mm., those of a smaller size

eating microscopic food and after that changing to a Copepod diet.

GADUS POLLACHIUS L. Pollack.

Eleven preserved specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were

examined, 5-5 to 24 mm. The smallest contained Copepod remains,

2 contained nothing and the rest Copepods mostly indistinguishable,

but 3 contained Acartia (cf. Clausi) and one Temora longicornis and

Euterpina acutifrons.

GADUS MINUTUS O. F. Mull. Bib.

140 preserved specimens from the Young Fish Trawl, 1914, were

examined, from 6 to 14 mm. Of these 4 contained nothing, one con-

tained ova, one a Dinophysis sp. and all the rest contained Copepods,

6 of which were indistinguishable, but all the rest contained Pseudo-

calanus elongatus. Podon, Acartia, Euterpina and Metridia each occurred

once with Pseudoc^danus. It is quite evident that Pseudocalanus is the

favourite food of Gadus minutus and it occurs in those of all sizes ex-

amined.
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ONOS MUSTELA L. Rockling.

Thirteen fresh specimens from the tow-nettings were examined, from

both inside and outside the Breakwater, from 2 to 26 mm. long, from

March to August. The small ones below 3 mm. had a yolk sac and con-

tained no food, but in one of 3 mm. 2 Temora nauplii were present.

One of 5 mm. contained ova and one of 5-5 mm. Temora nauplii, 2 of the

others contained nothing and the rest contained indistinguishable Cope-

pod remains.

AMMODYTES TOBIANUS L. Lesser Sand Eel.

Twelve specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings from

both inside and outside the Breakwater, from 4-5 to G-5 mm. from

February to March and again in October. The smallest contained no

food, but those from 5 mm., except one which was empty, all contained

green food remains.

AMMODYTES LANCEOLATUS Lesaur. Larger Launce.

Thirty specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings from

both inside and outside the Breakwater, from 7 to 14 mm., from July to

October. Twenty-one contained no food, one of 8 mm. contained green

food remains, the rest contained Copepods, 4 indistinguishable, Acartia

clausi, Pseudocalanus elongatus, Oithona sp. and Copepod nauplii being

recognized. One of 10 mm. contained Copepod nauplii and 5 Rhizosolenia

Shruhsolei, the only time that diatom was seen in a fish.

GASTEROSTEUS SPINACHIA L. 15-Spined Stickleback.

Three 15-spined Sticklebacks were examined fresh from the tow-

nettings, from among Zostera, both inside and outside the Breakwater

in August and September, 7-5 to 8-5 mm. Two contained no food, the

other contained remains of Amphipods and many Harpacticids.

SYNGNATHUS ACUS L. Greater Pipe Fish.

Five specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings from

among the Zostera from both inside and outside the Breakwater, August

to October, 2-5 to 6-5 cm. long. One contained nothing, one contained

remains of Temora nauplii and Pseudocalanus elomjatus, one contained

9 Centropages typicus, one contained many Pseudocalanus, one Temora,
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2 Acartia Clausi, one Corycceus anglicus and the remains of Centropages

typicus, the last contained 2 Temora, 4 Centropages typicus, many Pseudo-

calanus and 2 Paracalanus parvus.

SYGNATHUS ROSTELLATUS Nilss.

Three specimens examined fresh from the tow-nettings, from among

Zostera, both inside and outside the Breakwater, August and September,

4-5 to 10-5 cm. Two contained remains of Decapods, the third con-

tained 3 crab zoeae, one Acartia sp., 8 Pseudocalanus elongatus and

other Crustacea remains.

NEROPHIS LUMBRICIFORMIS Yarr.

Three specimens examined fresh from the tow-nettings from both

inside and outside the Breakwater, August and October, 10 to 40 mm.
2 contained nothing, the third a young Copepod and 3 Copepod nauplii.

The young begin to feed almost at once. A male with eggs from AVem-

bury was put in a glass jar and kept at a uniform temperature by

immersing in a tank and the eggs hatched. Plankton was given at once,

and after the first day, when a large yolk sac was present, the little fish

ate Halosphcera viridis, larval Mollusks and small Copepods.

CLUPEA HARENGUS L.

1795 larval and post-larval Herrings were examined fresh from the tow-

nettings, from both inside and outside the Breakwater, from January to

March and again in October, measuring 5-5 to 18 mm. The yolk sac was

present in all those from 5-5 to 8 mm., but it may remain up to 12 mm.
in exceptional cases. However, even with the yolk present, from 7 mm.
food may be taken. The yolk seems to stay longer in some lots, as

though there were a shortage of food in certain areas with a consequent

lengthening of time in keeping the yolk. The smallest specimen with

any food inside measured 7 mm., and that was only green food remains.

At 8 mm. Harpacticids may be taken and larval Mollusks.

On January 30th, 589 specimens from 7 to 12 mm. (mostly 7 to 10 mm.)
were taken and all of these, except one of 12 mm., contained no food, the

exception containing one Euterpina acutifrons. Those measuring from

7 to 10 mm. all had the yolk sac still present. On February 1st another

lot of 431, measuring from 8 to 10 mm. all had the yolk sac still present

except one of 10 mm., but 35 contained food, 16 of these containing larval

gastropods, 2 larval bivalves, 12 green food remains, one a Harpacticid,

one a Copepod nauplius, one 2 Peridinians (Prorocentrum micans and
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Gonyaulax spinifera), one a diatom {Paralia sulcata). Green food remains

arc in the smallest, then larval Mollusks, Copepods coming next. On
February 6th, 120 specimens taken are much like the last, even those

11mm. long. Most of them contain no food, but green food, larval

ga^ctropods, larval bivalves, Temora nauplii, ova and Harpacticids were

present. On February 9th it is the same sort of thing, but on February

13th, when evidently the Balanus nauplii h?.d just appeared, they were

taken by several of the young herring. Out of 234 specimens from 7 to

12-5 mm. long, most of those above 8 mm. had lost the yolk, 46 con-

tained Balanus nauplii, 2 contained Pseudomlanus elongatus, 4 contained

Euterpina acutifrons, one contained Oithona similis, several contained

larval gastropods, larval bivalves and green food remains. It seems that

with the coming of abundance of food the yolk sac disappears much
earlier. On February 22nd Balanus nauplii were again frequently eaten,

Onccea sp. once, Evadne Nordmanni once (peculiarly early for this Clado-

ceran). Up to March 15th the same kind of food is present and then

the Herrings stop, not appearing again until October 17th, when
from that date to the middle of December they were caught in

small numbers measuring from 8 to 18 mm. but not containing any

food.

The earliest caught Herring, January 10th to 23rd, were further

advanced than those taken late in January and early in February.

Several from 9-5 to 13 mm. containing Euterpina acutifrons, Pseudo-

calanus elongatus (one of 12 mm. containing 5 Pseudocalanus), Oithona

similis, CoryccBus anglicus and Copepod nauplii, Pseudocalanus being the

most frequent.

A few contained sand grains, others diatoms amongst which were

Campylodiscus sp., Hyalodiscus stelliger, Coscinodiscus sp. and Paralia

sulcata. The flagellate Halosphwra viridis was contained in 3, and

possibly spherical bodies sometimes present are Halosphcera. The

frequent presence of sand grains and the character of the diatoms,

which are all bottom forms although often present in the plank-

ton, suggests that the young herring sometimes feeds on the

bottom.

From the above records it is seen that the larval herring eats before

the yolk sac has gone, the earliest food being green food, afterwards

larval Mollusks, both gastropods and bivalves, small Copepods and

('Opepod nauplii, Balanus nauplii and occasional diatoms and Halo-

sphara viridis. This agrees well with records by H. A. Meyer (1880) when
feeding young Herring reared artificially. He found the greenish matter,

larval gastropods and bivalves, Copepods and nauplii, the Copepod diet

increasing as the fish grew. Mcintosh (1889) has also noticed the green

food remains in the very young Herring.
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CLUPEA SPRATTUS L.
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164 specimens were examined fresh from the tow-nettings, from both

inside and outside the Breakw^ater, from January to May and from July

to November, the bulk from January to April, measuring 3 to 27 mm.
Those from 3 to 4 mm. have no eye pigment, a large yolk sac and no food.

From 4-5 mm. the eye is pigmented and, although yolk may still be

PLYMOUTH

Fig. 7.—Plan of riymouth Sound. B B -Batten Bay. C B =Cawsand Bay. D I =
Drake's Island.

' D R =Duke's Rocks. J B =Jennycliff Bay. K =Knap Buoy.
N G =New Grounds. QG=Queen's Grounds. P -Panther Buoy. P P =-Pcnlee

Point. RR=Reny Rocks. W P = White Patch.

present, green food remains occur and also in the larger specimens. A
spherical body which may be Halosphcera was present in one. From
4-5 mm. and upwards the yolk sac disappears, but green food remains are

still present, probably from diatoms, as 6 Thalassiothrix 7ii(zscJiioides were

present in one of 5 mm. Not until July, in a specimen of 8 mm., is any

crustacean food present, and this specimen contained 2 Temora nauplii
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in addition to green food remains. On October 3rd a specimen of 27 mm.
contained 2 Pseudocalanus elongatus.

It thus appears that green vegetable food is taken chiefly, although

at 8 mm. small Crustacea may be eaten. An examination of preserved

material showed poor results, although Pseudocalanus was present in a

few specimens and also larval Mollusks. A. Scott (1906) records Pseudo-

calanus elongatus from 2 Sprats of 15 mm., so it is evidently a favourite

food of the larval Sprat.

The tow-nettings were taken with ordinary coarse and medium nets,

and sometimes with a bigger net, which although not giving much better

results, caught the fish from the Zostera, which evidently were feeding

there. These included Rhamphistoma belone, various pipe fish and

Cyclopterus lumpus. A small plan is given showing the various localities

from which the tow-nettings were taken. (Fig. 7.)
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RECORD OF LARVAL AND POST-LARVAL FISH FROM
THE TOW-NETTINGS.

Date. Locality. Fish.

Jan., 1917

lOj West end of Break- Clupea harengus
water !

Knap

16 Off White Patch
Gadus kiscus

West end of Break- Clupea harengus
]

water
West Channel „
Knap „

18 West Channel
Off White Patch

Cluj^ea sprattus
Breakwater Clupea harengus
New Grounds

No. Size in mm. Food present.

Knap

23 Batten Bay

Off White Patch
Inside Breakwater

Clupea sprattus

Gadus luscus

Clupea harengus

15
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Date.

Jan. Locality. Fish.

30j Inside Breakwater Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Off White Patch
Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

Jennycliff Bay
West Channel

Feb.

1 West Channel

Off White Patch

M. V. LEBOUR.

No.

205
1

7

112

41

231

fl New C rounds

\Vliit(! Patch

Jcnnyclift' Bay
13 West Channel

Cottus bubalis

Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

Breakwater

Off Wliite Patch

1

54

3

45

5(i

Size in mm. Food present.

7-12 Euterpina acutifrons.

No food.

Green food remains.

No food.

4-4-5

3-6
7-10-5

7-10-5

6-9
4-5

3

4
8-11

Jennycliff Bay
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Date.

Feb.

20

Locality.

Off White Patch
Duke's Rock
Jennycliff Bay
New Grounds

22 Knap

Panther

Penlee

Cawsand

27 ,
Panther

Breakwater

Off White Patch

March.
1 Off White Patch

Breakwater

Knap

Panther

Batten Bay

12 Breakwater

Knap-Penlee

West Channel

Off White Patch

15 Panther

Fish. No. Size in mm. Food present.

Clupea harengus 6 10-12-5 Balanus naupUi.

„ 20 9-12-5 Balanus naupHi, ova.

2 11 No food.

., 19 8-5-14 Balanus naupHi, Cope-

pod nauplii, larval

gastropods.

„ 35 9-12 Green food remains,

larval gastropods, lar-

val bivalves, Balanus
nauplii, Onccea sp.,

Coscinodiscus sp.,

Hyalodiscus stelliger.

Green food remains.

No food.

Green food remains,

Balanus nauplii, lar-

val gastropods, larval

bivalves.

1 5 Green food remains.

1 5 No food.

12 8-10-5 Balanus nauplii, larval

gastropods, Evadne
nordmanni.

8 10-13'5 Balanus nauplii, larval

bivalves, Halosphcera
viridis.

2 8-5-10 Balanus nauplii, green

food remains.

3-5-5 Green food remains.

5 Balanus nauplii.

Green food remains.

No food.

Clupea sprattus^ 4
Agonus cataphractus ' 1

Clupea harengus] 32

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

4-5-5

8-5

8-10

Knap

Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Cottus bubalis

Clupea sprattus

Ammodytes tobianus
Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Gobius sp.

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Ammodytes tobianus
Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Cyclogaster Montagui
Ammodytes tobianus
Cottus bubalis

Clupea harengus

Clupea sprattus

Ammodytes tobianus

Cottus bubalis

Ammodytes tobianus
Cottus bubalis

Clupea harengus
Gobius sp.

Callionymus lyra

Cottus bubahs
Gobius sp.

Ammodytes tobianus
Clupea sprattus

3-5
4-5

8-5

3-5
3-5

5
3-5

10

4
4-5

6
4-5

5

9

5

4 ca.

4-5-5-5

4-5

11

3-5-5

4-5

4-5

5

5-5

4-5

10-5-11

2-5-3

2ca.
5
3-3-5

5-5

3-6

Green food remains.

j> » »

Green food remains.

No food.

Green food remains.

No food.

Green food remains.

No food.

Green food remains.

Crustacea remains.

Green food remains.

No food.

Balanus nauplii, larval

bivalve.

Green food remains.

No food.

Balanus nauplii.

No food.
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Date,
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Date.

July Locality.
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Date.

August Locality.

10 Knap

Panther

Off White Patch

Fish. No.

Syngnathus acus 1

Scomber scomber 4

Labrus bergylta 1

Lepadogaster gouani 4

Lepadogaster CandoUei 3 5-6-5

Panther

13 West Channel

Breakwater

14 West End of Break-
water

15 Breakwater

20 Breakwater

Labrus bergylta 1

Cyclopterus lumpus 1

Lepadogaster Candollei 1

Gobius sp. 1

Lepadogaster Candollei 1

Blennius gattorugine 1

Gobius sp.

Gobius minutus

Labrax bergylta

Lepadogaster Candollei 1

Scomber scomber 6

22 Breakwater

Knap

30 Breakwater

Knap
Sept.

3 Off White Patch

Onos mustela

Gobiu.s minutus

Size in nun. Food preseut.

25 Temora nauplius re-

mains, Psi'tidocalanus

dongatus.

Green food remains,

Copepod nauplii,

larval gastropods.

Pseiidocala n us dongatus.

Copepod nauplii, Har-
pacticids indet.

Young Temora longicor-

nis, Copepod nauplius
remains, Harpacticids

indet.

Temora longicornis.

Larval Eupagurus, De-
capod larvae remains.

3-4

7

4-5-5

7

IS

7-5

11

12-13

12

22

11

7

1 7-5

3-5-8-5

Nerophis lumbriciformis 1 10-5

Rhamphistoma belone
Syngnathus rostellatus

Rhombus lajvis

Gobius sp.

Labrus bergylta

Scomber scomber

Rhombus maximus
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Date
Sept,

4
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Date.

Oct. Locality.

19 Knap

22

Panther

Knap
Breakwater

23 Cawsand

26 Breakwater
Nov.
1 Breakwater

5 Off White Patch

Panther

West End of Break-
water

Breakwater

19 Off White Patch

20 Off White Patch
Panther

Breakwater

23 Off White Patch
Panther

26 Panther
Dec.
11 Off White Patch

Fish.

Gadus luscus

CaUiouymus lyra

Clupea sprattus

Caranx trachurus

Clupea harengus

Callionymus lyra

Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Syngnathus rostellatus

Crystallogobius Nilssoni

Clupea sprattus

Ammodytes tobianus

Clupea harengus
Clupea sprattus

Ammodytes tobianus

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus
Gadus luscus

Clupea sprattus

Clupea harengus

No. Size in mm. Food present.

40

8-5

6-5

Pseudocalanus elongat ms,

Acnrtia claiisi, Calan-

Ms finmarchicus.

No food.

Green food remains.

Tintinnopsis ventricosu.

Idi/a furcuta, Harpacti-

cids indet. Temora
longicornis, crab zosea.

No food.

No food.

11-18
(i

45

21
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A Preliminary Account of the Production of Annual

Rings in the Scales of Plaice and Flounders.

By

D. Ward Cutler, M.A.
Assistant Lecturer in Zoology, University, Manchester.

With Figures 1-10 in the Text, and Tables I to VI at the end.

It is oiily •witliiii comparatively recent times that it has been proved that

the otoliths and scales of certain Teleostean fish can be used for the

determination of their age.

Rings of growth, as they are called, are produced on these structures,

and it is by counting the number that the age is ascertained, in much the

same way as the approximate age of a tree may be determined by count-

ing the annual rings.

In May, 1915, I was appointed as a temporary assistant naturalist to

•the Marine Biological Association at Plymouth, and at the suggestion

of Dr. Allen decided to devote my time to an investigation of the otoliths

and scales of Flounders and Plaice. My work on the otoliths I hope to

publish at a future date.

It has often been asserted that the scales of these fish are of little or

no value as age determiners. Thus Cunningham in 1905 stated that

though summer and winter lines of growth are visible, yet " in most

cases the zones are somewhat difficult to distinguish, and it would be by

no means easy to form a confident judgment of the age of the fish by

examination of the scales alone. The conclusion drawn from the scales

must be confirmed or tested by examination of the otolith."

This preliminary account of my work is divided into two parts : in the

first I hope to show that it is possible to ascertain the age of Flounders

and Plaice by an examination of their scales, just as accurately as by

the otoliths, in fact that the otolith growth rings and those found on the

scales give identical results.*

* The annual rings on the otoliths of Flounders are not so distinct as those of the Plaice,

indeed Wallace and other workers on otoliths hold that age determination is uncertain from

Flounder otoliths. The scales whicli I have examined from those fish exhibit maxima and

minima as regularly and distinctly as do those of the Plaice.
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The second part will deal with experiments which were performed with

a view to solving the problem of what are the conditions necessary to

the production of these annual rings.

PART I.

METHODS.

A very few observations were sufficient to convince me that it was

impossible to detect with any certainty rings on the scales of either

Flounders or Plaice by the ordinary methods of examination. The
solerites, that is the thickened cells covering the scale, were apparently

of such a uniform width that it was almost impossible to differentiate

between the wide ones formed in the summer and the narrow winter ones.

In 1915 Winge published a paper on the scales of the cod, and described

a new method which he had employed for his investigation.

His method was as follows : '"'A microscope stand with mechanical

stage and ocular micrometer, and an objective having a focal diameter

of about 8 mm. form the best combination. . . . One or more scales

—

fresh scales are especially suitable on account of their transparency—are

placed on the object glass, their longitudinal axis about parallel \nth the

longitudinal direction of the object glass itself. The micrometer is turned

so as to fall parallel with the scales. ... In order to obtain a curve for

one of the scales the instrument is focussed to the centre of the one

selected, and all sclerites in the longest radius of the scales then measured.

... In order to provide a survey of the values thus obtained, the units

are noted down on square-ruled paper. A horizontal axis is drawn, from

which the measurements of the calcareous plates are marked off in a

perpendicular direction, one by one, against each perpendicular line on

the paper. On joining up the points thus obtained by straight lines, a

curve is produced, w^hich gives a distinct view of the variations in the

breadth of the sclerite rings from the centre of the scale towards its

periphery. Where the curve is low, the sclerites have been small, where

it lies high, they have been large. A glance at the horizontal axis will

show how many sclerites in all the scale contains, as also the number

situate between each minimum, and the next. The growi;h rings are

thus shown graphically as an alternation of maxima and minima."

The method given above is broadly the one which I employed in my
investigations. The scales were examined in fresh water. The propor-

tional width of successive sclerites is obviously the important factor to

determine, thus making the absolute width of each sclerite of little

importance. I used the distance between two degrees marked on the

micrometer as the unit, each division beina 10 n.
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The values so obtained were then plotted on squared paper as described

above, ten units of the paper in a vertical direction, representing one

division of the micrometer ; thus fractions of a unit are easily plotted.

By this method small differences in the widths of successive sclerites
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variation between scales taken from different parts of the bodv, four

scales from various regions were examined in 45 cases. It will be seen by

reference to Fig. 1 that, apart from minor variations, the scales from the

—

'
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JMiss Esdaile from her examination of salmon scales found that those

taken from various regions of the body invariably show great changes

in the number of the sclerites formed. This undoubtedly occurs in the

Plaice and Flounder, but by no means to the same extent ; when it is

found there is a correlation between the number of sclerites and the

size of the scale, the longest scale having the greatest number of sclerites.

Winge found that in the cod there were considerable variations in the

breadths of corresponding sclerites of different scales. I have not had

the same experience in either Plaice or Flounder scales. It is obvious,

therefore, that the growth of a big scale does not consist in making

broad sclerites, but in increasing the number.

The scales from fishes of different ages have been examined, and in

all cases I have found that the growth rings which they exhibit are identi-

cal with those which were seen on the otoliths. Scale curves exhibiting

these rings are given in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 2 shows curves from five

first year fish : six curves from two and three year old fish respectively

are seen in Fig. 3 : while Fig. 4 represents six curves from three four

and three five year old fish respectively.

It will be noted that the periods of maximum and minimum breadth

formation in the sclerites are very clearly shown.

It will also be seen that the first sclerite of the scale, that is the one

nearest to the centre is always broad, the succeeding ones becoming

narrower as the distance from the centre increases. This is of interest

in connection with the view that I hold, that the width of the scale

primarily depends on the temperature of the surrounding water. The

young of the Plaice and Flounder are usually born about the end of

April : scales are, however, not produced until a month or six weeks

later, thus the scale growth is not begun until the temperature of the

water is relatively high. At this period the temperature of the sea at

Plymouth is usually between 13° and 13'5° C, as compared with about
9° C. in March. The same fact was noted by Winge for the cod scales

which he examined from the Faroes.

Although the maxima and minima of the curves are quite sharply

marked out, yet in many scales one notes minor depressions or elevations

as in the scales D Fig. 4 or H Fig. 3. These secondary maxima and
minima, as they have been called by Winge, are very common and are

due, I think, to local variations of the conditions in which the animal

was living. A short period of lowered temperature being sufficient to

account for a secondary minimum : the converse conditions bringing

about a secondary maximum.
In Table I. (p. 491) I have given the details of some of the fish which

I have examined. The first column gives the age as determined by the

otolith, the second the length as measured from the tip of the snout to the
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end of the tail, and the third the number of annual rings which the scale

exhibited. The figures in brackets are the number of sclerites produced

towards the last and incomplete annual ring. In the fourth column is

noted the number of sclerites formed during each year's growth.

The first point of interest arising from this table is the great variations

in length that occur between fish of almost the same age ; thus the length

for second year fish varies from 7'9 to 9"6 cm., increasing as the fish enters

on its third year of life, so that in one case a fish of 25-5 cm. in length

was found to be but 2| years old. Again, I have enumerated fishes in

their third year of life with lengths, ID'S cm., 25 cm., 27'3 cm., and 32-1

cm. respectively.

It is true that in the normal conditions there would in all probability

not be these enormous dift'erences in the lengths of fish of the same age,

because the external conditions would be more or less uniform for the

fish of the same district. This condition has not been fulfilled, for a few

of the animals in the Table, for experimental reasons, have been sub-

jected to temperature variations and changes in the amount of food.

In many cases, where the length is great in proportion to the age the

animals have probably received more food than one would expect them
to get from their normal habitat.

A further point to be observed is that the number of sclerites formed

in the scale seems to be correlated with the condition and length of the

fish
; thus of the third year fish, marked f, the one 15'5 cm. long had

but 28 sclerites, while of the others those with lengths 32 cm. and 32-1 cm.

had 62, and 75 sclerites respectively. The three fish selected exhibit this

phenomenon very clearly, but in practically all cases the same condition

obtains. Thus I feel that I am right in stating that on the whole the

sclerite formation and the growth in length are correlated.

J. Stuart Thomson, in his paper on the scales of the Gadidse (p. 74),

comes to the conclusion that intensive growth favours the production

of a small number of sclerites.

To illustrate this he takes the case of a pollack three years of age and
27 '62 cm. in length. Examination of the scales showed the following

number of sclerites for each year : year i, 13
;
year ii, 13

;
year iii, 18.

From this he goes on to say :
" We have evidently here to deal with a

rapidly grown fish, and this fact has expressed itself in the formation of

the scale, in the small number of lines of growth for the first and second

year. The more intensive the growth the smaller the number of the lines

of growth. To compare with this we might take the case of a slower

growing pollack, 44-40 cm. The scale of such a pollack shows the follow-

ing lines : year i, 21
;
year ii, 29

;
year iii, 18

;
year iv, 2."

I do not quite understand this statement because, according to

Thomson's Table, the first fish mentioned, of length 27*62, was small
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for its age, while the second one, of length 44'4 cm. was about normal,

thus it seems to me as though the first fish instead of showing an inten-

sive growth rather exhibited a slow one. If this is so the conclusion

Thomson arrived at is practically reversed, and rather is in accordance

with my results.

Cases are often seen where a fish is in good condition, but the total

number of sclerites is somewhat small as is also the length ; such a one is

the 4| year old fish of length 27'8 cm., the scale curve of which is seen in

Fig. 4 A. The condition when examined was excellent, and one would

have thought the length would have been greater. The number of

sclerites formed during each year of growth is, however, instructive
;

during the first year there were nine, the second eleven, but during the

two following years this number was increased to twenty-four for the

third and twenty for the fourth year. I should interpret this as meaning

that during the first two years of life the conditions for growth were

unfavourable, but that they improved later on. This is borne out by

the four-year-old fish, of length 26*8 cm., whose scale curve is seen in

Fig. 4 X. The condition of the animal was poor when examined and the

total number of sclerites very few, thirty-four. During the first year

only four were produced, and but six and five for the third and fourth

years respectively. The number sixteen for the second year seems to

indicate a period of more favourable conditions.

A summary of the first part of my investigations is that the age of

Plaice and probably Flounders can be accurately ascertained by the

examination of the scales without reference to the otoliths. Having

seen that two distinct breadths of sclerites are produced during each

year, the problem arises as to what are the factors concerned in their

production, and it is with the experiments which I performed in order

to ascertain this, that the next part of the paper deals.

PART II.

Previous workers on fish scales have assumed that the annual rings

are produced either by seasonal variations in the temperature of the

water, or by fluctuations in the food supply. I therefore resolved to

ascertain by experiment what part these two factors actually played in

scale growth.

IJETHODS.

Four tanks at the Plymouth Laboratory were placed at my disposal

and into each of these from 12-16 fish were placed ; both Plaice and

Flounders being used.
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Before putting the fish into the tanks scales were taken from the

regions just above the pectoral fin and examined and scale curves

made from each specimen.

The length of each fish was recorded and the animal marked. This

was done by tying pieces of various coloured silks round the tail.

The experiments started about the middle of July, 1915. On January

9th, 1916, each fish was re-examined and scales taken from the same

region as before, the length also being recorded.

The fish were then allowed to remain undisturbed until the following

May, when about half a dozen from each tank were killed by chloroform,

and scales again taken. This method of procedure w^as necessary because

of my having, during the course of the experiments, removed from

Plymouth to Manchester and I was unable to go to Plymouth in order

to remove the scales from the living animals. The remaining fish were

kept under experimental condition until the beginning of October, 1916,

when they were killed, measured, and scale samples sent to me.

The experimental conditions under w^hich the animals lived were as

follows : the temperature of the water in two of the four tanks was

varied, one being kept at a temperature as high or higher than the

normal summer temperature of the sea water in the tanks at

Plymouth, while the temperature of the other was kept as low as

possible.

The remaining two tanks were used for feeding experiments, the

temperature being that of the sea water in circulation in the tanks

at Plymouth.

HOT AND COLD TANKS.

The temperature in the hot tank was obtained by running in sea water

that had previously been heated. During the first part of the experiment,

that is from July to January, the results were not very satisfactory,

because the heating apparatus was turned off during the night and the

tank water allowed to cool. Although it never reached the normal

temperature yet there was a difference of S-i'^ C. between the night and

day temperatures. After January, however, a new apparatus was kindly

devised by Mr. Matthews which maintained the water at a constant

temperature day and night.

The artificial cooling of the cold tank was done by running sea water

through glass tubes, which were surrounded by ice. This apparatus was
quite successful in cooling the water, but as the ice was not renewed

during the night the temperature of the tank rose a little. The result

of this was a slightly fluctuating temperature, which was, however, not

sufficient to nullify the experiments, the fluctuations not being more
than 3° C. in the summer, and between 1° and 2° for the winter and
autumn.
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I give below the average temperature for each month of the hot and

cold tanks, together with that of the sea water in the tanks at Plymouth.

19]5.

Normal.

Hot.

Cold.
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the end of the experiments. In no case was there any discrepancy

between the two results.

In the next column are given the details of the scale growth for the

periods between the examinations. First there is the number of sclerites

formed during each period, followed by the maximum and minimum

breadth of the sclerites. Finally I have given the increase in length of

the animals during the periods and their general condition.

Figures of partial scale curves are reproduced, the portion figured

being that part of the scale produced during successive periods of experi-

mental conditions. The micrometer unit employed was the same as

that for the curves in Part I.

CONTROL FISH.

The control tank. Table II, shows how uniform was the growth of

both scale and fish during the two periods of the experiment. With the

exception of those fish whose condition was not very good the increase

in length from January to May is remarkably constant, as is also the

number of sclerites formed. Also the maximum breadth is between

0-9 and 1-1 and the minimum between 0-8 and 0-6. Fig. 5, which repre-

sents the scale curves of some of these fish, is interesting in showing how

closely the curve follows the temperature changes. They all start with

a relative breadth for the sclerites of 0-9 or 0-8, which falls to a

minimum in about the middle of the curve, then gradually rises to

either 0-9 or 1-1 When we remember that the temperature m January

was 11-8° C. falling to 9-7° C, in March and gradually rising to 13° C, by

May, these curves seem very significant.

The growth during the period from May, 1916, to October, 1916, is

equally interesting. The increase in length is a little greater than during

the previous portion of the experiment, as would be expected. As regards

the sclerites we note that the maxima and minima are greater in accord-

ance with the higher temperature during these months. The scale curves

also follow very closely expectation, if we assume that temperature

is the directive agent in the production of wide or narrow sclerites.

In the curves of scales figured for the period, January to October, I

have drawn a line through the portion where the growth up to May ended.

This procedure I have followed in all the scale curves reproduced in the

figures.

HOT AND COLD TANKS.

At the commencement of the experiment great trouble was encountered

in keeping the animals in the hot tank in good condition, and several

times the experiment had to be restarted owing to the fish either dying

or getting into extremely poor condition. This was possibly due to the

daily rise and fall of the temperature caused by the imperfect apparatus
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employed, because, after January, when the new apparatus had been

installed this difficulty was not encountered, the fish in most cases

appearing in quite normal condition. On account of this the results of

the experiments between July, 1915, and January, 1916, have not re-

ceived much attention, and although scale curves were made from each

fish they have not been reproduced. This is not because they at all

contradict the results of subsequent experiment, but because in most

cases the fish had not lived long enough to exhibit much scale growi;h.

Of the six fish which did survive through the whole period, only three

were at all in good condition, the others being much emaciated (see

Table III).

From January to May the increase in length was in most cases a little

greater than in the control tank, though the number of sclerites produced

was practically the same. What is of great interest and importance,

however, is the difference in the maximum and minimum breadths as

compared with the controls. In no case was the maximum below 1-2

and the smallest minimum was 1. Further, the difference in breadth

between the maxima and minima is small, in only two cases exceeding 0-4.

This is of course as it should be, as the diflterence in temperature during

the period was never greater than 1° C.

The scale curves, Fig. 6 (p. 479), are interesting in showing great

similarity ; there is for all a sudden rise from below the 1 unit standard

to a breadth of from 1 to 1-2. This width is maintained for a number of

sclerites until a second rise is observed near the end of the period.

These two rises, I think, synchronise with the increased temperature :

first from 11-8° C, the normal for January, to 16'9° C. ; and secondly,

between the end of March and beginning of April when the temperature

was raised 1° C.

A further point which must not be overlooked is that at this period of

the year, fish living in untreated water would be forming narrow sclerites,

and their scale curve would be one showing a minimum, not a maximum.
This I have shown to be the case with the control fish ; a com-

parison of their scale curves with those of Fig. 6, exhibits this in a

striking way.

Of those fish that remained alive until October, the width of the

sclerite formed at the end of the May period is maintained constant until

a still greater width is attained at the margin of the scale. This, I believe,

was due to the water in the tank rising from 17-9° to 19-7° between July

and August.

The part of the table dealing with this period of experiment for the

hot tank is almost a repetition of that for January to May.

I should like to call attention at this point to the two scales No. 12

and No. 15. The first of these shows an abnormally high width, while
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the second, though normal as regards the width of its sclerites, is remark-

ably deficient in them.

The fish to which scale No. 12 belonged was in very good condition

and young : this was not the case with the fish from which No. 15 was

taken. I attribute these peculiarities to nutriment, but will deal especially

with this aspect of the problem in a later part of the paper.

The growth of the fish in the cold tank was, on the whole, very good.

Table IV, which deals with the details of the fishes experimented upon,

seems to show that the increase in length was slightly greater than that

of the animals in the hot tank. There are, however, possibilities of error,

such as faulty measurements and the small number of fish experimented

upon, which make it impossible to draw any definite conclusions.

The figures of the maxima and minima for the sclerites for each period

arc, however, striking when compared with those of the corresponding

periods for the hot tank animals. The figures are also lower than those

for the control tank, though the difference is not very marked. This is,

however, to be expected when it is remembered that it was only possible

to keep the temperature of the cold tank a few degrees below the normal.

The scale curves. Fig. 7 (p. 479), are very interesting in showing the

marked difference between them and those of the hot tank for the

period of January to May. In all cases, and this was found in

scales not figured, the curve never rises above unity, while in the hot

tank it never falls below that width.

For the period January to October, the curves have a tendency to

rise ; there is an increased width of sclerites for the months July to

September, but the greatest width does not approach that of the hot tank

fish for the same months.

Compared with the control scale curves, there is similarity, but we find

that the widths are more uniformly low.

When considered in relation to the temperature for each month the

curves follow very closely the varying changes in the degree of heat, which

the water possessed in which the animals lived.

As in the case of the hot tank scale curves we note that these curves

also follow one another very closely, only differing in minor degrees.

The results of the experiments on the scales of fishes living in artificially

heated and cooled water seems to indicate clearly that the temperature

of the water has a very marked effect on the width of the sclerites pro-

duced. It is well to remember in connexion with this that the feeding of

the fish in the two tanks was exactly the same.

ABUNDANT AND SCANTY TANKS.

As I have already said in these two tanks the temperature of the water
was not altered. The only difference in the way the fish were treated
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was as regards the amount of food given to them. As the experunent in

the case of these two classes of animals progressed satisfactorily from the

very beginning, that is from July, 1915, until October, 1916, I have

included scale curves in the figures for the period, July, 1915, to January,

1916.

As regards the sclerites the Tables V and VI shows a uniformity

among the fishes of the abundant tank which were in good condition ; of

those in a bad condition at the end of the experiment I shall treat later.

Figs. 8 and 9 (p. 481) are scale curves of abundant and scanty fed

fish respectively. They are very alike in their general aspect as regards

the type of curve, and in each set the maxima and minima are produced

at approximately the same time and in accordance with the rise or fall

of temperature at that time. Further it will be noted that there is

correspondence between the course of these curves and those of the

control fish scales of the same period.

If food were the predominating cause of the winter and summer rings

of the scales, the expectation would be that the scales from the two sets

of fish would have been remarkably different : this, however, we see is

not the case.

The increase in length of the fish, as shown in the table, is very

different, the scantily fed animals not increasing to any great extent.

Also the number of sclerites produced by the abundantly fed fish is in

excess of those produced by the animals in any of the other tanks.

Figs. 8 and 9 show very clearly the great difference between the num-

ber of sclerites produced for a given period by fish in the two tanks.

The last scale figured. No. 13 of Fig. 8, is interesting in this connexion :

the condition of the animal was never very good, and at the end of the

experiment the increase in length was only 1 cm. ; that is, for a period

of nine months this animal had only added 1 cm. to its length. In

accordance with this we note that but 13 new sclerites had been added

to the scale ; thus though the animal had been given the opportunity

for feeding well it had for some reason not availed itself of it, and had

thus become comparable with the fish of the scanty tank.

The converse of this occurred once or twice with the scantily fed fish,

in that some of the more vigorous animals managed to obtain more

than their share of the food given to them ; with the result that they

increased in length much more than did their fellows and developed many

more sclerites. Most examples of this have been omitted from the table,

but scale No. 14 for the period of May to October exhibits the condition

to a small extent.

In Fig. 10 (p. 473) are seen a few curves of the scales of fish from

various tanks which were in bad condition. The first two curves are from

two fish from the abundant tank, No. 8 and 9 in the table. In February,
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1916, they both died in an apparently exhausted condition. The same

applies to the scales S. 8, S. 10, being from fishes 8 and 10 of the scanty

tank. It will be seen that the curves show the salient features of all

those for that period taken from fish living in unheated water. They

are characteristic, however, in showing the possession of very few

sclerites, and in having the width of the sclerites slightly less than

is usual.

Scale curve H. 15 is the most interesting in showing the predominance

of temperature over nutrition in regard to sclerite form. It is a curve of

a scale from a fish living in the hot tank. No. 15. From January to

May the animal was in fairly good condition and produced 10 broad

sclerites : from May to October, however, its condition was bad, but

in spite of this six sclerites were produced and instead of being narrow,

as might have been expected if food were the cause of width variation,

they retained the broad width of 1-3.

In all cases the same effect is seen, that the lower nutrition, leading to

a poor condition, results in the lessening of the number of sclerites pro-

duced, but does not affect the breadth.

Reference to the tables will show that where the condition of a fish is

reported as poor, very thin, etc., the number of sclerites produced is

small, but the maximum and minimum widths remain similar to those

for fish in good condition.

CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions which I draw from the result of these experiments

on the scale growth of fish is, that the broad summer bands, which are

caused by the sclerites formed during that period being wide, and the

narrow winter bands, produced by narrow sclerites, are due to changes

in the temperature of the water in which the animals are living. High

temperatures, such as are found in the summer months, lead to the

formation of broad sclerites, while the narrow ones are called forth by
low winter temperatures.

Owing to the temperature of the water varying from month to month,

or even from week to week, the scale curves do not show a continuous

rise and fall, but exhibit at certain places secondary elevations or depres-

sions, which I have termed secondary maxima and minima. These, I

believe, to be due entirely to the above-mentioned variations in the

monthly temperatures.

The amount of food which the fish consumes and its general condition

does not affect the production of summer and winter bands : the only

effect which poor nutrition seems to have on the scales is a tendency for

the production of few sclerites. High food consumption leads to a high

sclerite formation.
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Thus the number of sclerites formed seems to follow hand in hand with

the general metabolism of the animal.

Little experimental work on the cause of the appearance of winter

and summer rings has been done. Winge came to the conclusion that

external conditions were the causative agents, because of the identical

appearance of the scales of cod captured off the Faroes.

On August 11th, 1911, six cod were captured and samples of scales

taken. They were then liberated and were recaptured simultaneously

nine months later. Of these, three fish of approximately the same size

were selected, and from each fish five scales were taken, measured and a

curve made. It was found that all the scale curves thus drawn were

exceedingly alike, so much so as to include peculiar deviations in the

course of the curves. Winge argues from this that external conditions

were responsible for the form of the curves, because the fish must have

lived together for the nine months before recapture, and must therefore

have been subjected to similar external conditions, such as temperature

and salinity. The supply of nourishment in the water must also have

been the same for the three animals.

This experiment certainly indicates that it is the environment which

controls the course of scale growth, but it does not show what particular

factor is the principal agent.

J. Stuart Thomson in his paper on the scales of Gadidse (p. 100) states

that in his opinion it is the amount of food supply, rather than variation

in temperature, which brings about the formation of annual rings in scales.

His reasons for coming to this conclusion are two : The first rests upon

the evidence afforded by a whiting which was kept in captivity in a tank

at Plymouth from May, 1902, until July, 1903. The water in the tank

was not treated in any way, and the animal was fed daily. When in

July, 1903, the scales were examined the sclerites appeared of the same

width, and no winter or summer rings were detected. The sclerites also

seemed to be narrower than is the case with fish captured from the sea.

This result is in direct opposition to that which I have obtained, for

my fish in the two tanks when the water was not artificially cooled or

heated all showed distinct rings.

Also if food were the determining factor one would have expected that

a fish fed daily, and which increased in length from 10-20 mm. to 21-5 cm.

in fourteen months as Thomson records, would have exhibited broader,

or at any rate as broad, sclerites as fish of the same age captured from

the sea. Yet this is not so, the sclerites were narrower.

Again the total number of sclerites produced was about 50, but whiting

from the sea of the same age showed about 43. This indicates that the

animal experimented upon was in good condition and corresponded to

my fish which were abundantly fed.
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The second piece of evidence (p. 57) that Thomson adduces for his

opinion is that deep-sea fishes are not exposed to seasonal variations of

temperature and should not, therefore, show annual rings on their scales.

In order to determine if this were so he examined scales from a haddock

captured from 8-14 fathoms depth of water, and compared them with

others taken from a haddock from 60-80 fathoms. The annual rings

were as clearly marked in the latter as in the former.

It should be pointed out that 60-80 fathoms is not really deep water,

and that seasonal variation does not disappear until a depth of 100

fathoms is reached. Indeed according to some oceanographers the

variation would seem to extend to a slight extent to much greater

depths.

In conclusion I wish to express a great gratitude to Dr. Allen for the

interest he has taken in my work and for the many suggestions he has

made to me : also for the facilities he has given me to enable the experi-

mental part of the work to be carried out. I must also express my
thanks to Mr. D. J. Matthews for suggestions regarding the apparatus

used for the heating and cooling of the water in the tanks. My thanks

are also due to Mr. A. J. Smith for the feeding and care of the fish

during the period when I was away from Plymouth.
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A List of the Maritime, Sub-Maritime and Coast-fre-

quenting Coleoptera of South Devon and South

Cornwall, with especial reference to the Plymouth
District,

By

James H. Keys, F.E.S.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

It may perhaps be well to sav that by maritime species are meant those

Beetles whose habitats are covered by the sea for a considerable time

during the flow and ebb of the tide. By sub-maritime species are meant

the dwellers at high-tide mark or thereabouts, subjected to occasional

wettings by the sea, and the species inhabiting brackish pools and v/et

places in salt-marshes. The coast species comprise individuals living

under stones and rejectamenta, as a rule safe from the reach of high tide,

and those peculiar to the roots, leaves and flowers of plants attached

to the coast, as well as inhabitants of wooden piles on the shore and the

denizens of the ooze of fresh-water trickles on the cliffs—excepting

species equally obtainable inland.

The Maritime Beetles included in the list comprise eight species, and

are preceded by a double dagger (J) for the sake of distinction ; the

Sub-Maritime amount to fifty-four species and are preceded by a single

dagger (t) ; the Coast Species number eighty-nine, and are preceded

by an asterisk (*).

The Plymouth District has been regarded as including any locality

which in a day conveniently admits of four or five hours' collecting,

in addition to the journey thither and back. Roughly speaking this

embraces the coast line from Slapton Ley on the east to the Seaton

Valley (Downderry) on the west.

The writer is fully conscious of the fact that his work necessarily falls

considerably short of being a complete catalogue of the species indigenous

to the district, as much of the extensive coast line has never been ex-

amined by any collector, whilst his own work at the foreshores of the

several estuaries and at the numerous tidal creeks has been limited to

a few localities of easy access. A large proportion of the country still

awaits the attention of the Coleopterist. That it would repay careful

-NEW SERIES. vol,. XT. NO. 4. MAY, 1918. 2k
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research there need be little doubt, as the writer has seldom ventured into

a locality previously unknown to him without having been rewarded by
the capture of one or more species new to the district.

The obscure and unobtrusive habits of Beetles must in this connection

be remembered. These characteristics, taken in conjunction with the

fact that many species abundant in a favourable season may not be dis-

coverable at all in the following year, render it desirable that likely places

should receive frequent visits at suitable intervals, if the local Coleop-

terous Fauna is to be completely enumerated.

The absolute failure of the compiler to secure in the Plymouth area even

a single exponent of the genus Bledius—and consequently of the genus

Dyschirius which preys upon it—the ubiquitous B. globosus excepted

—

has long been a source of regret to him, and he cannot but think that

they will yet be found in one or other of the creeks in the district,

and particularly so as more than one member of both the genera have

been taken in numbers at Dawlish Warren on the one side, and at several

places in Cornwall on the other side of Plymouth.

Of the truly Maritime and Sub-Maritime Coleoptera there is little

doubt as to the species which should be included in such a list as the

present ; but with respect to coast species the matter is not so readily

determined. The main cause of doubt lies in the fact that the life-histories

of so many beetles are not yet understood, and experience seems to show

that species peculiar to the coast in one district are equally at home

inland in another, A hard and fast line of demarcation in the matter of

habitat is therefore not yet possible. But inasmuch as it is desirable to

have authority in support of one's ruling, the writer, in the main, has

adopted Fowler's Coleoptera of the British Isles as the guide for the

inclusion of the coast species. A little discretionary power has been

reserved however, and a few interesting species which occur with us

only on the coast have been inserted in the list, although not definitely

asserted by Fowler to be of that habit.

One must not omit to record the successful work of Commander

J. J, Walker, r,n., at Whitsand Bay in the seventies and early nineties.

With him rests the honour of having first discovered there such rarities

as Harpalus tenebrosus and Psammobius porcicollis, as well as a long list

of other uncommon Coleoptera, and the writer heartily acknowledges his

obligation to Commander Walker for kindly having shown him the

habitats of those species. In later years Mr, Philip de la Garde, r,n.,

did splendid work in the South Devon District, and several additions

were made to the British List by him ; but perhaps his most notable

contribution to the local fauna was the capture at Dawlish of the

much-desired Arena octavii. It will be long ere the lamentable breach

caused by his untimely death can possibly, if ever, be filled.
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In conclusion the writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness for

the assistance he has received in compiling this catalogue to an incom-

pleted manuscript list of the Devonshire ColeojDtera, the work of his late

lamented friend, Mr. Philip de la Garde, r.n., and he also has to thank

his friend, Mr. E. A. Newbery, for valued suggestions and help.

October, 1917.

GEODEPHAGA.

*CiciNDELA GERMANICA L. Seaton, Juue, 1895, de la Garde.

fDYSCHiRius ARENOSUS Stcph. (thoracicus Rossi). Exmouth Warren,

Parfitt, not uncommon ; de la Garde, three specimens iv/07, common
vii/09.

fD. SALiNus Schaum. Exmouth Warren, Parfitt, very rare ; de la

Garde iv/07 and viii/07. Dawlish, G. C. Champion, August-Septeui'

ber, 1907. Par, Vic. Hist. Corn.

*PANAGiEUS BiPUSTULATUS Fab. (4-pusTULATUs Sturm.). Whitsand Bay,

May, 1890, one under stone on the slopes ; Tregantle, March, 1905,

one. Penlee Point, May, 1902, one running on pathway, E. E. Lowe.

Dartmouth, spring, 1908, H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe. Shaldon,

April, 1909, one in moss, de la Garde.

*Chl^nius vestitus Payk. Slapton Ley ; Wembury Beach, June.

1898, several by the rivulet ; Lipson Marsh, April, 1900 ; ComptoD

Fields, 1901. Shaldon, de la Garde, one under the cliff. Has not

occurred to me at inland marshes.

*C. NiGRicoRNis F. and var. melanocornis Dej. Slapton Ley. The

latter a single specimen only.

*Broscus cephalotes L. Whitsand Bay.

*Bembidium concinnum Steph. Abundant on the shore near Puslinch,

estuary of the Yeahn, August, 1900 ; several examples on the shore^

Newton Ferrers, June, 1916 ; in great abundance in the bed of the

river near the mouth of the Tavy, 1917.

fB. SAXATiLE Gyll. Shaldon, de la Garde. Exmouth, G. C. Champion.

fB. VARIUM 01. Downderry, August, 1900 ; Lipson Marsh, May, 1910.

•j-B. MINIMUM F. Exminster, Parfitt ; muddy places by the Exe. Top-

sham, de la Garde, April and August, 1912.

fB. NORMANNUM Dej, Wivelscombe Creek, June, 1915, six examples.

Dawlish Warren, in numbers, March, 1907, de la Garde (a small form).

tLiMN^UM NiGROPiCEUM Marsh. R-are. Batten, December, 1888, one
;

August, 1889, one ; August, 1890, one ; September, 1890, two^
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deep in the shingle. Rame Head, April, 1902, three examples.

Shaldon, one, de la Garde. Torcross, August-September, 1907,

Gr. C. Champion. Side of the Exe, rare, Parfitt.

JCiLLENUS LATERALIS Sam. Millbrook Creek and mouth of the Yealm,

in numbers. Wivelscombe Creek and Bere Ferrers, a few specimens.

Dawlish Warren, one example, February, 1908, de la Garde.

fTACHYS PARVULUS Dej. Four specimens, in shingle just below high

water, about half a mile beyond Bovisand, June, 1905.

JAepus marinus Strom. Generally distributed all along the coast from

the Yealm to Cremyll, also found in the estuaries at Wivelscombe,

Bere Ferrers, etc. Some seasons abundant. At Batten, October,

1909, quite 200 under one boulder, 70 were captured. Once only I

found them in numbers in the roll of rejected seaweed at high-water

mark at Millbrook Creek, their usual habitat being under stones

embedded an inch or two in clayey shores. They occur practically all

the year round and their larvsB may often be taken with them . In

1888 the insect could be obtained at Tinside and in coves between

the rocks under the Citadel. Shaldon, de la Garde and G. C. Cham-

pion, August-September, 1907.

JA. ROBiNii Laboulb. This species is very like the preceding, but, besides

its well-known specific differences, is of more robust build. It occurs

all along the coast and may be taken in company with 7narinus, but

I have not found it in the estuaries.

In 1889 and 1890 this species occurred to me more commonly than

did A. marinus.

Probably there are alternating but gradual periods of abundance

and scarcity in the occurrence of the two species ; and I indeed

noted that, in 1909, when marinus could be obtained in greater

numbers than ever I saw it before, robinii did not occur to me at

all. It is not easy to appreciate the cause of a definite struggle for

existence between these two species, because, although occasionally

met with together, the natural habitat of robinii seems to be much

nearer the Laminarian zone than that of marinus. It was in the

domain of the latter species that the submarine Hemipteron Aepo-

philus was first discovered, and it has always been in that region

that I have taken it in any quantity at Batten. In my experience

it will be only by the lucky capture of stray individuals that Aepo-

fhilus will be obtained where marinus abounds, i.e. in the upper

reaches of the shore, below high-water mark.

Note.—-Professor Miall, in his Natural History of Aquatic Insects,

1895, p. 376, speaking of Acpus, says :
" The eyes are very curious.

A chitinous plate protects and almost entirely covers them, leaving
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only a small round central hole. The form of this plate suggests

that it may be employed as a kind of pin-hole camera. Mr. Ham-

mond, who called my attention to this peculiarity, has drawn it in

Fig. 114." I have never been able to find this protecting cover to

the eyes in any of the Plymouth examples, and recently (in 1916) I

called the attention of my friend, Mr. R. J. Baker, to the subject.

Hedissected out the eyes of several specimens andverysoon presented

me with a pin-hole plate mounted in balsam on a slide. At the same

time he called my attention to the fact that this plate was at the

back of the eye and not in front, as the description in Miall would

lead one to suppose ; and pointed out that the illustration of the

eye in section in the work in question depicted the plate at the

extreme back of the eye. If, therefore, Mr. Baker is right in assum-

ing the drawing to be correct and the text not so, the supposed

curiosity is nothing more than the ordinary optic foramen found

probably in all beetles with organs of vision.

Perileptus areolatus Creutz. Two specimens. Stoke Bay, June 10th,

1917, in shingle by a rill of fresh water. It was in quantity, but I

did not recognize it. July 15th, very scarce at the rill, but I dis-

covered it in numbers nearer the sea, where the shingle ended and

the rocks commenced, by throwing the shingle into pools formed by

the rill, and in which the seaweed EnteromorfJia intestmalis (kindly

named for me by Mr. T. V. Hodgson) was growing. This species is

not usually considered a coast insect, but its occurrence under the

conditions noted appears to w^arrant its inclusion in this list. Dr.

Cameron, r.n., tells me that " Perilepus is common in shingle

stream banks in the Eastern Mediterranean right down to the

coast." The beetle is rare in England.

fTRECHUS FULVUS Dcj. (lapidosus Daws). Three specimens on the

beach at Rame Head, April, 1902 ; one, Bovisand, July, 1905.

*T. SUBNOTATUS Dej. Introduced by Mr. Newbery as British on a single

specimen taken by de la Garde, at Shaldon. The insect was shaken

out of a tuft of grass evidently dislodged from the cliffs and lying

on the beach. Ent. Mo. Mag., Vol. XLVI. (1910), p. 131.

fPoGONUS CHALCEUS Marsh. Mouth of the Erme, September, 1906

;

Wivelscombe Creek, June, 1915 ; Budshead Creek, Tamerton,

June, 1916. Dawlish Warren, abundant, de la Garde.

*Harpalus tenebrosus Dej. This rare species was first discovered in

the Plymouth district by Mr. J. J. Walker at Whitsand Bay in

1875, who showed me the exact locality, where it may still be

obtained in spring and autumn. Batten, one male, April, 1904.

Slapton Ley, Wollaston, 1852.
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*H. TARDUS Panz. Mothocombe, September, 1905, three females.

Dawlish, de la Garde.

*H. ATTENUATUS Stepli. One specimen, Whitsands, June, 1902, but

abundant in the following August. One only Millbrook Creek,

July, 1902. Dawlish Warren, April, 1907, one only, de la Garde.

IDiCHiROTRiCHUS OBSOLETUS Dej. Three near Cargreen in rejectamenta

on the shore, October, 1912.

|D. PUBESCENS Payk. Near mouth of the Erme, September, 1906, in

abundance. Cargreen, October, 1912, one only. Wivelscombe

Creek, Juno, 1915, several. Dawlish, de la Garde.

*Amara ovata F. Whitsand Bay, not rare. Downdcrry, E. A. Newbcry.

Woodbury Common, scarce, Parfitt.

Ab. adamantina Kol. Tregantle, one specimen, August, 1902.

Apparently the only British record of this brilliant variety.

*A. LUCiDA Duft. Whitsand Bay. Frequent.

*Calathus mollis Marsh. Torcross, August, 1895. Dawlish, de la

Garde.

j-LiONYCHUS QUADEiLLUM Duft. The first record of this rare species for

Devonshire was made by Mr. T. V. Wollaston, who discovered it at

Slapton Ley. In The Zoologist, 1851-2, p. 3619, he says :
" Its

habits are very remarkable ... it selects the driest and most

barren shingle at a distance from the beach, so loose and bare that

even weeds are unable to exist upon it—where the insect may be

seen darting from beneath in the clear sunshine, and as suddenly

disappearing. ... It is difficult to sjDeculate on what a voracious

insect like the present can feed in such a position ; for the smaller

animals in a pebble ridge, so dry and shifting as to refuse nourish-

ment to even a blade of grass, and having more the appearance in

fact of a recently opened gravel-pit than anything else, cannot be

very numerous." I have several times searched for the insect in

the shingles on the marine side of the Ley in vain ; but I have taken

it on two or three occasions in the shingle, close up to the rocks on

the shore from Torcross to the Beesands, in the months of August

and May. The examples were almost entirely the aberrant forms,

none was a well-marked typical quadrillum.

In May, 1915, I discovered Lionychus at Downderry, Cornwall,

darting about amongst the shingle at the foot of the sloping slaty

rocks at high-tide mark. Seven typical forms, six with the posterior

pair of spots very small, one with the latter just discernible, and two

aberrations were taken. Remembering Wollaston's remarks, I

watched the behaviour of the insects very carefully. They not only
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appeared and disappeared with rapidity in the gravel, but also

darted about like flashes of light in the sunshine on the rocks close

above it. When hard pressed in the chase, they made for joints in

the slate in a way which convinced me they were quite familiar

with the shelter to be obtained between the layers ; and it was not

always easy to dislodge them without injury when once they had

reached their goal. It was not convenient for me to visit this

locality again until August, 1916, when a most careful and prolonged

search for some hour and a half failed to reveal a single specimen
;

but, by opening up the lamella? of the slate rock below high-tide

mark, I secured some half-dozen mature examples. There is little

doubt that these specimens had bred there.

Ab. BiPUJsrcTATUS Heer. Slapton, Wollaston ; Torcross ; Downderry.

Ab. UNicoLOR Schill. Torcross.

*MicROLESTES (Blechrus) maurus Sturm. Bovisand ; Wembury ;

Whitsands.

Dromius nigrivextris Tlioms. Dawlish, May, 1900, one only.

*D. vECTENSis Rye. On the shore between Torcross and Beesands,

one only. May. 1901 ; at roots same locality, G. C. Champion and

myself, about a dozen examples, August, 1907. Seaton, Power.

HYDRADEPHAGA.

*C(ELAMBUS iN^QUALis F. Commou. Lipson Marsh ; Chelson Meadows
;

Downderry ; Slapton Ley.

*BiDESSUS MiNUTissiMUS Germ. Slapton Ley, in quantity at times.

First recorded by Wollaston.

*Hydroporus (Deronectes) assimilis Payk. Slapton Ley, de la Garde

one only, October, 1907.

*H. LiNEATUS F. Exminster, de la Garde.

*Agabus conspersus Marsh. Plentiful in a pool by the mouth of the

R. Seaton, near Downderry.

*Gyrinus elongatus Aube. Slapton Ley.

*G. marinus Gyll. Powderham, Parfitt.

PALPICORNIA.

fHELOPHORUS MULSANTi Rye. In numbers by the R. Teign, near Teign-

mouth, June, 1909, de la Garde and myself.
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fOcHTHEBius MARINUS Payk. Ill numbers in salt marsh, Insworke

Barton, near Millbrook, June, 1909 ; Slapton Ley, April, 1913. By
the K. Teign, de la Garde.

*0. viRiDis Peyr. Botusfieming, one specimen, ex coll. Rev. T. A.

Marshall. Downderry, in swarms, edges of muddy pool, August,

1900 ; again in August, 1916.

to. LEJOLisi Muls. et Rev. In brackish pools on the rocks between

Penlee Point and Rame Head, 55 specimens, September, 1901.

*0. PYGM/Eus F. Slapton Ley, April, 1897, in abundance.; by the

Teign, June, 1909, one only.

*0. iMPRESSicoLLis Lap. (bicolon Steph.). Lipson Marsh, May, 1899,

one only, May, 1910, in swarms ; Chelson Meadow, August, 1907 :

May, 1908, one specimen caught in sweep net, Cawsand to Rame.
By the Teign, abundantly, de la Garde.

*0. METALLESCENS Rosenh.. var. poweri Rye. Seaton, Dr. Power, one

specimen, the original capture of this species. One specimen only, in

fresh-water trickle on face of rocks on the shore at Bovisand, July,

1912. Subsequent search has failed, both in spring and autumn.

Exmouth district, G. C. Champion, a single example in the summer
of 1915 ; later in the year, having discovered the habits of the insect,

he took it in some numbers. Vide Ent. Mo. Mag., Vol. LI.,

pp. 309-10.

*Laccobius purpurascens Newbery. Discovered by de la Garde, May,

1906, crawling in swarms among the slimy ooze where water had

trickled down the red sandstone cliffs at Shaldon. Exmouth, G. C.

Champion.

fCERCYON LiTTORALis Gyll. Generally abundant in the line of rejected

seaweed at high-tide mark on the shore.

Var. BiNOTATUM Steph. Frequent, with the type form.

fC. DEPRESSUS Steph. Found with the above, and not uncommon at

Batten and other places in the Plymouth district. De la Garde

records it from Shaldon only in the Teignmouth and Dawlish dis-

tricts,

BRACHELYTRA.

fAleochara grisea Kr. Batten ; Jennycliff ; Bigbury Bay ; Tre-

gantle ; Shaldon ; but I never met with it in numbers. Dawlish

Warren and Shaldon, de la Garde.

fA. ALGARUM Fauv. Common in decaying seaweed all around the coast.

fA. Obscurella Er. With the above, but not so common.
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*0xYPODA EXOLETA El. DowndeiTy, October, 1900, a single specimen.

•^Heterota (Alianta) plumbea Wat. Under seaweed ; occurs with us

from Wembury to Tregantle, but is not common. Exmouth, very

rare, Parfitt. Shaldon, de la Garde. Abundant, August-September,

1907, G. C. Champion.

Atheta thinoboides Kr. (longula Heer). Slapton Ley, in the wet

shingle and sand at edge of the water, sometimes in profusion ;

Wembury beach, several specimens, June and July, 1916 ; Down-

derry ; Stoke Bay, June, 1917. Mount Edgcumbe shore, E. A.

Newbery. Shaldon, de la Garde.

fA. VESTiTA Grav. Very common under seaweed on the coast, and often

in the estuaries, in small numbers.

fA. FLAviPES Thoms. (halobrectha Shp.). Common under seaweed and

in shingle.

*A. puncticeps Thorns, (alg^ Hardy). A single specimen at Down-

derry, October, 1900. Shaldon, de la Garde.

*A. TRIANGULUM Kr. Slapton Ley ; Cremyll ; in seaweed. Shaldon,

de la Garde.

*A. INDUBIA Sharp. Millbrook Creek, several. May, 1906.

*A. FUNGI var. orbata Er, Burrow Island, May, 1911, one specimen at

roots. Dawlish, de la Garde.

IMyrmecopora brevipes. Butl. In seaweed and shingle, generally

distributed around the coast, and also in the estuaries ; often in

quantity. Shaldon and Dawlish Warren, de la Garde. It appears

to replace M. uvida Er. with us and was considered to be that species

until separated by Mr. E. A. Butler, who observes : "... the

two insects do not overlap, but M. brevipes belongs to Devon and

Cornwall, while M. uvida extends along the rest of the south coast

from Hants to Kent and the estuary of the Thames. The area of

M. brevipes therefore stands at present as Brittany, Jersey and the

two south-western counties of England, while M. uvida is generally

distributed."—Ent"! Mo. Mag., XLV. (1909), p. 30.

fM. SULCATA Kies. Of similar habit to the above, but occurs in greater

numbers.

JAcTOCHARis MARINA Fauv. (eeadingi Shp.). Originally found at

Plymouth by Mr. J. J. Reading. I searched in vain for years for it

in the Batten district, which I understood was its habitat. It was

rediscovered by Dr. M. Cameron at Millbrook Creek, in October,

1900, who obtained several specimens under seaweed. A few days

later by carefully examining the shingle we together obtained some
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40 specimens. July, 1901, 23 specimens ; July, 1902, 9 specimens.

The species is gregarious, but its minute size, 1| mm., makes it

easily overlooked. Mr. J. J. Walker has taken it on several occasions

at Falmouth.

fSiPALiA TESTACEA Bris. Batten beach under stones below high tide,

and Millbrook Creek in the shingle at roots of rushes at high-tide

mark. I have taken this rare species from March to September.

JArena octavii Fauv. Dawlish Warren, de la Garde, April, 1907, one

specimen under dry tidal rubbish, and a few specimens in later

years.

fPHYTOSUS spinifer Curt. Tregantle in April and May and again in

August, occasionally in considerable numbers ; Bovisand, one only,

July, 1912, and one only, May, 1913 ; Stoke Bay, June, 1916,

one only. De la Garde, Shaldon, February ; Dawlish W^arren,

April. G. C. Champion, August-September, 1907.

fP. balticus Kr. Under seaweed and in the sand below it with the

above species, often in numbers, at Tregantle. Dawlish Warren,

plentiful, March, 1907, and later years, de la Garde. August-

September, 1907, G. C. Champion.

fP. nigriventris Chevr. With the above at Tregantle, but not so

abundant. Dawlish Warren, de la Garde, March, 1907, and later

years.

JDiGLOTTA mersa Hal. Batten, once only, a single specimen in April,

1892 ; under stones much below high water, Millbrook Creek, very

sparingly, in May, 1900, 1907, 1909. De la Garde has taken it freely at

Dawlish Warren. In June, 1909, at the latter locality I obtained a

large specimen, 2| mm. long, possessed of fully developed wings,

the length of each being 2 mm. with a maximum breadth of 1 mm.
Apparently this form is extremely unusual. Vide G. C. Champion's

remarks thereon, Ent. Mo. Mag., Vol. XXXV., pp. 264-5.

IHeterothops binotata Er. Jennycliff ; Batten ; Downderry.

Shaldon, de la Garde.

*QuEDius UMBRINUS Er. This uncommon species, which Fowler (Col.

Brit. Isles, Vol. II., p. 241) says :
" Appears to be chiefly found in

wooded and hilly or mountainous districts," I once found in con-

siderable numbers at Millbrook Creek in the little salt marsh beyond

Palmer's Point in August, 1900. G. C. Champion also records it

from damp places on the cliffs, Shaldon (Ent. Mo. Mag., 1908, p. 33).

*Q. SEMi.^NEUS Steph. Slapton ; Tregantle ; single specimens fre-

quently, Millbrook Creek ; by the Yealm. Shaldon, de la Garde.
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*OcYPUS ATER Grav. Bovisand ; Batten ; Millbrook Creek, in some

numbers ; Tregantle. Shaldon, de la Garde. Looe, Vict. Hist.

Corn.

Philonthus cruentatus Gmel. Batten and probably all along the

coast.

*P. FUNCTUS Grav. Slapton Ley (where it was first discovered by Mr.

Wollaston) in May and June, in sundry years. G. C. Champion,

August-September, 1907, very rarely. Mr. Bridgman's record in

Fowler is an error, although he looked for it continuously for some

years, as he told me, in lit., Oct., 1897.

fCAFius rucicoLA Curtis. In decaying seaweed ; as a rule, local and

rare ; abundant with us at Batten and Jennycliff, Millbrook Creek,

Tregantle. Dawlish district, one record by Mr. Kendel. A large-

headed form of the male occurs commonly. In fine specimens the

head is as wide as apex of elytra.

fC. XANTHOLOMA Grav. All around the coast, very common.

Var. VARIOLOSUS Shp. Not uncommon with the type form in the

Plymouth district ; Shaldon, de la Garde.

Var. VARiEGATUS Er. Batten, Jennycliff, etc., not uncommon.

fC. SERiCEUS Holme. Generally distributed with the above, but much
less abundant. Shaldon, de la Garde.

Note.—The Cajii may be found almost throughout the year and
larvse with them.

*Scop^us MINIMUS Er. (ryei Woll.). In April, 1897, in numbers at

Slapton Ley, its only British locality, under smallish flat stones

amongst herbage several yards from the edge of the Ley towards

the sea, but I have not again met with it. Mr. Wollaston took it

originally in May, 1869. G. C. Champion, August-September, 1916.

fMEDON pocofer Peyr. Batten, two specimens only ; Torcross, one only

in May, 1901. ^

fM. RiPicoLA Kr. Batten, July, 1890, two in February, 1897, and in the

following May I secured it in quantity in rotting seaweed at Jennv-

cliff ; August, 1902, one only on the beach beyond Bovisand.

AsTENUS (SuNius) FiLiFORMis Latr. Whitsand Bay, single specimens

occasionally ; Tregantle ; Downderry, August, 1900, six examples,

and at various times since ; Bigbury Bay, two specimens. May, 1911.

Dawlish, one only, de la Garde.

*Stenus atratulus Er. Downderry, August, 1905, E. A. Newbery and
myself.

fBLEDius spectabilis Kr. One specimen, Dawlish, de la Garde.
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•fB. UNICORNIS Germ. Dawlish Warren, de la Garde.

fB. SECERNENDUS Joy. DawHsh Warren, in quantity, de la Garde. This

species appears in our latest List as a synonym of the var. subniger

of Schneider, but as he considered his insect to be nothing more than

a monstrosity, Joy's name must probably stand.

Note.—It is apparently strange that in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Plymouth the genus Bledius should be unrepresented.

Dyschirius, which preys upon the larvae and pupae of Bledius, is,

however, also as far as I can discover almost absent, its sole ex-

ponent being the widely distributed and common little D. glohosus.

Suitable habitats both on the coast and in the estuaries are still

perhaps awaiting investigation.

fOxYTELUS PERRisi Fauv. (maritimus Thoms.). In spring and autumn

at Tregantle. First taken there by Mr. J. J. Walker. In May, 1902,

the var. with testaceous elytra occurred in some numbers. Dawlish,

de la Garde.

*0. COMPLANATUS Pand. Batten, Millbrook, etc.

|Trogophlceus halophilus Kies. Millbrook Creek, two only. May,

1900 ; in June, on the South Down side, in numbers ; July, 1916,

several between lamellae of slate on the shore, creek at Brixton.

fT. UNicoLOR Shp. (anglicanus Shp.). This species was extra-European,

being known from New Zealand only, until I found the first speci-

men under a stone at about half-tide near Palmer's Point, Millbrook

Creek ; after much search my second example was found on the

opposite bank of the creek, near South Down, in a similar situation.

In July Dr. M. Cameron, r.n., captured two specimens in the roll

of seaweed at high tide near my original locality, and in August we

together took 17 specimens in the seaweed. The insect has persisted

in the locality to the present time, occurring frequently in consider-

able numbers ; in July, 1905, for example, it was swarming, and

I secured 180 specimens in an hour and a half ! My second speci-

men, noted above, cost me 40 hours' work grubbing for it

!

There was considerable difference of opinion amongst authorities

as to the probable origin of this Staphylinid in England. M. Fauvel

held that the species was identical with that from N.Z. Dr. D. Sharp

inclined to the " opposite opinion, and to the conclusion that we have

here to do with two species almost identical in structure and general

character, produced independently in the two antijDodes of the

world, but under very similar conditions." He also stated :

'" As,

however, T. anglicanus belongs to one of the most neglected and un-

attractive groups of Coleoptera, I shall not be surprised to hear of
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its discovery elsewhere on the coasts of Western Europe" {Vide

Ent. Mo. Mag., Vol. XXXVI.
, pp. 230 et seqq.). In 1908 Mr. Horace

Donisthorpe recorded the capture of two examples of this species,

one under seaweed at Bembridge and another on the sea wall at

St. Helens, Isle of Wight (Ent. Mo. Mag., Vol. XLIV., p. 255).

*Lesteva fontinalis Kies. First discovered by de la Garde in wet moss

on the face of the cliffs at Shaldon in February, 1908, and added to

the British List by Newbery (Ent. Mo. Mag. XLVI (1910), p. 109).

Exmouth, July-August, 1916, G. C. Champion.

|MiCRALYMMA MARiNUM Stroem. (brevipenne Gyll.). Yealm, Batten,

Millbrook Creek, and Wivelscombe ; one specimen by the R. Teign

in June, 1909. In July, 1897, at Batten with Mr. Newbery and his

nej)hew, the latter called attention to Micrahjmma crawling amongst

the Acorn Barnacles, and by scraping these off the rocks we secured

a considerable number of the beetle. In June, 1900, at Millbrook

Creek, I took 20 examples, with Podura maritima, between slates

used in an old landing-stage. Again at Batten in September and

October, 1907, I found Micralymma with larvae and numbers of

Podurce by scraping off the rocks little patches of lichen {Lichina

pygmcBa—^teste E. M Holmes). There is considerable superficial

resemblance between Micralymma and Podura, and as they are so

commonly found in association, it would be interesting to ascertain

the reason.

fHoMALiUM L^viuscuLUM Gyll. Seaweed, common.

fH. RiPARiUM Thoms. With the above, common.

CLAVICORNIA.

*Ablattaria (Silpha) l^vigata F. Bovisand ; Tregantle, at roots.

I have found it in single specimens only.

jBrachygluta (Bryaxis) waterhousei Rye. Slapton Ley ; in rejecta-

menta on the shore near Cargreen, October, 1912. On the shore,

Hooe Lake, near Radford, A. V. Mitchell.

jPtenidium punctatum Gyll. Generally distributed from Bigbury Bay
to Downderry, in great profusion at times under large stones on or

close to decaying seaweed, at Batten in particular. Dawlish Warren,

de la Garde.

*CoRYLOPHUS subl^vipennis Duv. One specimen only at roots in

the sand, Downderry, August, 1905. Slapton, August-September.

1907, G. C. Champion.
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*MiCRASPis 16-puNCTATA L. Wivelscombe Creek, June, 1915. The

only locality in the Plymouth district at which this species has

occurred to me. Dawlish, de la Garde.

*SuBCOcciNELLA (Lasia) 24-punctata. Frequently met with on the

coast, but in August, 1916, I found it in numbers, both pupae and

mature insects, at the roots of Silene on the shore at high-tide mark
at Downderry.

*Carcinopis minima Aube. Slapton Ley in April, 1900, and May, 1901,

by sifting debris near the water's edge.

fPACSYLOPUS (Saprinus) maritimus Steph. Tregantle under seaweed

and in the sand, sometimes in numbers. Dawlish Warren, de la

Garde.

fAcRiTUS PUNCTUM Aube. Tregantle, in May, 1902, in some numbers

;

of late years single specimens only have occurred to me. First taken

there by J. J. Walker. Exminster, one example, de la Garde.

*Meligethes exilis Sturm. Tregantle, on Armeria, etc. First taken

there by J. J. Walker.

*CoRTicARiA CRENULATA Gyll. Batten, at roots on the beach, once only
;

abundant at Slapton Ley. Dawlish, de la Garde.

*C. IMPRESSA 01. (denticulata Gyll.). Penlee Point, on gorse attacked

by the dodder, May and June, 1910 ; Whitsand Bay, Slapton Ley,

Dawlish.

*Dermestes undulatus Brahm. Slapton Ley, not uncommon at times

in small carrion.

*Georyssus crenulatus Ross, (pygm^us F.). In the trickles of water

in the clifE face, July-August, 1916, Exmouth, G. C. Champion.

fHETEROCERUS FLEXUOSUS Steph. Exmouth Warren, Parfitt, rare
;

Dr. Allen, July, 1900.

*H. FENESTRATUS Thuu. (l.^vigatus Pz.). Slaptou Ley, August, 1895,

and June, 1897.

LAMELLICORNIA.

*Aphodius nitidulus F. Dawlish Warren, rare, Parfitt. Whitsands,

near Rame, in numbers, July, 1890 ; very abundant, July, 1899.

*PsAMMOBius PORCicoLLis 111. Tregantle, apparently the only British

locality, where the species was discovered by J. J. Walker. I

have obtained it in March, August, and September in various years,

fiEciALiA ARENARiA F. Whitsands, not common. Dawlish Warren, a

single specimen, de la Garde. Exmouth Warren, " plentiful in

dung of animals, etc.,'' Parfitt.
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MALACODERMATA.

*PsiLOTHRix CYANEUS 01. (nobilis Brit. Cat.). Slapton Ley, often in

abundance.

PHYTOPHAGA.

*Chrysomela banksi F. Generally distributed throughout the Plymouth

district.

*C. h^moptera L. Whitsand Bay.

*Psylliodes marcida 111. Bovisand ; Tregantle, on Cakile maritima.

First discovered there by J. J. Walker. Dawlish Warren, a single

specimen, de la Garde.

*Cassida vittata Vill. Millbrook Creek, one only, May, 1900. Exmouth,

Parfitt.

*C. nobilis L. On July 21st, 1917, A. V. Mitchell took a specimen

of a Cassida apparently referable to this species on the underside of

a pebble amongst low plants on Wembury Beach, just at high-tide

mark but well within range of a stormy sea, and on showing it to

me we together searched carefully for some considerable time,

eventually securing about a dozen specimens each as well as the

fully fed larvae and pupae. Dwarfed plants of a species of Atriplex

seemed to me to be a likely food plant, and the perfect insects ate

this quite readily in captivity until the end of September, when
they ceased feeding, and at the time of writing are resting on the

sides of the plaster cage in which they are confined.

RHYNCOPHORA.

*Apion l^vicolle Kirby. Whitsands, April, 1900. Bank of the Exe,

near Topsham, two specimens, August, 1912, de la Garde.

*Apion schonherri Boh. One specimen, Bovisand, July, 1902.

*A. ONONicoLA Bach, (bohemanni Thorns.). On Ononis, Tregantle,

August, 1902, several examples.

*A. confluens Kirby. Tregantle, J. J. Walker, on Matricaria on the

slopes above high-water mark. I have occasionally taken it in

numbers.

*A. HOOKERi Kirby. With us on the coast only, on Matricaria.

*A. ATOMARiUM Kirby. Whitsand Bay, J. J. Walker, at roots of thyme,

sometimes in quantity.
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*Otiorrhynchus atroapterus De G. Bigbury Bay, May, 1911. Daw-

lish Warren, de la Garde.

*0. RUGIFRONS Gyll. Batten, single specimens in July, 1890, and June,

1895 ; Tregantle, often in numbers. Dawlish, April, 1895, J. J.

Walker ; one, de la Garde, June, 1907. Torcross, G. C. Bignell,

May, 1885.

fPoLYDRUSUs CHRYSOMELA 01. Several examples, Wivelscombe Creek,

loth June, 1915, by sweeping the banks just above high water. The

specimens were rather abraded.

*Cneorrhinus plagiatus Schall. (geminatus Fab.). Burrow Island,

May, 1911, in abundance, but did not find it on the mainland ; Tre-

gantle, common. Dawlish, de la Garde.

*SiTONES WATERHOUSEi Walt. Batten, at roots of low plants, September,

1897 ; near Yealmpton, May, 1911 ; Whitsand Bay, frequently, in

spring and autumn. First recorded therefrom by J. J. Walker.

*Gronops lunatus L. Dawlish Warren, de la Garde, one example,

August, 1908. Woodbury Common, July-August, 1916, G. C.

Champion.

*Tychius schneideri Herbst. Kecorded in Fowler's Col. Brit. Is. as

occurring at Whitsand Bay.

Rhinocyllus conicus Froh. Seaton, Major J. N. Still, May and June,

1895, on the slender thistle {Carduus pycnoce'phalus) in some num-

bers, but in a very restricted area.

*Smicronyx jungermanni.^ Reich. Abundant in some years on the

dodder of the gorse at Penlee Point, in May and June ; also at

Tregantle.

*SiBiNiA soDALis Germ. Dawlish, on flowers of Armeria. First dis-

covered there by Felix A. Newbery, and afterwards taken in some

numbers by de la Garde.

*Mecinus circulatus Marsh. Tregantle, at roots of low plants in April

and Mav in various years. First recorded therefrom by J. J. Walker.

Ceuthorrhynchus terminatus Herbst. Bovisand, August, 1902, one

specimen at roots on the shore ; one specimen, Tregantle, June,

1905. Shaldon, de la Garde.

*C. dawsoni Bris. Bovisand, Batten, Whitsands ; often in abundance

on Flantago.

fLiMNOBARis t-album L. This weevil is not a recognized salt-marsh

species. Fowler says (Col. Brit. Is., Vol. V., p. 379) :
" Marshy

places on aquatic plants ; also by general sweeping ; local but not

uncommon in many districts." It has occurred to me in some
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numbers at Wivelscombe Creek, June, 1915, and on the shore at

Bere Ferrers, June, 1916, by sweeping sedges, etc. As both of these

localities would be covered with salt water for a brief period at spring-

tides, and as there are as yet no other records of the capture oi this

species in Cornwall or Devon, its habit with us seems to render its

inclusion in our list desirable.

fCoDiosoMA sPADix Herbst. Batten, in an old wooden pile on the

shore, May, 1892 ; South Down, in old piles stuck into the mud
flats, larvae and perfect insects in numbers, May, 1909.

Note.—In July, 1917, amongst a considerable quantity of beetles

collected at random, by my friend Mr. N. Micklewood, in the Lizard

district, where he was spending a holiday, and given to me, I

detected an example of a Cathormiocerus which will probably prove

to be new to Britain. The species cannot unfortunately at present

be determined, but the insect has been submitted to Mr. G. C.

Champion, who observed, "It is certainly a Cathormiocerus. . . .

It seems to come nearest to curviscjpus Seidl. The thorax is

abnormally shaped and vestiture (except setae) abraded, so I doubt

if you will make much of it." Further examples of the Weevil are

therefore desirable,

HETEEOMERA.

*Crypticus quisquilius L. Lizard district, July, 1917. several

specimens, collected by N. Micklewood.

*Phylan (Heliopathes) gibbus F. Whitsand Bay, frequent. Dawlish

Warren, de la Garde.

*HoPATRUM SABULOSUM Gyll. Whitsauds ; Downderry.

MiCROZOUM TiBiALE F. Looc, — . Thomas, Vic. Hist. Corn.

fPHALERiA CADAVERiNA F. Trcgaiitle, oftcu abundant ; Downderry.

Dawlish Warren, three examples, April, 1907, de la Garde.

Cteniopus sulphureus L. Budleigh Salterton, July-.^Uj^uot,, i916,

G. C. Champion. Plentiful in the Lizard district and about Hayle.

Vic. Hist. Corn.

*Anoncodes (Nacerdes) melanura Schmidt. Cattedown, one speci-

men, caught in the road ; three specimens bred from old timber

from a cellar at Stonehouse.

*MoRDELLiSTENA PARVULA vuT. iN^QUALis Muls. Tregantle, July, 1900,

three specimens.

fANTHicus ANGUSTATUS Curt. Bigbury Bay, April 1st, 1907, abundant

under seaweed at high-tide mark, under stones and in the sand;

I obtained 96 specimens. In the shingle, Blackpool, Slapton, August-

September, 1907, G. C. Champion.
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Trematode Larva from Buccinum undatum and

Notes on Trematodes from Post-Larval Fish.

By Marie V. Lebour, D.Sc.

Xaturalist at the Fh/mouth Laboratory.

With Figures 1 to 7 at tlie cud.

On May 30th, 191G, a number of large Buccinum undatum were brought

in from the trawling grounds ; 40 of these were examined and 34 were

found to contain larval Trematodes. Another lot in the spring of 1917

contained about the same percentage of infected Mollushs. Two species

of Trematodes were present, both contained in the digestive gland, which

was absolutely riddled with them.

The first, which was in 4 out of 40 Buccinum, was identified as Cercaria

neptuni Lebour (1912), previously found in both Nepunea antiqua and

Buccinum undatum from the Northumberland coast. This is a thick-

tailed cercaria contained in long colourless redise which are tightly

packed in the digestive gland and give to this organ a characteristic

sickly grey appearance quite unlike its ordinary healthy state, so that

infected specimens can easily be recognized by cutting a small aperture

in the spire of the shell and examining the portion of digestive gland

exposed. The further life history of this cercaria is unknown.

The second species occurs much more ccmmonly and was found in

30 out of 40 Buccinum examined. The colour of the infected digestive

gland is this time an unhealthy pinkish yellow, which is characteristic.

The cercariae are contained in sporocysts which occupy almost the whole

of the spire of the shell.

The anatomy of this cercaria shows it to be almost certainly a larval

stage of Zoogonus viviyarus (Olsson), the life history of which is so far

unknown (Odhner, 1902). This Trematode in the adult state lives in the

intestine of many common fish. It has been recorded from 11 different

species, 9 of which are from the Channel—Zews/aSer, Blennius gattorugine,

Blennius ocellaris, Solea vulgaris, Solea variegata, Pleuronectes limanda,

Pleuronectes microcephalus, Pleuronectes jAatessa and Callionymus lyra.

Nicoll (1914) regards Callionymus lyra, Pleuronectes &^^. and ^o/ea spp.

as undoubtedly their chief hosts, all of these being common on the

trawling grounds where the Buccinum were caught.
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All intermediate host has not yet been identified, but from the struc-

ture of the cercaria, which is able to modify the posterior end of its body

as a sucker-like organ, it is probable that the intermediate host is an

actively swimming animal, as in all probability the sucker is used by the

cercaria for fixing the hind end of its body whilst the free part waves

about in order to catch a host. The stylet on the head and its glands

opening beside it show that the cercaria bores into its host.

STRUCTURE OF SPOROCYST AND CERCARIA.

The sporocyst is faintly yellow in colour and measures from 0-5 to

1 mm. in length and is from 2 to 4 times as long as it is broad. Inside

the sporocyst are germ cells and cercarise in various stages, from 1 to 8

in each sporocyst (Fig. 1).

The full grown cercaria is colourless and transparent, measuring

0-33 mm. to 0-48 mm. in length according to the extent of contraction

or expansion (Figs. 2 and 3). The anterior end is rather more rounded

than the posterior end and usually the greatest width is in front of the

oral sucker, although when the body is greatly extended the width is

nearly equal for the whole length, a great amount of extension being

possible. The oral sucker is a little more than half the width of the

ventral sucker. Oral sucker 0-06 mm., ventral sucker 0-10 mm. Both

are well developed and conspicuous. The whole surface of the body is

covered with minute spines which enlarge towards the posterior end and

are greatly elongated round that portion which is capable of forming

the round disc in the middle of which opens the excretory bladder. The

posterior end can, however, change its shape so that the disc is not always

present (Fig. 6).

The oral sucker bears at its anterior end dorsally a thick stylet, 0-015

mm. long, with a long central and two small lateral points. On each

side of the spine opening dorsally are situated a pair of long curved ducts

(Fig. 5) connected with a mass of large gland cells on each side, the

stylet glands, which occupy the space between the oral and the ventral

sucker. The oral sucker has a large circular aperture ventrally placed

near the anterior end of the body which leads to a short pre-pharynx,

which in the expanded state may be as long as the pharynx but is usually

much shorter. Then follows a conspicuous muscular pharynx, 0-03 mm,
long, a thin-walled oesophagus and short intestinal diverticula reaching

to about the centre of the ventral sucker. In transverse section the

tubes of the diverticula are seen to be composed of very few cells, some-

times only two, with large nuclei (Fig. 7).

The ventral sucker is large and muscular with a somewhat oval centre.

Immediately behind it and to the sides are the testes, which are weli
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developed compact oval masses of cells with large nuclei. Ovary and
vitellaria are not as yet differentiated, although masses of nuclei probably

represent these in the process of formation.

The excretory vesicle is an oblong sac with very thick walls composed
of large cells. It is conspicuous at the hind end of the body reaching to

about the level of the posterior margin of the testes and opening at the

extreme hind end in a small papilla.

These features show it to be very like the structure of Zoogonus vivi-

parus (see Lebour, 1908), allowing for growth and development especially

of the region behind the ventral sucker and of the reproductive organs.

The fact also that it is the only really common fish Trematode of these

parts with such short intestinal diverticula supports the view. The
relationship of this cercaria to the stumpy-tailed forms seems obvious,

the stumpy tail in this case being replaced by the peculiar sucker-like

disc. The thick-walled excretory vesicle is common to this species and
to all in the group and also the boring spine and glands. Except for the

peculiarly modified hind end it fits very well into Dollfus' group (1914) of

Cotylocercous cercarise, which are all developed in sporocysts in marine

gastropods. None of their life histories are so far known.
I have to thank my colleague, Miss G. E. Webb, for making the sections

which were used in working out the structure of the cercaria in order to

determine points not easily seen in the living material.

TREMATODES IN POST-LARVAL FISH.

Whilst investigating the food of young fish a number of Trematodes

were found. Some of these were immature, others adult and containing

ova. Those most frequently found were Derogenes varicus and Pharyn-

gora hacUlaris. Derogenes varicus is a common parasite of many fish,

notably the Pleuronectids, and in an immature state was found in several

fish, particularly Arnoglossus and Scofhthalmus norvegicus. The only

intermediate hosts so far known for this species are Sagitta and Har-

mothoe, so it is somewhat difficult to say how the worm enters the small

fish as they almost certainly do not eat these worms. The most likely

explanation seems to be that by the death of the worm host the young

Trematode is set free and is then swallowed along with other food by

tiny fish in which it afterwards matures.

Derogenes varicus was found in the following fish :

—

Arnoglossus sp. 23 Solea variegata 4

Scophthalmus norvegicus 18 Gadus minutus 2

Pleuronectes limanda 11 Gadus merlayigus 1

Pleuronectes microcephalus 4 Callionymus lyra 1
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Pharyngora bacillaris, which inhabits the Mackerel and a few other

fish in the adult state, when immature is found abundantly in the tow-

nettings both free and in Medusae, Ctenophores and Sagitta. It is the

only common Trematode of the plankton and might easily be swallowed

by small fish. It occurred in a few sprats, in 3 Onos mustela and in one

Rhombus Icevis.

Podocotyle atomon, another common fish Trematode, occurred in 3

specimens of Gasterosteus spinachia, and in all cases contained ova.

An encysted Trematode occurred in the peritoneum of 2 specimens of

Syngnathus rosteUatus.

The Horse Mackerel, Carmix frachurus, on one occasion contained

a mature Trematode, probably Lecithaster sp.
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CERCARIA NEPTUNI Lebour.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 1. Sporocyst containing cercariis from the digestive gland of Bvcamiv, undannu

2. Cercaria somewhat contracted.

3 Cercaria expanded.

•4. Side view of cercaria.

5. Head of cercaria bent forward to show stylet and glands.

6. Spiny disc at posterior end of cercaria.

7. Transverse section of cercaria through the ventral sucker and intestinal

diverticula.
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Marine Biological Association of the

United Kingdom.

Report of the Council, 1917.

The Council and Officers.

The Council has met four times during the year, tlie meetings having

been held in the Eooms of the Royal Society. The Council desires to

express the thanks of the Association to the Royal Society for the accom-

modation provided. The average attendance at the meetings has been

nine, and a Committee of three members of the Council visited and

inspected the Laboratory at Plymouth.

The Council has to record with regret the death of the Earl of Ports-

mouth, who for a number of years was a Governor, representing the

Worshipful Company of Fishmongers. Lord Portsmouth showed much
interest in the work of the Plymouth Laboratory.

The Plymouth Laboratory.

The new gas-engine supplied last year by Messrs. Crossley Bros., for

circulating sea-water through the tanks, has worked smoothly and

continuously, but unfortunately has consumed considerably more gas

than the old engine. This, at the present high price of gas, has led to

a marked increase in our working expenses. With a view to more eco-

nomical working, it will be advisable, when conditions are more favourable

after the war, to reconsider the whole of our pumping arrangements and

try to reach greater efficiency.

The Boats.

The steamer Oithona has again not been used this year. The vessel,

however, has just been requisitioned by the Admiralty for service in

connection with the war. What collecting work was possible under the

restricted conditions imposed by the naval and military authorities

has been done with the eighteen-foot sailing boat Anton Dolirn,
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and many specimens have been obtained from the commercial

fishing boats.

The Staff.

The Council regrets that Mr. D. J. Matthews, who has been employed

by the Association for part of his time since the International Investiga-

tions were transferred to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries in 1910,

left the service of the Association early in the year.

Miss M, V. Lebour has been granted the degree of D.Sc. by the Uni-

versity of Durham, and has been appointed a permanent member of the

Laboratory staff.

Miss G. E. Webb, of Oxford, has been appointed an Assistant Naturalist

for the duration of the war, and commenced work at the Laboratory in

August.

Messrs. E, W. Nelson, L. R. Crawshay, J. H. Orton, R. S. Clark, and

E. Ford are still serving with H.M. Forces.

Occupation of Tables.

The following Naturalists have occupied tables at the Plymouth

Laboratory during the year :

—

W. De Morgan, Plymouth (Pomatoceros).

Mrs. E. W. Sexton, Plymouth (Gamm.arus).

Dr. C. Shearer, F.E.S., Cambridge (Diuophilus).

The Easter Vacation Course in Marine Biology for University students

was not held this vear.

General Work at the Plymouth Laboratory.

Dr. Allen, the Director of the Plymouth Laboratory, has been engaged

during a considerable part of the year in carrying out special experiments

for the Admiralty Board of Invention and Research. Since his return

to the Laboratory he has been continuing his work on the conditions

necessary for the successful growth and reproduction of certain marine

plants and animals under experimental conditions.

Following on her researches on the plankton and microplankton of the

Plymouth district, Dr. Lebour has made the central feature of her work

for the year a study of the food actually eaten by fishes in their larval

and youngest stages. This is a subject which has been but little studied

and results of great interest have been obtained. A report on these
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appears on page 433. General work on the plankton has also

been continued by Miss Lebour, who has been assisted in this by

Miss Webb.

Two numbers of the Journal have been published during the year.

The first, which was issued in May, contained three papers by Miss

Lebour on the microplankton of Plymouth Sound, on the Peridiniales of

Plymouth and on some parasites of Sagitta. The first of these papers

contained the results obtained from the examination of centrifuged

samples of sea-water taken at regular intervals during one complete

year, so that seasonal variations are shown. In the same number appears

Dr. Allen's report on the larval and young stages of fishes collected during

the summer of 1914, this report being a continuation of work carried out

for 1913 by Mr. K. S. Clark and reported upon by him in an earlier num-

ber of the Journal. Mr. D. J. Matthews contributes the second part of

his paper on the amount of phosphoric acid in the sea-water of! Plymouth

Sound, in which the seasonal variations in the amount of that substance

are recorded.

The second number of the Journal, issued in December, contains a

detailed report, by Dr. Allen and Mrs. E. W. Sexton, of experiments on

the inheritance of eye-colour and the loss of the eye-pigment in the

Amphipod Gammarus cJievreuxi. Three papers of a general character by

Dr. Allen, in which the results of work done at the Laboratory are set

forth in a more popular form, complete the number. These papers are

entitled, " Heredity in Plants, Animals, and Man," " Food from the Sea,"

and " The Age of Fishes and the Kate at which they Grow."

The Library.

The thanks of the Association are again due to numerous Government

Departments, Universities, and other institutions at home and abroad

for copies of books and current numbers of periodicals presented to the

Library. The list is similar to that published in the Reports of Council

of former years. Thanks are due also to those authors who have sent

reprints of their papers for the Library.

Donations and Receipts.

The receipts for the year include a grant from H.M. Treasury of £500,

and one from the Fishmongers' Company (£600). In addition to these

grants there have been received Annual Subscriptions (£123), Rent of

Tables in the Laboratory, including £25 from the University of London,

and £20 from the Trustees of the Ray Lankester Fund (£45) ; Sale of

Specimens (£371) and Admission to Tank Room (£84).
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Vice-Presidents, OflEicers, and Council.
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election for the year 1918-19 :
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Lord Walsingham, f.r.s.

The Right Hon. A. J. Balfour, m.p.,

F.R.S.

The Right Hon. Austen Chamber-
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W. ASTOR, Esq., M.P.

G. A. Boulenger, Esq., f.r.s.

A. R. Steel-Maitland, Esq., m.p.

Rev. Canon Norman, d.c.l., f.r.s.

Edwin Waterhouse, Esq.

COUNCIL.

Elected Members.
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W. C. De Morgan, Esq.
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E. W. L. Holt, Esq.

Prof. E. W. MacBridb, d.Sc, f.r.s.

H. G. Maurice, Esq., c.b.

P. Chalmers Mitchell, Esq., d.Sc.

F.R.S.

F. A. Potts, Esq.

C. Tate Regan, Esq., f.r.s.

Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson, c.b., f.r.

Chairman of Council.

A. E. Shipley, Esq., d.sc., f.r.s.
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George Evans, Esq.
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The following Governors are also members of Council :

—

G. P. Bidder, Esq., Si.D.
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K. L. TowGOOD, Esq. (Prime Warden
of the Fishmongers' Company).

T. T. Grf.g, Esq. (Fishmongers'

Company).

The Hon. Nathaniel Charles Roths-

child (Fishmongers' Company).

George Evans, Esq. (Fishmonger

Company).

Prof. G. C. Bourne, d.Sc, f.r.s. (Ox-

ford University).

A. E. Shipley, Esq., d.Sc, f.r.s. (Cam-

bridge University).

Prof. W. A. Herdman, d.Sc., f.r.s.

(British Association).
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Ahlattaria (Silpha) laevigata, 509

Acauthochiasina fusiforme, 158

Acartia clausii, 165, 170-8, 438 -5r)

— sp., 43G, 437, 457

Acineta ttiberosa, 158

Acnanthes longipei^, 151

Acritus punctmn, 510

Actinocyclus Ehreiibergi, 145

Actinofttjckus imdidatus, 145

Acti7iotrocha,'ibi, 164

Actocharis marina, 505

jEgeon fasciatus, 168

^gialia arenaria, 510

Acpojihilus, 500

^(jJMs marinut;, 500

— robinii, 500

Agabus conspcrsus, 503

^(/owws cataphractus, 440

Alcyonivm digitatmn, development of,

258

Aleochara algarum, 504

— obscurella, 504

— grisea, 504

^maca adamantina, 502

— lucida, 502

-— ovata, 502

xlmmodytes sp., 216, 436-56

Ammodytidae collected near Ply-

mouth, 216

Amoebae, 156, 175

AmphiaM-us similis, 165

Amphidinium crassum, 138, 170, 188

Amphimelissa setosa, 158

Amphiprora maxima, 152

Amphora ostracaria, 152

— sp., 1 52

Amijlax lata, 185

NEW SERIES.—VOL. XI.

Amiphia petiolata, 169, 176; notes on

tlie life-history, 51

Annelid larvae, 164

Annual Rings in the scales of Plaic

and Flounders, 470

Anomalocera Pafersoni, 165, 436, 440

Anomodes (N'acerdes) melannra, 513

Anoplodactijhis petiolatiis, 51

— pygmaeus, 51

Anthicus angitstatus, 513

Apherusn bispiiiosa, 166

— Clevei, 166, 438

— sp., 442

Aphodins nitiduliis, 510

Aphya pellucidu, 239

Apion atomarium, 511

— confluens, 511

— hookeri, 511

— laevicolle, 511

— ononicola, 511

— schdnherri, 511

Arachnactis Bournei, 162, 175

Arena odavii, 498, 506

Arnoglossus sp., 232, 443, 449, 451 ;

containing Trematodes, 516

^scam, 163 ; in Sagitta, 202

J.s(enws (Suniiis) Jiliformis, 507

Asterionella Bleakeleyi, 151

— japonica, 136, 151, 171-8

Atheta flavipes, 505

— fungi, var. orbata, 505

— indubia, 505

— pxuncticeps, 505

— thinoboides, 505

— triangulum, 505

— vestita, 505

Aurelia sp., 162, 173

Auricvilaria, 170, 174
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Aatolytu-s longiferieus, 163, 170

— 2nctus, 163, 172

— ncbropundatus, 163, 170, 172

— sp., 163

B

Bacillaria paradoxa, 1 52

Balance sheets, 264, 430, 524

Balanus, 166-78, 436-58

Bellerochia malleus, 151

Bembidium concinnum, 499

— minimum, 499

— normannimi, 499

— saxatile, 499

— varium, 499

jBevw cucumis, 162, 171

Biddulphia, 135, 139, 142

— alternavs, 151

— favus, 151

— mobiliensis, 142, 149, 170-5

— re^ia, 149, 170-5, 440

— sinensis, 149, 173-5

— sp., 171

BidessHS mivutissunus, 503

Bledius secernendus, 508

— spedabilis, 507

— U7iicornis, 508

Blenniidae collecled near Plyniuuth,

247

Blennius galerita, 441

— gattorngine, 441 ; host of Zoogonus,

514

— sp., 247

— ocello.ris, host of Zoogonus, 514

Bolina itifundibidnm, 162, 171, 176

Bopyriva sp., 167

Boiigainvillia hrittunica, 161

Brachelytra, 504

Brachygluta (Bryaxis) waterhovsei, 509

Brachyura zoea, 169, 170, 452

Broscus cephalotes, 499

Buccinutn vndatum containing Tre-

matodes, 514

Cafius fucicola, 507

— sericeus, 507

— xantholoma, 507

— var. variegatus, 507

— var. vario/osus, 507

Calmius finmarchicus, 164, 170-8, 436-

55

— stages in the life-history, 1

Gulathus mollis, 502

Gdligus rapax, 166

Callionymidae collected near Ply

mouth, 245

Cnllionymus lyru, 245, 437-42 ; host of

Zoogonus, 514 ; of Derogeues, 516

Gampylodiscns sp., 152, 458

Cancer pagur us, 168, 173

Gandacia armata, 165, 178

Gaprella sp., 166

Carangidae collected near Plymouth,

225

Garanx trachurus, 225, 439, 517

Garcinopsis minima, 510

Garcinus maenas, 169, 173, 174

Carteria sp., 155

Gassida nobilis, 511

— vittata, 511

Cathormiocerus, 513

Gentropages hamatus, 165, 170, 171, 178

— typicus, 165-77, 436-56

— sp., 172, 442, 452

Geuthorrhynchns dawsoni, 512

— terminatus, 512

Geraphilus nanus, 168

Gerataulina Bergoni, 149, 176

Geratium ardicum, 187

— bucephalum, 171, 172, 187

— furca, 187

— /««us, 138, 139, 170-7

— macroceras, 187

— platycornc, 187

— sp., 153, 183, 187

— tripos, 187

Gercaria neptvni, 514

Gercyon depressus, 504

— littoralis, 504

Ghaetoceras, 136-49, 171-5

— boreale, 148

— breve, 148

— constridum, 148, 170, 177

— contorhdm, 148

— convolutum, 147, 173, 174

— curvisetum, 135-48, 173-8

— danicum, 147

— debile, 139, 149

— decipiens, 139, 148
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Ghaetoceras deni^um, 147

— diadema, 148

— didymum, 143, 177

— laciniosvm,, 148

— 2)set(docn)iiti(m, 139, 148, 175

— teres, 148, 173, 174

— willei, 148

Chlceniva nigricornis and var. melano-

corjiis, 499

— vest it us, 499

Ghrysaora, sp., 162

Chrysomela banksi, 511

— hcemoptera, 511

Cicindelu germanim, 499

Cillenus lateralis, 500

Girratulus {Audoninia), tentandatus^

oecology of, 60

Girratulus, sp., 163

GittarocycHs denticulata, 160, 439

— edentata, 160

Clavicornia, 509

Glupea sp., 213, 437 ; age and rate of

growth, 417

— harengus, 457

— sjjrattus, 459

Clupeidae collected near Plymouth,

213

Glytia volubilis, 161, 175

Giieorrhinus iilagiatus, 512

Coccospha'ra, 436, 455

Gochlvdinium hdix, 197

— pellucidum, 138, 197

— pukhelluia, 197

Godiosoma spadix, 513

Guslamhus incequulis, 503

Coleoptera of South Devon and South

Cornwall, 497

Goleps, sp., 158

Gorticaria crenulata, 510

— inipressa, 510

Coryceus anglicus, 165, 170-8, 436-58

Gorylophus suhUevipennis, 509

Gorystes cassivelaunu^s, 169, 173-5

Goscinodiscus, 138, 139, 142, 170, 172,

441-58

- exceiitricus, 145, 173, 174, 440, 442

— Grunii, 145, 454

— radiutus, 145, 173, 174, 440

— sub-bulliens, 145

Gosmetira pUosella, Kil ; containing

Anaphia petiolata, 51 ; Pharyngora

bacillaris, 57, 160

Gottus hubnlis, 440

Grangon vulgaris, 168, 173, 174

Grypticus quisquilius, 513

Grystallogobius nilssoni, 239, 437, 442

Gteniopns sulphicreus, 513

Gtenolabrus riqjestris, 222

Gyclogaster Montagui, 442

Cyclopteridse collected near Ply-

mouth, 241

Gyclopterus lumpus, 241, 442, 460

Gijphonautes larva, 164, 170-4

D

Dermestes undulatus, 510

r>erogenes various, 163 ; in Sagitta, 201
;

in fishes, 202, 516

Diatoms, culture of, 385

Dichirotrichus obsoletiis, 502

— pubesceus, 502

Dictyochn fibula, 140, 155, 177, 178

Diglotta viersa, 506

Dinobryoii, sp., 155

Diriophysis acuminata, 154, 176, 184

— acuta, 184

— homunculus, v. tripos, 184

— OVMW, 184

^ rotundatuin, 184

— sp., 1 76, 437, 455

Diplopsalis hnticula, 185, 437

— pillula, 176, 185

Pistephaiius speculum, 140, 155, 177,

178, 4.^0

Ditylium. Brightu^eUi , 151, 174

Drninivs nigriventris, 503

— vectensis, 503

Dyschirius arenosus, 499

— .?aZ«( (<s, 499

E

Echinopluteus, 170, 177, 178

fUndeis s^nnosus, 52

Ephelota crustaceorum, 158

Eucampia zoodiacus, 149

Eupagurus, sp., 168, 175, 442

Euphausicdae, 167

Euplotes sp., 159

— iHinnus, 1.59
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Eurynome aspera, 168

Euter-pina acutifrons, 165, 435-58

Evadne Nordmanni, 166, 175, 178, 458

— sp., 436, 455

Exuviella compressa, 184

Fishes, age and rate of growth, 399
;

food of post-larvaT, 433

Flounders, scale investigations, 470

Food from the sea, 380

Foraniinifera, 156

Fragillaria, sp., 151, 450, 451

G

Gadidae collected near Plymouth, 217
;

rate of growth, 402

Gadus luscus, 217, 436, 437, 455

— merlcmgus, 217, 437, 454

— minutus,2\'i, 437, 455

— mo7rhua, 454

— poIlarJiiKs, 217, 455

— sp. 438 ; containing Trematodes,

516

Crcdathea S[x, 168, 173, 174

Gammarus chevreuxi, Mendelian in-

heritance of eye-colour, 1 9 ; loss of

eye-pigment, 273

Gasterosteus spinachia, 450 ; containing

Podocotyle, 517

Geodephaga, 499

Georyssus crenulatits, 510

Glenodinium bipes, 138, 176, 184

Gnatliia maxillaris, 167

Gobiesocidae collected near Plymoutli,

247

Gobiidie collected near Plymouth, 239

Gohius, sp., 239, 437, 441

Gonyaulax polyedm, 185

— polygramma, 185

— scrippsae, 185

— spinifera, 185, 458

— triacmitha, 185

Gi'ammatophora serpentina^ 151

Oronops lunatus, 512

Guinardia flaccida, 138, 144, 172, 177,

437

Gymnodinium achromaticuvi, 190
— filuvi, 193

Oymtiodinium lunula, 135

— minor, 192

— 2)seudonoctilur((, 188

— rhomhoide^, 176, 183, 190

— teredo, 188

— triangularis, 183, 192

— viridis, 189

Gyrinus ehmgatns, 503

— marinus, 503

H

Halcampa chrysanthellum, 162

Halosphcera viridis, 155, 457, 458

Harpacticus xiniremis, 436, 442, 443

Harpalus attemiatus, 502

— tardus, 502

— tenebrosiis, 498, 501

Heliozoa, 156

Helophorns mtdsanti, 503

Heredity in Plants, Animals and Man,

354

Herrings, researches on races of, 71

Heterocerus feiicsfrat us, 510

— jlexuosus, 510

Heteroniera, 513

Heterota (Alianta) plumhea, 505

IIeterothrops binotata, 506

Hippolyte, sp., 168, 170, 176, 452

Homalium Icevi-usculum, 509

— riparium, 509

Hopatrum sabulosum, 513

Hyalodiscus stelliger, 144, 172, 458

Hybocodon prolifer, 161, 174, 175

Hydradephaga, 503

Hydroporus (Deronertes) assimilis, 503

— Uneaius, 503

I

Idutea viridis, 167

Idyafurcata, 165, 436-42

Infusoria, 158, 160

Isias clavipes, 165, 436

Jaxea nodiana, 168

Labidocera JFollastoni, 165

Laba'a acuminata, 159
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Labcea conica, 159

— spnalis, 159

— sp., 138, 140, 159, 170, 171

— strobila, 138, 159

Labridte collected near Plymouth, 222

Labnis ber<iiilta, 222, 487-39

— mixtus, 222

Laccobius jutrpurascens, 504

Lachymaria, sp., 158

Lamellicornia, 510

L((iideri<(, 136, 175, 178

— bomdis 139, 142, 144, 437

Leander, sp., 1G7

Lepadoyaster candnUei, 442

— gouani, 443

— sp., 247

Leptoctjliudrns danictis, 144, 176

— sp., 144

Lepttomysis mediterranea, 167

Lesteva foHtinalis, 509

Limacina balea, 169, 171

— retroversa. See 6«7e«

LimiHeurii mc/ropiceuni, 499

Lintnobaris T-album, 512

Lionychus bipinictatns, 503

— quadrillum, 502

— nuicolor, 503

Li.st of Members, 266

Lit]inde!<minm undiilntum, 142, 151,

171-8

Lithomelissa sefosa, 158, 439

Lohmanniella oviformis, 159

Lomiipedia minor, 165

— ,^V(>«/, 165, 436, 448

Li>phins jiiscatorius, 249, 440

Lycmophora Lynberyi, 151

M
Maeropds Slabberift, 167

Magelo7ia , sp., 163

Malacodermata, 511

Maritime Coleoptera, 497

Mastigloia, 136, 142, 143, 151, 171-6

Mecinus cirndatiis, 512

Medon pocofer, 507

— ripicola, 507

Medusae containing Pycnogonids, 51,

160

— as hosts for larval Trematodes, 57,

160

Meligethes exilis, 510

Melosira Borreri, 143

Mendelian inheritance in Gammarus,

18, 273, 364 ; in ])lants, animals,

and man, 354

Mesoditiium, sp., 159

Metridia lucens, 436-55

Micralymma marinnm, 509

Micraspis 16-pnnctata, 510

Microlestes (Blechrus) maurus, 503

Microniscus sp , 167

Microplankton of Plymouth Sound,

133

Microsetella norveyicu, 436, 448

Microzotdn tibiale, 513

Molva inolva, 220

Mordellisteiia purvula, var. inceqnalis,

513

Mugguea atlantica, 162, 173-8

Myrmecopora brevipes, 505

— sulcata, 505

N
Nassida, sp., 159

Navicula membranacea, 151

— sp., 151, 437-53

Nerophis lumbriciformis, 457

Nitzschia closterium, 135, 139, 152, 171

— delicatissima, 135, 136, 139, 142,

152, 175, 176

— pavduriformis, 152

— seriata, 152

Nyrtiphitnes ('niirini, Mil

O

Obelia, sp , 161, 170-8; containing

Anaphia petiolata, 51 ; Pharyngora

bacillaris, 57, 1 60

Ochthebius impveasicoUu, 504

— lejolisi, 504

— marinus, 504

— metallescens, 504

— pygmceus, 504

— viridis, 504

Gcypus ater, 507

Oikoplenra dioica, 170-8

Oithona nana, 165

— pjhimifera, 1 65

— smife, 166, 173, 436, 458

— sp., 456
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Onccea, sp., 436-58

Onos mustelns, 221, 437, 456 ; contain-

ing Pharijngora, 517

Ophiopluteus, 170, 174, 178

Otiorrhynchus atroapferm, 512

— rvgifrons, 512

Oxypoda exoleta, 505

Oxyrrhis marina, 155, 198

Oxytelus com'planatus, 508

— perrisi, 508

Oxytoxum Mibieri, 186

PitchylojJiis (Sajiriinis) muritimns, 510

Pallene brevirostris, 169

Palpicornia, 503

Punagceus hipostulalns, 499

Paracalanus parvus, 164-78, 437-57

Paracineta limhata, 158

Paralia sulcata, 135-42, 170-6, 437-58

Parapontella brevicornis, 165, 173, 174

Peachia sp., 162, 176

Pedinaria sp., 164

Pediculati collected near Plymouth,

249

Peridiniales of Plymouth Sound, 183

Peridinium cerasiis, 185, 437

—^ conicum, 186

— crassipes, 186

— divergens, 171, 186

— oceanictnn, 186

— orbiculare, 185

— omfwm, 154, 186, 437-9

— pallidum, 154, 186, 437

— pedunadatum, 186

— pellnciduvi, 154, 186

— roseii'tn, 185

— sp., 153, 154, 175, 176, 183, 437-51

— Thorianum, 186

Perileptus areolatus, 501

PhcBocystis, 137, 152, 154, 176, 450

— Pouchetii, 175, 183

Phaleria cadaverina, 513

Pharyngora bacillaris, 57, 162 ; in

Sayitta, 202 ; in other hosts, 203 ; in

fishes, 517

Pldalidinm Jiemisphcrician, 161, 170-8

— containing Anaphia petiolata, 51
;

Pharyngora haciUaris, 57 ; Peachia,

160

Philonthtis cruentatus, 507

— punctas, 507

Phosphoric Acid in sea-water, 122, 251

PJiljlnn (Hcliopafhes) gihbiis, 513

Phytophaga, 511

PhytosHS balticus, 506

— nigriventris, 506

— spi infer, 506

Plaice, scale investigations, 470

Pleurobrachia pileus, 162, 170-3 ; host

of Pharyngora bacillaris, 57

Pleuronectes flesus, 443, 450

— limanda, 229, 435-50 ; containing

Trematodes, 514, 516

— microcephalm, 229, 437, 443, 451
;

containing Trematodes, 514, 516

— platessa, 443 ; containing Trema-

todes, 514

Pleuronectida3 collected near Ply-

mouth, 229, 443 ; age and rate of

growth, 404

Pleurosigma sp., 151, 437-51

Podocotyle atomori; in Gasterostevs, 517

Podon intermedius, 166-78, 435-55

Poecilochcet us serpens, 163, 174

Pogoinis chalceus, 501

Polycera cpuadrilineata, 169

Polychaetes possessing a heart-body,

65

Polydntsus chrysomela, 512

Polykrikos Schwarzii, 198

Polytioe, sp., 163

Polystomella, 156

Pontosphma Huxleyi, 155, 170, 171

Porcellana, sp., 168-77, 439

Portvnus, sp., 169, 174-7

Post-larval Teleosteans collected near

Plymouth, 207

Pouchetia armafa, 154, 176, 198

— fusus, 198

— parva, 138, 198

Prorocentrum micans, 135-9, 154, 170-8,

184, 437-57

Protocerafium reticulatinn, 185

Psainmobius porcicullis, 498, 510

Pseudocalanvs elovgatus, 164-78, 435-

59

Pseiidocuma cercaria, 167

Psihthrix cyaneus, 5 1

1

Psiilliodes marcida, 511
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Ptenidmm imnctatum^ 509

Pyrocystis iKuiila, 139, 198

Pyrophacus horologicum, 186

Q

Qnedias nemueiieug, 506

— umbrinus, 506

R

Raniceps raniniis, 220

Rathkea octopmidata, 161, 173, 174

Report of Council, 259, 425, 519

Hhamphistoma belone, 443, 460

Rhinocyllus co)iicus, 512

Rhizosolenia (data, 139, 142, 170-7

— hebetata form semispiiKi, l;J9, 142,

176

— rob unfa, 145, 147

— setiger , 142, 147, 177

— Shrubsolei, 135-47, 174, 436, 456

— sp., 142, 175-7

— Stolferfothri, 139, 142, 146, 170-8

Rhombus Icevis, 234, 443, 452 ; contain-

ing PluiryjKjora, 517

— maxirmis, 234, 443, 462

Rhyncophora, 511

Roccns labrax, 222

S

Sagitta bipundata, 164, 170-8
;

para-

sites of, 201

Saphenia gracilis, 161, 176

Sarsia exiviia, 161

— jJwlifera, 161

— tuberosa, 161

Scomber scomber, 226, 439 ; rate of

growth, 403

Scombridse collected near Plymouth,

226

Scopceus minimus, 507

Scop>hthalmus norvegicns, 234, 435-53
;

containing Trematocles, 516

Serranidye collected near Plymouth,

222

Sibinia sodalis, 512

Sipalia testacea, 506

Siriella Glavsii, 167

Sitones waterhousi, 512

Skeletonema cosUdum, 135-42, 170-8,

441

Slabberia halterata, 161

Smicronyx jungermunnice, 512

Solea lascaris, 237, 443-6

— lutea, 237

— variegafa, 237, 435-48 ; containing

Trematodes, 514, 516

— vulgaris, 237, 435, 438, 443, 445
;

containing Trematodes, 514, 516

Hpirodinium acutum, 194

— concentricurn, 194

— crassum, 195

— fissnm, 193

— glaucum, 176, 196

— obtusKin, 194

— sjnrale, 176, 193

Squilla Desmaresti, 167

Steenstrupia rubra, 161, 175

Stenus atratulus, 507

Stomotoca dinema, 161, 171 ; containing

Anaphia petiolata, 51 ; Pharyugora

bacillans, 160

Streptotheca thamensis, 135, 142, 149,

171-5

Strombidinm randatum, 138, 159

Hubcoccinellii {Lasia) 2i-punrt(it(i, 510

Sarrirella fastuosa, 152

SyiicJueta, sp., 164

Syngnathid&e collected near Plymouth,

215

Syngnathus acus, 456

— rostellatus, 215, 457, 517

T

Tachys ptirvulus, 500

Temora lovgicornis, 165-78, 435-59

Terebellid larva, 163

Thdassiosira, 136

— condensata, 144

— decipiens, 144

— gravida, 139, 142, 174-6, 440

— NordenshioliHi, 143

— subtilis, 144

Tludassiothrix nitzschioides, 138, 151,

459

— sp., 142, 173, 174

Thaum(devs longisjnno.ws, 166

Tiarina fusus, 138, 1-58
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Tintinnopsis beroidea, 158, 159, 172-7,

439

— campanula, 159

— sp., 178

— ventricosa, 158, 159, 170, 171,437-

53

Tintinnus subulatus, 159, 177

Tomopteris heligolandiciis,*l(i-i

Trachinidae collected near Plymouth,

244

Trachini'S vipera, 244, 440

Trechus fidvns, 501

— subnotcdus, 501

Trematode larva from Buccinum, 514

Trematodes in post-larval tish, 516

Triglu giiriiardxs, 241, 440

— hirvndo, 241

— sp., 437, 438

Triglidse collected near Plymouth, 241

Trochiscia Clevei, 155

Trogophlnsus halophilus, 508

— unicolor, 508

Turris pileata, 161, 171 ; containing

Atiaphia petiolata, 51 ; Pharyngora

bacillaris, bl, 160

Tychiiis sclnieideri, 512

W
WillsiK dellata, 161

Zeidse collected near Plymouth, 229

Zeugoptervs pundatus, 236, 437-52

— tmiynaculatus, 235, 437-52

Zensfaber, 229 ; host of Zongoiius, 514

Zoogonus vivipartis, 514
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